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direction of travel,
Figure 5.1:
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
A

is the cutter orientation vector

A(i)

is the axial offset of the current disc from the cutter location position (in)

Adot

is the machine A rotational axis velocity (deg/min)

A d o t^

is the maximum allowable A axis velocity (deg/min)

Adot

is the rotational velocity vectors for the A axis (rad/min)

Adir

is the machine A axis rotational direction vector

AMin

is the minimum axial location of contact between cutter and stock (in)

A

is the maximum axial location of contact between cutter and stock (in)

m jx

Ap

is the component of the cutter orientation vector that lies orthogonal to D

Ap,

is the location formed when the vector Zi is projected back along D and onto AP (in)

Axy

is the area associated with a single z-buffer element (in2)

Bdot

is the machine B rotational axis velocity (deg/min)

BdotMax

is the maximum allowable B axis velocity (deg/min)

Bdot

is the rotational velocity vectors for the B axis (rad/min)

Bdir

is the machine B axis rotational direction vector

Cmk

is the axially highest location of stock contact on the cutter (in)

D

is the net linear distance between the start and end positions for the move (in), and

dA

is the distance the A axis must translate during the current tool move (deg)

dA

is the angle between two possible orientation vectors (rad)

dB

is the distance the B axis must translate during the current tool move (deg)

dncyi

is the constant disc thickness orthogonal to the cutter cylinder (in),

d^Ball

is the constant disc thickness orthogonal to the ball cutter profile normal (in)

dP

is the total distance translated by a given axis for the current move (in)

dPM(n)

is the differential amount moved by each axis for net tool move number n

dT

is the time taken for a single tool move to occur (min),
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dTM

is the time it takes to complete the current tool move (min)

dX

is the distance the X axis must translate during the current tool move (in)

dY

is the distance the Y axis must translate during the current tool move (in)

dZ

is the distance the Z axis must translate during the current tool move (in)

dZ

is the axial disc thickness (in)

dZ(z)

is the current axial disc thickness amount inside the summation (in)

dZfjall (i)

is the axial thickness of the current (ith) axial disc (in)

dX

is the angular range covered by two milled cavities (one complete blade) (rad)

d0

is the angular increment amount (rad)

da

is the user defined angular increment for disc definition (rad)

dxj/

is the cutter ball angular disc spacing amount (rad)

D

is a unitized direction of travel vector for the cutter

t^Min

is the minimum radial (toolpath Normal dir) location o f contact between cutter and stock (in)

D msx

is the maximum radial (toolpath Normal dir) location of contact between cutter and stock (in)

DP

is the location of an intersection in the cutter surface in the cutting tool Dp direction (in)

DP

is the component of the direction of travel vector for the cutter that lies orthogonal to A

D \y

is the component of the cutter direction of travel that lies in the X w p,

Err

is the percent difference between the estimated and actual peak force values

E uj

are the upper and lower ends the intersected segment (in)

f

is the programmed feedrate value (in/min)

f(n)

is the feed used for the current iteration (ipm)

ftn+D

is the input feed for the next iteration (ipm)

fcalc

is the current iteration feed value that resulted in excessive chip thickness (ipm)

kk(m)

is the calculated feed for current move (ipm)

5>ut

is the feed value output to the updated G-code file for the current tool move (ipm)

f,

is the feed-per-tooth value (in/tooth)

ft-net

is the net Feed-Per-Tooth value (in/tooth)

F Desired

is the desired force magnitude (Lb)

Ywp

plane
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pMax(n)

is the peak force magnitude for the current iteration (Lb)

Ft.lvg

is the average tangential force (Lbs)

F*

is the Xcr and vector cutting force acting on the cutter at cutter angle © (lbf)

Fy

is the Xct and vector cutting force acting on the cutter at cutter angle © (lbf

Fy-avg

is the average side force acting on the cutter (Lb)

h

is the chip thickness (in)

h(p)

is the chip thickness as a function of rotation angle (in)

h,vg

is the average chip thickness over the net contact region (in)

hM«

is the maximum chip thickness value calculated during the current tool move (in)

iiMaxDeared

is the user defined desired maximum chip thickness value (in)

Helixlncr is the desired helical increment per disc (rad)
i

is the absolute index to the current axial disc element

'Max/Min

is the index to the upper or lower bounding discs

L„„

is the net length of Z-buffer element removed (in)

InStock

is a flag indicating if the current axial disc engages the stock during the current tool move

Izbuffer

is the Index to the current Z-buffer element (beginning with 0)

j

is an index to the current rotation angle

k

is an index denoting the current flute

K

is the Unit Power Consumption, a material constant (hp min / in3)

Kt ,

is the tangential force mechanistic material parameters (Lbf7in2)

Ktc

is an empirically derived material constant ( Lbf/(in)2-Pl)

Kr

is radial force ratio amount mechanistic material parameters (Lbf/Lbf)

K rC)

is also an empirically derived material constant ( Lbf(in)P2 /Lbf )

Lf

is the length of the current flute segment on the current axial disc (in)

Lf(i)

is the flute segment length of the ith disc (in)

Lo

is the sum of the lengths of all gaps that lie within the intersected segment (in)

L^

is solid length of the the ith intersected segment (in)

Meiono,,

is the memory required for a single Z-buffer element (Kilobytes)
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Mne,

is the net memory required for all Z-buffer elements (Kilobytes)

nc

is the outward surface normal direction of the cutting tool

Hca

is the axial component o f the cutter surface unit normal for the current axial disc (unitless)

Hcr

is the radial component of the cutter surface unit normal for the current axial disc (unitless)

N

is the cutting tool Normal direction (normal to the sides of the toolpath envelope)

N

is the location of an intersection in the cutter surface in the cutting tool N direction (in)

Nb

is the number of blades on the part

N

is

d - b «ii

the number of disc elements present on the ball portion of the cutter

Nf

is the number of flutes (or inserts) on the cutting tool (tooth)

Nm

is the number of elements intersected during the move

N„„

is the total number of Z-buffer elements in the model

NJub

is the number of sub-moves required (unitless)

Nx

is the number of Z-buffer elements in Xwp

NY

is the number of Z-buffer elements in Ywp

Nz

is the number of cutting flutes on cutting tool

Ne

is the number of discrete rotational positions

P

is the power consumed (hp)

Pcx,y.z

is the location of the center of the sphere (in)

Pf,

is the final tool position in workpiece coordinates

Pi

is the initial G-code cutter location of a given axis for the current move (in)

Pi

is the initial tool position in workpiece coordinates

PM

is

a machine position location that represents the current machine positional state

{Xm,Ym^ M A 3 }
PM(n-1)

is the start position of the net tool move (from G-code)

PM-.-bOn) is the end position for all machine axes of the mth submove
[Pm]

is the machine coordinate position values [X,Y,Z,A3] found in the G-code file

[Pwr]

is the workpiece coordinate cutter position and orientation [X,Y>Z, r,J,K]

Pz

is a known point if intersection between the cutter and stock in workpiece space
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Pi

is an empirically derived material coefficient (rad)

P2

is an empirically derived material coefficient (rad)

Q

is the volumetric removal rate (in3/min)

R

is the cutter radius (in)

R(i)

is the current axial discs radius value (in)

R(iBaii)

is the radius of disc i on the cutter ball (in)

R(icyi)

is the radius of disc i on the cutter cylinder (in)

RA

is the radius to a tool position from the A axis o f rotation, defined orthogonal to A rotation (in)

Rb

is the radius to a tool position from the B axis of rotation, defined orthogonal to A rotation (in)

Rmc

indicates the workpiece coordinate space

Rowx

is the current Xwp row of elements that the index resides in

Rwp (i)

is the radius to the i* Z-buffer element from the rotational origin (in)

S

is the sampling rate (Hz)

Sx

is user defined scaling factor in Xwp that defaults to a value o f 1.0

Sy

is user defined scaling factor in Ywp that defaults to a value of 1.0

t

is the current sample time (sec)

to

is the sample time at which the first sample in the flute force profile occurs (sec)

[T]

is the transformation relation (function of machine kinematics and part setup)

TOL

is some small tolerance amount to account for round off error

V

is the surface cutting velocity (ft/min)

V

is the contribution to the net relative velocity vector from the machine linear axes (in/min)

VA

is the contribution to the net relative velocity vector from the machine 'A' rotary axis (in/min)

Va(A)

describes the A axis velocity contribution as a function of axial location (rad/min)

Vy^.y.z

is the linear velocity contributions from the machine A rotational axis (in/min)

VB

is the contribution to the net relative velocity vector from the machine 'B' rotary axis (in/min)

Vb(A)

describes the B axis velocity contribution as a function of axiallocation (rad/min)

VB w

is the linear velocity contributions from the machine B rotational axis (in/min)

VM

is the volume removed during the current move (in3)
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VM

is the net relative velocity vector o f the cutter past the stock (in/m in)

V„a

is the magnitude of the net relative velocity vector of the cutter past the stock (in/min)

V ^ i)

is the relative velocity for the i* axial disc (in/min)

Vnetx

is the X component of the net relative velocity vector (in/min)

VnetY

is the Y component of the net relative velocity vector (in/min)

Vnetz

is the Z component of the net relative velocity vector (in/min)

VRR

is the volumetric removal rate (inVmin)

Vx

is the individual machine linear Z axisvelocity contribution (in/min)

Vy

is the individual machine linear Z axis velocity contribution (in/min)

Vz

is the individual machine linear Z axis velocity contribution (in/min)

X(i)

denotes the Xwp base position of the i* element in Workpiece coordinates

Xdot

is the machine X direction linear axis velocity (in/min)

X doW

is the maximum allowable X axis velocity (in/min)

XR0

is the Xwp coordinate location of the rotational origin (in)

Y(i)

denotes the Ywp base position of the i* element in Workpiece coordinates

Ydot

is the machine Y direction linear axis velocity (in/min)

YdotMax

is the maximum allowable Y axis velocity (in/min)

Yro

is the Ywp coordinate location of the rotational origin (in)

z

is the summation index to the current axial disc

ZCL

is a vector from the cutter location position to a known intersection location

Zdot

is the machine Z direction linear axis velocity (in/min)

ZdotMm

is the maximum allowable Z axis velocity (in/min)

Zi

is a vector between the initial tool position and a known intersection locaiton

a

is the initial reference angle (rad)

ahelix (z) is the current axial discs cutter helix angle inside the summation (rad)
cthdix(iBaii) is the helix angle on disc I of the cutter ball
P(i, j, k)

is the angular position of the current flute (rad)

Pa,

is an entrance angle (rad)
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P«

is an exit angle (rad)

5

is the angel of tilt of the cutter from Zwp in the N,A plane

Soir

is the angular change in direction between moves (Deg)

e

is the geometric error between the actual and as-modeled surface (in),

£n

is the known separation in the cutter Normal direction, or 'allowable gap error1(in)

s Xy

is the known separation in the XWp,Ywp plane, or 'effective Z-buffer spacing’ (in)

y

is the angular separation between adjacent flutes (rad)

Ymin

is the minimum value between yt and y2 (rad)

Yi

is the angle between DXYand XWP(rad)

y2

is the angle between DXY and YWP (rad)

00")

is the current cutter rotational position reference angle (rad)

p

is a runout amount (in)

cj(i)

is the cutter ball flute definition angle for disc i on the cutter ball (rad)

t (i)

is an angular offset due to the cutter helix angle and axial location (rad)

V

is the angle between A and AP, and also D and DP (rad)

AA

is the distance the A axis must rotate during the current tool move (deg)

AB

is the distance the B axis must rotate during the current tool move (deg)

AT

is the time it takes to complete the current tool move (min)

AX

is the distance the X axis must translate during the current tool move (in)

AY

is the distance the Y axis must translate during the current tool move (in)

AZ

is the distance the Z axis must translate during the current tool move (in)

A

is the number of degrees of cutter rotation between samples (deg)

0

is the cutter rotation angle (deg.)

Q

is the spindle speed (RPM)
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ABSTRACT
DISCRETE MODELING OF SCULPTURED SURFACE MACHINING
FOR ROBUST AUTOMATIC FEEDRATE SELECTION

by
Jeffrey G. Hemmett
University of New Hampshire, May, 2001

Traditional feedrate selection techniques currently used in three and five-axis CNC machining
reduces milling efficiency. Manually estimated feedrates tend to be conservative and constant, greatlyincreasing mill time. The goal of this research is to develop robust techniques and software tools for
automatically generating optimized feedrates for use on three and five-axis CNC mills, to both simplify the
feed selection process and to increase the safety and efficiency of the milling operation through milling
process simulation.
The simulation software estimates milling force vectors for each tool move, and identifies a feedrate
that maintains a desired peak force. The desired cutting force value may be selected to prevent cutter
breakage, maintain part tolerance, or meet some other criteria. Other conditions are also considered, such as
maximum allowable chip thickness and machine constraints. This allows for the generation of variable
feedrates that are optimized for each tool move.
The software consists of three distinct portions: a discrete mechanistic model, a discrete geometric
model, and a CNC machine model. The mechanistic model estimates cutting forces as a function of cut
geometry, cutter/stock relative velocity, and material constants. The geometric model keeps track of the
changing in-process stock geometry and provides the cut geometry parameters required by the mechanistic
model. The CNC machine model calculates the cutter/stock relative velocity based on feed inputs, machine
kinematics, and controller behavior. A feed value is calculated in an iterative manner for each tool move
based on the force estimates. The results of this research have produced accurate force estimates during
sculptured surface machining, and have also demonstrated that this approach at automatic feedrate selection
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is feasible. Testing of feedrate selection has included the five-axis milling of production turbomachinery in
an industrial environment. An average improvement in efficiency of 20% has resulted from the use o f the
optimized feeds.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction
The primary focus of this research is on the automatic selection of optimized feedrates to improve
the efficiency of 3 and 5-axis sculptured surface machining. The methods are specifically developed for 5axis sculptured surface machining, as this represents the most complex and difficult type of NC milling.
However, 2, 21/2, 3, and 4-axis milling may be treated as special cases of five-axis milling by fixing the
appropriate axes of the 5-axis model.
The use of optimized feeds reduces the machining time necessary to cut a given part, and can
improve process reliability by reducing the chance of cutter breakage. The task of feedrate selection is also
simplified. It is difficult to optimize feeds using traditional manual feedrate selection methods as a result of
the complexity of the problem, combined with the large number of tool moves in a part program. Therefore,
a software based analytical approach is used to provide a practical solution to this problem. Computer
simulation of the milling process makes it possible to generate optimized feeds that vary with the cutting
conditions of each tool move, and that are near optimal based on a set of user-defined constraints. These
constraints include a maximum allowable force set to limit deflection and prevent breakage, maximum
allowable axis velocities imposed by machine constraints, and a maximum allowable chip thickness value
that limits tool wear during light cuts. Other constraints may also be specified as necessary.
This automated approach represents a shift in paradigm from traditional feedrate selection
techniques. At the present time, feed values are typically manually defined, resulting in constant feed values
that are overly conservative to protect the CNC machine and Lie part being milled. Without knowledge of
the cutting conditions, manually defined feeds are set based on a single or limited set of perceived worstcase conditions that may occur during the milling process. At best, these feeds provide safe (due to their
conservative nature) yet inefficient operation, and at worst they can lead to large part or cutter deflections,
or even breakage. Automatic optimized feedrate selection attempts to overcome these limitations by

1
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defining feeds that minimize mill time, while preventing cutter or part damage by selecting a unique feed
value tailored to the conditions present during each tool move.

1.2 NC Milling Overview
A basic overview of milling and Computer Numerical Control (CNC, or simply NC) is now
presented. This should aid in the understanding of some of the problems, and solutions, presented in this
thesis, as well as define some of the basic terminology.
The milling operation is a material removal process, where small chips of material are removed
from a piece of raw stock to obtain a desired shape. The raw stock may be in the form of a rectangular ingot
or billet, or it may be the result of some prior manufacturing operation such as casting, turning, or previous
milling. Whatever the state of the raw stock, it is at least slightly oversized so that excess material may be
milled away. The benefits of milling include dimensional accuracy and excellent surface finish capabilities,
combined with relatively low cost and faster process times (as compared to EDM, ECM, or some other
manufacturing method of comparable accuracy).
The material removal process occurs over a set of discrete tool moves, or cuts. The ‘cut geometry’
describes the area of contact between the cutter and stock for each tool move, and is generally defined in
terms of axial depth and radial depth. Axial depth defines how much of the tool, from the bottom of the
cutter, is engaged in the stock along the axis of rotation. The radial depth describes how deeply the cutter is
engaged in the stock material in a direction that lies orthogonal to both the cutter rotational axis and the
direction of travel. See Figure 1.1 for a graphical representation of axial and radial depth. A case of full
radial immersion is called a ‘slot cut’. Notice that when partial immersion cutting (i.e. not slot cutting), two
possible stock contact conditions can exist. These are referred to as Up (or Conventional) milling, and
Down (or Climb) milling conditions, and are presented graphically in Figure 1.2.
Cutting tools are available in many shapes, and are denoted by their profile relative to the axis of
rotation. The most commonly used cutters are ball end mills and flat end mills. 'Bull nosed’ or ‘round end’
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Figure 1.1: Some basic cut geometry definitions used to describe stock engagement during the milling
process.
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Figure 1.2: During 'Down Milling', the motion of the flute due to rotation opposes the relative direction
of travel, while during 'Up Milling’ the flute travels in the direction of relative motion.
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Figure 1.3: Various cutter profiles, and a visual depiction of the cutter helix angle '(Xheiix
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cutters, which are similar to a flat end cutter except there is a radius joining the sides and bottom of the
cutter profile, are also frequently used. Cutters typically have a cylindrical shaft, but they may also exist in a
tapered’ format, where the sides of the profile lie at some angle to the axis o f rotation. Shaped cutters are
sometimes also used, with the profile of the cutter producing some desired shape, similar to a router bit.
During milling, material is physically removed by sharp edges located on the rotating cutter. These sharp
edges have a specific geometry on the cutting tool, and may either be an integral part of the cutting tool,
known as "flutes", or they may be in the form of removable "inserts". The basic geometry of flutes or inserts
is described on the cutter by the ‘helix angle’, defined relative to the axis of rotation. This angle may vary
with axial location on the cutter. Figure 1.3 shows several cutter profiles as well as the helix angle
definition.
The rotational velocity of the cutting tool (its Spindle Speed, Cl), and the relative velocity of the
cutter past the stock Vnet, combine to define the thickness of the chip being removed by a given flute at any
instant during the rotation of the cutter. This value is referred to as the "chip thickness" (h). To facilitate
chip thickness calculations, the spindle speed and relative velocity are often combined into a single "feedper-tooth" value, f,.net, defined as:

^t-nct = V DCt /

where

(Cl

N f)

(1.1)

f,.net is the net Feed Per Tooth value (in/tooth),
Vnet is the net cutter to stock relative velocity (in/min)
Nf is the number of flutes (or inserts) on the cutting tool (tooth), and
f l is the spindle speed (RPM).

This value defines the distance the cutter moves forward during the period required for it to rotate the
angular distance between two adjacent flutes, and is equal to the maximum theoretical chip thickness. See
Figure 1.4 for a visual depiction of the chip thickness and feed-per-tooth concepts. In this figure, during the
period required for the cutter to rotate 90° such that a flute at Pos. la on the dashed cutter (seen looking
down the cutter axis) has moved to Pos. lb on the solid cutter, the cutter translated forward
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la

Figure 1.4: Visual depiction of the maximum chip thickness 'bMu' and feed-per-tooth 'ft.aet'.

Moves.iq/put
Figure 1.5a: Two views of a simple 3-axis vertical CNC depiction.
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one feed-per-tooth value f|.net. The maximum chip thickness Ti' is equal to ' f,.na' (Figure 1.4), along the
direction of travel. The chip thickness then thins to zero away from the direction of travel, which may be
described using:

h = ft-nn (nc-D)
where

(1.2)

h is the chip thickness (in),
fi-net is the net feed-per-tooth value (in/tooth)
tie is the outward surface normal direction of the cutting tool, and
D is the cutting tools direction of travel unit vector.

The chip is thickest along regions of the cutter that lie orthogonal to the direction of travel, and it thins as
the cutter surface becomes parallel to the direction of travel (this effect is referred to as "chip thinning").
Therefore the chip thickness distribution is a function of cutter type, the regions on the cutter that intersect
the stock, and the direction of travel of the cutter. These variables compose the "cutting conditions"
required to estimate milling forces for a given tool move.
In Computer Numerical Controlled (CNC) milling, the motion of the cutting tool is controlled by a
digital computer using feedback loops, with positional data input provided in the form of a data file. This
allows a single machine to produce parts that vary greatly in size and geometry, limited only by physical
machine constraints. Typically, a dedicated computer is used as the NC controller, but recently PC-based
"open-architecture" controllers have also come into use. It is the job of the controller to dictate the motion
of each degree of freedom present on the machine so that the net motion of the cutting tool occurs at the
desired positions and velocities.
The most common type of CNC machine is a ‘3-axis’ model. This name refers to the 3 degrees of
freedom present on the machine, which form a three dimensional Cartesian coordinate system. As shown in
Figure 1.5a, during 3-axis milling the cutter is free to move along the X, Y, and Z axes, but is fixed in
orientation. In the context of this dissertation, these coordinates will be referred to as the 'Machine
Coordinate' system, X M', 'YM', and 'ZM’. Control of 3-axis machines is a relatively straightforward task, as
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the 3 degrees of freedom are decoupled. While these machines are useful in milling prismatic pans and
simple sculptured surfaces, they are limited in their ability to efficiently produce complex geometries due to
the fixed cutter orientation. However, they are important as they represent the vast majority of NC machines
currently in use.
A second type of commonly available NC mill is a '5-axis' machine, which has the same Cartesian
3-axis basis to provide linear degrees of freedom, but also includes two rotary degrees of freedom (see
Figure 1.5b). In this figure a rotary table mounted on a standard 3-axis CNC machine provides the rotational
motion. The rotary axes are typically denoted "A" and "B", or "A" and "C", depending on the machines
manufacturer and its physical configuration. The rotary degrees of freedom allow for changes in the cutting
tool orientation relative to the stock being milled to allow for the creation of more complex geometries than
possible on a 3-axis mill (see Figure 1.6a). The rotary motion also allows a flat end or bull nosed tool to be
tilted such that the ellipse formed matches the local surface curvature, resulting in more efficient material
removal (See Figure 1.6b), although this technology is still in the research stages [L98] [WHJ98].
Unfortunately, the presence of rotary motion also has several drawbacks as compared to 3-axis
mills, including an increase in cost, increased programming difficulty, and reduced machine stiffness. There
are also functional problems introduced by the rotary axes, such as coupled motion, variable velocity
contributions to Vnet, singularity points (a combination of cutter location and orientation for which there is
no unique solution for the required axis positions), and discrepancies between the desired and actual tool
paths during large tool moves. The latter effect occurs because the CNC machine controller and rotary axes
do not fully replicate the linearly interpolated toolpaths created by the CAM software used during toolpath
definition. This interpolation error is usually not significant over short tool moves, but can introduce
appreciable error for long ones. A model of the kinematic and controller characteristics for a given machine
is necessary to simulate, identify, and eliminate these types of errors.
Manufacturers of 5-axis CNC mills use many different kinematic arrangements to include the
rotational degrees of freedom, two of which are shown in Figure 1.7. This makes a completely generalized
solution for automatic 5-axis feedrate selection difficult, as a unique model is required to represent a given
physical machine configuration. Rotary motion results in position and velocity values that are a function of
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Moves. ip /opt;

Figure 1.5b: Two views of a simple 5-axis CNC depiction.

Figure 1.6a: 5-axis milling can produce more complex geometry than 3-axis milling. In 3-axis Milling
(left), the cutting tool is constrained to a single orientation, unlike 5-axis Milling (right),
where the cutter is free to rotate relative to the stock.

Figure 1.6b: The use of 5-axis mills can improve milling efficiency. To produce identical surfaces to
the same tolerance, the 5-axis milled part on the left requires 2/3 fewer tool passes than the
3-axis milled part on the right (count cusps).
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Figure 1.7: Two different kinematic configurations used to achieve five-axis motion on a CNC mill.
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the radial distances from the center of rotation of each rotary axis to the current cutting tool position. These
radii are a function of a given setup configuration, the tool length, and the current cutter position;
information that is generally not considered by the current generation of controllers. This 'unknown radius'
problem results in many of the velocity related difficulties experienced when 5-axis milling. However, using
knowledge of the part setup, tooling information, machine kinematics, and controller behavior it is possible
to modify the part programs "off-line", prior to their use. When these modified part programs are used, the
desired cutting speeds are achieved through feedrate compensation. Similar compensatory methods could
also be implemented directly in the controller.
The most common form of data input for CNC machine controllers are G-codes (or M&G-codes).
G-codes consist of symbolic commands that instruct a machine to perform a specific action, such as "Turn
Spindle On" or "Turn Coolant Off'. They also provide user-defined values such as spindle speed, feedrate,
and position data. Each line of G-code typically contains a single instruction, referred to as a "block" of Gcode. The complete set of blocks required to mill a desired part is referred to as a "part program", and may
consists of several different operations that use different tools and/or milling techniques. Generally the most
common type of block in a G-code file is position data, and it is not uncommon to have tens of thousands,
or even hundreds of thousands, of position data blocks in a part program. This is especially true in
sculptured surface and/or 5-axis milling, where many small moves are typically used to ensure accurate
positional control and geometric accuracy.
Below is an example of 8 blocks of G-code; all instructions following the asterisk should be
interpreted as a comment:

G21

* English units

M03 S5000

* Spindle on clockwise at 5000 RPM

G92 X I.0 YO.O Z5.0 AO.O B90.0 * Defines current machine state as coordinate reference
GO Z2.5

* Move at Rapid Feed 2.5 inches down in Z, to Z=2.5

G1 X2.0 Y1.0 F5.0

* Linearly interpolate to X=2, Y=1 at a rate of 5 IPM

X3.0 Y2.0 F10.0

* Linearly interpolate to X=3, Y=2 at a rate of 10 IPM

X5.0 B80.0

* Linearly interpolate to X=S, B=80.0 (degrees) at a rate of 10 IPM

M02

* End program
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There are several points that should be noted in this example. The first is that many commands are
modal; that is, once they are defined in a given block, they remain constant in that setting until they are
explicitly changed. Thus once a linear interpolation (Gl) command, axis position, or feedrate is set, it does
not have to be entered on each subsequent block until its state changes. If desired, though, a new feed may
be entered for each tool move, a feature effectively used in this research. Also note that the pan is generally
not milled in some absolute coordinate system; the machine coordinate system must be defined based on a
specific part setup configuration for each job. While this is necessary to simplify the task of manufacturing
many different parts on one machine, it also contributes to the problems caused by the rotary motion as it
contributes to the "unknown radius" problem in the controllers. Furthermore, not all controllers interpret
commands identically. For example, a Fadal CNC controller interprets a G92 as a "Define Home Position",
while a Boston Digital controller interprets it as "Start of Canned Cycle”.

13 Milling Efficiency
Manufacturing via NC milling is a high overhead operation. The equipment is relatively expensive,
with "inexpensive" NC mills costing on the order of $50,000 for a three axis machine, and two to three
times that for an "inexpensive" 5-axis machine. Truly functional machines that are substantial enough to
survive production work, set up and ready to mill, can cost appreciably more than that. Additionally, NC
mills require a well-equipped shop, skilled operators and part programmers, consumables (stock, cutting
tools, fluids), and maintenance. NC milling is also fairly commonplace, with many "job shops" bidding to
manufacture parts for larger corporations. This not only increases competitiveness among the jobs shops,
but also puts increased pressure on "in-house" milling operations to remain efficient. Jobs are often bid on
in a 'per-part' or 'per-Iot' basis, and so production efficiency greatly affects a shops financial performance in
this high-overhead, competitive industry.
Efficiency improvements in the milling operation can be gained in two areas: the efficiency of the
milling strategy, and the machining feedrate. Machining strategy refers primarily to toolpath generation and
process definition. Efficiencies here can be found in cutter selection, toolpath optimization (how "well-
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packed" the toolpaths are to minimize the passes required to produce a desired shape), and the definition of
different operations (roughing, semi-finish, finish milling). There has been and continues to be much
research in the area of 3 and 5-axis toolpath generation and process definition, and several robust
commercial packages are currently available that allow users to generate accurate, efficient toolpaths from
CAD data. The machining feedrate defines the velocities at which the machines operate. Efficiencies can be
improved via feedrates through the use of the maximum velocities that can safely produce a part. There is
also an interrelationship between the choice of machining strategy and the allowable feedrate, and a truly
optimal CAM based process planner would consider this when defining toolpaths.
While feedrates can be varied over some range with acceptable results, the spindle RPM used to
mill a part should remain fairly constant. The spindle speeds that are supplied in machining reference
guides, such as the METCUT tables, are the results of years of empirical and theoretical research. These
speeds are provided as a function of stock material, and are typically provided in units of "Surface Feed per
Minute"; therefore the actual resultant spindle RPM is a function of the cutter radius. The surface velocity
of the cutting flutes is important as it affects both the strain rate and friction present in the milling process,
both of which produce large amounts of heat. The local temperatures on the cutting flutes can reach
hundreds and even thousands of degrees Celsius [W89]. If allowed to become too high for extended
periods, the heat can degrade the crystalline structure of the cutting tool material, leading to premature tool
wear and even failure. Therefore the recommended spindle speeds, provided both for differing stock
materials and cutter materials (due to the differing critical temperatures), should usually be used. This
leaves feedrate as the primary variable for milling rate optimization.
The task of defining feedrates is not always easy. Even in traditional 3-axis milling, where the
input feed value equals Vnet, feed selection is complicated by the continually changing cut geometry. Skilled
machinists, however, can identify the worst-case cutting conditions and set the feeds accordingly, based
either on experience or tabular data, such as those supplied by METCUT. In 3-axis milling, these feed
values may then be used with confidence, as Vaa remains constant and equal to the feed value specified to
permit safe operation for the worst-case conditions. However, efficiency is sacrificed since the actual
cutting conditions vary continually. The cutter could safely move faster in areas of less severe conditions
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(e.g. reduced axial depth of cut or partial immersion vs. full slot cuts), but it is not practical for a machinist
to manually define variations in feedrate for each block of position data in a G-code.
The feed selection process becomes more complicated for 5-axis milling due to the addition of the
rotational axes. Also, the geometries cut are typically more complicated, making accurate evaluation of the
cutting conditions more difficult. Finally, many 5-axis mill controllers do not consider rotational
information when calculating axis velocities, resulting in a widely varying cutter to stock relative velocity
(Vnct), even for a constant input feedrate value. This greatly increases uncertainty in the identification of
worst case conditions required for safe feed selection, as it is no longer a function of geometry alone.
The large volume of information that must be analyzed, combined with the ambiguities of
identifying cutting conditions by inspection, make it prohibitively difficult to define optimized feedrates
using traditional manual methods. In order to optimize feeds in a practical manner, an analytical method of
feedrate definition robust enough for general application (i.e. reliable results are obtained regardless of
cutter type, machine type, stock geometry, or toolpath geometry) must be developed, as will allow for
numerical solution. Computer simulation makes it possible to analyze the cutting conditions present during
for each block of position data in a part program, and set the feed value accordingly. To ensure safe and
reasonable operation, additional constraints need to be defined; these include maximum and/or minimum
allowable feed values, limits on the rate of feed change, and maximum chip thickness values. The chip
thickness values are critical since they are directly related to temperature induced tool wear. Using a
software based approach, the feeds may be fully optimized for an entire part program, maximizing the
efficiency gains provided by optimized feedrates while maintaining safe milling procedures.
Another important cost is the "engineering hours" required to define optimized feeds. Although the
feed optimization calculations are performed on a computer, the time required to define the appropriate
input data must be considered. Ideally, the definition process should be as fast or faster than the traditional
manual methods. Therefore, to maximize the overall time savings, the feed generation software should be
simple to use, require a minimum of inputs, and be robust in operation. By robust it is meant that the
software both be fault tolerant and stable, as well as producing reliable results so that little or no repeat
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iterations are required to define the final feed values. Automatic feedrate selection provides a powerful tool
for tuning and optimizing feed values selection for use in the final production part program.

1.4 Automatic Optimized Feedrate Estimation
A model that relates feedrate to cutting conditions is necessary for the definition of optimized
feedrates using a computer. The most basic of these models employ "look-up tables", based on the tabular
feeds/speeds information traditionally used for manual feedrate selection. This can provide the most
conservative approach (assuming the worst case conditions are appropriately identified), and offer the
smallest gain in efficiency as it would allow for very limited variation in the feeds, generally only
differentiating between a fixed depth partial immersion and full slot cuts. While this may be sufficient for
very simple prismatic parts with fairly uniform cutting conditions, it would not suffice for sculptured surface
machining. While rudimentary, this concept is a small improvement over purely manual methods, and is
commercially implemented in at least one CAM package, FeatureCam by Engineering Geometry Systems
[JFHEOO][FOO].
For sculptured surface machining, where the cutting conditions vary continually, an analytical
model that relates feedrate to current cutting conditions is desired. Even simple prismatic milling would
benefit from this, as cusps left by previous operations, comers in the stock, and other areas of variable
geometry would be considered. Over the course of the past three decades, several different types of
analytical models have been developed, although primarily for research use. The most basic is the
volumetric approach, where the feeds are set based on the volumetric material removal rate
[E93][G87][NDW89][W88]. As the power consumed during a milling operation is a direct function of the
torque loads placed on the cutter by tangential cutting forces, it follows that maintaining a constant power
requirement leads to constant tangential forces. Thus the goal is to maintain a constant material removal
rate. Calculating the volumetric material removal rate for each tool move for some initial feed value, and
then multiplying both sides of the equation by a ratio that results in the desired removal rate, achieves this.
This technique provides for more variability than the look up table approach, but is still fairly rudimentary.
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Two commercially available applications of the volumetric approach at feedrate selection currently
exist. CG-Tech has commercially implemented a feed selection program called Optipath, which adjusts
feedrates as a function of material removal rate via a set of user-defined ratios [VOO]. The reported success
of this software demonstrates the desire in industry for automated process definition and their readiness to
accept and implement the optimized feed concept. MasterCam has also recently developed automatic
feedrate generation software called HighFeed [ MOO], also based on the volumetric approach. However,
while the volumetric approach is a marked advance over manual or look-up table based feedrate selection, it
does not adequately address all of the problems found in automatic optimized feedrate selection.
The primary drawback to the volumetric approach is predicts only average force values, rather than
reflecting the continuously varying nature of the forces during cutter rotation. The peak values, which can
be the most damaging if unchecked, typically are far greater than the average values. The force required to
shear a chip from the stock is a function of the instantaneous chip thickness. To estimate the peak force
values, the cutter type and direction of travel, the region of the cutter that is intersecting the stock material,
and the current cutter rotation angle at any given instant during the cutter rotation must be considered, as
they all affect the instantaneous chip thickness (as shown by Equation (1.2)). The volumetric model would
set the same feed whether the cutter was contacting a large area of stock towards the radial edge of the
cutter, or a smaller contact area in the radial center of the cutter, ignoring the variations in instantaneous
chip thickness for these two cases. Although the average force values would be similar for both cases, the
instantaneous values would be much higher in the latter case due to the greater chip thickness values. To
remain conservative this approach must therefore set the feed assuming the higher peak forces.
This year CG-Tech has added a new feature to their product that also considers chip thinning by
trying to maintain a constant maximum chip thickness during the milling operation. This marks another
advance in commercial optimized feed selection software as the chip thinning concept does consider cut
geometry, but it does not fully meet the eventual requirements of such a system. Ultimately, the true limiting
factor on feedrate selection is excessive cutting forces, which leads to cutter and part deflection and
damage. While the inclusion of chip thinning supports the theory that the instantaneous cutting force must
be considered, it does not actually predict it. The force values can vary widely even for a constant maximum
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chip thickness. Milling force is a non-linear function of chip thickness, tightly coupled to the type o f stock
material, the basic flute geometry on the cutting tool, and the total geometry of the contact region between
the cutter and stock. All of this must be considered for truly optimized force-based feedrate selection.
Non-force based automatic feedrate generation schemes are not extensible to more advanced
applications. Their use is limited to rough estimation of safe feedrate values, with little or no ability to
advance with industrial requirements as companies acquire feedrate technology, implement it, and
eventually desire more capabilities. Automatic feedrate generation based on force estimation marks only the
beginning of a series of advancements.

Once force based feedrate selection has been validated for

accuracy, it may be applied in the modeling of cutter deflection for tolerance based feedrate selection. It
may also be used in the modeling of machine dynamics to prevent chatter and other undesirable conditions.
Finally, it can aid in predicting machine maintenance through the prediction of cyclic loading and other
contributions that lead to bearing failure.

1.5 Milling Force Estimation and Automatic Optimized Feedrate Estimation
A milling force estimation model that relates the net instantaneous milling forces to feedrates must
be employed to best estimate optimized feeds. Such a model must consider feedrate, spindle speed, cut
geometry, cutting tool geometry, and material constants (to distinguish between different stock materials).
These models are referred to as mechanistic models, as they use the mechanics of the milling process to
estimate milling forces. Use of a mechanistic model in feedrate selection offers direct control over the true
limiting factor (force).
There have been numerous attempts to develop an automatic feedrate generation scheme that use
mechanistic models. In [TTIS89], Takata implemented a Z-buffer geometric model integrated with the
mechanistic model of Devor and Kline for the investigation of cutting forces and cutter deflection. This
work eventually led to a 2-1/2 axis process planner [T93]. Around the same time Fussell, Jerard, and Ersoy
were researching a similar approach at automatic feedrate selection for 3-axis milling [FEJ92], [E93], which
was later expanded by Durdag for true 3-axis capability [D93]. In Hemmett [H94], the combined the Z-
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buffer/mechanistic model approach at automatic feedrate generation was proven feasible for application in
5-axis milling as well. More recently, there have been attempts to replace the Z-buffer geometric model
with a solid model of the cutter and stock to provide the data required for mechanistic modeling. This
approach has been used in Spense [SA94] and Bailey et. al. [BJSE96] for 2-1/2 axis process planning
systems, and was expanded in Mounayri [MSE98] to include fiill 3-axis operation. This process has even
been taken one step further [D93,W98], where the feeds are set to control the cutter deflection that is a
result of the milling forces. Alternate approaches include varying the cutter path to directions that maintain
minimum milling forces, potentially allowing for further reduced milling times as compared to methods that
only vary the feeds on existing toolpaths [LM97].

1.6 Integrated Modeling Approach to Automatic Optimized Feedrate Estimation
One of the most useful mechanistic models is that proposed by Devor and Kline, originally
developed to estimate cutting force vectors acting on a flat end cutter [KDL82][KD83]. This model,
presented in Chapter 2, estimates milling force vectors in XCT and YCT, where XCT and YCT form a right
handed Cartesian coordinate system orthogonal to the cutter axis, and Xct lies in the direction of travel
(Figure 1.8). This discrete mechanistic model has been successfully applied in an inverse manner to
generate feedrates necessary to maintain a constant cutting force magnitude during 3 and 5-axis sculptured
surface machining [FHJ94][FJD95][H94]. The allowable force magnitude may be selected based on a
number of criteria, including the prevention of cutter breakage, maintaining part tolerance by limiting cutter
deflection, or meeting a machine constraint such as a maximum torque value allowed on a rotary table.
There are two approaches at solving for the feed value required to maintain a given force value.
The first approach is a 'true' inverse method, where the mechanistic model is re-arranged for solution of the
feed variable [E93]. As the relationship between feed and force is non-linear, a numerical approach such as
the Newton-Raphson method must be implemented for solution of this equation. The primary drawback to
this approach is that it only allows for independent solution of one force component, generally the YCT force
as it tends to be most significant. As this approach does not allow for solution of a net Xcr.Ycr force, a
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Figure 1.8: The principal directions of the milling force vectors calculated by the mechanistic model.
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second approach was developed that requires iterative solution of the mechanistic force models to solve for
both Xcr and YCT forces, with the feed value being adjusted during each iteration until the desired net force
magnitude is achieved [H94]. This approach, developed during earlier research, is implemented in this
application as it provides the most milling force information with little additional computational overhead.
The data needed for mechanistic milling force estimation requires the use of additional supporting
models. A geometric model of the stock and cutting tool, updated each tool move, is required to maintain a
current representation of the in-process stock geometry. This is necessary for the calculation of cut
geometry parameters that describe the contact area between the cutter and stock. A CNC machine model is
also required to simulate the machine kinematics and controller behavior, allowing input feedrate
commands to be translated into relative velocities between the cutting tool and stock.
The combined models of the software system are tied together in an integrated modeling approach,
where the overall system is peripherally integrated such that the only links between components are for
passing data. The modularity this provides allows for individual optimization of each component, and
simplifies component replacement if a better method is developed. This also facilitates the application of
the system to a variety of different cutting tool geometries and CNC machine configurations.
This integrated software scheme is shown in Figure 1.9. For each tool move contained in a G-Code
file, the region of intersection between the cutter and stock is calculated by a geometric model, which is
updated accordingly to represent material removal. If any stock intersection is found for the current tool
move, geometric parameters that define the axial and radial depth of cut are then calculated from the
intersection data for use in the mechanistic model. The CNC machine model is then used to calculate the
relative velocity Vnct of the cutter past the stock. Once the geometric parameters and relative velocity have
been found, the mechanistic model is invoked to estimate the feedrate necessary to maintain the desired
force. If the force for the current input feed is not within the desired range, the model iterates on the feed
value until the estimated force is within the desired range, or some other exit condition occurs. Other exit
conditions include machine constraints, user imposed feed limits, or maximum allowable chip thickness
values. For each move, the maximum chip thickness value calculated during force estimation is stored and
checked against the allowable maximum during each iteration. Note that while the feed value is iterated, the
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cut geometry parameters remain unchanged and only the relative velocity varies. At the termination o f the
feed calculation iterations, the current feed value is written out with the current G-code positional data
block to an updated version of the part file. This procedure is repeated for each positional data block in the
G-Code file, resulting in a set of near optimal feedrates for a given machining operation.

1.7 Summary of Advancements
The primary goal of this research is the development of an automatic feedrate selection system
capable of industrial implementation for 3 and 5-axis sculptured surface machining. This requires a balance
of accuracy, efficiency, ease of use, and robustness. It also requires a versatile solution capable of feed
generation for a variety of machine and cutter types. Finally, this research should also provide a platform
for future innovation, so that this technology can continue to develop with the demands of industry.
The advancements resulting from this research helped to meet these goals. This includes the
development of a generalized mechanistic model that includes the effects of variable cutter geometry, which
required explicit inclusion of the helix angle, cutter surface normal, and flute segment length in the
mechanistic model. The existing chip thickness model was also modified into a form that was convenient
and efficient to implement with this generalized model, and allows for the calculation of an average chip
thickness and inclusion of cutter runout. The support of generalized cutter geometry also required the
development of a generalized discrete representation of the cutting tool, as well as techniques to efficiently
obtain necessary cutter data. The geometric model was also enhanced so that a contact area could be
calculated on the cutter ball. The variable surface normal and cutter radius, combined with the ability for
material removal to occur on the 'back' of the cutter ball, are now included in the contact area calculations.
Validation of the ball end model was performed through .tumerous simulations and experimental cuts.
Explicit inclusion of the CNC machine model was also introduced to compensate for the rotary
motion present in 5-axis milling. Rotary motion results in differences between the input feedrate and the
cutter to stock relative velocity. The model calculates the correct velocity relationships regardless of NC
machine type (assuming the correct model has been implemented), allowing for versatile application o f the
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automatic feedrate generation software. In this research, five different 5-axis NC machine configurations
were modeled. These include a table-on-table arrangement where a 2-axis rotary tilt table is mounted on a
3-axis mill, and Boston Digital 405 and 505 5-axis mills, both in 'A axis' and 'C axis' configurations.
Additionally, the CNC machine model was implemented as a standalone module to provide basic relative
velocity control and also to validate the use of continually varying input feed commands.
There were also numerous efficiency developments made to the algorithms to reduce computation
time without sacrificing accuracy. These are distributed throughout the system, and include the methods
used to simulate cutter rotation, calculate relative velocities, calculate the cut geometry parameters and
iterate to the required feed value.
Finally, identification of maximum allowable chip thickness as a requirement when optimizing
feeds contributed greatly towards the practicality of the system. Limiting only the milling force is sufficient
when heavier, consistent amounts of material are being removed. However, this situation is not typical in
sculptured surface machining, where the cut conditions vary continuously. During lighter cuts an
unacceptable chip thickness results while attempting to maintain a constant force level, resulting in
premature tool wear. Direct control of the maximum allowable chip thickness therefore protects the cutter
from excessive wear during lighter cuts, while the force constraint prevents breakage during heavier cuts.
The primary advancement made by this research is the compilation of the above developments
with existing technology to form a working software system capable of automatic optimized feedrate
selection in an industrial setting. The advancements mentioned above were specifically developed to meet
the requirements for such a system, and therefore meet the stated goals of this research.

1.8 Thesis Overview
This thesis contains ten chapters. These chapters describe some of the available methods for
automatic optimized feedrate selection, as well as the methods that were developed to support this
endeavor. In particular, they describe one complete methodology that was developed to perform this task
robustly and efficiently.
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Chapter 1 provides the necessary background required for the understanding of the fundamentals
of this research. It presents some of the basic terminology and relationships, as well as describing the need
for this research and some of the reasons that the basic structure of the software system exists as it does.
This provides the necessary foundation for chapters 2 through 7, where each of the components required for
automatic optimized feed selection are presented in more detail.
Chapter 2 describes the mechanistic modeling process, and presents the model developed during
this research. This includes techniques developed to improve the versatility of the model, making the
overall system more practical for commercial implementation. Chapter 3 covers the discrete cutter
representation and implementation details of mechanistic modeling and feedrate generation. Chapter 4
describes the geometric modeling techniques used to represent the in-process stock, while Chapter 5
describes the geometric modeling techniques required to model the cutting tool for material removal
simulation. Chapter 6 covers the techniques used to calculate cut geometry data required for mechanistic
modeling using data provided by the geometric model. Chapter 7 describes the NC machine model, and its
role in calculating the cutter to stock net relative velocity, required for accurate chip thickness estimations.
Chapter 8 describes the techniques developed to obtain the mechanistic material constants. These constants
are found empirically, and the procedures and methods developed to calculate the required constants from
experimental data are described. Chapter 9 presents the experimental methods used to validate the software,
as well as some of the experimental results. Chapter 10 offers some conclusions that may be drawn as a
result of the work performed, and also makes suggestions for future work.
Although the topic of this dissertation is automatic feedrate selection, note that force based
feedrate selection and milling force estimation are inexorably linked. As the calculation of force constrained
feed values merely consists of an iterative set of force estimations, the crux of the feed selection problem is
force estimation itself. Therefore the bulk of the effort that went into this research was in force estimation
techniques, including the calculation of the geometric descriptions necessary for accurate force estimation.
The methods presented here therefore also apply to pure force estimation, in addition to the automatic
feedrate generation possibilities they provide.
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CHAPTER 2
MECHANISTIC MODELING FOR MILLING FORCE ESTIMATION AND FEEDRATE
SELECTION

2.1 Chapter Introduction
The forces acting on a cutting tool during milling (the ‘cutting forces’) play a critical role in the
milling process. These forces cause cyclic loading of the part and cutter as the cutter rotates and shears
chips from the stock material. This loading results in deflections that can affect part tolerance and surface
finish, and can also lead to part damage or cutter breakage. Therefore it is desirable to understand the
processes that produce cutting forces, so that they may be controlled during feedrate optimization, and so
mechanistic models were developed to perform this operation.
Mechanistic models estimate milling forces using the mechanics of the milling process as a
foundation. Most practical mechanistic models estimate cutting forces as a function of the chip shearing
forces exerted by the cutting flutes. Therefore these models have the following two basic requirements:
1) material parameter(s) that relate material removal to milling force to for a given material, and
2)

a means of estimating the amount and location of material that is being sheared by the cutter.

The material parameters are generally treated as constants for a given material, varying only with tool
changes (due to the effects of tool coatings and flute geometry). These constants are typically empirically
derived for a given material and cutting tool combination. This leaves as a primary variable in mechanistic
force equations the amount and location of material that is being sheared by the cutter during a tool move.
Feedrate has a dominant affect on the amount of material sheared per flute during a given tool
move. While spindle speed, cut geometry (which defines the location of material removal on the cutter),
cutter geometry, and machine kinematics can all affect material removal, these values are treated as
constant during a given tool move for various reasons that are explained later. This leaves feedrate as the
sole variable. This means that the mechanistic model has the critical job of relating feedrate, the variable
that is to be defined, to milling force, the variable that is to be controlled.

23
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This chapter describes some of the existing mechanistic models, and in particular discusses the
model implemented during this research. As the mechanistic model forms the crux of force-based feedrate
estimation, an accurate model is desired. The model must be capable of providing peak force estimates, as
this must be limited for safe operation (as opposed to an average force). A model that can estimate
instantaneous force vectors is also desirable, as this will allow for future expansion to provide tolerancebased feed selection through cutter deflection simulation. However, these requirements must be balanced
against robustness and practical considerations. The model must be stable under all conditions, with
conservative error in the force estimates. For a truly functional system, ease of use (including the
calculation of material constants), a reasonable cutter definition requiring only readily available
information, and computational efficiency must also be considered.
There are two distinct types of mechanistic models. The first type simply estimates the average
milling force experienced during a tool move. This is typically performed using the volumetric material
removal rate, which is based on a lumped average of the material removed (sheared) by the cutting flutes.
The second type estimates instantaneous milling forces at any point during a single cutter rotation (as
mentioned above, the forces are cyclic and therefore the same force values are repeated for subsequent
cutter rotations as long as the cutting parameters remain unchanged). The second form is more complex in
that the force values must calculated for many rotational positions of the cutting tool for a given tool move
in order to obtain a full force profile for that move.

2.2 Volumetric Based Force Models
The most primitive forms of force estimation rely on volumetric removal rate. The volumetric
relation is based on the average power consumption equation, traditionally used in the estimation of
required milling spindle power. This power relation is defined as:

P = KQ
where

(2.1)
P is the power consumed (hp),
K. is the Unit Power Consumption, a material constant (hp min / in3), and
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Q is the volumetric removal rate (in3/min).

For a given tool move, the calculation of Q requires knowledge of the cutter feedrate for move time
estimation, and also the use of a geometric model for estimation of the volume of material removed during
that move. From this relation, the average tangential cutting force (force tangent to the cutter as seen
looking down the cutter axis; this is the force that results in torque on the cutter) may be calculated as:

Ft.avg = 33000 P /V
where

( 2 .2)

Ft.avgis the average tangential force (Lbs),
P is the power consumed (hp), and
V is the surface cutting velocity (ft/min).

While this relation is of limited use for practical application, it has been demonstrated [W87, ST91 ] that the
average side force on the cutter, Fy.aVg, which acts perpendicular to the direction of travel, is simply:

(2.3)

The primary benefit of the volumetric model is its simplicity, which makes it fast and reliable, and it has
also been shown to be reasonably accurate. It is also practical to use, as no cutter flute geometry definition
is required, and values for K are readily available in many Machining Handbooks. This model is widely
used by industry for the estimation of feed drive power requirements for NC mills [E93], and as stated in
Chapter I, has been commercially applied in a very simple attempt at optimized feedrate selection.
However, while this mechanistic modeling approach is capable of estimating average tangential
forces, its accuracy is highly dependent on the value of K, which has varies widely in value in the
documented listings [E93]. Also, for automatic force-based feedrate estimation, the average side force does
not provide sufficient information for safe feed selection. The peak cutting force at some instant during a
cutter rotation can greatly exceed the average value, and the force contribution in the direction of travel,
neglected by this model, can also be substantial. Both of these issues are compounded in the presence of
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appreciable cutter runout, which the model does not address. It also does not provide sufficient information
for accurate cutter deflection modeling. Although useful where gross approximations are sufficient, such
as in the estimation of power requirements, this model lacks the sophistication required for optimal forcebased feedrate selection.

2.3. Instantaneous Mechanistic Modeling
The mechanistic model estimates instantaneous cutting force vectors rather than average milling
force, and can simulate the effects of cutter tilt, runout, variable cutter geometry, and other physical
variables that can affect the forces. While instantaneous mechanistic modeling is more complex than the
volumetric approach, the relative difference in performance can be nominal, as in both models much of the
computational effort goes into geometric simulation.
Instantaneous forces are generally calculated at a finite set of angular positions during cutter
rotation, although time based models also exist. The benefit of calculating instantaneous cutting forces is
that the full range of cutting forces present for a given set of cutting conditions may be estimated. This
requires the forces to be estimated at a number of discrete rotational positions for a given tool move, as the
magnitude and direction of the force vectors can vary appreciably as different flute segments engage the
stock over varying rotation angles, particularly in the presence of cutter runout. This is achieved by
assuming that cutting conditions remain constant over a single tool move, as using the worst case cut
geometry conditions experienced during the move to provide a conservative estimate. This allows the full
range of forces experienced during a given tool move to be estimated with a single cutter rotation.
Many instantaneous mechanistic models (referred to from now on as simply 'mechanistic models')
are based on the orthogonal cutting model [TM75][KDL82][SD86]. In this model, the actual net force
required to shear a chip from the stock material, composed of normal (shearing) and frictional components,
and may be estimated by a set of radial and tangential force vectors (Figure 2.1). As shown in Figure 2.1,
the magnitude of these force components is a function of the uncut chip thickness 'h'. The flute locating
angle, P, is required to transform the force components into common X and Y coordinates for summation
of the contributions from all engaged flutes. Some more recent mechanistic models use an oblique milling
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Figure 2.1: In the orthogonal cutting model, radial and tangential force components are the estimated
values as a result of chip formation.
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Figure 2.2: In discrete mechanistic models, cutting tools are represented as a set of discrete axial disc
elements of thickness dZ.
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model as the physical foundation, which includes a third force component parallel to the flute edge to
model chip flow and its additional frictional components [BYK94][YA96].
Several basic operations must be performed to estimate the milling force vectors at some given
rotational position during a given tool move. First, the cutter rotation simulation must be defined and
controlled. Second, the portions of the cutting flutes that engage the stock material must be identified at
each rotational position, for the given cut geometry supplied by the geometric model. Third, the chip
thickness that occurs along these flute portions must be calculated to find the area of the material being
sheared from the stock. Finally, the force vectors that arise as a result of this shearing must be calculated at
a set of discrete rotation angles for identification of the maximum force.
To simplify the integral mechanistic equations originally developed by Tlustly [TM75],
mechanistic models are often presented in a discrete form suitable for numerical solution. In this approach
the cutting tool is modeled as a set of discrete axial discs, as shown in Figure 2.2. Material removal occurs
only on the cutting flutes, and so these discs may be more accurately thought of as a set of Nf flute
segments at some discrete axial location on the cutter, where Nr is the number of flutes on any given disc
element. As may be seen in Figure 2.2, the individual flute segment locations are defined on each axial disc
by a ‘flute locating angle’, p. The discrete cutter model simulates cutter rotation by indexing the value of p
through a set of discrete locations for all flute segments in the model.
In the discrete cutter representation, all cutter geometry values are assumed constant over each
disc, with all variation occurring in discrete steps between discs. This provides a means of representing, as
a function of axial location, cutter specific parameters required for mechanistic modeling, such as
variations in helix angle, cutter surface normal, number of flutes, and/or cutter radius (see Figure 2.3). Even
the region of contact between the cutter and stock may be defined relative to the axial discs, as shown in
Figure 2.3. This simplifies identification of the flute segments engaged in the stock material at a given
angle, as it must only be determined if the current flute segment on a single axial disc lies within the
bounds of stock contact. The net region of stock contact over all discs is defined as the 'contact area'.
At each rotational position, the normal and frictional forces developed on the tool lead to radial
and tangential force components. These are estimated as a function of chip thickness, as shown in Figure
2.1. In some of the more sophisticated models, additional flank components are also explicitly estimated
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Figure 2.3: The discrete cutter concept aids in modeling cutter geometry (variable helix angle, surface
normal, radius, etc.) and simplifies representation of the region of intersection between the
cutting tool and stock (the 'contact area!).
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Figure 2.4: Definition of the Cutting Tool coordinate system.
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[YA96]. These components are also included in the less sophisticated models, lumped with the pure milling
forces via the empirical material constants. The individual milling force components may then be summed
over all engaged flute segments to calculate a net force; alternately they may be applied as a distributed
load for deflection modeling. Note that the as-calculated raw force components often lie in principal
directions that are not convenient for summation or other practical application (e.g. deflection modeling),
necessitating the use of some convenient global coordinate system.

2.4 Coordinate System Definition for Discrete Mechanistic Modeling
The mechanistic models implemented in this research calculate milling forces in vector form. For
practical application, these vectors are defined in ‘Cutting Tool coordinates’, which consist of linked 3D
Cartesian and polar coordinate systems. To provide a uniform basis regardless of CNC machine motion,
these coordinate systems are defined relative to the cutter orientation and its direction of travel. Figure 2.4
presents the definition of these coordinate systems.
In the Cartesian system, the positive Z axis extends from the base of the cutter upwards along its
rotational axis. The positive Y axis is defined as the cross product of Z into the direction of travel vector, D,
(the direction vector associated with the net relative velocity), and the positive X axis is defined as the cross
product of Y into Z. Note that the X axis lies along the direction of travel only when the cutter is moving
orthogonal to its rotational axis. This system is referred to as the Cutting Tool Cartesian system in this
research, indicated using XctjYcr> Zcr •
The raw milling force components estimated by the mechanistic models extend radial and
tangential directions relative to the cutter surface, as shown in Figure 2.1. These forces must be transformed
into the Cutting Tool Cartesian system for practical application. The polar coordinate system provides a
basis for identifying the flute locating angles that are required for performing these transformations. It also
provides a convenient method for the estimation of chip thickness values, and a basis for cutter rotation
simulation. In the polar system, the radius values are assumed constant and equal to the radius of the
current axial disc, and the angular origin lies along -YCT. The angular degree of freedom is then defined
using the right hand rule about Zct>as indicated by the flute locating angle p shown in Figures 2.2 and 2.4.
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2.5 C utter Rotation Simulation
Cutter rotation simulation is defined to take place in cutting tool polar coordinates. To simulate
cutter rotation, the cutting tool is first defined at some initial reference angle a. The current angular
location 9 is then calculated relative to a by indexing an amount d0:

9 ( j ) = a + C)(de)
where

(2.4)

0(j) is the current angular position (rad),
a is the initial reference angle (rad),
j is an index to the current rotation angle, and
d0 is the angular increment amount (rad).

While the cutter rotation angle 0(j) may be calculated using Equation (2.4), the value of interest
for mechanistic modeling is the flute locating angle (3. In addition to the current cutter rotation angle, P is a
function of the current flute, cutter helLx angle, and the axial location of interest:

P(i,j,k) = 0(j) + (k)(y)+ r(i)
where

(2.5)

P(i, j, k) is the angular position of the current flute (rad),
0(j) is the current cutter rotational position reference angle (rad),
k is an index indicating the current flute,
y is the angular separation between adjacent flutes (rad), and
t (i) is an angular offset due to the cutter helix angle and axial location (rad).

Figure 2.2 shows an example of a specific angle p. The relation for y, the angular separation between
adjacent flutes is defined as:

y = 2x/Nf
where

Nf is the number of flutes at the current axial location.
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The geometric relation that defines the angular offset that is a function of cutter helix angle is traditionally
defined based on the discrete cutter model as provided by Kline and DeVor in [KDL81]:

r(i) = (i)dZ ( tan(ahdix) / R )
where

(2.7)

i is the index to the current axial disc,
dZ is the axial disc thickness (in),
ctheiixis the cutter helix angle (rad), and
R is the cutter radius (in).

Equation (2.7) is sufficient for models of constant radius,constant helix angles,andconstant axial
disc thickness, which limits its usage to standard flat end mills.To include the variableradius and helix
angles required for variable geometry cutter models (e.g. ball end), this relation must be expanded. This is
performed through summation of the angular increments in flute locating angle due to helix angle across all
axially lower discs to arrive at the net angular offset for the current disc:

r ( 0 = t {dZ (r))(tan( ana* ( r )) / R(z))

n 8)

1=0

where

i is the absolute index to the current axial disc element,
z is the summation index to the current axial disc inside the summation,
dZ(z) is the thickness of the current axial disc inside the summation (in),
“ hdix(z) is the helix angle of the current axial disc inside the summation (rad), and
R(z) is the radius of the current axial disc inside the summation (in.).

2.6 The Contact Area
The axial discretization of the cutting tool provides a convenient means for specifying the contact
area, which defines the region on the cutter surface that intersects the stock during a given tool move. First
it must be determined if a given axial disc engages the stock material. Of the discs found to contact the
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stock, the bounds of stock contact are then defined for each disc. This is performed through the definition
of a pair of (or sets o f pairs of) 'entrance' and 'exit' angles, defined in Cutting Tool Polar coordinates
(Figure 2.5). An entrance angle indicates where a given flute, traveling in the direction of cutter rotation,
enters the contact region, and an exit angle denotes where it leaves; all angular positions in between are
assumed to contact the stock. During the cutter rotation simulation, Equations 2.4 and 2.5 are used to
calculate the angular position of a given flute segment on a given axial disc. If this angular position lies in
the region bounded by the entrance and exit angles, then that flute segment contributes to the milling force
calculations. In order to calculate the contact area for any tool move during a given NC job, a geometric
model of the stock is required. This provides both a medium for the calculation of the contact area, and
keeps a current record of the continually changing stock geometry. The methods used for geometric
modeling are presented in Chapters 4-6, with definition of the contact area presented in Chapter 6.

2.7 Chip Thickness Calculations
2.7.1 Chip Thickness
An essential factor in milling force prediction is accurate estimation of 'chip thickness'. Chip
thickness refers to the width of material removed by a cutting flute from the stock material at some discrete
rotational position, defined along the direction of the cutter surface normal vector (see Figure 1.1). Chip
thickness is a function o f cutter surface normal at the point of contact, and the rate and direction of travel of
the cutting tool. The rate of travel of the cutter is included in the feed per tooth value.
The directional of travel component may be stated explicitly, as in Equation (1.2), but a more
useful form is to include it via a flute locating angle p, which is defined relative to the direction of travel.

2.7.2 The Classical Chip Thickness Model
One of the most commonly used chip thickness approximation techniques used when mechanistic
modeling [TM75][KDL82][KD82][BYK94] is the sinusoidal approach proposed by Martellotti [M45]:
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Figure 2.S: The contact region is defined on the cutting tool via the definition of entrance and exit
angles in Cutting Tool polar coordinates for each individual axial disc engaged in the stock.
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h = f, sin (P)
where

(2.9)

h is the chip thickness (in),
f, is the feed-per-tooth value component that lies orthogonal to the cutter axis (in/tooth)
P is the cutter rotation angle of the current flute (rad).

This approximation works well for chip thickness estimation with a flat end cutter during 3-axis milling.
However, as generalized 3 and 5-axis sculptured surface milling with ball or flat end cutters is the focus of
this research, Equation (2.9) does not fulfill the current requirements. This is because Equation (2.9)
assumes the cutter surface normal lies orthogonal to the cutter axis, which is true only for flat end mills.

2.7.3 The Generalized Chip Thickness Model
As introduced in Chapter 1, the generalized chip thickness relation that is used in this research
multiplies the dot product between the direction of travel and cutter surface normal vectors (at the region of
interest on the cutter) with the net feed-per-tooth value. This equation is repeated here:

h = fi-net ( ° C • D)
where

(1.2, repeated)

h is the chip thickness (in),
f,.net is the net feed-per-tooth value (in/tooth)
nc is the outward surface normal direction of the cutting tool, and
D is the cutting tools direction of travel unit vector.

This relation, presented in [CJ98], calculates chip thickness as the component of the net feed-pertooth value that lies in the direction of the cutter surface normal at the location of interest. The generalized
form of this relation makes it suitable for application in this research. However, while Equation (1.2)
provides an excellent theoretical description of the ideal chip thickness value, it is not convenient to
implement in a manner that directly suits the needs of discrete mechanistic modeling.
One method of defining Equation (1.2) suitable for discrete application, and as a function of the
known value of P, is to divide the direction o f travel (D) and cutter surface normal (nc) vectors into 'axial'
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and ’radial’ components. Axial components are defined to lie along the ZCT direction, while the radial
components are defined to lie along Xcr- This allows the chip thickness relation of (1.2) to be defined as:

h =f,.„«* ( (DrX niOsin(P) + (Da)( n ^ )

(2.10)

This equation represents a discrete from of Equation (1.2), as the parameters ft.net, DR) DA, nR, and
nA may be stored as discrete values for each axial disc. This allows for convenient implementation of
Equation (2.10) during the discrete mechanistic modeling process. Equation (2.10) also provides a means of
conveniently calculating an average chip thickness value as an integral of p using Equation (2.13), as
discussed in section 2.8.2.
Figure 2.6 shows the results of this equation as a color map over the region of intersection on the
surface o f a cutting tool, for three different cutting conditions. In this figure, the images are read right to
left, with the cutter on the right indicating the axial component of travel, and the remaining images showing
side and front views of the contact region respectively. Relative chip thickness values are color indexed,
with red indicating thicker chips and blue indicating thinner. The actual magnitude of the chip thickness
distribution is a function of the current f,-net value.

2.7.4 Feed-Per-Tooth
The feed-per-tooth value is critical in any chip thickness calculation. This value indicates the
linear distance the cutting tool has advanced during one tooth-passing cycle, and thus indicates the amount
of material that may be sheared by a subsequent flute. The equation used in this research to calculate feedper-tooth was originally defined in Chapter I, but is repeated:

ft-net(i) = Vnet(i) / (Q Nf(i))
where

ft.net(i) is the net feed per tooth value for the current axial disc (in/tooth),
Vnet(i) is the current discs net cutter to stock linear relative velocity (in/min)
N((i) is the number of flutes (or inserts) on the current disc (tooth), and
Q is the spindle speed (RPM).
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Figure 2.6: This figure shows the contact area and relative chip thickness values for the partial
immersion cut shown at the top of the page. The images are read left to right, with the
cutter on the left indicating the axial component of travel, and the remaining images
showing front and side views of the contact region respectively. Relative chip thickness
values are color indexed, with red indicating thicker chips and blue indicating thinner. The
actual magnitude of the chip thickness distribution is a function of the current f,.,,et value.
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V„„ represents the magnitude of the net relative velocity vector between the cutting tool and the stock
material, Vaet. During 3-axis linear interpolation the value of V„ct is generally equal to the input feedrate
value. However, in the generalized case Vnc, is also a function of NC machine kinematics and controller
behavior, and in this situation it can differ greatly in magnitude from the input feedrate command. These
variations can be the result of rotational velocities in 5-axis milling, or of the controllers interpretation o f a
given command, such as G02/G03 (circular interpolation) or GO (rapid traverse). As accurate chip
thickness estimation is critical to the mechanistic model, a means of accurately calculating V„et is
necessary. Therefore, an NC machine model that simulates the kinematics and controller behavior of a
given machine is required for the calculation of Vne, for a particular tool move.

2.7.5 Trochoidal Chip Thickness Models
The chip thickness calculation described by Equation (2.10) is only an approximation. The
physical geometry of the surface that is cut by a single flute is actually trochoidal in nature, while Equation
(2.10) assumes a purely circular surface in the Xct>Yct plane, as evidenced by the sine term used in this
plane. By trochoidal it is meant that the true path traced by a given cutter flute falls under the cycloidal
family of curves, rather than circular, as a result of the cutting tools forward translation during rotation.
Essentially Equation (2.10) assumes no forward motion occurs simultaneously with chip formation.
Inclusion of the trochoidal effects results in a non-zero chip thickness at the p = 0° and 180 0 positions even
when no axial motion is present. It also results in a maximum chip thickness region that is shifted to some
angle greater than P = 90 °, unlike the results provided by Equation (2.10), and the peak chip thickness in
this region is greater than that found by Equation (2.10) at P = 90 0 (note that the values provided exactly at
P = 90 0are identical in both cases).
Methods have been developed to calculate chip thickness values based on the trochoidal surface
model. In a trochoidal approach, the chip thickness is defined as the difference between the surface
generated by the previous flute and that being created by the current flute [MA91]. For a relatively small
feed-per-tooth value relative to the cutter radius, the error due to the approximation is minimal and
Equation (2.10) is sufficient, as widely published for the case of a flat end cutter [KDL82][SD86][MA91].
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On a ball-end cutter, as implemented in this research, R decreases to zero at the bottom of the
cutting tool, and so to see what effects a trochoidal chip model would have for a ball end cutter a trochoidal
model was implemented in this research. This is presented in Appendix A. As shown there, the trochoidal
approach was found to offer no significant advantages even for the ball end cutter. This is due to the fact
that the vast majority of the material removal occurs in areas where the R » f condition applies as a result
o f chip thinning on the bottom of the cutter ball. Therefore the traditional, sinusoidal based chip thickness
relation o f (2.10) is retained in this research.

2.7.6 Cutter Runout
In addition to the cutter geometry effects included in Equation (2.10), there are additional physical
considerations that can affect chip thickness. The most significant of these is cutter runout, or a physical
misalignment of the cutter’s axial center relative to the axis of rotation (Figure 2.7), resulting in an
eccentricity in the cutter rotation. Runout can not be avoided, only minimized, as manufacturing tolerances
on the cutting tools and holders always results in some misalignment. The major effect of runout is that it
causes the radius distance from the center of rotation to the individual flutes to vary from the ideal,
constant, cutter radius value. This leads to variations in chip thickness for the different flutes, as the
different radius values remove differing amounts of material. This in turn varies the force values. The flutes
on the side of the cutter where the runout occurs experience smaller force values relative to no runout, and
those on the opposite side experience larger force values relative to no runout. This increases both the peak
force value as well as the range of the forces present during a single cutter rotation. Although the
magnitude of the runout is typically small, on the order of 10‘3 inches, its effects can be very noticeable, as
this is typically the same order of magnitude for chip thickness values.
There exist several methods to include runout into the chip thickness calculations, depending on
the chip thickness calculation approach taken. For trochoidal or other 'exact' surface-subtraction chip
thickness calculation methods, there is an excellent approach presented in [MA91]. For approximate
methods, such as those used in this research, the method suggested by Devor and Kline in [KD83] provides
excellent results. This approach defines runout in terms relative to the Cutting Tool polar coordinates, as
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Figure 2.7: Cutter runout is a misalignment between the cutting tools central axis and the center of
rotation, and leads to eccentricity in cutter rotation.
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shown in Figure 2.7, and allows for variation of both the magnitude and locating angle of the runout,
necessary for accurate simulation.
In this approach, the variable radii from the actual center of rotation to the cutting flutes are
calculated for each axial disc as a function of the runout amount, the runout locating angle, the disc radius,
and x (i). Recall that x (i) is the angular offset of the current flute due to the cutter helix angle and axial
location. At some given angular location of the flute during cutter rotation simulation, the difference
between the radius value for the previous flute and the radius value for the current flute is added to the
existing approximate chip thickness for the current flute. If there is no difference in radii, the value
approximated by Equation (2.10) is used directly, otherwise the chip thickness value is modified by the
addition of the difference in radii. In the case where the difference in radii is negative and greater than the
existing approximate chip thickness value, a net negative chip thickness results. In this case it is assumed
that the current flute does not engage the stock material at all, and the amount missed is added to the chip
thickness value for the next flute that occupies that rotational position. Refer to [KD83] for a more
complete development of the method used. The success of this method lead to adaptation by DeVor in
[SD86] for use in vibratory milling conditions, where the deflection of the cutter during vibration has
similar effects to cutter runout at any finite instant during the cutter rotation. The correct implementation of
this method was initially validated in this research by replicating the experimental results provided in
[KD83], as well as through the replication of data collected during the course of this research.
One important difference in this research from [KD83] is the inclusion of ball end cutters. The
runout effect of runout is that the central axis of the cutter is shifted in a radial direction, such that rotation
occurs about an axis parallel to the central axis, but separated by a distance equal to the runout amount.
Therefore, only the component of chip thickness that lies normal to the axis o f rotation, in the radial
direction, should be included in the calculations that model the effects of runout. The axial component of
chip thickness is not affected by runout. In Equation (2.10), the first term is the radial chip thickness
component, hR.and the second term is the axial chip thickness component, hA, or, expressed individually:

hR =

ft-net

(DrX ntOsin(P)

hA = ft-n«(DAXnA).
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This issue does not arise with flat end mills (na = 0) or when traveling in only the Xct.Yct plane (DA= 0),
as was the case in [KD83], for hA= 0 in these situations. However, it must be considered in the general case.
This is achieved by including only hR, calculated with Equation (2.10a), in the chip thickness calculations
that include runout. This result is then added to hAto arrive at the final chip thickness estimate.

2.8 Discrete Mechanistic Modeleling Methods
2.8.1 The Classical Discrete Mechanistic Model
The most common mechanistic approaches use as a foundation the methods pioneered by Tlustly
and MacNeil [TM75] and popularized by Devor and Kline [KDL82][KD83] with their discrete numerical
implementation of Tlustly's closed form integrations. Using the Kline and DeVor discrete mechanistic
model, the vector forces acting on a flat end mill may be estimated as:

N z Nr

Fx(0) =

£ Z {-KRKTdzAsin(y5) + KT dz/icos(/?)}

(2.11a)

i= 0 k=0

Fy(0)=Z

Z {KRKTdzAcos(/?) + K-rdz/zsin(,3)}

(2.11b)

i= 0 k=0

where

Fx, Fy are the XCTand YCT force vector s acting on the cutter at angle © (lbf),
0 is the current rotation angle of the cutter (rad),
P is the locating angle o f the current flute on the current disc (rad),
Nz, Nf are the number of axial disk elements and number of flutes on cutting tool,
Kt , Kr are material constants, (Lbflin2) and (LbfTLbf) respectively,
h is chip thickness (in), and
dz is the axial thickness of a disk element (in).

This model sums, over each flute on each disc o f the cutting tool model, the vector force necessary to shear
a chip fromthe stock by a flute segment which is engaged in the metal, for a given cutter rotation angle.
The first term in each equation, excluding the trigonometric term, represents the radialcomponent of force,
while the second represents the tangential component. The trigonometric terms transform the radial and
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tangential forces to cutting tool Cartesian coordinates. This model has been successfully implemented for
the estimation o f both three-axis and five-axis milling forces during sculptured surface machining with a
flat end mill [E93] [H94] [FJD95].
The cutting tool/stock material parameters, KT and KR, reflect the normal shearing and frictional
forces present for a given stock material and cutting tool combination. The KT value provides the ratio
between the chip thickness and the tangential milling force, while KR provides the ratio between the
tangential and radial forces. These values are calculated as a function of average chip thickness and
empirically based material constants, presented in [KD83] as:

KT = (Ktc) (havg) P1

(2.12a)

KR= (KRC)(h 0V8)-p2

(2.12b)

where

KTC is an empirically derived material constant ( Lbf7(in)2'pi),
Krc, is also an empirically derived material constant ( LbfO n^/Lbf ),
Pi, P2 are empirically derived material coefficients (rad), and
haVg is the average chip thickness over the net contact region (in).

The average chip thickness is formally defined as:

Pen

hng = ( \K P )dP )l(P '''-(L )

(2.13)

Pex

where

Pen>P« are the entrance and exit angles respectively (rad), and
h(P) is the chip thickness as a function of rotation angle (in).

For the cas^ of Equation (2.9), which provides instantaneous chip thickness for a flat end cutter with
constant cutting conditions, and not including runout effects, this yields an exact solution of:

h.,g= ft (cosfPaJ-cosfPot)) / (ParP«)
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A closed form solution for Equation (2.13) that includes runout has not been obtained. To include runout in
the average chip thickness calculation, Devor and Kline suggest the empirical relation [KD83]:

havg = f t (cosCPeJ-cosCpoJ) / (Pcn'PoJ + 0.43p
where

(2.15)

p is the runout amount (in).

For the case of non-constant cutting conditions, the average chip thickness is calculated and
summed over all engaged axial discs and divided by the number of discs engaged. An individual value of
haVg is not calculated for each axial disc because the mechanistic material constants of (2.11) are calculated
using average force data from the entire axial depth of cut, and it is not possible when calculating the
constants to distinguish the relative contributions of different axial locations. Therefore a chip thickness
value averaged over the entire cutter contact region is employed, as the empirical material constants in the
model are based on that assumption.

2.8.2 The Generalized Discrete Mechanistic Model
Variable cutter geometry affects more than just chip thickness calculations, it also directly effects
the force calculations. While Equation (2.11) has been successfully implemented for milling with a flat end
tool, it is insufficient for estimating forces for ball end mills, as required by this research.
The primary milling forces of interest are those in the Xct>Yct plane because they lie orthogonal
to the cutter axis. As most cutters have a length that is significantly greater than their diameter, and as
milling forces tend to exist at the free end of the cutter, these Xct.Yct forces result in the majority of the
cutter deflection. Therefore when estimating forces, it is the Xct,Yct components that are often sought.
The physical milling forces, however, lie in principal directions that are a function of the cutter
and flute geometry. Recall from Figure 2.1 that the resultant force due to the normal shearing and frictional
forces acting on a flute (Fnet), is broken into radial and tangential components. However, this resultant
milling force often has an out of plane component that is not shown in Figure 2.1, which is the result of the
cutters flute helix angle and/or the cutter surface normal direction. This is shown in Figure 2.8, where the
in-plane radial and tangential forces are shown for a single axial disc on the left, and the source of the out
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Figure 2.8: The milling force is estimated in the X c r.Y c r plane, while the physical force vectors occur
in 3 dimensions relative to the cutter flute geometry on the current axial disc. Therefore
the tangential force must be scaled as a function of helix angle and the radial force must be
scaled as a function of the cutter surface normal to arrive at the X CT,Y c r components

dZ

Figure 2.9: Note that the axial disc thickness dZ used in the classical mechanistic model is not equal to
the actual flute segment length Lf except in cases where at,elix = 0.
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of plane components is shown on the right. Therefore the tangential force must be scaled as a function of
helix angle, and the radial force must be scaled as a function of the cutter surface normal, to arrive at the
Xcr.Ycr components The presence of a helbc angle results in an axial component in the tangential force
vector, as the tangential force is defined orthogonal to the edge of the flute where the milling occurs. The
tangent force lies in a plane tangent to the cutter surface at the point where it acts, and so is not affected by
changes in the cutter profile surface normal. The radial force vector, however, is greatly affected by the
surface normal direction, as it lies parallel to the cutter profile swept surface normal by definition.
Therefore the Xcr.Ycr contribution made by the tangential force vector is considered a function of the
cutter helix angle, and the X c t , Y c t contribution made by the radial force vector is considered as a function
of the cutter profile surface normal.
In traditional discrete mechanistic modeling approaches, the length over which the milling forces
act is on a given axial disc is assumed to be the axial disc thickness dZ. This length value is required
because the force vectors are calculated as a function of the area of material being sheared by a given flute.
However, this area should be defined as the chip thickness being sheared multiplied by the length of cutting
flute that is performing the shearing, rather than by the axial disc thickness. These two values are equal
only when there is a zero helbc angle, which is generally not the case for end mills (see Figure 2.9).
Therefore, to accurately define the shear area, the length of the flute segment present on the current disc is
required, which is a function of the helbc angle on the current disc.
The classical mechanistic model can still provide reasonable force estimates while neglecting helix
angle, cutter normal direction, and flute segment length, but only for flat end mills. Early development
efforts modeled only flat end mills, where the helix angle and cutter normal typically remain constant over
the length of the cutter. As a result of the constant helix angle, the flute segment length remains constant
over all discs. This allows the surface normal and helbc angle effects to be absorbed into the empirical
constants, as they are uniform over all axial discs. In effect, these variables are pre-calculated and lumped
with the mechanistic constants Kt and K&.
However, this will not work for a ball end cutter, or any other cutter type with a variable surface
normal or helix angle. For a more generalized approach, the effects of helix angle and cutter normal must
be explicitly included in the mechanistic model, as they directly effect the milling force estimates. To
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include the effects of variable helix angle (including variable flute segment length) and cutter normal in the
force estimations, the DeVor and Kline model was expanded into a more generalized solution:

Nz

Nr

Fx (&)= I I {- K r
i=0k=0
Nz

K

t

L f h sm(p)(ncR) + Kj L j h cos(ft )cos{aheiix)}

Nr

F y ( S ) = I Z {KRKjLfhcosifiXndd + K jL f h sm ^ c o si a h e ia ) }
i=0 k=0
where

(2.16a)
(2.16b)

Fx, Fy are the XCTand YCT force vector s acting on the cutter at angle 0 (lbf),
0 is the current rotation angle of the cutter (rad),
P is the locating angle of the current flute on the current disc (rad),
Nz, Nf are the number of axial disk elements and number of flutes on cutting tool,
Kt , Kr are material constants, (Lbflin2) and (LbfTLbf) respectively,
h is chip thickness (in),
iicR is the cutter surface normal radial component for the current axial disc (unitless),
ahejjx is the helix angle of the current flute on the current axial disc (rad), and
Lf is the length of the current flute segment on the current axial disc (in).

In this equation, the radial force is adjusted using n^R and the tangential force is adjusted using cos(aheiix),
such that only the components in the Xcr.Ycr plane are considered.
The mechanistic constants KT and KRare calculated in the same manner as the classical Devor and
Kline mechanistic model, using the Equation (2.12). However, the average chip thickness value used in
Equations (2.12a,b) must include the effects of the variable cutter geometry, not present in Equations (2.14)
or (2.15). A more suitable solution applicable to cutters of variable geometry requires an average chip
thickness calculation that uses the generalized instantaneous chip thickness relation of (2.10). Substituting
Equation (2.10) in Equation (2.13) yields a generalized solution for average chip thickness of:

h,vg = ft.n« [(DrX ncRX cos(Pen)-cos(Pex))/(Pen-pex) + (Da) ^ ] + (Dr)( ncR)(0.43)p
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for a given axial disc. The last term in Equation (2.17) accounts for the runout contribution in the radial
direction only (recall runout occurs in the radial direction only).
Note that while the KT and KR variables are calculated in the same manner as for the Devor and
Kline Equation, the same values of Ktc, Krc, Pt, and P2 (i.e. the mechanistic material constants) cannot be
interchanged between equations. These values must be recalculated using the generalized model for a given
stock/cutter combination in order to arrive at valid material constant values for use in Equation (2.17).
Refer to Chapter 8 for more information regarding the calculation of mechanistic constants.
It should be noted that more detailed approaches at mechanistic modeling have been developed.
These include models where the effects of the cutting tools rake and relief angles are included
[YP91][YA96], the explicit inclusion of flank forces [YA96][BYK94], and the use of continuous 3D
Bezier curves for the modeling of cutting flutes [MSE98]. While these models demonstrate an excellent
theoretical understanding of the milling process, the ultimate practicality of these systems at the current
time is suspect. This is because any increased accuracy they can provide is sensitive to small changes in
cutter flute rake angle, relief angle, and other difficult to obtain information. Also, a greater number of
mechanistic material constants are required to reflect the flank force components.
The primary difference between the more detailed mechanistic models and the simpler model
developed during this research is the level of detail involved in the cutter geometry description. While
efforts were made to increase the detail of the geometry description in this research, it was done on a
practical scale. Typically the more detailed systems rely on accurate empirical measurements of a given
cutting tool made using a CMM (Coordinate Measuring Machine), and without this very accurate cutter
geometry information effective use of the more detailed models becomes difficult.
The primary practical benefit of these methods is that the added detail aids in reducing the
dependency that a specific cutter has on a specific set of material constants. This de-coupling is desirable,
as it would allow a small set o f material constants to apply to a wide range of cutting conditions and cutter
geometries. If the required detailed cutter information is made readily available at some point in the future,
this benefit warrants further investigation of these methods as it would allow for a more generalized set of
material constant, provided these benefits can be demonstrated.
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CHAPTER 3
MECHANISTIC MODEL AND FEEDRATE SELECTION IMPLEMENTATION
3.1 Chapter Introduction
This chapter describes the methods used to implement the generalized discrete mechanistic model
presented in Chapter 2. These methods affect the accuracy and efficiency of force estimation in a practical
application. Due to the wide range of cutting conditions experienced during a typical milling operation, and
variety of cutting tools available, the mechanistic model must be implemented in a generic manner that
simplifies definition of the required parameters, supporting efficient solution. It is also critical that the
implementation maximize the accuracy of the discrete mechanistic modeling approach.
The discrete cutter representation forms the foundation of the implementation. The discrete cutter
contains the information required for mechanistic modeling, in a form that is simple to define and
standardized for all disc elements. The stored consists falls into categories; user-specified data that remains
constant over a simulation, and variable cut data that is calculated by the supporting software models.
The constant data consists of the cutting tool geometry, and the mechanistic material constants.
The mechanistic material constants relate the forces produced by a given set of cutting conditions to the
specific material type being milled. The cutting tool geometry defines the radius, helix angle, flute segment
length, cutter profile normal, normal and axial disc thickness, and number of flutes, for each axial disc in
the discrete model. This information is ‘user-specified’ rather than ‘user-defined’ in that a only a few
specific global parameters are required, which are then used to calculate the local changing cutter geometry
for each disc. Note that while the mechanistic material constants are truly constant at the present time, in
the future variable ‘material constants’ may be used to reflect tool wear or large changes in cutting
conditions. Even the cutter geometry itself may be variable to include the effects of cutter deflection. This
chapter describes the definition and storage o f information that falls into the above, ‘constant’, category.
The remaining data required for mechanistic modeling is variable between individual tool moves,
and therefore requires continual updating by the supporting software models. This variable data includes
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the definition of the contact area between the cutter and stock, and the definition of the cutter to stock
relative velocity as a function o f axial location along the cutter. Variations in these parameters are what
give the mechanistic model the ability to reflect the changes in milling forces that result from varying
cutting conditions. The calculation of this data, performed every tool move, is presented in the following
chapters, but once calculated this data is stored in the discrete cutter model.

3.2 The Discrete Cutting Tool Representation
3.2.1 Discrete Cutter Description
The discrete cutter model represents the cutting tool as a series of axial discs. All mechanistic
modeling parameters are assumed constant over each disc, including cutter geometry (radius, profile
normal), individual flute segment data (number of flutes, helix angle), feed-per-tooth values, and contact
area information. The force vectors calculated for each disc are also stored in the discrete model. Due to
this level of detail, the discrete cutter model may be thought of as a ‘micro-model’ of the cutting tool, as
opposed to a swept toolpath envelope required for intersection calculations (presented in Chapter 5), which
may be thought of as a cutting tool 'macro-model'. Table 3.1 summarizes the data stored on each axial disc.
The discrete cutter model also is responsible for managing the cutter rotation simulation, required
by the mechanistic model to reflect variations in force that occur as a result of cutter rotation. For a
constant set of cutting conditions, these force variations are cyclic and are repeated over all rotations.
Therefore only a single rotation simulation is required per tool move. Due to the large number of flute
locating angles required for simulation o f even a single rotation, these values are pre-calculated and stored
in the discrete cutter model to improve computational efficiency.
In addition to cutter and flute geometry, the discrete cutter model also stores contact area
information. This defines the region of contact between the cutter and stock for a given tool move. If a
given disc intersects the stock material, it is assumed that the entire axial length of the disc is engaged, and
so no axial bounds on the contact area exist for a single disc. The radial boundaries of the contact area are
defined for a given disc in the Cutting Tool polar coordinates, and they are denoted as entrance and exit
angles Po, and P^ (note that four entrance/exit angle pairs are stored per disc, as explained in Chapter 6).
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Parameter

Svmbol

Units

Description

Cutter Geometry Parameters Calculated During Axial Discretization
K
(none)
Index uniquely identifying current disc
(in)
Nominal
Disc Radius orthogonal to cutter axis
Rd
(rad)
Helix
angle
of flutes on disc
Cthelix
None
Integer number of cutting flutes on disc
Nf
None
2D unit vector defined relative to direction of travel
n£

Disc Index
Disc Radius
Helix Angle
Number of Flutes
Cutter Profile Normal

Axial Disc Thickness
Flute Segment Length
Axial Location
Flute Rotational Position
Runout Radius

dZ
Lf
A
P [9 d c]

(in)
(in)
(in)
(rad)

Ri

(in)

Thickness of disc parallel to cutter axis
Distance traversed along each flute segment on the disc
Axial distance of disc from cutter location position
Discrete rotational position array for flutes; function of
current flute (k) & current cutter rotational position (0).
Radius to each of the flutes including the effects of
cutter runout, i = 1.. N f. See Chapter 2, & [KD83]

Cut Geometry and Force Parameters Calculated For Each Tool Move
InStock YES, NO A binary flag indicating if disc engages the stock
(in)
The maximum and minimum depth of cut orthogonal to
N m jx ,
the both the cutter axis and the direction of travel
N mio
Entrance & Exit Angles, Pcn> P «
(rad)
Angular location of stock engagement and
(up to four pairs per disc)
disengagement, defined relative to rotational direction
Feed-Per-Tooth
(in/tooth) The net feed per tooth value experienced by disc
f.
Milling Force Vectors
Fx, Fy
Lbs
Milling force contributions in the XCT, YCT directions
Stock Engagement
Radial Depth of Cut

Table 3.1: Axial disc parameters, the values of which are assumed constant for a given axial disc. The
parameters contained at the top of the table define the discrete cutting tool, and are constant
for a given cutter type.

These angles indicate where a flute first enters the contact area, and where it exits. This simplifies
determination of engaged flutes at a given cutter rotation angle, a condition indicated by POT<= p <= P„,
where p is the current flute locating angle. This chapter only discusses contact area storage; the methods
used for contact area definition are presented in Chapter 6.
While the development of a generalized discrete cutter model presented here is specifically
developed for application with ball or flat end cutters, it is not limited to only these types. As ball end
cutters contain the full range of variation for radius, cutter profile normal, helix angle, and number of flutes,
the methods presented here can be applied to model any cutter geometry in a discrete manner.

3.2.2 Axial Discretization and Disc Thickness Values
Axial discretization refers to the representation of a solid cutting tool as a set of axial disc
elements. Figure 3.1 presents discrete models for ball and flat end cutters. On cylindrical portions of the
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Figure 3.1: The axial discretization of flat and ball end mills for discrete cutter model definition using
the cutter profile as a guideline.
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cutter, typically the majority of the cutter geometry values found in the upper portion of Table 3.1 are
constant and equal to the corresponding values assigned to the cutting tool. This includes radius, helix
angle, number of flutes, and cutter profile normal. However, these parameters tend to vary on the ball
portion of a cutting tool as a function of axial location.
For a reasonable discrete approximation, the axial thickness dZ of the disc elements must be
sufficiently small so that the variation of parameter values between adjacent discs is not significant.
However, disc thickness also has a direct effect on computational efficiency, as the mechanistic model
sums forces over all engaged axial discs. Also, extremely thin axial discs contribute to the cumulative
effects of floating point round-off and other computational forms of error.
As a starting point in defining a required disc thickness, it may be treated as a function of the
cutter helix angle and radius. When a given disc contacts the stock during a tool move, this contact may
only occur at a subset of the total rotation angles modeled; all flutes on the disc lie outside the contact area
at the remaining angles. Also, when a flute segment is engaged, its angular position has a profound effect
on chip thickness, and thus force contribution. As stock contact is determined using entrance and exit
angles, the helix angle effectively defines which flutes on a given disc lie within the contact area at some
rotation angle, as it defines the flute locating angle for a given disc (recall that this angle is assumed
constant over the disc). One of the primary purposes of the cutter axial discretization is to model, in
discrete angular increments, the spiral progression of the flutes about the cutter due to helix angle.
Therefore, one purpose for selecting a desired disc thickness is to control the variation in helix angle that
occurs between adjacent discs, i.e. limit the modeled discrete increment in helix angle. Assuming a constant
radius and helix angle, Equation (2.7) may be used to derive a relation that defines disc thickness as a
function of the desired helical increment:

dZ = (Helixlncr) (R) / tan(ctheiix)
where

dZ is the disc thickness required to maintain 'Helixlncr1(in),
Helixlncr is the desired variation in helix angle over a given disc (rad),
R is the cutter radius (in), and
ou-i.-v is the cutter helix angle (rad).
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For example, if a 2° helical increment were desired between discs on a 1" diameter cutter, the required axial
disc thickness dZ would be 0.03" (assuming the standard 30° helix angle).
Note that Equation (3.1) provides only a basic rule of thumb for calculating disc thickness, as
there are parameters in addition to helix angle to consider. For example, the axial depth of cut plays a role
as a result of the discrete axial stock engagement; a disc is either assumed to fully engage the stock in the
axial direction, or it does not contact the stock at all. Therefore, while Equation (3.1) would predict a rather
large allowable disc thickness for cutters with very shallow or zero helix angles, this could lead to overly
conservative force estimates. The problem is further complicated as all disc related parameters remain
constant over the length of the disc, not just helix angle (e.g. cutter profile normal, number of flutes, flute
length, etc.). While a disc thickness may be acceptable with respect to helix angle, it could limit the
variation of some other parameter. This could be an issue particularly for ball end cutters, where all these
parameters vary. Therefore on the cutter ball, disc thickness values equal to or slightly less than that for the
cylindrical section of the cutter are desired. Also note that, on the ball section, the definition of 'thickness'
differs from the axial thickness that is applied to the cylinder section, as explained below.
When discretizing a cutter ball, the critical dimension for defining 'thickness' is the length of cutter
profile that lies orthogonal to the cutter profile normal for that disc. This length is important as it ensures
uniform chip thinning in the axial direction over the cutter ball. Recall that chip formation occurs in the
cutter normal direction, as explained in Chapter 2. As a disc’s profile normal is assumed constant over its
length in the discrete model, the chip thickness calculated by Equation (2.10) is therefore also constant over
its length (for some fixed locating angle value), although in reality the normal and chip thickness vary
continuously. The use of axial discs that span equally divided lengths of the cutter profile ensure a uniform
variation between thickness values on adjacent discs (at a given locating angle) and thus a uniform
distribution of chip thickness values over the cutter ball surface.
For a flat end cutter, or the cylindrical portion of a ball end cutter, thickness of the disc orthogonal
to the cutter profile, or the 'profile length', is equal to the axial thickness:
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dncyi=dZ
where

(3.2a)

dncyi is the constant disc thickness orthogonal to the cutter profile normal (in), and
dZ is the user-specified axial disc thickness value (in).

Axial thickness is variable for a cutter ball, and is a function of the constant profile length value 'dnBaU', as
shown in Figure 3.1. The value of dnBaji is defined using a constant angular increment do, and is calculated
as the arc-length spanned by da at the cutter ball surface, one cutter radius R from the ball center:

dnBlU|= R d a
where

(3.2b)

dnBaii is the constant disc profile length orthogonal to the ball cutter profile normal (in),
da is the user defined angular increment (rad).

Therefore a constant da is used to define the profile length on the cutter ball just as a constant dZ
is specified for the definition of axial disc thickness on the cylindrical portion. Note that this differs from
previously implemented ball end cutter models that were developed specifically for application with the
Devor and Kline mechanistic model [E93].
The value of da is specified for cutter ball discretization, as opposed to dn, because the cutter ball
spans a finite distance along the cutter axis (one Radius), over which a great deal of variation in cutter and
flute geometry occurs. Specifying da ensures that at least some minimum number of discs will be present
over this finite distance, with a concentration at the cutter bottom where much of the milling occurs. The
number of discs present on the cutter ball is denoted Nd. ^ . and is a subset of the total number of discs
modeling the cutter, ND.
In addition to disc thickness, the axial length of cutter modeled also contributes to the number of
discs that are required. If the absolute maximum axial depth of cut during a milling operation is known,
then that value may be used as the axial length of cutter that must be discretely modeled. If this value is not
known, then either a conservative estimate or the fluted length of the cutter may be used. The modeled
cutter length is therefore a known constant that is based on the requirements of a given milling operation.
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While the above discussions provide some insight to the problem, variable cutter geometry and
cutting conditions makes it very difficult to arrive at any concrete conclusions that apply to all cutters.
Extensive testing with varying disc thickness values is needed to develop rules that balance performance
and accuracy. In this research, fairly thin discs relative to the cutter and Z-buffer geometry have been used
to ensure accuracy. The values used have usually been on the order of 0.01 - 0.05" for the dZ values of
cylindrical cutter portions, and 2°-4° angular increments for da when discretizing a ball.

3.3 Definition of the Axial Disc Parameters
3.3.1 Axial Disc Definition
The axial discs of the discrete cutter model are all identified using an integer disc index value 'i'.
This index starts at the axially lowest disc with a value of 0, and all discs are then sequentially assigned an
index value one greater than the preceding disc up to the top-most disc, assigned an index of ND- 1, as
shown in Figure 3.1. Using these indices, the disc parameters are assigned values by looping through the
discs from 0 to ND-1. The discs that reside on the cutter bail may be easily identified, as their index is less
than Nd-bhii (alternately, they may be identified by their negative axial offsets, defined shortly). Ball end
cutters contain both ball and cylindrical portions, and so the discussion below will be for a ball end cutter;
ignore the ball specific portion if a flat end cutter is to be modeled.

3.3.2 Axial Thickness
On a cylindrical cutter portion, the axial disc thickness dZ of all discs is constant and user defined.
On a cutter ball it is a variable function of axial location due to the constant dnBaii requirement. Note that
the very bottom o f the cutter ball is not modeled (i.e. there is no a = 0) as this disc would have a zero
radius. Therefore the axial thickness may be defined as a function of the disc index ‘i’ using:

if ( i >= No-Ball)
dZ(i) = dZ
else
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dZ(i) = R ( cos( (i+ l)d a ) - cos( (i+2)da) )

where

(3.3b)

dZ(i) is the axial thickness of the current (ilh) axial disc (in),
dZ is the user defined axial disc thickness for the cylindrical cutter portion (in),
R is the cutter radius (in),
i is the current disc index value, and
da is the user defined angular increment for disc definition (rad).

Note that the logic sequence checking the current disc index to find if the current disc is on the cylindrical
portion ( i >= No^aii) or the ball portion ( i < Nd-boii) of the cutter is common to all parameter definitions
(for a flat-end cutter, Nd.b,ui = 0). To prevent repetition, two new variables will be introduced, i„i and iBaii.
Those parameters defined using i^ assume that the ( i >= Nd. ^ ) condition is met and the parameter is
being defined for a disc on the cutter cylinder, and those defined using iBaii assume that the current disc is
known to exist on the cutter ball.

3.3.3 Axial Location
The axial location 'A' of a disc is assigned to the disc’s axial center. It is defined relative to the
cutter location position, which lies at the bottom of a fiat end cutter at its radial center, or at ball center for a
ball end cutter. Therefore, the axial location is positively valued on the cylindrical portion of the cutter, and
negative on the ball portion. On a cylindrical cutter portion, the axial location is defined as:

A(icyi) = (i

- ND.Bal,)dZ + dZ/2

(3.4a)

where i^i indicates that this only applies for indices to discs on the cylinder (i.e. i >= ND.Ban).

On a cutter ball, the axial location is defined as:

A(iBan) =-R cos( (i+ l)da) + dZBal|(i)/2
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3.3.4 Disc Radius
On the cylindrical cutter portion, the axial disc radii are constant and equal to the cutter radius R:

R(icyi) ~ R

where

(3.5a)

R(icyi) is the radius o f disc i on the cutter cylinder (in).

On the ball portion, the disc radius is variable. Although the axial location of a given disc is defined at the
disc center, the radius value assigned to a ball end disc is the minimum value that lies at the axial bottom of
the disc element. This maximizes the entrance and exit angles calculated using the disc radius values (see
Chapter 6). On the ball portion of the cutter, the radius value is defined as:

R (iBall) = R sin( (i+l)dcr)

where

(3 .5 b )

R (iBall) is the radius of disc i on the cutter ball (in),
R is the cutter radius (in),
i is the index to the current axial disc, and
da is the user defined cutter ball angular increment (rad).

3.3.5 Cutter Profile Normal
The cutter profile defines the silhouette of the cutting tool, i.e. a cross sectional plane containing
the cutters central axis, as shown in the discrete cutter images o f Figure 3.1. The cutter profile normal, nc, is
a 2D unit vector that lies in the plane containing the cutter axis and the direction of travel, and defines the
normal to the cutter profile for the current axial disc. This vector is required for chip thickness calculation
using Equation (2.15), with nc defined in terms of axial and radial components. The axial component lies
along the cutter axis, and the radial component lies orthogonal to this. On the cylindrical portion of the
cutter, this vector is constant over all discs, and its axial and radial components are defined as:

na(icyi) = 0

rvCicyr) = 1
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where

n, and nr are the axial and radial components of n c for disc i on the cutter cylinder.

On the ball portion of the cutter, the normal vector components are defined based on the cutter profile
normal that exists at the axial center of the disc as shown in Figure 3.2, or:

ntt(Wi) = -cos( (i+l.5)dcr)

(3.6b)

nXUaii)= sin( (i+1.5)dc)

3.3.6 Cutting Flute Representation
The generalized discrete mechanistic model presented in Chapter 2 estimates force vectors acting
on the cutting tool at a given cutter rotation angle, distributed over the axial discs of the discrete cutter
model. On a given disc, force vectors are estimated as acting on the cutting flutes, and are calculated as a
function of the area of material being sheared by a given flute. This area is defined as the chip thickness
being sheared, multiplied by the length of cutting flute that is performing the shearing. To define the shear
area, the length of the flute segments present on the current disc is required. Additionally, as the force
vectors are assumed to act on the flute segments of the current disc, estimation of the directional
components of the force vectors requires knowledge of the flute helix angle present on the current disc.
Therefore a description of the flute segment length and the helix angle present on each axial disc is
required. As with the other disc parameters, these values are assumed constant over the length of the disc,
and additionally they are also assumed constant between all flutes on the disc. However, on the ball portion
of the cutting tool, the number of flutes present on the cutter tends to decrease towards the bottom of the
ball. Therefore the number of flutes present on a given disc is also required.
On the cylindrical portion of the cutting tool, the helix angle a heIix is typically constant and equal
to the value defined for the net cutting tool. The flute segment length is calculated as a function of the helix
angle, as shown in Figure 3.3, using the relation:

Lf(i) = d n /c o s (a tldix)
where

Li(i) is the flute segment length of the i* disc (in),
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Figure 3.2: Definition of the axial and radial components of the cutter ball profile normal vector.
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Figure 3.3: The flute segment length Lf for a given disc is a function of the helix angle, o^iu, and the
length of the cutter profile that is orthogonal to the cutter profile normal, dn.
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Figure 3.4: Definition of the helix angles on the ball portion of the cutter makes use of the cutter ball
flute definition angle, a, both in transitioning from cc^ux to 0 ™, and for flute termination.
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dn is the length o f the disc orthogonal to the cutter normal, = dZ on a cylinder (in), and
cthefot is the user provided cutter helix angle (rad).

The value of dn is used in Equation (3.7), as opposed to dZ, so that this solution also applies to the cutter
ball portion of ball end cutter tools, in which case the value of dn is calculated using Equation (3.2b).
On ball end cutters, the helix angle generally decreases uniformly from the constant a hdix value of
the cylindrical portion to some minimum value part way down the cutter ball. However, the value and start
location of the minimum helix angle can vary appreciably between different manufacturers. To account for
this variation, two user-defined variables are employed. Thevariable

a„u„ represents the value of the

minimum helix angle, and 'HelixEnd' represents the locationwhereit begins.

As shownin Figure3.4, the

helix angle remains constant at a™,, below the HelixEnd position. HelixEnd is user defined, allowing the
helix variations to be defined as a function of do through the use of a cutter ball definition angle 'o’:

o(i) = rc/2 - (i+1) da
where

(3.8)

a(i) is the cutter ball flute definition angle for disc i on the cutter ball (rad).

Discs that have a cutter ball flute definition angle ct(i) greater than HelixEnd have their helix angles set to
the otmin value. Discs that lie between HelixEnd and a = 0° (at the point where the cylindrical portion of the
cutter starts) have a variable helix angle, which varies between the user specified values of a ^ x (the
maximum helix angle) and dm, as a function of <j, as shown in Figure 3.4.
Using cr to model the helix transformation, as opposed to axial location A, allows for a smooth
interpolation between ou,,,,. and o™, with uniform variation in helLx angle between discs. This smooth
transition most closely models the physical flute geometry. For values of cr(i) less than HelixEnd, the
transition between cu,i;v and a™,, is achieved using the linear interpolation:

cthetLxOBaii)

where

=

O hd«

- ( a(i) / HelixEnd) (a hdix -

(XhdixOBaii) is the helix angle for disc i of the cutter ball.
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On standard four fluted ball end cutters, two of the four flutes typically terminate above the
bottom of the cutting tool to aid in chip clearance as the radius diminishes. While this affects only a
relatively small region on the bottom of the cutter, it doubles the feed-per-tooth value in that region and so
should not be neglected, as this can lead to underestimation of forces during shallow cuts. Inclusion of this
effect requires the use of a user-defined parameter 'FluteEnd’. This is an angular value, defined relative to
a like HelixEnd, which defines the location where two of the 4 cutter flutes terminate. All discs that have a
flute definition angle c(i) that lies below this angle are defined to have Nf = 2, while those that lie above it
are assigned Nf =4 (assuming a standard 4 fluted cutter).

In terms of the flute index 'k' used in the

mechanistic model, flutes 1 and 3 are retained, while flutes 2 and 4 are terminated.
Figure 3.5 shows renderings of actual modeled ball end cutters; note the smooth transition in
ctheiix(i) from ctheiix to cc^n, and also the flute termination. The values for a he|ix, oc^,,, HelixEnd, and FluteEnd
may be determined using manufacturer data, measured data, or by inspection (compare physical cutter to
on-screen display). The default values used are ctheii* = 30°, c u n = 0°, HelixEnd = 70°, FluteEnd = 70°.

3.4 Simulation of the Bottom of a Flat End Cutter
When milling with a flat end cutter, it is possible to remove material with the bottom of the cutting
tool. This is not a typical mode of operation for flat end cutters, but it does occur, particularly when
transitioning between levels while performing a constant-Z-level operation. It is not a standard mode of
operation as most flat end cutters have a 'dead zone' at the cutter location position, where no material
removal occurs. Therefore when removing material with the bottom of the cutting tool, the cutter typically
does not move directly in -Zcr> but rather at some angle to the X c t ,Y c t plane.
The mechanistic constants, and the mechanistic model itself, are not specifically developed to
simulate material removal with the bottom o f a flat end cutter. However, as this case can occur, it should be
modeled to ensure robust operation. If neglected, only the material removal that occurs on the shank of the
cutter will be considered, which can allow the cutter to travel too rapidly when downward motion is present
while milling with a flat end cutter. This is undesirable, and it is standard practice in industry to inhibit the
feed when milling on the bottom of a flat end cutter.
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Figure 3.5: Several examples of the modeled ball end flute geometry rendered from discrete model.

n„ = 0

Figure 3.6: The cutting flutes located on the bottom of axial disc (i=0) for a flat end mill are included
in the force calculations when the cutter is travelling downwards relative to it's axis.

Sudden Stock
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dtiaiSmck
Engagement
Figure 3.7: The calculated output feed is inhibited when the cutter first enters the stock Oeft), or when
large directional changes are occur (right).
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The condition of a flat end cutter removing material with its bottom is identified through a
combination of three criteria. The most basic is that the current cutting tool is a flat end cutter. The second
criteria is that the direction of travel vector for the cutting tool, D, must have a negative component along
the axis o f the cutter, A, or D • A < 0. The third criteria is that material removal is found to occur during the
current tool move by the geometric model. If these conditions are met, the bottom of a flat end mill is
modeled using methods identical to those used for the shank of the mill. This is achieved by modeling the
bottom o f the cutter as a unique axial disc, and passing this ‘disc’ to the mechanistic model for force
estimation. The forces estimated are then included in the net force summation for the tool move.
The method developed to handle this condition is conservative in its force estimate, so that
relatively low feeds will be selected for this uncommon condition. The bottom of a standard 4 fluted flat
end cutter typically has flutes that extend linearly in a radial direction from the point of termination of the
shank flutes almost to the cutter location point at the radial center of the cutter (see Figure 3.6). For a
generic cutter with Nf flutes, Nf flutes reside on the cutter bottom. In this approach, these flutes are modeled
like any other flute, using their existing geometry. The parameters set for the purpose of chip thickness and
force estimation for these flutes are relatively simple, and are provided in Table 3.2.

DZ
Nc = fnr,n3]
Lf
Ctheltx
P en, 3 c

0
[0,-11
Cutter Radius
0
180°, 0°

Table 3.2: Disc parameters set for force estimation on the bottom of a flat end cutter.

Note that Table 3.2 does not include a listing of all axial disc parameters; it only contains those directly
related to chip thickness and force estimation. The material constants used are the same as for the shank of
the cutter. The remaining parameters are not required in this case as they only serve to support the
calculation of these variables.
The radial force component on the bottom of the cutter acts purely in a +ZCT direction, and does
not directly contribute to the net XCT, YCTforces that are estimated. Although there is no direct contribution
from the radial component of force to the net estimation, it may be assumed that this Zcr force acting on the
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cutter bottom increases friction between the bottom flutes and the stock material. This friction can
indirectly increase the XCT, YCT milling forces, and so the milling forces estimated for the cutter bottom are
multiplied by an arbitrary constant of 1.5 to ensure conservative results.
Note in Table 3.2 that the entrance and exit angles are forcibly set to 180° and 0° respectively. This
is done to maximize the force estimation provided. It is possible for the cutter bottom to experience full
360° - 0° stock engagement, however as only the tangential component of force remains, this would result
in complete force cancellation, i.e. a zero force estimate. Also, cutting can occur in the 360° - 180° range
when D • A < 0, this too is neglected as it could result in cancellation with forces calculated for the shank
of the cutter. The net goal of this approach is to estimate worst case forces that will result in conservative
feeds to effecrively deal with this situation. This method is not intended for accurate force estimation, it is
only intended to ensure safe operation when D • A < 0 for a flat end cutter.

3.5 The Discrete Cutter Model and Applied Mechanistic Modeling
Once the discrete cutting tool model has been defined, it may be used in the implementation of the
mechanistic model. As this topic has been covered in detail in other works [KDL82][KD83][E93], it will
only be presented briefly here, and in the context of this application. In this application, the parameters that
describe the discrete cutting tool geometry, contained in the upper section of Table 3.1, remain constant
during the milling simulation for a given cutting tool. The remaining parameters are supplied for each new
tool move by the supporting models (geometric, NC machine), to represent changes in cutting conditions.
The cut geometry parameters, which consist of the InStock flag and the entrance and exit angle
values Pa, and Pex, are supplied for each disc using information from the geometric model. The values of Pen
and Pex are used to identify which flute segments on each axial disc are engaged in the stock at the current
rotation angle, and also to calculate the average chip thickness value using Equation (2.17).
The value of ft.net is calculated for each engaged disc using Equation (2.10) which requires the net
relative velocity vector Vnet provided by the CNC machine model. Note that f t.oet is also a function of the
number of flutes present on the current disc. The value of f t.na is required for calculating values of chip
thickness using Equation (2.10).
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Each disc flagged as engaging the stock during a tool move (InStock = YES) is included in the
force calculations for that move, which are performed at a series of discrete rotational positions. The flute
locating angles are pre-calculated for each discrete rotational position and stored in the P array on each
axial disc. At a given rotation angle, these flute locating angles are compared against the values of pra and
Pex for that disc. All flute segments found to engage the stock at the current rotation angle have Xct. Yct
force values calculated using Equation (2.16), which are summed over all flutes to arrive at the net Fx,Fy
values for each disc.
To arrive at Fmas>the net milling force acting on the cutter at a given cutter rotation angle, the Fx,Fy
forces calculated at are summed over all discs, and the magnitude is calculated. If the value of Fmag exceeds
the existing maximum force value for the entire tool move, FMlx, the value of Fm^ is reset to the current
value of Fmag. Otherwise the value of Froag is overwritten at the next rotation angle (unless explicitly stored
in an array to plot milling force vs. rotation angle). All angular dependant force values (Fx,Fy- Fmag) are
initialized to zero for each new rotation angle, and FMax is initialized to zero for each new tool move.
After forces have been calculated for all of the discrete rotational positions, the existing value of
Fmux is used to represent the maximum net milling force for the tool move. This is the force to be controlled
through variation of the input feedrate value as a result of automatic feedrate selection.

3.6 Automatic Feedrate Selection via Iterative Mechanistic Modeling
To solve for feed values that maintain a user-specified maximum force threshold, the mechanistic
model is used in an iterative manner. In this approach, during each iteration the force estimate value FMax is
compared to the desired cutting force. If the values do not match (within a given tolerance), the feedrate
value is adjusted appropriately, and Fmh is recalculated. Iteration terminates when a feed value is found
that produces an estimated force in the desired range (or some other exit condition is met; this is explained
shortly). The feed value that exists at the termination of iterations is output to the updated G-code file.
The feed value calculated for the previous tool move is typically used as the initial feed value for
the next tool move. In cases where the cutting conditions do not vary extensively, this can provide an
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acceptable cutting force on the first iteration. For the first tool move in a G-code file an initial feed value
specified in the input G-code file is used, and an arbitrary feed of 10 IPM is used if none is present.
If a force in the desired range is not estimated during the first iteration, a linear interpolation is
used to solve for the second iterations feed value:

fin+1) = ( fin)) ( Foajred / F ^ n ) )
where

(3.10)

fin+1) is the input feed for the next iteration (IPM),
fin) is the feed used for the current iteration (IPM),
F&sired is the desired force magnitude (Lb), and
FMax(n) is the peak force magnitude for the current iteration (Lb).

While the feed/force relation is non-linear, this can select the appropriate feed during the second iteration
when small changes in cutting conditions occur. More importantly, in cases where the cutting conditions
are changing appreciably, this method quickly adjusts the feed value into the appropriate operating range.
If the value of Fm« estimated during the second iteration does not fall in the desired range, all
subsequent feed values are solved using a standard 1/2 interval search (also known as a bisection method).
In this approach, first the required feed value is bounded between two feeds, one that produces too great a
force, and one that produces too small a force (provided the correct feed is not found by chance in the
process). Then the gap between the high feed' and the 'low feed' is continually cut in half until the required
feed is obtained. This method and its application to feedrate selection is presented in detail in [H94].
There are other ‘exit conditions’ that will terminate the iterative solution in addition to the
estimation of a force value within the desired range. All of these exit conditions require the resultant feed
value to produce a force value that is less than the upper bound on the acceptable range, except one. The
one exception to this rule is when the current feed value is less than 0.1 IPM, the minimum allowable feed
on many NC controllers. In this case a feed value of 0.1 IPM is output regardless o f the force.
The reason that 0.1 IPM is generally the minimum allowable feed is that many controllers have a
0.1 IPM resolution, which leads to the second exit condition. As the minimum allowable change in
feedrate is 0.1 IPM, any iterations that result in changes in feed less than this amount are moot and result in
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wasted computation time (as the resultant feed would have to be rounded down to the nearest 0.1 for output
anyway). There are cases where a change in feedrate of 0.1 IPM results in a change in force magnitude that
skips over the acceptable force range. To prevent unnecessary iterations in this case, the force value from
the previous iteration is always stored, and the difference in feedrate between iterations is stored. If the
difference in feeds is less than or equal to 0.1, and the current force is greater than the allowable range, and
the previous force is less than the allowable range, then the iterations are exited and the previous feed value
is output.
The third exit condition occurs if any of the individual machine axes exceeds an allowable limit,
or if the current feed value exceeds a user defined maximum feed value. There are hard limits for the
machine axes to prevent motor damage, and these are stored inside the NC controller. If the machine is
asked to travel at a rate that causes one of these axes to travel faster than the allowable limit, the actual
velocity produced is that which saturates that axis at its limit. Therefore when the axis velocities are
calculated in the CNC machine model, they are checked against the machine limits (which must be
provided). If any of the axes exceeds its limit, the feedrate that produces saturation on the limiting axis is
calculated. This feed then has a force value calculated for it, and if this is less than the maximum allowable
value the saturation feed is adequate, otherwise it is used as the starting point for a downward iteration.
Similarly, users can specify "MaxFeed", a maximum allowable feed, for added control. If the
value of MaxFeed is exceeded, then MaxFeed is checked if to find if it produces a force less than the upper
limit on the allowable force range; if it does then MaxFeed is output to the updated G-code file, else it is
used as the starting point for a downward iteration. The default value for MaxFeed is 100 IPM.
The final exit condition is a maximum allowable chip thickness. While the milling forces
estimated by the mechanistic model are a function of chip thickness, it is possible for acceptable milling
force values to be calculated while producing unacceptable chip thickness values. This case occurs
particularly when a small amount of material is being removed. In an effort to limit tool wear and flute
damage caused by excessive chip loads, a user-defined maximum chip thickness value may be used. This
method is actually quite similar to traditional methods where cutter feeds and speeds are selected from
tabular data, the net result of which is control of the maximum chip thickness produced, only in this case
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the maximum chip thickness is controlled for every tool move. Note that this alone does not constitute a
sufficient condition for feedrate selection, as during heavier cuts it could result in excessive milling forces.
The calculation of the maximum chip thickness is a straightforward process. At each discrete
rotational position, the chip thickness value of all engaged flute segments is required for force calculation.
Therefore, the maximum chip thickness present during a given tool move may be obtained by storing the
maximum value calculated. If the value found during any given move is found to exceed the maximum
allowable value, and the current force value is less than the than the upper bound on the acceptable force
range, the feed iterations are exited. The output feed value is then adjusted to approximately the value that
produces the maximum allowable chip thickness. As there is a linear relationship between chip thickness
and feedrate at any given location on the cutter, the required feed may be calculated using:

(out ^alc ( h^taxDcsircd ^ ^Max )
where

(3.11)

fout is the feed value output to the updated G-code file for the current tool move (IPM),
fcaic is the current iteration feed value that resulted in excessive chip thickness (IPM),
hMaxDeared is the user defined desired maximum chip thickness value (in), and
hjvto is the maximum chip thickness value calculated during the current tool move (in).

3.7 Feed Inhibitors
When calculating feeds for practical application, transient conditions exist that require the feed
calculated by the iterative model to be inhibited, or reduced in value by some percentage, as the
mechanistic model assumes steady state cutting conditions. It also currently does not take CNC controller
dynamics into account. There are mechanistic models that take dynamic effects into account
[MA91][ESE98], but none are yet widely accepted as providing acceptable solutions over a wide range of
conditions. Additionally, most of the dynamic models operate in the time domain and require iterative
solution of force values (as opposed to just feed values), which greatly increases computation time.
Therefore, in order to maintain an efficient and robust model, inhibitors are used. In the course of this
discussion, the variable

refers to the value actually written to the updated G-code file. The variable
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’5aic' refers to the 'calculated feed' that is suggested by the iterative model; note that f,ut < faic when
inhibitors are used.
The first feed inhibitor is stock engagement If no material removal is noted for a given tool move,
but the following tool move does engage the stock, then a stock engagement inhibit feed is activated. This
results in one of two scenarios, both shown in the left-hand image of Figure 3.7.
In the first scenario, stock engagement occurs gradually. In this case, the maximum allowable feed
is reached, or axis saturation occurs, before the desired force range is obtained, and a value of faic equal to
the allowable maximum feed is set. In this condition, all lines of G-code, starting with the line where stock
entrance occurs, are loaded into a temporary buffer until significant stock engagement occurs, or until the
stock is exited again. If significant stock engagement occurs, the first value of fcaic that is less than the
allowable maximum as a result of stock engagement triggers the buffer to be written out. This feed is
multiplied by 0.5, the stock entrance inhibit amount, and attached as fjUt to the first line of G-code stored in
the buffer, which is then written out to the updated G-code file. The second line of G-code stored in the
buffer then uses the full value of fca|c as its output feed, and the rest of the buffer is written out (thus all
subsequent moves in the buffer are subject to fdc). Feed calculation continues as normal once the buffer is
output. If no significant stock engagement occurs before the stock is exited again, then the same output
scheme is used with fjUt = fMax, the maximum allowable feed value.
In the second and more common stock engagement scenario, significant stock engagement occurs
suddenly. In this case, the initial tool move with stock engagement uses faic multiplied by 0.5 as f,ul for that
move. It was found during testing that the feed should be gradually increased from this inhibited value, and
so the 3 tool moves following stock engagement are also monitored. During these moves, the value of f^c
for the current move is only used as the value of fout if it is less than f,ut from the previous move; i.e.
decreasing feeds are left unchanged. However, if during these moves the value of f^|Cfor the current move
is greater than $,ut from the previous move, inhibiting continues so that feeds increases gradually. When this
occurs, foUI for the current move is set to f ^ c for that move, minus 2/3 of the difference between the current
value of fa]Cand the value of

from the previous move; or:
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U n ) = foic(n) - 0.6666 (
where

(n) - f,u[(n -l))

(3.12)

f<,ut(n) is the output feed used during the current move (IPM),
5aic(n) is the calculated feed for current move (IPM), and
fout(n-l) is the output feed from the previous move (IPM).

The 2/3 amount was selected as it was found to provide a gradual increase over all three moves following
stock engagement. Following the first four tool moves after stock engagement was detected, (including the
original move where stock engagement first occurred), output feeds are no longer inhibited.
The second cause for feed inhibition is when large changes in the cutter direction of travel occur
while the cutter is engaged in the stock material, as shown on the right in Figure 3.7. When a given tool
move experiences a large directional change, the calculated feed value is inhibited if the output force value
is greater than 10% of the desired force (i.e. inhibiting is ignored for very light cuts). The directional
change is measured through calculation of the angle between the direction of travel vectors for adjacent
tool moves. No feed inhibiting occurs for directional changes of less than 30°.

If theangular change in

direction lies between 30° and 60°, the feed inhibition amount is scaled linearly from 0.95 to 0.7using:

U n ) = fcc(n) ( 0.7 + 0.25 ((60°- 5Dir) / 30°))

(3.13)

where S^,. is the angular change in direction between move (n-1) and move (n) (Deg).

For angular changes in direction greater than 60°, the maximum inhibition amount of 0.7 is used.
The final cause for feed inhibition is large changes in the output feed while the cutter is engaged in
the stock material. This is achieved through the use o f a user-defined parameter "MaxFeedChange", which
represents the maximum allowable change in feed values between adjacent tool moves. If the difference
between the previously output feedrate and the current output feed is greater than MaxFeedChange, then
the current output feed value is re-set to be equal to the previously output feed value plus MaxFeedChange.
The default value for MaxFeedChange is 20 IPM.
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3.8 Cutter Rotation Simulation
3.8.1 Cutter Rotation Simulation and Automatic Feedrate Selection
When using the mechanistic model, the force calculations take place at a series of discrete
rotational positions, denoted 0, to simulate the rotation of the cutter. This rotation simulation is required to
model variations in milling force as a function of rotation angle. The angular location of each flute segment
is identified by a locating angle P, which is a function of the current cutter rotational position 0, as well as
cutter geometry. This angle is used to determine if a given flute segment is engaged in the stock at a given
discrete cutter rotational position 0, as well as for chip thickness calculation.
As the flute locating angle p is a function of the specified cutter rotational positions and known
flute geometry, a single finite set of repeated angular locations is required for cutter rotation simulation.
Therefore, to improve the computational efficiency of the model, the values of p are pre-calculated for all
flutes on all discs, and at all desired rotation angles. These values are stored in the P[j,k] array assigned to
each axial disc (described in the following section). Also note that during the calculation of chip thickness
using Equation (2.10) and milling forces using Equation (2.16), both the sine and cosine of the current P
value is required. To further improve the computational efficiency of the model, these values are also pre
calculated and stored in the P[j,k] array.

3.8.2 Calculation of the Cutter Rotation Simulation Array
The P array is two dimensional, as the angles are calculated as a function of the current rotation
angle (indicated by the index 'j'), and also of the current flute (indicated by the index 'k'). The effects of
axial location and helix angle are included as a unique P [j,k] array is defined for each axial disc.
The array is filled using Equations (2.4-2.6, 2.8) (repeated below for completeness), starting with
the bottom most disc (i=0), at zero rotation angle (j=0) and at flute zero (k=0). This location is arbitrarily
defined as P=0, with all other angular locations being defined relative to this. The remaining flutes on the
remaining discs then have their values of P calculated using:
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PD\k]=eC) + (k)(Y)+ t(i)

(2-5)

where

0(j) = (j) (d0),

(2.4)

y = 27t/Nf, and
/

(2.6)

r(0 = X (^Z (z)X tan (^ (z)) / *(*)).

(2.8)

The flute index k is incremented from 0 to Nf-1 on each disc. Assuming runout is present, the
cutter rotation angle index j is incremented from 0 to (360 / d0) -1. The '-T is required as 0° and 360° are
redundant. The value of d0 in Equation (2.4), which defines the discrete rotational increment, is arbitrary
and dependant on how ’fine’ a rotational resolution is desired, as explained in the following section.

3.8.3 Cutter Rotation Simulation Optimization
To improve the efficiency of the feedrate calculation operation, it was desired to reduce the total
number of angular positions that must be checked for peak force identification. However, it was also
desired to maintain a given level of accuracy while performing this reduction. The actual number of force
calculations present during a given cutter rotation simulation is largely a function of the number of discrete
rotational positions present in the model, determined by the value of the rotational increment amount d0.
By using a ‘coarse’ rotational increment, with a large angular change between each force calculation, the
total number of force calculations required to cover the full 360 degree rotation may be minimized.
However, neglecting the angles that fall between the coarse increments loses a great deal of force
information. Conversely, the use of a fine rotational increment increases the amount of force data available
for peak force identification, but at increased computational cost. Therefore it is desirable to develop an
'intelligent' cutter rotation simulation that uses variable rotational increments. This allows peak forces to be
estimated with a minimum of force calculations at unique cutter rotation angles.
Based on observations of estimated force plots, it was determined that 1° rotational increments are
fine enough to provide adequate coverage in identifying peak force values. The Figure 3.8 shows a
comparison of estimated milling force plots (XcrYcr magnitude) using differing rotational increments for a
simple partial immersion cut. The conditions for the cut are listed in Table 3.3. The upper chart shows very
fine 0.1° rotational increments plotted against 1° rotational increments, while the lower chart shows 0.1°
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degree rotational increments are plotted against a coarser 8° rotational increment.

Notice that the 1°

increments follow the trace of the 0.1° rotational increments almost exactly, even in regions where a great
deal of variation is present, such as the peak force locations. Compare this to the 8° increments, where the
peak values in each of the force spikes are missed. However, notice that the 8° increments do a good job of
tracking major trends in force variation. Based on these observations, an approach at peak force calculation
that uses a variable rotational increment is utilized.
In this adaptive method, both coarse and fine rotational increments are used. First, the cutter is
rotated 360° using coarse 8° rotational increments, with the force values calculated and the corresponding
angles being written to an array. This requires 360/8-1, or a total of 44 force calculations (the '-1' is used as
force calculations at both 0° and 360° would be redundant). From this coarse rotation, a peak force value is
identified. A second rotation with fine 1° increments then takes place, but it is limited to a range of +/- 40°
about the peak force angle identified during the course iteration. However, note that the values from the
coarse iteration are stored, and so force values for 11 of the 80 angular locations in the fine rotation are
already known, resulting in only 69 locations that require additional calculations. Thus 1° resolution may be
achieved using only 113 force calculations, as opposed to 359 force calculations if a full rotation were
simulated at a 1° resolution.

Ball End
HSS
0.375"
4
30°
75°
-J
oo

Cutter Type
Cutter Material
Cutter Diameter
Number of Flutes
Helix Angle
HelixEnd
FluteEnd
Min Helix Angle
Cutter Runout
Runout Locating Angle

0°
0.00015"
143°

Axial Depth of Cut
Radial Depth of Cut
Spindle Speed
Feedrate

0.1875" (Ball Only)
0.09375" (1/4 Diam.), Down Milling
2200 RPM
2.8 IPM

Stock Material
KTC (Ball Value)
KRC (Ball Value)
PI (Ball Value)
P2 (Ball Value)

6061 A1
16139.6
0.1387
0.3729
0.1817

Table 3.3: Cutting Conditions for the force plots of Figure 3.8.

The location of the peak force value can vary on every tool move, so the array of flute locations P[ijjmust
be calculated using the finer o f the two rotational increments, in this case 1°, for a full cutter rotation. Also,
the array P[ij] is implemented such that the cyclical nature of rotations is considered. If an angular
location less than 0° or greater than (36O°-d0) is requested, the request should return the corresponding
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Figure 3.8: Force simulation plots showing milling force as a function of rotation angle for comparing
different rotational increments. The cutting conditions are shown at top.
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value that is bounded in this range. For example, a request for an angle of -12° should return the flute
locating angle and trigonometric values for 348°, or a request for 393° should return 33°. This can occur
during the fine iteration of ±40° about the peak values when the peak region identified is less than 40° from
0° or 360°.
Note that the values shown of 1° and 8° are arbitrary, and while they work well they are not
required values. If values other than 1° and 8° are to be used, the course rotational increment should be an
integer multiple of the fine rotational increment to maximize the optimization.
Finally, note that the location of the peak force can change with the value of input feedrate.
Therefore a full coarse rotation must take place during each iteration, although efficiency gains would
result from being able to use the same peak force location, or even peak force region, between all iterations
for a given tool move. This is a result of the mechanistic constants KT and KR, which identify the tangential
and radial force components acting on the cutter, as they are a function of average chip thickness (which is
a function of the current feed value). As the input feed value changes, the ratios of KT and KR also change.
As both the tangential and radial components of force can contribute to the Xct and Y qt net force vectors,
the change in ratio between KT and KR results in changes in the force values calculated at different locating
angles. This effect is enhanced when the feed value changes dramatically between tool moves, but no
generalized set of conditions that results in this occurrence have been identified.
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CHAPTER 4

GEOMETRIC MODELING OF IN-PROCESS STOCK FOR MILLING FORCE ESTIMATION
4.1 Chapter Introduction
This chapter describes the techniques developed during this research to modei the in-process stock
geometry for milling force estimation and automatic feedrate selection. The in-process stock model defines
the current geometric state of the stock during milling simulation, and requires updating after each tool
move to reflect the changing geometry. In addition to providing an accurate geometric representation of the
in-process stock, the geometric model also provides data for the calculation of cut geometry parameters
required for mechanistic modeling.

4.2 In-Process Stock Geometric Model Requirements
The in-process stock model is central to any automatic feedrate definition scheme, as the geometry
that defines any given cut must be known so that a feed may be defined to meet the current conditions. In
order to provide this information for a given tool move, the state of the stock geometry as a result of all
prior tool moves must be known. Therefore the ability to accurately represent the changing stock geometry
over the course o f a milling simulation is a basic requirement of the in-process stock model. The stock
model should also provide data necessary for the calculation of the contact area, which defines the region
of intersection between the cutter and stock for a given tool move.
Due to its critical role, the stock model must be robust as well as accurate. Without reliable,
consistent, and accurate geometric simulation, optimized feedrate definition is not feasible. A geometric
error could result in inaccurate feeds not only for the tool move during which the error occurred, but also
on subsequent tool moves passing over the erroneous region. Practical considerations must also be taken
into account, including ease of use, computational efficiency, flexibility in the definition of the ,4raw stock”,
and model storage. There can be 103-105 tool moves in a typical part program, particularly for 5-axis and/or
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sculptured surface machining, and so computational efficiency is critical. Also, the stock model should be
able to accurately represent any raw stock form, e.g. a turning or casting. Finally, as many m achining jobs
consist of several operations, a means of storing the model to disc for later use is desirable.
As in most modeling situations, a balance exists between accuracy, efficiency, and robustness.
While some such surface or solid based approaches can theoretically provide increased geometric accuracy
as compared to discrete methods, they do so at reduced computational efficiency and robustness. Similarly,
the magnitude o f the discrete subdivisions in the approximate methods can be reduced to improve accuracy,
but at an efficiency cost. In this balance, robust behavior is the most critical. There is a finite limit to the
accuracy required, as a result of the accuracy the CNC machines are capable of, and the effects of cutter or
part deflection. While there has been some successful research that includes cutter deflection for simple
cutting conditions [SD86][LLB98][D93], no robust, simple methods with proven accuracy have been
developed for generalized milling conditions. When the physical effects of positional accuracy, ball-screw
backlash, cutter runout, axis runout, thermal expansion, part setup accuracy, and deflections are taken into
account, the practical realizable accuracy is on the order of 0.001”. Therefore, among the modeling
approaches that can provide the minimum acceptable level of geometric accuracy while maximizing
robustness, it is desirable to select the most computationally efficient approach.

4.3 In-Process Stock Geometric Model Selection
4.3.1 Solid Modeling Approach
One approach currently being researched for representing the in-process stock is solid modeling.
In this approach, material removal is simulated by performing a Boolean subtraction of a solid model of the
swept toolpath envelope from a solid model of the stock for each tool move. While this method may well
prove to be a convenient and accurate means of performing geometric NC simulation in the future,
efficiency and robustness issues need to be addressed before this method will be generally applicable.
In the solid modeling method, the stock and toolpath solid models are typically modeled using the
boundary representation (B-rep) approach, the de-facto standard for solid modeling today [MSE98][T93]
[SA94][B96]. B-rep models are defined using a set of surfaces constrained such that all adjacent surfaces
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edges are joined at their common boundary, forming a closed volume. Attempts at NC simulation have also
been made using constructive solid geometry, or CSG [VH81][W87][W88], In this approach, the stock is
defined as a finite set of individual geometric primitives. The B-rep models used in most commercial solid
modeling software presently available have largely replaced the use of this method, as it provides less
flexibility in the geometries it can efficiently and accurately represent.
The primary benefit of solid modeling is geometric accuracy. However, any actual increases in
geometric accuracy of this approach versus the alternative approaches are difficult to demonstrate,
particularly in light of the finite accuracy of the NC milling process itself. Additionally, while the solid
modeling methods are fairly exact in theory, implementation details often result in approximations. Exact
analytic solutions are not always possible for all milled surfaces, particularly if the condition of closure for
the solid is to be met (the boundaries of all surfaces must join), resulting in approximate representations of
the geometry for all but the simplest cases. Approximations are also often used to address memory and
computational efficiency issues. The use of these approximations in solid modelers is mentioned in the
solid model based NC simulation of Mounayri [MSE98]. It should be noted, however, these
approximations are generally on the order of the theoretically achievable tolerances in NC milling, as the
toolpaths are generally defined using CAD data represented in this form (the actual tolerances that may be
obtained are variable and a function of the NC mill).
A more critical drawback to the use of solid modeling for generalized NC simulation is that it
lacks robustness in large-scale applications. While solids based approaches work well in the definition of
CAD models, NC simulation is beyond the scope of current technology. The in-process stock is much more
complex than the design geometry. In a large design part definition there may be several hundred primary
and joining surface definitions. NC milling simulation requires solid modeling systems to perform
thousands of Boolean subtractions on a single part, potentially resulting in thousands of unique surfaces.
Solid modelers must also ensure closure of the resulting solid while continually adding, subtracting,
trimming, and connecting thousands of small surfaces. These requirements are beyond the scope of their
current capabilities. Data management of large solid representations can also be error prone.
Computational efficiency is also a concern.

While the computational effort of the Z-buffer

approach is 0(N), where N is the number of tool moves, the computational effort of solids based
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approaches have been reported to be 0(N4) [VH81].

While this may prove to be a worst case

approximation, only under unusual conditions could solids based modeling approach 0(N). When milling a
planar surface with a flat end mill, there comes a point where no additional surfaces are generated, and all
new surfaces replace existing ones. At this point there is fixed number of surface operations per tool move,
and the solids based method approaches 0(N). However, in most real-world milling operations involving
complex shapes and different cutters, as the milling progresses new surfaces are continually being added to
model the in-process stock, increasing the order of effort as more complex surface/surface intersections are
required. In addition to process simulation, rendering of the in-process stock for graphical simulation
becomes increasingly difficult and computationally expensive as the number of surfaces grows. While
continual advances in computer technology will no doubt increase the performance of solids based
approaches, all other methods will benefit as well.
Even with continuing advances in computer hardware and solid modeling technology, the method
still has sufficient disadvantages that prevent practical implementation at this time. However, it may be
possible that significant advances could one day make it practical. Therefore it should be noted that the
overall layout of this software system is modular to allow easy replacement o f any given portion.

4.3.2 Discrete Geometry Representation
There are many discrete methods available for the purpose of modeling the in-process stock.
These methods include Octree method [RSR83], Voxel and Dexel approaches [S95][TWY97], and the
highly successful Z-buffer style methods [V86][WW86][AEF87][JHDS89][JD91][E93] [CJ98]. One
common benefit of discrete approaches is that they are computationally simpler than the solid modeling
approach. Often, discrete methods require intersection calculations between simple geometric primitives,
allowing simple and robust closed form solutions. This simplicity provides extremely robust behavior, and
also results in excellent computational efficiency. One of the goals of this research is the development of a
milling process simulation package suitable for use in an industrial five-axis machine shop environment,
using current computer technology, and so the simple, robust nature of the discrete methods is desirable.
The primary disadvantage of these methods is their discrete representation o f the geometry, which
can lead to a loss of geometric accuracy. However, the error introduced can be controlled in many cases,
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and therefore be limited to acceptable levels. Properly implemented, discrete methods can yield accuracy
on the order of the physical tolerances on the actual machined part.
Another disadvantage of discrete approaches is that there is no “off the shelf’ solution available
for use in NC simulation. The relatively simple nature of CAD model definitions lends itself to solid
modeling, and so many commercial solid modeling packages have been developed and marketed for
product design. The APIs provided in these packages may also be used for NC simulation. There is no
corresponding availability of APIs for discrete modelers, as the primary users of the technology are
commercial NC simulators who do not divulge their proprietary techniques. Therefore the discrete methods
require a substantial development effort. One benefit of this, however, is that the geometric modeler can be
tailored to the needs of NC simulation and cut geometry data calculation.
The method selected for geometric stock modeling in this research is the extended Z-buffer
approach [H94][CJ98], which is similar to Dexel and Ray Casting methods [MR92], In this approach, the
stock is modeled as a set of uniformly spaced parallel lines (see Figure 4.1). Material removal simulation is
performed through calculation of intersections between these lines and a geometric representation of the
swept toolpath envelope. The method is 'extended' as internal gaps may be stored in the model elements,
while traditional Z-buffer methods allow only a single intersection (top) height. This is necessary for 5-axis
milling simulation because the cutting tool orientation is variable relative to the stock (see Figure 4.2).
The extended Z-buffer geometric modeling method is very similar to the display Z-buffer used in
graphics drivers for CRTs, and derives its name from this technology. Some Z-buffer models used for NC
simulation actually use the display Z-buffer for model storage, e.g. the commercially available package
'Vericut' by CGTech of Irvine, CA. The advantage of this approach is efficient rendering, as the stock
model is the rendered model, and no additional processing is required. The drawback is that control over
geometric accuracy is diminished, as it becomes a function of the stock size, number of screen pixels, and
part orientation on the screen. Definition using the graphics Z-buffer also prevents dynamic transformation
of the stock model when the geometry is rendered on the screen, as the milling simulation must be repeated
for the view to be changed.
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Figure 4.1: In a Z-buffer model approach at NC simulation, the stock geometry is defined as a discrete
set of uniformly spaced lines.

5

Figure 4.2: In traditional Z-buffers only the top of each element is stored (left). In an extended Zbuffer, multiple levels can be stored, as required for 5-axis simulation (right).
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Figure 4.3: The Z-buffer model is defined to exist in the workpiece coordinate system.
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While the graphics-based Z-buffer approach has its advantages for visual NC verification, it is not
best suited for mechanistic NC simulation. For this purpose, a separate Z-buffer representation is preferred,
as this allows for user-defined Z-buffer element spacing.
The Z-buffer approach is very robust, requiring only simple line intersections performed between
the stock and a model of the volume swept by a single tool move (the ‘swept toolpath envelope’, or STE) to
model material removal. The geometric form of the STE affects the overall complexity of the intersections,
but line intersections define the simplest type of intersection with whatever form is used. The STE is
defined in this research using a CSG approach, reducing all intersections to a finite set o f line/ geometric
primitive cases, as described in the following chapter. The robust behavior also carries over to model
storage, both in RAM and on disc, as only a finite set of points in space indicating the bounds of each Zbuffer element, as well as any gaps they may contain, must be stored. Assuming each element extends in a
Z direction, the X,Y location of each element may be implied by the index that accesses the element (as
demonstrated in the next section), and so only a set of points in Z is required to define each element.
Another benefit of the Z-buffer approach is computational efficiency. Using this method, there is
no appreciable decrease in performance as the simulation progresses. The total number of Z-buffer
elements remains constant throughout the simulation, and so assuming that on average the same number of
elements are intersected during any given tool move, the computational effort remains constant.
The robust and computationally efficient nature of Z-buffer modeling has resulted in it becoming
the leading method for commercial NC simulation and process definition software. In addition to the
previously mentioned Vericut package by CGTech, there are other commercial implementations of Zbuffer models. One of these is CHIPS (Computer Hybridized Interference Protection System), a 3 and 5axis toolpath generation software package developed and used by Ford Motor Company for the production
of body panel stamping dies. Other examples include Z-Master and Omega, toolpath generation and
verification software originally developed by the research group of Byoung Choi at KAIST and now
commercially implemented in Korea. Z-buffer models are also used in many commercial CAM packages
for rendering, automatically identifying 'rest material' missed by the cutter during a milling operation, and
primitive forms of volumetric material removal based automatic feedi ate selection.
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4.4 Definition of the In-Process Stock Geometric Model
4.4.1 The Z-buffer Model
In the extended Z-buffer approach, the stock is modeled as a set of parallel rays uniformly spaced
in a square grid pattern. For convenience, this grid is defined in Cartesian 'Workpiece Coordinates', with
the plane of the grid forming the X ^Y ^p plane, and the Z-buffer elements extending in the Z«p direction
(see Figure 4.3). When viewed from above along the -Z^, direction, the lower left comer of this rectangle is
defined as the

origin. The Z»v origin is defined as a X ^ Y ^ plane relative to which all Z^p values

are specified, and only positive values are considered valid. Therefore in this implementation the Z-buffer
model is defined to exist in a positively valued space, with the bottom, lower, left hand comer of stock
existing at (0,0,0). The point where a given Z-buffer element contacts the Z*p origin in the Xwp,Ywp plane
is referred to as its 'base position'. This positive space restriction simplifies the definition and use of the
model. It also aids in the definition of non-rectangular stock models through the assignment of zero heights
to elements that lie outside of the area actually occupied by the stock. These elements are read as NULL
and are not included in any calculations. This positive space definition is purely arbitrary and may be
discarded if needed, as the intersection calculations apply equally well in negative space.
The Z-buffer is referred to as “Extended” because multiple Z positions may be stored along a
single Z-buffer element. The top-most Z value of a given element represents the top height of the stock at a
given Xv^Ywp location, and any additional Z values (always present in pairs) represent “gaps” in the
otherwise “solid” Z-buffer element. This is a requirement for 5-axis milling simulation, as the cutter is free
to obtain any orientation relative to the Z-buffer elements. This allows the stock material to be undercut, as
shown in on the right in Figure 4.2.
When defining the Z-buffer model, first a rectangular region representing the outermost bounds of
the raw stock in X ^ and Y*p are defined, using dimensions denoted Dx and Dy respectively. A user-defined
“mesh size” dXY that indicates the grid spacing, or distance between adjacent elements in X*p andY„p, is
then used to define the required number of individual Z-buffer elements:

Nx —Dx /djcY

(4.1)

NY= DY/d XY

(4.2)
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Nnct = Nx * Ny
where

(4.3)

N x,y are the number of Z-buffer elements in X ^ , Y ^, respectively, and
Nnet is the total number of elements in the model.

The total number of elements required, Nne„ is then allocated as an array in memory. Each element
has a unique index into this array, and these indices are defined relative to the workpiece coordinates. The
indices are numbered sequentially in the

direction starting with 0 at the workpiece coordinate origin,

and they are indexed by the amount Nx in the Y ^ direction (see Figure 4.4).
An area AXy in the X*p, Y*p plane is associated with each Z-buffer element, and this may be
calculated from the mesh size, as shown in Figure 4.4:

Axy = dxy'

(4.4)

Multiplication of this area with the net length of all Z-buffer elements intersected by the toolpath envelope
during a given tool move yields the volume amount of material removed during that move. Dividing this
volume by the move time value yields an accurate approximation of the average volumetric removal rate
during that tool move. This information may then be applied in some of the simpler, volumetric-based
feedrate calculation schemes, or for other purposes.

4.4.2 Individual Z-buffer Elements
Each Z-buffer element is composed of two components, a ‘Top’ value and a list of ‘Gaps’. The
Top value represents the maximum height of the stock model at the Xwp.Ywp location of that element. A
“Gap” denotes a region in the element below the Top where a section of the Z-buffer element is removed.
Gaps consist of a GapTop and a GapBottom, and also a pointer to the next Gap in the list (if any). Gaps are
stored in order of decreasing Zy,v. If there are no Gaps present in an element, the Gap pointer defaults to
NULL; similarly setting the Next pointer to NULL within a given gap element denotes that it is the last
element the Gap list (see Figure 4.5).
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Figure 4.4: The Zbuffer model elements are separated by a distance d*y along the Xwp and Ywp axes,
and are indexed sequentially in Xwp from 0, and by Nx in Ywp. Each Z-buffer element has
an associated area, Axy, but the element itself is a line that resides at the center of this area.
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Figure 4.5: Each linked list, element contains a top height, and possibly a linked list of gap elements.
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Figure 4.6: The closed solid model STEs of this research always intersect a Z-buffer element at two
locations. Only unusual, concave cutter shapes result in more intersections, shown at right.
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The Z-bufFer base positions are not stored to conserve memory, as they may be easily inferred
from the unique index that identifies each element. Note an additional (dXY/2) amount is included in the
position values during this calculation, as the elements are defined to lie at the center of the area they
occupy. The X*p and Ywp base position for a given element may then be calculated from the index using:

Rowx = floor(IZbUffa / Nx)
X w p = (IzbufTcr

- Rowx-Nx) * dXY+ dXY/2

= Rowx * dXY + d XY/2
where

(4.5a)
(4.5b)
(4.5c)

Rowx is the current Xwp row of elements that the index resides in, and
IzbufTcr is the Index to the current Z-buffer element (beginning with 0).

4.4.3 Updating the Z-buffer Model and Intersected Segment Definition
"Updating the Z-buffer Model” refers to the methods used to alter the Top and Gap values as a
result of intersection calculations between the Z-buffer elements and the STE, and is required for material
removal simulation. While material removal simulation may be genetically classified as a Boolean
subtraction, some implementation details will now be provided. These details are critical to efficiency and
robustness, and also describe the definition of intermediate data structures, ‘intersected segments’, required
for efficient calculation of the cut geometry parameters. Note that the scope of updating the Z-buffer model
is limited to a single element. Intersection location(s) are found between the toolpath and a single element,
which is then updated prior to intersection calculations with the following element.
For simple, single setup 3-axis milling simulation, only a top height value exists for each Z-buffer
element. If an intersection location is found that lies below the current top height of a Z-buffer element, the
existing Top value is replaced by the new, lower Z«p value. This process of comparing relative heights is
referred to as ‘intersection validation’, as many intersections that are calculated lie above the current top
height, and are therefore invalid. Intersections found to be invalid are ignored; only valid intersections are
used in updating the Z-buffer and in contact area calculation. During 3-axis simulation, every intersection
calculation results in either zero or one valid intersections, and an accurate representation o f the in-process
stock is kept by continually updating the top height values of the model with all valid intersections found.
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For the case of generalized 5-axis milling, zero, one, or two valid intersections may occur for
standard, non-concave cutting tools. The toolpath modeling methods are specifically designed to simplify
the task of identifying valid intersections. As presented in Chapter 5, the volume swept by each tool move
is represented as a discrete, error controlled, three-axis approximation, modeled using a closed solid
representation (the STE). This assures two intersections between the toolpath and a Z-buffer element will
occur, one where the infinite line modeling the Z-buffer element enters the STE, and one where it exits, as
shown on the left in Figure 4.6. For most common cutter geometries there will be only two intersection
locations, but for concave geometries, such as some routers or shapers, there could be more, as shown on
the far right in Figure 4.6. However, notice that even in this case the intersections will always exist in pairs,
and the methods presented here may be applied to each intersection pair found. During 5-axis milling
simulation the conditions for intersection validity are that the intersection occurs below the top of a Zbuffer element, and that it occurs within a solid portion of the element. Although both intersections
between an STE and a Z-buffer element may occur below the top, they may occur either partially or wholly
within an existing gap in the element, resulting in zero or one valid intersections.
From a given pair of intersections between the Z-buffer element and the STE, an “intersected
segment” is defined. The intersected segment defines the portion of Z-buffer element that lies entirely
within the STE, and represents the material removal contribution from that element. While the intersected
segment is eventually subtracted from the Z-buffer model, prior to this it is used to improve the efficiency
of cut parameter calculations. The entire intersected segment is known to contact the cutter, which
simplifies the calculation of volumetric removal rate and contact area.
As the intersected segment lies along Z ^ , it is convenient to think of the bounds as being “higher”
or “lower”. The upper and lower ends of the intersected segment are initially set to the calculated upper
and lower intersection locations. After this initial segment has been created, the ends of this segment are
adjusted so that both are valid, defining the actual intersected segment. This is achieved by testing for 3
primary cases, and several sub-cases:
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1)

The lower intersection lies above the top height o f the element (see Figure 4.7):
In this case the current element does not intersect the STE, and so no intersected segment is defined
and the Z-buffer element requires no updating.

2)

The lower intersection lies below the top height, and the upper intersection lies above it (Figure 4.8):
In this common case, the upper end of the intersected segment is defined as the current element top
height. The lower end is checked for validity and redefined as necessary to specify the final intersected
segment, which encompasses two sub-cases. In either case, existing gaps that are interior the region
occupied by the intersected segment are included in it and deleted from the Z-buffer element.
2a) If the lower intersection is found to reside in a solid section of Z-buffer, the definition of the ends
of the intersected segment is completed by assigning its lower end the value of the lower
intersection. The Z-buffer model is then updated by redefining the top height of the element to the
lower intersection value.
2b) If the lower intersection is found to reside in a gap, the definition of the ends of the intersected
segment is completed by assigning its lower end the value of the gap top. The Z-buffer model is
then updated by assigning the top height of the element the value of the gap bottom, and that gap
is deleted from the model.
The element is now completely updated, and the intersected segment defined.

3)

Both the upper and lower intersections lie below the top height (Figure 4.9):
In this case the two intersections either form a new gap or expand an existing gap in the element,
which encompasses five sub-cases. In any case where an intersected segment is formed, existing gaps
that are interior to region occupied by the intersected segment are included in it and deleted from the
Z-buffer element.
3a) If both the upper and lower intersections lie completely within a single existing gap, the current
element does not intersect the STE, and so no intersected segment is defined and the Z-buffer
element requires no updating.
3b) If neither the upper nor the lower intersections lie within an existing gap, the intersected segment
is defined by assigning to its upper and lower ends the values of the upper and lower intersection
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Figure 4.7: This figure shows case 1, where no valid intersections occur, no Intersected Segments are
created, and no updating of the Z-buffer model is required. Also shown is a reference chart
that also applies to Figures 4.8 and 4.9.
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Figure 4.8: This figure shows the two possible situations of case two, where either one (left) or no
(right) valid intersections exist. In either case an intersected segment is created. If created,
the intersected segment is subtracted from the model after being used in the calculation of
the cut geometry parameters.
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Figure 4.9: This figure shows the five situations of case three (see text). Only in case 3a is no
intersected segment created, and only cases 3a and 3e have no valid intersection locations.
These define the specific cases for a boolean subtraction of an interior Z-buffer segment.
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locations respectively. The Z-buffer model is then updated through the definition of a new gap
whose upper and lower ends are assigned the upper and lower intersection values respectively.
3c) If only the upper intersection lies within an existing gap, the intersected segment is defined by
assigning to its upper end the value o f gap bottom, and to its lower end the value of the lower
intersection location. The Z-buffer element is then updated through gap expansion by redefining
the gap bottom to be the value of the lower intersection (the gap top remains unchanged).
3d) If only the lower intersection lies within and existing gap, the intersected segment is defined by
assigning to its upper end the value of the upper intersection location, and to its lower end the
value of the gap top. The Z-buffer element is then updated through gap expansion by redefining
the gap top to be the value of the upper intersection (the gap bottom remains unchanged).
3e) If both the upper and lower intersections lie within separate existing gaps, the intersected segment
is defined by assigning to its upper end the value of the upper gaps bottom, and to its lower end
the value of lower gaps top. The Z-buffer element is then updated through gap expansion by
redefining the upper gap bottom to be the value of the lower gaps bottom, and the lower gap is
deleted from the model.
The element is now completely updated, and the intersected segment defined.

4.4.4 Estimation of Volumetric Material Removal Rate
Once the intersected segment has been defined, calculation of the net length of ‘solid’ Z-buffer
element removed is a trivial operation. This is done by subtracting the lower end of the intersected segment
from the upper end to obtain the gross length removed, and then subtracting from that value the net length
of all gaps present in the intersected segment:

LZ=E U- E [ —Lq

where

Lz is the net length of Z-buffer element removed (in),
Eu,i are the upper and lower ends of the intersected segment (in), and
Lg is the sum o f the lengths o f all gaps that lie within the intersected segment (in).
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Lz is useful as it may then be used to calculate net volume o f material removed during a given tool move:

N^t
V

m

= A

xy

2X zi

( 4 .7 )

i= 1
where

VMis the volume removed during the current move (in3),
N m is the number of elements intersected during the move,
La is solid length of the the ith intersected segment (in), and
is the area associated with a single z-buffer element (in2).

This in turn is used in calculating a volumetric removal rate:

VRR = VM/dTM
where

(4.8)

VRR is the volumetric removal rate (in3/min), and
dTMis the time required to complete the current tool move (min).

The CNC machine model, described in Chapter 6, is used to calculate the move time dTM. The value of
VRR provides a simple means of roughly approximating the current load on the cutter, as well as providing
a means of estimating power requirements.

4.5 Geometric Model Verification
As the geometric model creates and stores the in-process stock geometry, graphical rendering of
this geometry provides a convenient means of validating its accuracy. The stored geometry should look
identical to the geometry physically created when the part is milled, with any unexpected visual variations
indicating error in the geometric model. This error can be the result of known modeling approximations
(e.g. faceting in vertical walls due to the discrete Z-buffer spacing), or software ‘bugs’.
Rendering of the stock geometry is simplified by the ready availability of computer graphics APIs,
which are typically resident on most computer systems for running the graphics applications built into the
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operating system. The most common API currently used today is the openGL library, developed from the
GL "Graphics Language" originated by Silicon Graphics Inc. The dominance of openGL is a result of it
being bundled with the Microsoft Windows 95/98/2000/NT operating systems, and so it is present on most
'PC' based systems available today. These graphics libraries also have the benefit of platform independence,
and will also run on UNIX-based systems provided the openGL libraries in X windows form, GLX, are
present. In addition to the basic lighting operations, openGL also provides other techniques required for
realistic rendering, such as hidden surface removal and shading models (required for a true shaded image,
rather than simply a 'flat lit' model with no blending of reflectance between polygons). There are also
additional higher-level APIs available. These simplify the use of openGL by predefining commonly used
routines from the lower level openGL functions, such as the openGL utility library (GLU), and the Open
Inventor Toolkit. Also available are APIs that aid in interacting with the rendered images by providing
event loops and callback registration to manage user inputs, such as Glut. This is useful for actions that
require user interaction such as 3D transformation of the rendered object (translation, rotation, and scaling),
pausing during animation, displaying a wireframe vs. a shaded image, displaying the cutter shape rather
than the stock geometry, etc. There is a great deal of literature currently available regarding the features and
application of openGL, the two most widely used of which are the texts of Neider et. al. [NDW93] and
Kempf et. al. (Ed.) [KF96].
The openGL libraries operate using standard computer graphics rendering techniques (one source
of information regarding this topic is the text of Foley et. al. [FDFH90]). These techniques are based on the
concept of a lighting model, in which shaded images of the object to be rendered are generated by
calculating the light reflected by the object to the viewing screen from some light source. Therefore,
assuming a light source and viewing direction have been defined, what is required for rendering an object is
a surface definition for that object, and a description of its optical qualities (color, opacity, diffiisivity, etc.).
In openGL, as in most graphics applications, surface data is required in a discrete manner via a tessellated
surface representation consisting of a set of polygons, with normal vectors being required at the polygon
vertices. The Z-buffer model is well suited to supplying the basic input for graphical rendering, as it
consists of a set of points in space. By limiting the display surface to a single layer of the Z-buffer model
(e.g. only the top heights), these points may be used as the vertices of the required polygons. Note that
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when gaps exist they are not correctly rendered in this approach, but as graphical rendering was
implemented primarily as a validation tool, the sophisticated meshing required to render gaps is beyond the
scope of this research.
The polygonal shape used in this application is quadrilaterals, as this is the natural shape of the
Xwp, Ywp grid of Z-buffer elements (see Figure 4.10). Note that each quadrilateral could be bisected
diagonally to form a list of triangles, but this would double the number the polygons present in the
rendering, which would detrimentally affect performance (the computational effort of the lighting
calculations is a linear function of the number of polygons). While this can result in non-planar surfaces,
Gouraud shading is used to ensure proper blending of the light intensity across the polygon.
After the quadrilaterals have been defined, the resultant geometry may be viewed as a meshed
surface (see Figure 4.11). For the lighting models to be applied, normal vectors must be calculated for each
of the quadrilaterals. Also, as Gouraud shading is to be applied, an average normal vector must be defined
at each verticie for each quadrilateral. This is performed as follows: For each node, a normal is calculated
for each adjoining quad by taking the vector cross products of the polygon sides. The total number of
vectors calculated for a given node is then averaged by taking the vector sum of the individual normal
vectors and normalizing the result. This is shown in Figure 4.10 on the right, using the 'right hand rule' to
ensure a proper outward normal is calculated (note that the normals calculated are not shown in this figure,
only sides of the polygons used to calculated them). When this has been performed for all nodes in the
model, a smooth shaded rendering of the geometry may be displayed by application of the appropriate
lighting model, as shown in Figure 4.12.
Note on the left in Figure 4.12 an image of the cutting tool is present. As the Z-buffer model is
updated for every tool move, and the cutter location relative to the Z-buffer model is also known, an
animated display showing the in-process milling may be created. This is performed by updating the
quadrilaterals (and normal vectors) that have their nodal positions changed as a result of the intersection
calculations during the current move, and re-displaying the model. Repeating these operations for every
tool move, and displaying a geometric model of the cutter in the appropriate known location, allows for
animated viewing of the milling simulation. This can prove useful when debugging the geometric model.
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Figure 4.10: The Z-buffer model is easily rendered by creating a grid of nodes (nj that are used to
define a list of connected quadrilaterals (QD. Normal vectors are then defined for each
node as the average of the normals that are found with that node for each quad.

Figure 4.11: Once the quadrilaterals are defined, a meshed grid may be displayed. For the shaded
image to be rendered, normal vectors for each node on each quadrilateral are required.

Figure 4.12: When the polygons and normals have been defined, a lighting model may be applied to
render a shaded image of the geometry. The left image is a frame-grab from an animation.
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Only an overview of the procedure is presented here. For a more rigorous description of the full
procedure used to render Z-buffer models, refer to [H94], In that application, triangles are used for the
polygons and flat shading as opposed to smooth shading was implemented, and so only one normal per
polygon was required. However, many of the required operations, such as the basic definition of individual
(not averaged) outward normal vectors and the definition of the sides of the stock model, are identical.

4 .6 Custom Z-buffer Model Definition
The basic Z-buffer model previously described defines the raw stock as a rectangle in X ^ , Y ^,
with a constant height in Z ^. While this case is not uncommon, raw stock is also frequently in the form of
a casting, or has had some previous operation performed on it such as turning or prior milling. For accurate
material removal simulation in these cases, it is necessary that the raw stock be accurately represented.
In the case of this research, the primary non-rectangular stock of interest was lathe turnings. Our
industrial research partner primarily manufactures bladed turbine and compressor wheels, which are
manufactured though the 5-axis milling of a lathe turning that has a geometrically correct outer profile of
the finished part (see Figure 4.13). Therefore a model of a lathe turning is required for the first milling
operation; for all subsequent milling operations the raw stock is the lathe turned stock minus the material
removed by all prior-milling operations.
To model a lathe turning, the raw stock defined as a surface of revolution using a 2D 'lathe profile'
NURBS curve (see Figure 4.14). The maximum radius of the part, RMax, may be determined from the lathe
profile. Many lathe profiles also have a minimum radius value, Rmh, as the center of the wheel is typically
bored out. The shape of the profile is known as it is required to generate the actual turned part. The turning
may be modeled by defining a location in Xwp.Ywp for the central axis, which extends in Zwp, to reside.
This location is referred to as the 'rotational origin', denoted in Workpiece Coordinates by X r o , Y r o . After
the lathe profile and rotational origin are defined, it is relatively simple to create a 3D Z-buffer model for
the turned part. This is done by looping sequentially through all Z-buffer elements, defining for each
element a radius Rwp in Xwp, Ywp from the rotational origin to the base position of the current element:
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Figure 4.13:

a bladed impeller or compressor wheel consists of a series of uniformly shaped blades
and cavities about a central hub. Only the cavities are milled out to create the blades, the
outer profile of the part results from a lathe turning used as raw stock.

Axis of Rotation (along Zwp)
Lathe Profile

Rotational

Figure 4.14: A lathe profile may be used to generate a Z-buffer based 'surface of revolution' defining
the raw stock geometry for a bladed compressor or turbine wheel.

Figure 4.15: Although a full geometric model of the raw stock may be generated (left), it's more
computationally efficient to model only the portion required to mill one complete blade.
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Rw (i) = ( (X(i) - XRo)2 + (Y(i) - Yro)2 )m
where

(4.9)

Rwp (i) is the radius to the i* Z-buffer element from the rotational origin (in), and
X(i),Y(i) denote the base position of the i* element in Workpiece coordinates.

This radius, along with the lathe profile, is then used to find the corresponding height (Zwp) of the stock at
that radius value, as shown in Figure 4.14. If the value of Rwp (i) is greater than R ^ or less than R^,,, a
value of 0 is returned, indicating a "NULL" Z-buffer element.
The location of the rotational origin and the Xwp,Ywp dimensions of the raw stock are defined as
follows. As the value of Rm®cis known, the size of the required raw stock may be defined automatically. To
simulate the entire turned stock, Dx and Dy (the Xwp and Ywp dimensions of the raw stock) are both set
equal to 2(RMlx + dXy). The additional mesh distance is added to ensure the lathe profile lies within the
bounds of the discrete model. The rotational origin is then defined at the stock center, and so XRQ and YR0
equal (Rmsx + dxy)- This results in the geometry shown on the left in Figure 4.15. However, modeling of the
entire turned stock is detrimental to computational performance, as the majority of the Z-buffer elements
are redundant. Typically, only a single blade requires simulation as a result of part symmetry.
The turbines (and compressors) are manufactured by milling away all material from the turnings
that occupies the cavities between adjacent blades. The material bounding the cavities on the finished part
consists of blade surfaces on either side, and also the hub surface. As all blade shapes on the wheel are
uniform, all cavity geometry is also identical. Therefore the part programs (roughing, finish milling, etc.)
need only be defined to produce a single blade shape and cavity, which are then repeated about the
perimeter of the stock to arrive at the finished part Therefore a geometric model is required for only a
fraction of the net part, as feeds require definition only once per part program. Note this requires the
milling of two cavities, so both sides of a single blade are defined, as shown on the right in Figure 4.15.
Ideally in this application, the Z-buffer elements would be distributed in a polar coordinate
system. This would allow Z-buffer elements to be defined only over the radial range of the actual lathe
profile, and also only over the angular range of two cavities, calculated as:
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dX = 2 (2it / Nb)
where

(4.10)

dX is the angular range covered by two milled cavities (one complete blade) (rad), and
Nb is the number of blades on the part.

While this would minimize the number o f Z-buffer elements required, note that it results in variable mesh
spacing. As the Z-buffer elements are distributed at uniform X and R increments, the linear distance
between the vectors will increase in the X direction with increasing values of R, as shown in Figure 4.16.
While methods could be developed to increase the Z-buffer density as a function of radial distance, the
mesh spacing would still be variable. The Z-buffer management code developed during this research does
not support variable mesh spacing, as it is required only for a subset of all possible parts; however,
implementation of such an approach could be beneficial for the dedicated simulation of turbomachinery.
To maintain compatibility with all supporting software developed for a generalized milling
situation, the uniform spacing of the Z-buffer elements is maintained. This also simplifies the software,
resulting in greater reliability. Using this constraint, the values Dxand DYmay be defined as:

Dx = Sx (RM«) + 2dxY

(4.11a)

DY= SY(RMta) + 2djCY

(4.11b)

where

Sx and SYare user defined scaling values that default to a value o f 1.0.

While the stock size is variable, the rotational origin is permanently fixed in space, always defined at:

X ro = Yro = (Rfcfex + dxy)

(4.12)

The default situation provided by Equations (4.11) and (4.12) is that 1/4 (90°) of the total turned stock is
modeled. This is generally sufficient for most parts, which have 8 blades or more (refer to Equation
(4.10)). If this size is insufficient, Sx and/or SY must be increased to ensure all milled material is reflected
in the stock model (Sx = SY= 2.0 models the entire stock). Similarly, when the part contains more than 8
blades and Rm;„ is non-zero, Sx and/or SYmay be decreased to minimize the size of the modeled stock.
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Figure 4.16: While polar coordinates could more efficiently model turned stock, it results in nonuniform mesh spacing. This also results in a variable area represented by each element,
indicated by the size of th e '+’ above.
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Figure 4.17: To maintain a constant mesh spacing, turned stock is defined in standard Workpiece
coordinates. The model on the left has Sx = Sy = 1, while on the right Sx = Sy = 0.9.
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In the case of castings, a similar method may be employed, although not implemented in this
research. For 3D castings, the stock model can be defined from the 3D CAD model used to define the
casting, in the same manner that the 2D “lathe profile” is used to define a surface of revolution. In this
approach, the 3D CAD surface data is used to identify the required Zwp value for each Z-buffer element.
This is performed by mapping the Xwp, Ywp grid of Z-buffer base positions onto the surface data, and
obtaining the corresponding Zwp values for each Z-buffer element. This querying of CAD data may be
performed using ‘macro’ utilities provided in some CAD package, or by using CAD vendor supplied APIs
that allow data access or even perform the desired function (returning a Z value for an input X,Y
coordinate), or it may require development o f dedicated software to perform the operation if no other
means is provided. Many CAD packages today provide some form of “open architecture”, allowing the
attributes of the CAD surface data to be accessed.
In the event that a primitive CAD package is used that does not provide any of the above
functionality, or the CAD data for the raw stock is unavailable, it is still possible to define a Z-buffer model
of the geometry. This is achieved by simulating without feedrate generation the first milling operation(s)
that remove the outer layer of material from the stock, using a standard rectangular Z-buffer model. This
would be done strictly for the purpose of defining the starting geometry for subsequent operations, which
then could have feedrates automatically generated. If this software is used by the part-programmers, an
initial operation that mills away a thin layer of material from the part could be intentionally programmed to
support this approach. This approach could also be used to simulate parts where the ‘raw stock’ is the result
of previous milling operations.

4.7 Z-Bufler Model File Storage
As many machining jobs consist of several milling operations, a means of storing the Z-buffer
stock model in a file format is desirable. This simplifies re-calculation of feeds if changes are made in any
given operation by localizing the simulation to only the affected operation. It also provides a convenient
means of sharing and archiving geometric machining simulation data. Currently the Z-buffer data file is
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written out in ASCII format. However, if used regularly it is recommend that this be changed to a binary
format. This will read and write to disc more efficiently, and require less disc space.
The task of reading and writing the geometric model to disc is easily accomplished with a Z-buffer
style model. Prior to writing out the actual elements, first a file header containing the values of d<y, Nnet)
Nx, and NY is written out. The value of Nn« is required so that the correct amount of memory may be
allocated when reading in the Z-Buffer file. The values of

and Nx are required so that the base positions

of each element can be calculated using Equation (4.5), and NYis included for completeness.
The Z-buffer model consists of a sequential list of elements, and on each element is a sequential
list of Zwp locations. Therefore the task of writing the Z-buffer model to a disc file is simply a matter of
looping through the elements, and for each element performing an inner loop to writes out the Z locations it
contains. A delimiter is used to separate unique elements, but the locations on each element are written out
in a known format so no delimiter is required.
As the data being written to the file is numeric, and all valid Z-buffer data exists in a positively
valued space, currently a ’-1’ is used for the delimiter. For each element, first the top height is written out,
followed by any gaps that may be present in that element. The gaps are written out in order of decreasing
Zwp location. A sample file segment appears below, with comments (that aren't truly in the file) in italics.
0.0075 720000 1200 600

(file header: d^, N„et, Nx, Ny)

5.4565-1 5.4563 -1 5.4565 -1 5.4558 -1 5.4555 -1 5.4553 4.4833 4.0241 3.2454 3.0214 -1 5.4548.

Topi

Top2

Top3

Top4

Top5

Top6

gapl

gap2

Top7

Reading in a Z-buffer file is equally simple. As the exact number of elements is known from
information in the file header, the memory for the individual elements, not including gaps, is first allocated
in bulk. The elements are then read in sequentially, just as they were written out. For each element, all Z
locations in the element are read until a '-1' is encountered, with gap elements being dynamically allocated
and added to the gap list as necessary. The first location read is the top height. If another positive value
follows that, it is known that a gap is present and memory is allocated. The gap is known to contain both an
upper and lower position, and both are read in and attached to the end of the list. This routine of allocating
gaps and reading in the upper and lower positions then continues for all gaps in the element.
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4.8 Z-buffer Element Spacing and Computer Memory Issues
The definition of dq, the Z-buffer element spacing, has a direct effect on the accuracy of the
geometric simulation, as well as on the calculation of the geometric parameters. It is very difficult to arrive
at an analytical solution for an ideal value of dq, for 5-axis milling. Ersoy presents an equation for mesh
spacing based on an allowable error and the tool move length, but this was developed to limit the error in
volume removal calculation during 3-axis milling with a flat end cutter [E93]. While reducing error in the
volumetric simulation will indeed control the overall error in the model, it becomes more complicated in
the case of 5-axis milling. The Z-buffer elements are discrete in Xwp and YWp and continuous in Zwp, so
when the cutter is tilted relative to Zwp (or when 3-axis milling with a ball end cutter), the material removal
simulation is continuous regardless of the distance moved. This is shown in the simplified 2D view of
Figure 4.18. This makes it difficult to accurately apply Ersoys equation, as the volumetric removal error is
no longer strictly a function of tool move length. Additionally, this error calculation is based on volumetric
considerations, while the force model of this research relies more on geometric accuracy. The entrance and
exit angles that bound the contact area defining the region of contact between the cutter and stock must be
accurately calculated from the Z-buffer element spacing provided.
It is virtually impossible to relate force estimation error to mesh spacing. The tilt of the cutter in
the direction of travel and about the direction of travel, the cutter type, the axial and radial depths of cut, the
Xwp,Ywp direction of travel, and the distance traveled all affect the error produced by a discrete stock
model. An example of how some of these dependencies affect the radial distance calculation is shown in
Figure 4.19. These conditions are all interdependent and predicting error accurately as a function of some
of these parameters is only possible when some of the other variables are fixed. The actual combination of
parameters present during any given mode is highly dependent on the current cutting conditions, which are
themselves variable. While it is possible to fix a set of conditions and assume a worst case scenario, this
generally results in a required Z-buffer element spacing that is unrealistically small, at least for practical
implementation on current generation computers. While this will produce a mesh size that is capable of
dealing with the worst-case condition analyzed, it is generally far too conservative for the general situations
encountered. An example of such an analysis is presented in Appendix C.
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Figure 4.18: For a 3-axis flat end operation, Dm®represents the minimum Xwp, Ywp move distance that
must occur for new material to be intersected (i.e. D > DMm) (left). As shown on the right,
continuous material removal may occur for a ball end mill or a 5-axis flat end operation.

O

Start Position

Q

End Position A
End Position B
Radial Distances, End Pos. A
Radial Distances, End Pos. B

Figure 4.19: The radial distance values found are a function of the start position in both Xwp and Ywp,
the distance traveled to the end position, and the direction of travel. This is a result of the
variable 'effective mesh spacing' seen orthogonal to the direction of travel.
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Due to the difficulty in analytically defining an ideal mesh size that provides adequate
performance with regards to both performance and accuracy, a more 'rule of thumb’ based approach has
been implemented. In this approach, the smallest feasible spacing distance for a given stock size is used,
based primarily on the available memory of the computer system on which the simulation is being run. The
rule of thumb is that the mesh size be at most 0.1R, where R is the smallest cutter radius used for a given
milling simulation. Accurate force estimates have been achieved with this spacing. In general a smaller
mesh size is implemented if possible, as this will always yield more accuracy over a broader range of cases.
As mentioned above, the main impediment to allowing for extremely small values of d ^ on
geometrically large stock models is the amount of RAM that is available to store the model. The current
design of the Z-buffer structure is intended to be memory efficient. Inferring the base positions, rather than
storing the values, immediately reduces the minimum memory required by almost 2/3. Also, since
machining accuracy levels generally do not extend past 4 decimal places, and the Z-location values are not
solved for in a highly iterative manner, machine round-off error is not a concern and the use of double
precision values is not required. Therefore 4 byte floating-point values may be used for the top height and
gap locations. Also, by storing gaps as a linked list with a pointer to the first gap, only a 4 byte pointer is
required when no gaps are present, and so each element requires 8 bytes as a result. This translates into 320
Kilobytes per square inch of modeled stock with a fairly conservative 0.005” mesh size (roughly the
thickness of a piece of paper). A final means of conserving memory is in the gap definition. As the gap
contains both the upper and lower end positions, plus a pointer to the next gap, each requires 12 bytes. This
is superior to the method of using a linked list of individual locations, where both the top and the bottom of
the gap are separate elements in the linked list, as this method would require 16 bytes per gap. However, it
still demands a good deal of memory. If it is assumed that on average every element in a given model will
contain one gap, the elemental memory requirement is now 20 bytes per element. This translates into 800
Kilobytes per square inch of modeled stock with a fairly conservative 0.005” mesh, or 1.12 square inches
per Megabyte. In general, the nominal memory requirements for a Z-buffer model may be calculated as:

Mn« = ( (D x)(D y) / dq,2 )
where

Mnet is the net memory required for all Z-buffer elements (Kilobytes), and
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Mdonent ‘s the memory required for a single Z-buffer element (Kilobytes).

Not surprisingly, this shows that increasing mesh spacing or decreasing stock size reduces the memory
requirements. It also shows that increasing mesh spacing has a greater effect than decreasing stock size,
except in instances where both sides may be reduced by the same amount. This indicates the benefit of
minimizing the modeled stock to the absolute smallest area required for accurate simulation, as well as the
costs incurred by greatly reducing the mesh spacing.
If large, finely meshed models are required, the Z-buffer could be further optimized. The ZWp
height values, currently stored as part of a continuum, could be discretized and stored as short integers
requiring only 2 bytes. This is achieved by dividing the range of real valued Z values required for the
model by the number of discrete integer values provided by a short integer. As the workpiece space is
defined as having no negative coordinate values, unsigned short integers may be used to represent the Z
positions. Unsigned integers include all integers between 0 and 65536, which should provide adequate Z
resolution in most cases for the purpose of cut geometry calculation. For example, a model requiring a
relatively large Z range of 36” would have a resolution of 0.00055” (36” / 65536 values per short int =
0.00055. This is more than sufficient, as it is on the order of magnitude of the absolute accuracy of the best
CNC machines. If this approach were implemented in a purely 3-axis simulator (no gap pointers required),
it would require only 80K per square inch of stock. Therefore a relatively large 3'x4' piece of stock, such as
a stamping die, could be modeled to 0.005" resolution using only 138.25 Megs of RAM, which would be
feasible utilizing current PC technology.
If the memory requirements exceed the available RAM, a disc-paging scheme would have to be
set up, so that only a portion of the stock model is in RAM at any one time, with the remainder residing on
the hard drive. As this would dramatically decrease the performance of the overall system, the paging
should be implemented in an intelligent manner such that the portion of the model read into memory has a
significant amount of milling simulated on it before being swapped out for another piece of the model. This
may require a pre-analysis of the current cut sequence to determine its range of travel in Xwp, Ywp. Also,
the Z-buffer model should be stored in binary format to minimize the read/write time.
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CHAPTERS

TOOLPATH ENVELOPE MODELING AND INTERSECTION CALCULATIONS
5.1 Chapter Introduction
This chapter describes techniques used to construct a geometric model of the cutting tool for the
purpose of intersection calculation. The ‘cutter representation’ implemented actually models the swept
toolpath envelope (STE), defining the surface of the volume swept by the cutter during a tool move. The
STE is used in intersection calculations, rather than a single instance of the cutter positioned at discrete
locations, to improve efficiency. A very large number of discrete positions would be required to accurately
model the geometry of a single tool move, while generally a single STE is sufficient. Note, however, that a
single instance of the cutting tool identical to that defined for geometric modeling is used during
calculation of the cut geometry parameters. Both forms of the cutter model may be seen in Figure 5.1.
The basic requirement for the STE is that it accurately represent the surface created by the cutting
tool moves during a single tool move. The STE representation should also lend itself to robust, accurate,
and efficient intersection calculations. An exact representation is desirable from an accuracy standpoint.
However, an equally important requirement is model stability over the wide range of possible move
geometries, particularly during five-axis milling simulation. Computational efficiency is also a valid
concern, as a typical G-code file can contain thousands of tool moves, each requiring a unique STE model.
An approximate model with controllable error is therefore acceptable to balance the varied requirements.

5.2 Toolpath Envelope Modeling Techniques
5.2.1 Solid Modeling of the Swept Toolpath Envelope
The STE may be thought of as consisting of two individual cutter instances (at the initial and final
cutter positions), connected by the volume swept by the cutter between these positions. Note the final cutter
position for a given tool move is the initial position of the following move, providing continuity. As
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Figure S.l: The toolpath envelope defines the region swept in space by a single tool move and is used in
intersection calculations for the simulation of material removal (left). The single cutter
instance allows the flutes that engage the stock at a given rotational position to be identified
using known flute geometry and the cut geometry of the current tool move (right).
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opposed to the in-process stock model, the limited geometric complexity of the STE allows a solid model
to work well in this application. The use of a solid model provides a means for robust intersection
calculation. For each tool move, all Z-buffer elements that intersect the STE solid model are individually
updated to remove the portions that lie interior to it, reducing material removal simulation to afinite set of
line intersections. The exact form of these intersections is dependent on the type of STEsolid model
employed. In order to meet the goal of robust, efficient operation, these repeated calculations should be
made as simple as possible, as they represent the lowest level of operation in the geometric model.

5.2.2 CSG Solid Modeling of the Toolpath Envelope
The simple geometric nature of most cutter types allows for use of Constructive Solid Geometry, or
CSG, fortoolpath modeling. This approach at STE representation was first presented for 5-axis milling
simulation with a flat end mill and using Surface Point Sets [JHDS89], and later was successfully
implemented for use with flat end mills and Extended Z-buffers [H94], Using this approach, the STE is
represented by a set of geometric primitives, each representing a specific portion of the STE. Note a single
primitive type may represent several geometrically identical portions of the STE, as demonstrated by the
multiplicity below. For a ball end cutter, the required primitives are (shown in profile in Figure 5.2):
•

2 planes to represent the swept sides of the STE,

•

3 cylinders;
0

1to represent the swept bottom of the STE between end positions, and

0

2 to represent the upper portion of the cutter (above the ball end) at the end positions

•

2 spheres to represent the lower portion of the cutter (the ball end) at the end positions, and

•

1 swept circle for bounding the top of the STE.

For a flat end cutter, discs replace the spheres at the end positions, and a swept circle replaces the cylinder
modeling the bottom of the STE. While only ball and flat end cutters are modeled in this research, the use
of a CSG model also extends to other common standard cutter types (e.g. bull nosed and tapered cutters), as
these also may be modeled using geometric primitives (toroids and conics). This suite of primitives could
also model most non-standard cutter geometries by bounding the primitive to exist only along the axial
portion of the cutter they represent.
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Swept Circle: Upper Bound (and bottom
of flat end cutter, not shown)

Cylinder (special case of swept circle):
Cylindrical Ends, swept ball portion.

Sphere: Bottom Ends of Ball-end

Plane: Swept Sides

Figure 5.2: The toolpath envelope is a closed solid constructed from a repeated set of geometric
primitives. The example shown is for a ball end cutter, shown in 2D profile.
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Figure 5.3: Basis vectors for the Toolpath Envelope Coordinates used in the calculation of intersection
locations and cut geometry parameters. On the left is an isometric view, on the upper right
is the view seen looking down A, and the lower right shows the view seen looking up N.
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The primary benefits of the CSG approach are speed and reliability, as all intersection calculations
are reduced to a repeated set of distinct line/primitive intersections. The primitives are simply predefined
shapes, with only specific parametric variables (radius, length, orientation) varying; this use of a small set
of predefined shapes, combined with the stability of line/primitive intersection calculations, greatly
enhances speed and reliability. Although some primitives occur multiple times in a STE, only a single
intersection algorithm is required for each primitive. These benefits become even more apparent when one
considers the thousands of tool moves over which the primitives are repeated.
The primary drawback of this approach is that it is approximate when modeling 5-axis tooipaths.
To simplify STE definition and subsequent intersection calculations, it is assumed ail primitives are linear.
Therefore, during 5-axis simulation, curvature in the path of travel and variations in cutter orientation are
neglected. This approach is referred to as a '3-axis approximation', as it essentially treats all tool moves as if
they were 3-axis. No error is introduced during 3-axis simulation with this approach.

5.2.3 B-rep Solid Modeling of the Toolpath Envelope
The alternative to CSG toolpath envelope modeling is a boundary representation, or B-rep. In the
B-rep approach, the outer boundary of the STE volume is defined by a closed set of surface models. These
models may either be analytical, piecewise continuous surface models (e.g. non-uniform rational B-spIines,
or NURBs), a tessellated surface representation such as a set of triangles, or a combination of the two. The
surfaces of the B-rep may be defined as sweeps and surfaces of revolution created from a cutter profile
definition and tool move data. Another method of performing this operation is through the use of a Sweep
Differential Equation (SDE), which has been adapted for NC milling simulation in [BLW96]. However,
this approach yields a set of boundary points rather than a true closed volume, which must be joined to
form the continuous surface required for boundary representation.
The primary benefit of the B-rep approacu is accuracy. During 5-axis milling the cutter orientation
is continually changing, and this variation is not reflected in the CSG approach. In the B-rep approach, as
the geometry of the constituent parts of the STE are not predefined, they may include the effects of non
linear geometry present in the toolpath, which can vary greatly for different tool moves.
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The drawbacks to the B-rep approach are a decrease in speed and reliability, both a result of
increased model complexity. Accurate definition of the cutter profile is difficult as it varies with cutter
orientation, and generating sweeps from this variable profile is also complex. Also, the wide range of
machine motions possible can lead to singularities in the equations required for STE definition. This
complexity reduces the robustness of the method. Also, the toolpath envelope components must be defined
as a function of the current tool move geometry; this results in a notable efficiency disadvantage when
compared to the pre-defined geometry of the CSG approach. The variable and more complex geometry
extend the efficiency and robustness losses to the intersection calculations. Finally, calculation of the
geometric cut parameters is also made more complicated. One means of describing these variables is
through projection of the intersected volume back onto a single instance of the cutter, and with a 5-axis
STE representation using B-reps this projection is no longer linear.
The B-rep approach is generally the method implemented when a solids based stock model is
employed, as the solids engine that defines the stock may also be used in the definition of the STEs and in
the calculation of the intersections [ESE98][SA94]. This method has also been used in the modeling of
deflected tooipaths [LLB98], and has been implemented for use with a discrete stock model in [Q93].
While the potential for greater geometric accuracy exists using this approach for 5-axis simulation, none of
the literature presents data demonstrating an increased accuracy when performing NC milling simulation
for force estimation. The error bounding methods presented in Section 5.3.3 provides an accurate means to
control the error introduced by the 3-axis approximated STE, limiting error to acceptable levels. It has been
demonstrated in by Quinn [Q93] that the benefits of the increased simplicity of the error-controlled CSG
approach greatly outweigh the nominal geometric accuracy gains of the B-rep approach.

5.3 Toolpath Envelope Definition
5.3.1 Toolpath Envelope Definition: Boundary Points and Orientation
To accurately model a given tool move, the primitives used to define the STE model must be
located and oriented properly relative to the stock model. The tool move information in the G-code file is
provided in 'machine coordinates'. This is a global coordinate system defined relative to the CNC machine
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that describes cutter motion relative to the kinematics of a given machine. The use of machine coordinate
data is required for accurate geometric modeling and relative velocity calculation during 5-axis milling
simulation. It is not possible to use CLDAT or some other part relative toolpath coordinates, as this only
defines unique cutter positions relative to the stock, and does not describe the motion between them. To
facilitate calculation of intersection locations and cut geometry parameters, it is convenient to define the
toolpath model in workpiece coordinates (defined in Chapter 4) through the transformation:

[ P w p] - [T ] P

where

m]

( 5 .1 )

[Pwp] is the workpiece coordinate cutter position and orientation [X,Y,Z], [I,J,K],
[T] is the transformation relation (function of machine kinematics and part setup), and
[PM] is the machine coordinate position values [X,Y,Z,A,B] found in the G-code file,

The transformation relation [T] is dependent on the kinematics of a particular CNC machine. For the
machine type used in this research, a Fadal 3-axis vertical milling center with a Jones and Shipman twoaxis rotary tilt table, definition of this transformation is presented in Appendix B.
For each G-code position command read, a workpiece coordinate cutter position and orientation
are calculated using Equation (5.1). To define a STE, two adjacent cutter positions are required, as the STE
models a full tool move from Pwp(n) to Pwp(n+1), where n indicates the position number in the G-code file.
These bounds are denoted P| and Pf, where Pi is the initial cutter position (POT(n)), and Pr is the final cutter
position (Pwp(n+1)) for a given tool move. Notice that the final cutter position Pf for one tool move
becomes the initial cutter position Pj on the following tool move.
The (I,J,K) components of the cutter orientation A are calculated from the rotary axis positions as
part of the transformation of Equation (5.1). The transformation provides a cutter orientation, denoted Ar, at
the position being transformed, Pf. However, this orientation may differ from that at Pi (the Pr location for
the prior move). Therefore, as the 3-axis approximation used in this research allows only a single
orientation to exist for a given STE, error is introduced into the toolpath approximation. If the orientation
At were used, there would be zero error at Pb which would increase to a maximum at Pr (assuming Aj and
Af are not equal). To minimize this error, an average cutter orientation value, A,vg, is used. This causes the
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error to exist at both Pi and Pf, with the zero error condition existing half way between the two, at the
location where the average orientation physically occurs. This method reduces both the maximum and
average error present by a factor of up to 50%, as explained in Section 5.5.3.
For the remainder of this thesis, the vector A,VBis referred to simply as A, unless noted otherwise.
The method used to define A ,vg is presented in Appendix B.

5.3.2 Toolpath Envelope Definition: Toolpath Coordinate System
To provide a foundation for calculations relative to the STE, it is necessary to define some basis
vectors. These vectors are not to be confused with the toolpath coordinates o f Chapter 2. Although the
directions are similar, that system was defined to facilitate the calculation and summation of milling force
vectors, while these serve to facilitate the calculation of intersections and cut geometry In the toolpath
envelope coordinate system, the origin is defined at Pj for the current STE. This lies at the bottom, radial
center of a flat end cutter, or ball center for a ball end cutter. Four unit direction vectors, shown graphically
in Figure 5.2, extend from it, and are used in the calculation of intersections and cut geometry parameters.
The first of these is the vector D, which indicates the direction of travel of the cutting tool in
Workpiece Coordinates during the current tool move. It is defined as:

d = J 5l J V L

(52)

m - m

The variable'd' is used to denote a distance traveled from Pj along D, and the value D = || Pf -P, || defines
the net distance moved, such that:

Pf = P; + dD for d = D

(5.3)

The second vector, denoted A, runs along the cutters rotational axis. This vector defines the cutter
Axial direction, and indicates cutter orientation. The variable 'a' is used to denote the distance traveled
along the cutter axis from any point along D. That is, the equation:
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P = Pi+dD + aA

(5.4)

indicates the position of some location along the cutter axis at an axial height of 'a' along the cutter and at a
distance'd' from the initial position (i.e. it defines the plane of motion of the cutter axis). The vector A is
defined as the (I,J,K) component of P wp calculated during the transformation of Equation (5.1).
The third vector is referred to as the normal vector, denoted N, as it defines the normal direction to
the planar sides of the STE in Workpiece Coordinates. It is calculated as vector product of the toolpath
cutter orientation vector A with the direction of travel vector D:

N = (A x D)

(5.5)

The above three vectors are not necessarily orthogonal, as A may have a component in D.
Therefore, for an orthogonal basis two additional vectors are calculated, AP and DP. The vector Ap is
calculated as the vector product of the direction of travel vector D with the toolpath Normal vector N:

Ap = (DxN)

(5.6)

Unlike A, Ap lies orthogonal to D, which often proves useful. Similarly, the component of D that
lies orthogonal to A, denoted Dp, is also calculated:

Dp = ( N x A)

(5.7)

A, Ap, D, and Dp all lie in a plane, whose normal is N. These five vectors are shown in Figure 5.3.
Note that these relations degenerate when the cutter travels along its own axis ( | D *A | = 1). This
condition is not a problem, but it must be identified prior to the calculation of intersections and cut
geometry parameters. When the cutter is traveling upwards along its axis (D*A = +1), it is not possible for
a flat or ball end cutter to intersect any stock material and no further calculations are required for that
move. In the case where the cutter is traveling downward along its axis (D*A = -1), it is possible to
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intersect the stock, but a STE is not required. In this case a single instance of the cutting tool, with a
modeled length equal to the cutter length plus the distance traveled during the move, is sufficient. As this
operation does not represent a standard end-milling operation, conservative feeds that are 50% of the
calculated feed are set; refer to Section 3.4 for the determination of cutting conditions in this situation for a
flat end cutter. This condition also provides an aid to automatic identification of drilling operations,
allowing for future inclusion of the drilling force estimation models of Armarego [AW84] [AZ96].

5.3.3 Toolpath Envelope Error Bounding
There is one notable problem with the STE description provided in the approach described above.
During 5-axis milling, motion of the rotary axes can result in a continuously variable cutter orientation A as
the cutter traverses from Pj to Pf, resulting in non-planar swept sides to the STE. This motion can also result
in a non-linear path o f motion (D). The 3-axis approximated toolpath model used in this research assumes a
constant orientation, and a linear path of travel; therefore error is introduced into the geometric model
during 5-axis simulation. To provide acceptable geometric accuracy, it is desirable to control the maximum
amount of error introduced. This section describes the error control methods employed in this research,
which are similar to those proposed by Quinn [Q93], although developed independently.
The assumption that D is linear generally introduces negligible error. Many toolpath generation
algorithms in CAM software also assume a linear interpolation, neglecting the non-linear effects introduced
by the rotary axes because they are machine dependent. Using current methods, the CAM software has no
knowledge of the physical geometry of the NC mill to be used. Machine information is used only during
the post-processing of the NC toolpath data. Therefore, the cutter positions and orientations required to
produce a desired geometry are defined as discrete values in the CAM software, relative to the part
geometry, with little or no accurate knowledge of the path that will be taken between them. The post
processor then maps these values to machine space based on the kinematic arrangement of the axes on a
given machine type. A typical 5-axis toolpath file will consist of many small moves in order to reduce the
chordal deviation between the desired and actual toolpath that can result from post processing. This
inherent design trait reduces the error introduced by the linear approximation for D, as the CAM software
makes a similar linear assumption when defining the tooipaths. Additionally this also benefits the constant
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A approximation used in this research. Although the value of A is assumed variable in the CAM software,
it is generally evaluated only at discrete locations (the cutter positions provided). This, combined with the
linear approximation that takes place in the CAM software, generally results in a value of A that varies
little over the course of a single move. Figure 5.4 shows a gross approximation of how many small linear
tool moves can closely approximate a true continuous sweep. In effect, the 3-axis approximation used in
the STE is a form of discrete simulation.
While most tooipaths contain only minor variations in A between adjacent tool moves, for a truly
robust approach at NC simulation it is not sufEcient to rely on this assumption. While linearity in the
direction of travel is generally a valid assumption, as similar approximations take place when the tooipaths
are defined, there are cases where large variations in A occur during a single tool move, and in some
classes of parts this can be a fairly frequent occurrence. For example, this occurs when the cutter is
traversing an area with a very small radius of curvature relative to the distance traveled while attempting to
maintain an orientation that lies at some constant angle relative to the surface normal. Large variations in A
over a single tool move also result when the cutter is forced to tilt to prevent interference with some other
portion of the stock. Figure 5.5 displays both of these conditions when milling a small portion of a single
stage axial flow turbine.
The average orientation that occurs over the course of a tool move (A,vs) is used to represent the
orientation of the STE in order to passively minimize the error of the 3-axis approximated STE. The use of
A,vg causes the geometric error to exist at both P| and Pf in equal magnitude, with the zero error condition
existing half way between these two points (at P = P; + (D/2)D). This method reduces both the maximum
and average error present factor of up to one half when compared to other passive methods. As shown in
Figure 5.6a, for small angles the geometric error that results from the constant orientation approximation
may be defined as:

e = C ,tadA
where

(5.8)
s is the geometric error between the actual and as-modeled surface (in), CMax is

the furthest location of stock contact from the center of rotation in an axial or radial
direction (in), and
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Ai = A f

dA

Figure 5.4: Although the toolpath envelope is modeled using a ’3-axis approximation' with a constant
cutter orientation (A), if the maximum change in orientation (dA) is restricted this can still
accurately model a true 5-axis move.

Figure 5.5: Many typical 5-axis tool moves contain only minor variations in A (far left set of cutters).
However, there are cases where large variations in A exist over a fairly short move. The
most common of these are when the part being milled has a very small radius of curvature
relative to the length of the tool move (middle set of cutters), and when the cutter has to tilt
to prevent part interference (far right set of cutters).
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Hgure 5.6a: A 3-axis approximation of a 5-axis STE produces a geometric error e that is a linear
function of the angle dA and the distance C from the center of rotation (for small dA).

Figure 5.6b: For a ball end cutter, the CM« value is typically measured up the axis of the cutter from
the ball center. For a flat end cutter, if the highest point of axial contact is less than the
cutter radius R, use CMi« = R as error can also occur on the bottom of the cutting tool.

‘A rgl

Ar

s /

C mk

■Max

Hgure 5.6c: The use of the average cutter orientation AAvgminimizes the value of e for a given STE by
providing the smallest possible value for dA. Similarly, the subdivision of moves that
contain a large orientation change into a series of smaller "sub-moves" also reduces e.
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dA is the angle between two possible orientation vectors (rad).

In the 3-axis approximation, P|(n) = Pi(n+1), and all changes in cutter orientation are modeled as
occurring between adjacent STEs, at the P((n), Pj(n+l) location. Therefore the cutter is always modeled as
rotating about a known cutter location position, providing knowledge of the position where maximum error
occurs. The value of

is known in the axial direction, as it is required to estimate the region of possible

intersection around a given STE (Section 5.6.3). In the case of a ball end cutter, this always provides a
sufficient value, but note that only contact axially higher than the cutter location position (ball center) need
be considered as no error occurs on the cutter ball (see Figure 5.6.b). In the case of a flat end cutter, if the
maximum axial contact occurs less than one cutter radius from the base, then the radius value should be
used for

instead of the axial location, as error can also occur with the bottom of a flat end cutter, as

shown in Figure 5.6.b. Once

is known, the angle dA may be calculated between any two adjacent

orientation vectors Ai and A2 using their scalar product (recall they are unitized):

dA|,2 = cos‘‘(Ai •<**)

(5.9)

The error introduced by the 3-axis approximation is minimized using Aavs as follows. When Aj or
Af is used to represent the orientation, the value of dA is maximized, as it is equal to the total angle
between At and Af (dA,/). However, when Aavg is used, the value of dA is one-half that value, as the angle
between A,ve and Ai or Af is equal to one half of the total angle between A| and Af by definition, reducing
£ by a factor of two. This is shown in the first two images of Figure 5.6c. Note that if some orientation
other than A,vg were used, the error would only increase.
While this passive method minimizes error in the 3-axis approximated STE, unacceptable values
o f e can still result when large variation in A occurs during a tool move, when the cutter contacts the stock
far up its axis, or a combination these. Therefore an active mode of error compensation is also required.
This implemented through subdivision of the net move into a series of sub moves, which are linearly
interpolated from the initial to the final cutter position, resulting in a smooth transition over the course of
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the net tool move. A varies gradually between each sub-move, reducing the value of dA, and thus e . This is
shown in the image on the far right in Figure 5.6c.
For the purposes of geometric verification of a set of NC tooipaths, the ideal value for e would be
on the order of NC mill accuracy, which has real-world values on the order of 0.0005"-0.001". This would
produce on average zero error (i.e. the NC mill itself contains the same level of uncertainty). However, the
computational cost of this level of accuracy can be far too great, as it greatly multiplies the number of tool
moves that must be simulated. However, for the purposes of force estimation a more reasonable value for e
would be on the order of the mesh spacing for the Z-buffer model, as this marks the inherent level of
geometric accuracy in the overall geometric model. It is very difficult to quantify in general how a given
value of e affects the overall geometric accuracy or computation time, as it is a function of the part
geometry being milled. For example, if cutting occurs only on the ball portion of a ball end cutter, there is
zero error regardless of cutter tilt, allowing a very large allowable error to be used as no subdivision of the
moves is necessary. Alternatively, for physically small parts or small part files, it may be practical to use a
very small allowable error as the computation time is not significant. Due to this variability in the effects
o f a given value of e, its value is user-definable, with a default value equal to the Z-buffer model mesh
spacing. This allowable geometric error is defined EjiiowabieEach sub-move is modeled as an individual STE. To obtain the parameters necessary to define the
sub-move STEs, it is necessary to first determine the number of sub-moves required using Equation 5.8.
For each tool move, the value of dAl f is calculated, and used with Cmax which is already known from the
calculation of the intersection zone (an intersection zone for the net toolpath is first calculated, and if no
stock intersection occurs it is not necessary to subdivide the move). Note that the value (dA,y2) is used for
dA in Equation 5.8, as only half of the total angle is required due to the use of AAve. Once s is calculated, it
is compared to Saiiowabie- If s < Eaiiowabte no subdivision is necessary, but if s > e,mowabie then the number of
sub-moves required is calculated as:

N,ub

ceil (E / Ejiiiowabie)

where N^b is the number of sub-moves required (unitless).
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Once Nab is known, it is possible to define the sub-move STEs. This is performed using G-code positional
data, as the linear interpolation between positions occurs at the machine level rather than the part level.

If

the subdivision took place in workpiece space, it could be possible that the resulting motion may not match
the physical machine motion. Each individual machine axis must start and finish its motion in unison with
the other axes, in order to define the geometry swept by a given NC mill. The kinematic relationships that
define machine motion are not considered in workpiece space, and therefore they may be violated. It is also
not sufficient to use the kinematic equations as a means of validating that a subdivision in the workpiece
domain does not violate the machine constraints. As the transformation of Equation 5.1 maps 5 machine
parameters

(X M,Y M,Z M,A ,B )

into 6 workpiece parameters

(X Wp,Ywp,ZWp ,I,J,K )

using the kinematic

relations, it is possible that the inverse transformation could map a single set of workpiece space variables
into multiple mathematically valid solutions in the machine space. Therefore it is necessary to subdivide
the move in the Machine domain (G-code coordinates), and then apply the transformation of Equation (5.1)
a total of Njub times to define the orientation and final tool position for each sub-move STE (which then
becomes the initial tool position for the next sub-move). The move is therefore subdivided using the
differential amount moved by each axis:

dPM(n) = ( P M(n )- P M(n-l))
where

(5.11)

dPM(n) is the differential amount moved by each axis for net tool move number n
(it consists of values for dX, dY, dZ, dA, dB).

The final tool position is then defined for each sub-move (in machine coordinates) as:

PM^«b(m) = P m (n-0 + m ( dPM(n)/ Nsub)
where

PM^Ub(m) is the end position for all machine axes o f the m'h sub-move,
PM(n-1) is the start position of the net tool move (from G-code), and
m is the index to the current sub-move, 1 <= m <= Nsub.
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Each Pui-Mb is then transformed using Equation (5.1) for definition of the sub-move STEs in Workpiece
coordinates, identical to the case where the machine coordinate data is read from a G-code file.
Once a sub-move STE is defined, intersection calculations, force estimations, and feedrate
selection operations are performed as if it were actually a unique tool move. When subdivision is required,
it is necessary to remain aware it is performed for geometric accuracy only. Relative velocity calculation
requires use of net tool move information, as that is the information sent to the machine controller being
modeled. This allows for a single calculation for relative velocity regardless of the number of sub-moves.
Similarly, when estimating milling forces or calculating feedrates, the most conservative values that result
from the complete set of sub-moves must be identified and stored as the representative value for the net
move. That is, over a given set of sub-moves, the highest force value estimated, or lowest feed value
required to maintain a desired force, should be treated as the absolute value for the net move.
Figure 5.7a shows a linked set of 3-axis approximated STEs extracted from a 5-axis milling
simulation. Note that no faceting or other signs of linearization appear in the image, demonstrating the
smooth geometric transitions provided by this method (the variable width of the linked STEs is due to the
varying axial depth of cut). There are approximately 1000 STEs present, some requiring subdivision.
Figure 5.7b graphically shows the effects of geometric error that can result when e is too large.
Three tool moves are shown in both images: a 0.5" linear move into the stock with the cutter vertical,
followed by a single 2.75” tool move with dA = 60° in N, and finally another 0.5" linear move with the
cutter fixed at 60° from vertical as the cutter exits the stock. R = 0.25", and the Z-buffer spacing is 0.0075"
in both cases. An allowable e of 0.075" was set in the left image, providing only 12 'sub moves' over which
the cutter rotation may be distributed. An allowable e of 0.0075" was set on the right, providing for 112
sub-moves, (note this value of s is on the order of the Z-buffer element spacing).
Finally, Figure 5.7c demonstrates STE subdivision allows for accurate simulations of cutter
rotations about a center of rotation other than the cutter location position, although the 3-axis approximated
STE assumes all rotation to occur about this position between tool moves. In this figure, the cutter first
rotates +45° in a single tool move, followed by a -90° rotation, with the center of rotation occuring 1" above
the cutter location position (R = 0.25"). This is made possible by allowing the toolpath direction of travel D
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Figure 5.7a: Note the smoothness of this linked set of STEs (approx. 1000 tool moves) seen looking up
+Zwp. The dashed white line indicates the stock boundary, and the cutter is visible at right.

Figure 5.7b: In both images shown above, R = 0.25", Z-buffer spacing = 0.0075", and a tool move with
a net dA of 60° occurs over 2.75". On the left £ = 0.075”, and on the right £ = 0.0075".

Figure 5.7c: Although all rotation is assumed to occur at the cutter location position, it is possible to
accurately simulate rotations where the center of rotation is not at this position.
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to oppose the direction that dA is incremented. The actual direction of travel of each axial disc is found
during relative velocity calculation. Those that lie axially below the center of rotation are actually travelling
in +D, and a positive velocity value is calculated, while those above the center of rotation produce a
negative velocity value. If a disc lies exactly at the center of rotation, a zero velocity value is obtained.
As the error introduced by the 3-axis approximation is managed through passive and active error
control, it is possible to use this method to accurately represent 5-axis swept STEs. By allowing the cutter
orientation to remain constant, the speed and reliability of the model is greatly enhanced, while limiting
error to acceptable levels.

5.4 Intersection Calculations
5.4.1 Intersection Calculation Overview
The STE is composed of a set of geometric primitives in the CSG approach. This allows material
removal simulation to be performed using only line-primitive intersection calculations. This provides an
excellent foundation for NC simulation for force estimation, as it is very robust, efficient, and also lends
itself well to the calculation of the cut geometry parameters. Another benefit of this approach is that it is
simple to maintain and expand. By defining the primitives in a parametric manner consistent with the
toolpath envelope coordinate basis vectors, it is possible to calculate intersections for a wide variety of
cutter sizes and move geometries with a limited set of intersection calculation algorithms.
When calculating intersections between the STE and the stock, all Z-buffer elements that could
potentially intersect the STE are checked for intersections with each primitive defining the STE. For
example, if modeling material removal with a flat end cutter, the required algorithms intersect a line with:
•

a cylinder (called 2 times per Z-buffer element to model the two end positions),

•

a disc (called 2 times per Z-buffer element to model the bottom of the two end positions),

•

a plane (called 2 times per Z-buffer element to model the swept sides), and

•

a swept circle (called 2 times per Z-buffer element to model the top and bottom bounds).

Although 8 different intersection calculations are required per Z-buffer element to find all possible
intersections in the above case, only 4 different algorithms are required. This not only ensures robust
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behavior through the use of compact and well tested code, it also offers an excellent opportunity for pre
calculation of common variables, and other minor forms of optimization. As the intersection code is very
low level, noticeable performance enhancements can be achieved with even small amounts of optimization.
When modeling a ball end cutter, spheres are used to model the bottom of the cutter at Pj and Pf.
For improved efficiency, only the sphere at Pf is required, as it is identical to the sphere at Ps for the
following move. This does not hold for a flat end cutter, which has a bottom modeled by a disc. However,
if the cutter is tilted in the direction of travel (A • D > 0), only the disc at Pj is required. If tilted backward
relative to the direction of travel (A • D < 0), only the disc at Pf is required. The end that does not require a
unique disc lies internal to the STE, covered by the swept circle modeling the swept bottom of the STE and
joining the two ends.

5.4.2 Bounding Intersection Calculations
Mathematically, it is not known prior to the intersection calculations if a given Z-buffer element
actually intersects any of the geometric primitives (those which do not intersect a primitive produce
physically meaningless results, e.g. complex numbers). A means of identifying only those elements that can
potentially intersect the STE was therefore implemented, greatly reducing computation time by requiring
only a small subset of the total number of Z-buffer elements to be checked for intersections. The subset of
Z-buffer elements checked for intersections is referred to as the 'intersection zone’. To define the
intersection zone, the STE is projected down along Zv,v onto the X ^ Y ^ plane. The maximum and
minimum

bounds of the projection define the intersection zone (see Figure 5.8). To further

improve efficiency, rather than projecting the net axial length of the STE (entered by the user as a fluted
length of the cutter), a conservative estimate of the length of cutter engaged in the stock is used. This is
determined by estimating the axially highest point of contact that the cutter has with the stock, using the
known heights of the Z-buffer elements and the known STE definition.
Implementation details for the intersection zoning procedure are described by Hemmett in [H94],
although some variations exist in this research due to the inclusion of ball end cutters. For flat-end cutters,
the extrema of the base o f the projected STE are calculated using the cutter radius value multiplied by some
fraction that is typically < 1 in order to account for the effects of cutter tilt relative to Z*p. This is necessary
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Figure 5.8: On the left an isometric view of an STE intersecting the Z-buffer model is shown. On the
right is the view seen looking down the Zwp axis, with the toolpath envelope projected onto
the X«p,Ywp plane. The bounds of the projected STE define the intersection zone containing
the Z-buffer elements that could possibly intersect the current STE.
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Figure 5.9: When intersecting the sphere that models the bottom of a ball end cutter in the final cutter
position, it is possible to find no intersections (left-most image), one valid intersection and
one invalid intersection that lies internal to the STE (middle image), or two valid
intersections (right-most image).
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Figure 5.10: On the left is a Z-buffer element intersecting an STE three times, twice on the bottom
cylinder and once on a planar side. On the right is the same STE and Z-buffer element
seen looking down the direction of travel. Note that the physically valid intersections are
simply the max and min (in Z ^) intersection values in the case shown, or for any other set
of intersections, and the remainder lie on portions of the primitives internal to the STE.
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as the projected radius of a disc (the base of a flat end cutter) varies as the normal to that disc is tilted
relative to the plane of projection. However, when a ball end cutter is being modeled, a full radius value is
always used regardless of tilt. This is because the projected radius of a sphere (the base of a ball end cutter)
remains unchanged as the sphere is rotated. This ball-end tilt correction is implemented in the context of
[H94] by constraining the parameters Re, and RCy of Equation (4.11) in [H94] to be equal to R, the cutter
radius, when modeling a ball end cutter.

5.4.3 Intersection Calculations
All intersection calculations are reduced to simple line primitive intersection calculations in the
approach used in this research. These are well understood and are not presented here. The methods
implemented are derived from those developed by Jerard et. al. [JHDS89], in which geometric primitive are
intersected with surface normal vectors. Hemmett provides an example of this approach using a Z-buffer
model for flat end mills. Another excellent source of information regarding the line/primitive NC
simulation approach may be found in Chapter 12 of [CJ98].
Two notable variations from [JHDS89] exist in this research. First, [JHDS89] intersects the STE
with a Surface Point Set, where the intersected vectors lie normal to the milled surface. In this research the
STE is intersected with a Z-buffer model, allowing for optimization based on the constant [0,0,1] vector
orientation. The second variation is that [JHDS89] does not include ball end cutters, which requires the
addition of a new geometric primitive element, a sphere, to model the cutter bottom at Pr. It also requires
application of the cylinder primitive to model the volume swept by the cutter ball between Pi and Pr. In
[JHDS89] a method for performing cylinder/line intersections is presented to model discrete instances of
the cutting tool shaft at P* and P f. In that case the cylinder extends along A and is bounded as (0 <= a <= L),
where L denotes the cutters modeled length and 'a' indicates a location along A. When modeling the
bottom of a STE created by a swept ball end cutter, the cylinder is defined to extend between P[ and Pf
along D (as opposed to A), and is bounded by (0 <= d <= D), where D is the total distance traveled during
the move (see Figure 5.1).
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5.4.4 Line/Sphere Intersection Calculations
The new geometric primitive required to model a ball end cutter at Pr is a sphere. The equation of
a sphere may be defined as:

( (Xwr-PCx)2 + (Ywp-PCy)2 + (Zwp-PCz)2)

where

= R2

(5.13)

Xw ,Yv/p,ZWp define a point on the surface of the sphere (in),
PCx,y.z is the location of the center of the sphere in workpiece space (in), and
R is the sphere radius (in).

In Equation 5.13, substitution of Pf for Pc, and a X^.Y^p Z-buffer base position for X and Y, allows for
solution of Z, which corresponds to the Z^p intersection location(s) along the Z-buffer element:

Zwp = Pfz+/-dZ
where

(5.14)

dZ = (R2-(X wp-P &)2-( Ywp-P (y)2),/2

Only real-valued solutions for dZ are valid. No intersection with the sphere exists when dZ is complex, as
this indicates ((X«p - P^)2 + (Xwp -

Pfy)2)

> R2, i.e. the Z-buffer element is not within the radius of the

sphere in the Xv^Ywp plane. Solutions for dZ typically occur in pairs, one where the Z-buffer element
enters the sphere, and one where it exits (except in the rare case where the Z-buffer element lies exactly one
radius in X ^Y ^p from the sphere center). In some cases both intersections are physically valid, that is both
lie on the external boundary of the STE, and in others only one intersection is valid, with the other
occurring internal to the STE (see Figure 5.9). In either case, both intersections are stored as possible valid
intersections. Once all possible intersections have been calculated, intersection validation is performed to
identify those that occur on the outer surface of the STE, and are therefore physically possible.

5.4.5 Identification of Valid Intersections
The fundamental benefit of line-primitive intersection is they are inherently stable and efficient.
Either (an) intersections) exists between the line and the primitive, or a solution is not possible. However,
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not all of the calculated intersections are valid. Only intersections on the outer boundary of the STE can
physically occur, with the remainder occurring internal to the STE (see Figure 5.10)
In the CSG approach used in this research, the swept circle modeling the top of the STE is not
required for physical accuracy, but rather to ensure a closed volume. This greatly simplifies the
identification of 'valid' intersections. When calculating intersections, the Z-buffer element is treated as an
infinite line. As the STE is a closed volume, at least two points of contact with the Z-buffer element will
always exist on the boundary of the STE (entrance/exit intersections).

These boundary intersections

translate into the maximum and minimum intersection locations on the Z-buffer element. Therefore, when
calculating intersections with a given Z-buffer element, only the maximum and minimum values are stored
as true intersections. The remaining intersections exist with portions of the primitives internal to the STE.
These do not physically occur and are ignored, being only an artifact of the toolpath modeling scheme.
Without the top on the STE, it is no longer a closed volume, and the 'two intersection' rule no
longer applies. This makes the identification of valid intersections much more ambiguous. However, this
applies strictly to the general 5-axis case. When 3-axis milling, only a single intersection value can exist,
assuming the Z-buffer elements are aligned parallel to the cutter axis, and so it is only necessary to save the
minimum Zwp values. Also note that the above statements only apply to standard cutting tool geometries.
Shaped cutters such as routers may produce STEs that may have several boundary intersections. However
such cutting tools comprise an insignificant portion of those typically used.
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CHAPTER 6
CALCULATION OF THE CUT GEOMETRY PARAMETERS
6.1 Chanter Introduction
The cut geometry parameters describe the bounds of the contact area between the cutting tool and
workpiece during a tool move. These parameters are defined relative to the discrete cutter model, presented
in Chapter 3, which represents the cutter as a set of discrete axial disc elements. This model provides a full
description of the cutter and flute geometry, and also stores the cut geometry data, all on a per disc basis.
For a given disc and cutter rotation angle, only those flute segments that lie within the contact area are
included in the force contribution from that disc A net force estimate is obtained by summing over all flute
segments that engage the stock. This entire process is then repeated over all remaining discrete cutter
rotation angles, so that the peak force for the move may be identified. Therefore an accurate description of
the contact area via the cut geometry parameters is critical for accurate force estimation, as it determines
which flute segments are included during force summation, allowing the milling force predictions to
include the effects of variable cut geometry, variable flute geometry, and cutter rotation.
To calculate the cut geometry parameters for a given tool move, the volume of material intersected
by the cutter can be projected back along the direction of travel, onto the cutter at the initial tool position.
This projected volume results in a contact area, the bounds of which are the cut geometry parameters.
However, for improved efficiency using limited information, contact area definition requires more than a
simple projection.
The first part of this chapter provides a brief description of the cut geometry parameters and how
they are used for contact area definition. The majority of the chapter then describes the techniques used to
efficiently define these parameters for a given tool move using intersection calculation data.
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6.2 The Contact Area Geometric Description
6.2.1 The Cut Geometry Parameters and Discrete Mechanistic Modeling
In any desirable milling operation, contact between the cutting tool and stock occurs only along
the cutting tools flutes. As the cutter rotates, differing portions of each flute contact the stock, shearing
material from it. While flute contact varies continually over a single rotation, the region of possible contact
remains constant for a given tool move (assuming constant cutting conditions). The contact area describes
this region of possible contact between the cutter and stock for a given tool move (see Figure 6.1), and this
area is defined by its bounds via the 'cut geometry parameters', or simply the 'cut geometry'. Note that the
contact area remains constant over all rotation angles, although it may vary between moves.
The cut geometry is an integral part of the mechanistic modeling approach for milling force
estimation. To improve computational efficiency, these parameters are therefore defined in terms of
existing variables in the mechanistic model. The two principal degrees of freedom for the flute segments in
the mechanistic model are axial location and the angular position. The axial degree of freedom is discrete,
defined by the current axial disc, over which all parameters remain constant. The rotational degree of
freedom is continuous, although the cutter rotation simulation is discrete, as the cutter helix angle results in
flute segments at intermediate rotational positions. Therefore, the basic requirement for contact area
definition is that it provides discrete (i.e. axial disc based) bounding in the axial direction, and continuous,
real valued angular bounding in the rotational direction.

6.2.2 The Axial Bounds ('Axial Depth of Cut'l
Traditionally, the axial depth of cut is a single value that describes the length of cutting tool
engaged in the stock material, measured from the cutter bottom. This single value was sufficient during the
original development of mechanistic models, as it applied only to relatively simple 3-axis cuts where the
cutter bottom always engaged the stock [KD83][KDL84]. In the general case however, and in particular
during 5-axis milling, the bottom portion of the cutting tool may not perform any milling. While this is not
the norm, it does occur, and is a common occurrence for some styles of milling, such as 5-axis flank
milling where the part is milled by the side of the cutting tool rather than its end (see Figure 6.2).
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Figure 6.1: The contact patch, shown shaded in the image on the right, defines the region on the cutting
tool where material removal may occur during a given tool move.

Figure 6.2: The axial bounds AM„ and AMin identify which axial discs engage the stock material. Note
that the bottom of the cutter does not have to engage the stock, particularly milling steep
faces with a ball end cutter, shown on left, or when flank milling, shown on right.

Figure 6.3: Note that some axial discs bounded between AM« and AMin may not actually intersect the
current Z-buffer element, passing through gaps in the element instead.
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Therefore, in this research the traditional axial depth of cut value is replaced by two values that define the
minimum and maximum axial points of contact with the stock, denoted Aw„ and AN<axrespectively.
Axial bound definition is only required relative to the current intersected segment, so that the discs
which pass through it may be identified for inclusion in the calculation of the cut geometry parameters.
Recall that for each Z-buffer element intersected by the STE, an intersected segment is defined, which
describes the portion of the Z-buffer element intersected. Projecting the ends of the intersected segment
onto the cutter, and noting the axial location of these projections, identifies the values of Amui and AMax.
Once AMin anti Amox have been calculated, they are used only to identify the axial discs that exist at the
axial locations of these bounds. These discs are tagged as intersecting the stock material (InStock = YES,
see Chapter 3), and radial distance values are calculated for them (explained shortly). These discs then
serve as implicit axial bounds, with the discs between them being identified using the indices of the
bounding discs. This set o f discs is known to pass through the intersected segment during the current tool
move, provided they do not pass through a gap in the segment, and they are tagged as intersecting the stock
material and require radial distance calculations (see Figure 6.3). 'Global' AMin and Am** for the net move
are not stored, rather they are implied by the minimum and maximum disc indices calculated, which may
be directly applied in the mechanistic model axial summation.
Once the values of Am« and AMn are known, the corresponding axial disc indices are calculated. If
a given axial bound is positive it exists on a cylindrical portion of the cutting tool, where the disc thickness
remains constant, and the index may be calculated as:

ihto/M in

where

= floorf AMax/Min / dZ ) + N^all

(6.1a)

iMax/Min is the index to the upper or lower bounding discs,
A-Max/Min is the positive valued max or min axial bound value (in),
dZ is the constant cylindrical axial disc thickness value (in), and
Nd-bhii is the number of disc elements present on the ball portion of the cutter.

Note for a flat end cutting tool, No^aii = 0, and so this relation still holds. If a given axial bound is negative,
then it is known to exist below the Cutting Tool Axial Coordinate origin, valid only on the ball portion of
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cutting tool (in the context of this research). In this case the axial disc thickness value is variable, but each
disc has a constant arc-length orthogonal to the cutter profile surface normal, defined using a constant
angular spacing diy. Therefore, on the ball end portion of a cutter, the disc indices are calculated using:

^Max/Mm

where

= floor ( (sin'l( A M ax/M in / Rc ) / diy ) +

N o -B a ll

)

(6.1b)

iM»/Min is the index to the upper or lower bounding discs,
AM»/Min is the negatively valued max or min axial bound value (in),
Rc is the cutter ball radius value (in),
diy is the cutter ball angular disc spacing amount (rad), and
Nd-boii is the number of disc elements present on the ball portion of the cutter.

For robust operation with the finite precision of numerical computations, the index must be checked to
ensure 0 <= iMax/Min<== Nd so that potential memory faults during disc element access may be avoided.

6.2.3 Entrance and Exit Angles and the Radial Bounds
As the flute locations on a given disc are described in terms of the angular coordinate p (see
Chapter 2), the cut geometry should be similarly described to simplify comparison between flute angular
location and contact area bounds. Therefore, for each disc that intersects the stock material, an entrance and
exit angle (or sets of entrance and exit angles), are required to define the contact area for that disc. An
entrance angle denotes the point where flute first engages the stock material in the direction of cutter
rotation, and an exit angle denotes the point where contact ends (see Figure 6.4).
The entrance and exit angles are calculated using the maximum and minimum radial depth of cut,
denoted NM;Kand NMn as they exist in the Toolpath Normal direction (see Figure 6.4):

P«/« = siri'( (NM„Mn) / Rd) + tc/2
where

are the entrance and exit angle values respectively (rad),
NnuK/min are the corresponding maximum and minimum radial depths of cut (in), and
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= 180

N(+)
N(-)

P = a + 90°, where
a = sin'l(N / R )
Figure 6.4: The entrance and exit angles bound the region of stock intersection on a given axial disc
for a given tool move. They may be easily calculated from the radial depth of cut values
NMoxand NMia, as shown in the image on the right.

(D out)

Traditionally Modeled
Angles o f Engagement

Physical Angles o f
Engagement

Figure 6.5a: Traditionally defined entrance and exit angles often provide a conservative representation
of stock engagement, as shown above for the case of the shaded axial disc on the far left.

AA

(Nin)

PPhysical Angles o f
Engagement

k

P«

Traditionally Modeled
Angles o f Engagement

Figure 6.5b: Error is also introduced by the traditional approach when ball end milling and A • D < 0.
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Ro is the radius value of the current axial disc (in).

Note the suffix order is important in Equation (6.2a), as PCTis generally a function of N ^ , also expressed
P oiCNmik). and Pex(NMm)- Exceptions to this rule are described shortly. As shown by Equation (6.2a), it is
trivial to calculate POTand P „ from NMax and N ^ . The problem is therefore to devise an efficient means of
calculating

and Nmj„ values for each engaged axial disc from the intersection data.

6.2.4 Axial Disc Quadrants and the Definition of Cut geometry parameters
Traditionally, a single set of entrance and exit angles is used in the mechanistic model, requiring
only one set of radial distances per engaged disc to be calculated [KD83][KDL84][E93][H94]. This
provides a conservative estimate of the contact area by combining the worst-case conditions that exist
during the tool move into a single set of angles [H94], For example, if a single pair of radial distance values
is calculated when the material between them contains a gap, the resultant entrance and exit angles do not
reflect the fact that they do not bound continuously solid material (See Figure 6.5a). While conservative
results are desirable in the presence of error, accuracy is preferred. Additionally, the use of a single
entrance/exit angle pair can lead to non-conservative error when simulating a ball end cutter and (A • D) <
0, as in this situation material removal on the 'back side' of the cutter would not be considered (See Figure
6.5b). The back of the cutter is defined as 180°-360° in cutting tool Polar coordinates. Therefore, to
improve overall accuracy as well as to allow for accurate 5-axis ball end simulation, 4 quadrants are
defined on each disc, and Pra, P« are defined for each (Figure 6.6). Note Quadrants III and IV lie on the
back of the cutter, and can only intersect stock when cutting with a ball end mill and (A • D) < 0.
The use of quadrants requires up to four sets of NMm and N ^ be identified and stored for each
engaged axial disc, one set per quadrant, but only those quadrants that contact the stock require radial
distance calculations. For each quadrant, a radial distance value N is calculated for each Z-bufFer element
that intersects it, but only N ^ and N^n are stored. When the final values of N m^ and N ^ are known, they
are used in the entrance and exit angles calculation. For Quadrants I and II, pm is a function of N m® (i.e.
Pen(NMax)) and Pex(NMin), and so Equation (6.2a) is used (shown on the right in Figure 6.6; note Quadrant I
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Figure 6.6: Dividing axial discs into 4 quadrants, each with it's own pair of entrance and exit angles,
allows for more accurate modeling of the cut geometry.

Figure 6.7: Determination of the appropriate axial disc quadrant contacted by Pz requires knowledge of
cutter location at the point of intersection when cutting with a ball end mill and A • D < 0.

Figure 6.8: The quadrant method requires error compensation due to the discrete Z-buffer stock model.
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contains -N). However this relationship is reversed in Quadrants HI and IV, such that Po^N m™) and
P«(Nmhx)- This requires use of the alternate relation:

Pen/ex = Sin''(

(N

mhi/Mk

) / Rd ) + tc/2

(6.2b)

For each radial distance stored, the quadrant that it occurs in must be identified. For the case of an
intersection with a cylinder, or with a sphere when A • D >= 0, quadrant assignment is simplified as only
quads I and II are valid. In this case negative values of N belong to quadrant I, and positive values to
quadrant II (calculation of N is covered shortly). The situation is more complex when cutting on the ball
portion of a ball end tool and A • D < 0, as quads III and IV are also valid. In this case, it must be first
determined whether the intersection occurs on the front (quadrant I or II) or on the rear (quad III or IV) of
the cutter. This is achieved by moving the cutter from P| along D, until the point Pz resides on the cutter
surface (see Figure 6.7). Pz is defined as a known point along the current intersected segment that contacts
the cutter surface during the current tool move. The variable Dz is used to represent the distance along D
that the cutter traveled from P| to the point of contact with Pz. The value of Dz is found either during
intersection calculation, described in Jerard et. al. [JHDS89], or during calculation of the axial bounds,
described in the following section. Assuming for now that Dz is known, the cutter location position where
the cutter first contacts P z (i.e. P z lies on the cutter surface), denoted P cl(Dz), may be calculated as:

P cl(Dz) = P, + DzD

(6.3)

When this position is known, a vector ZCL may be defined as:

ZCL = P z - P cl (Dz)

(6.4)

As this calculation is required only on the ball portion of the cutter || ZCL || = R, the cutter ball radius, as it
extends from the ball center to some point on the ball surface. The vector ZCL is then used to determine
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whether the intersection occurred on the front or rear half of the cutter ball. This is done by noting the sign
of the scalar product of ZCL with the vector Dp (recall from Chapter 5 that Dp = N x A ):

Q = SignOf(ZCL • Dp)
where

(6.5)

Q = +1 indicates intersection on the front of the cutter (Quads I or II), and
Q = -1 indicates intersection on the back of the cutter (Quads III or IV).

Equation (6.5) is shown graphically on the right in Figure 6.7. Determination of the final quadrant is then
performed using the sign of the radial distance, as previously described.
There are other points to note in the right hand image of Figure 6.7. Looking down N, as shown,
the axial direction A defines a line between the front and back of the cutter. The dotted line represents the
transition from ’ingress’ to 'egress' on the cutter surface. The ingress region, where the cutter is moving into
the stock and material removal may occur, is on the +D side of this line. This line is the side profile of a
plane that passes through the cutter location position and whose normal is D.

6.2.5 Error Control for Axial Disc Quadrants
When simulating the milling of solid stock across more than one quadrant, a continuous contact
area must be enforced between the adjacent quadrants. This does not occur automatically as a result of the
discrete Z-buffer mesh spacing. The entrance and exit angles are calculated from the radial distance values
in a given quadrant, which are separated between quadrants by a value that is a function of <Ly, the mesh
spacing distance. This is especially a concern between quadrants I and H, where this condition commonly
occurs, as this region can make the greatest contribution to the force estimates. As shown in Figure 6.8, the
discrete Z-buffer spacing results in

< 0 in Quadrant I and N^n > 0 in Quadrant

n, although zero

radial distance values are required in both to model solid stock engagement. Therefore, some form of
compensation is required to compensate for the ‘gap error'.
In the case of Figure 6.8, the distance between Nm^ h and Nm^ is equal to the Z-buffer element
spacing dXy This condition may therefore be compensated for using the assertion:
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If ( (NMin-n - Nmox-i) <_ % + TOL)

(6.6)

NMin-n = NMax-I = Ol

where

sNis the 'allowable gap error1, in this case sN = dXy, and
TOL is some small tolerance amount to account for round off error (~dXY/100).

In Figure 6.8, SN = dXY as a result of the cutter travelling in a principal direction in Workpiece
space, with zero cutter tilt about D (N is parallel to XWP,YWP). Therefore the effective mesh spacing in
Xwp,Y\yp orthogonal to D is also that o f a principal direction, which is dXy by definition. It is now desired
to define a means of calculating SN, the 'allowable gap error1, in the general case.
For convenience, define the effective mesh spacing in Xwp.Ywp and orthogonal to D as 'eXY'. The
value of sN is calculated as a function of eXY, and so the maximum value of sXY that could possibly exist
must be determined to ensure eN is maximized. This is achieved by determining the maximum separation
between four adjacent Z-buffer elements that form a square in both principal directions (see Figure 6.9).
The value of eXY is calculated using the angles yt and y2 of Figure 6.10, where y j is the angle between DXY
and the Xwp direction, y 2 is the angle between DXy and Ywp, and DXY is the (XWp,YWP) component of D.
Using these angles, s XY is calculated as:

S XY — d*y / COS (ym in)

where

( 6 .7 )

y ^ is the minimum value between y, and y2 (rad).

Thus, starting at yi = 0, sXY starts as the mesh spacing d^. Its value then increases to a maximum of (1.414)
dxy at Yi = y2 = 45°, and subsequently decreases again as DXYapproaches Ywp.
While Ejcy is defined in the Xwp,Ywp plane, the gap error eN is the result of a difference in values
between Nmk-i and NMm-m defined along N. Therefore Exy must be projected onto N to calculate sN (note in
Figure 6.8, Ejcy is parallel to N and maps onto N with a 1:1 ratio, resulting in sN = dXY). This is performed
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Rgure 6.9: The effective mesh spacing £xy, seen at bottom looking down D x y , at various degrees of
rotation. Note that the worst-case conditions from 4 adjacent Z-buffer elements are used,
rather than simply 2 adjacent elements along Xwp or Ywp, producing the max value of £ x y -
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Rgure 6.10: Assuming worst-case conditions, En increases as Dxy moves away from either the X w p o r
Ywp principal direction, and as cutter tilt about D increases.
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using 5, the angle of tilt about Dxy between N and the XWp,Ywp plane as shown in the right hand pair of
images of Figure 6.10. The projection of 8xy onto N, which is eN, is calculated as:

£n = £xy ! cos(8)

When there is no tilt of A about DXy> then

(6.8)

= £Xy; this is always the case in 3-axis milling. More

importantly, note that when A is orthogonal to Z«p (5 = 90°), SN is infinite; this condition must be noted to
prevent a division by zero error. This orientation allows the entire N vector, bounded in length by the
current disc radius, to lie completely between the Z-buffer elements that define £Xy To visualize this,
imagine the cutter on the far right in Figure 6.10 to be tilted 20° more to the right than shown such that the
portion of N bounded by the cutter radius lies completely between the Z-buffer elements. This condition
provides insufficient information to make a reasonable approximation of eN, and so no gaps are allowed
between quadrants I and II. This provides a conservative approach during an uncommon condition. Note
the mesh spacing shown in Figure 6.10 is greatly exaggerated. Generally dxy < R/15, where R is the cutter
radius, and so this condition only occurs when A is very nearly orthogonal to ZNvp, which is not typical.
Once calculated, the value if eN is used in the assertion of Equation (6.6). If Nvcn.n - NMax.[ > eN +
TOL, it is assumed an actual gap in the material exists, as it exceeds the maximum theoretical Z-buffer
separation. Otherwise it is assumed the separation is an artificially induced result of the discrete Z-buffer
spacing, and both Nmui-u and NMax-r are reset to zero for a continuous frontal contact area.

6.3 Cut Geometry Parameter Calculation Overview
An overview of the procedure used to calculate the cut geometry parameters will now be provided.
The cut geometry parameters are calculated using an ‘intersected segment’, which describes the portion of
a single Z-buffer element intersected by the STE during a given tool move. The contribution the current Zbuffer element makes to the cut geometry parameters must be calculated prior to updating the Z-buflfer
model (i.e. deleting the intersected segment from the geometric model to simulate material removal), as all
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geometric information contained in the intersected segment is deleted. Figure 6.11 provides a ‘pseudo
code’ description of cut geometry calculation and its integration into the larger feedrate selection
framework.
When calculating the cut geometry parameters, first the ends of the intersected segment are used to
define

and Avon, which are then used to identify the bounding axial discs. Once the bounding discs are

known, they and the discs between them are tagged as intersecting the stock and have a value of N
calculated, provided they do not pass through a gap in the Z-buffer element. The values of N are calculated
for the bounding discs using the known end positions of the intersected segment, while the point of
intersection between the intersected segment and all intermediate discs must be determined in order to
perform the calculation for N. When N is calculated, the quadrant that it applies to is determined, and N is
compared to the existing N^n and NMax values stored in that quadrant. These values are then updated as
necessary.

After all intersections have taken place for the current move, gap error compensation is

performed and the entrance and exit angles are calculated. Once this has been done for all quadrants on all
discs that contact the stock during the current tool move, the contact area definition is complete, described
in terms o f discrete axial bounds and continuous rotational bounds as desired.
To calculate radial distances and axial positions, a point of intersection between the intersected
segment and the cutter must be known. This point, denoted Pz, may be a known location, such as an end of
the intersected segment or a bound on a gap, or it must be solved for. Generally the majority of the Pz
locations fall into the latter category. For computational efficiency, only one Pz location per intersected
disc is desired, and so it must be solved for as a function of axial location. In some cases the known Pz
locations also require additional calculations to determine the axial height at which they occur.
The problem then is two-fold. First, a method of obtaining the desired cut geometry parameters
Ambo AMin, and N as a function of Pz must be defined. This provides a uniform means of geometric
parameter calculation for all axial discs using a 1 dimensional parameter. Second, an efficient means of
calculating the per-disc intersection location Pz must be developed. Efficiency is critical in both cases, as
these routines are the most frequently called of all the geometric modeling routines, on the order of
(Number o f Discs Engaged)x(Number of Z-buffer elements intersected) per tool move.
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Transform Tool Move from Machine to Workpiece Coordinates; (Chapter 5)
Define STE; (Chapter 5)
Define Intersected Zone; (Chapter 5)
Loop through potentially affected Z-buffer Elements of Intersected Zone...
{

Calculate intersections with STE; (Chapter 5)
If valid intersections exist...
{

Define Intersected Segment; (Chapter 4)

Identify Max, Min Axial Bounds Amw A mi™ identify corresponding Discs
Loop through Discs affected by current Intersected Segment...

{
Identify intersection location Pz between Disc and Intersected Segment
If valid intersection exists (disc does not pass through gap in segment)...
{

Calculate Radial Distance N
Determine Quadrant Radial Distance applies to
Store only Max, Min Radial Distance in Each Quadrant
}

next Disc;
}
}

Update Z-buffer Model to reflect material removal; (Chapter 4)
next Z-buffer element;
}

Loop through Discs affected during Current Tool M ove...
{

Calculate Allowable Gap Error, adjust Radial Distances as required;
Calculate Entrance/Exit Angles for each quadrant from Radial Distance values;
Calculate Relative Velocity (Chapter 7)
next Disc;
}

Estimate Required Feed Value (Chapter 3)
i
Define initial feed estimate;
Loop to Desired Force...
{

Estimate Milling Force; (Chapter 2)
Compare to Desired Force, Adjust Feed as necessary; (Chapter 3)
)
}

next Tool Move;

Figure 6.11: Pseudo-code displaying the integration of cut geometry calculation (in bold) into the larger
feed estimation framework. The method shown applies to a single tool move.
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6.4 Calculation of the Axial Bounds
6.4.1 Axial Bounds
Axial bounds are used to identify the discs that can potentially contact the current intersected
segment. They are calculated by noting where the end positions of the intersected segment contact the
cutting tool. This makes them dependent on the STE geometry, and hence cutter type. For a ball end cutter
there are four specific cases that must be considered, and three for a flat end cutter. However, the
cylindrical portion of a ball end cutter is identical to that on a flat end cutter, and so some of the techniques
are common to both cutter types.
Note that while an STE is used for intersection calculation, a single instance of the cutting tool is
required for axial bound calculation. This is necessary because A and D are coupled in the non-orthogonal
cutting tool coordinates, and so the axial location of an intersection becomes a function of distance traveled
from Pi to the point of intersection. Therefore the cutter location at the point of intersection, PCl(D z)> must
be used in the calculation of the axial bounds. When the cutter is at PCl(Dz), the calculated point of
intersection Pz lies on the surface of the cutter instance, providing the true axial location of the intersection
location (see Figure 6.12). Only when the cutter is at the actual position along D where the intersection
occurs is the coupling between A and D cancelled. If the axial location is calculated when the cutter is at
some other location along D, for example Pi, the coupling between A and D leads to erroneous results for
the axial position calculated, as indicated by A ^ in Figure 6.12.

6.4.2 Identification of Axial Bounds on a Flat End Cutter
Three cases exist when solving for axial bounds on a flat end cutter. The first case exists when one
end of the intersected segment is a known intersection location with the bottom, swept circle portion of the
STE. This case is trivial. Any intersections found with the swept circle are known to occur at an axial
depth of zero, or Az = 0. Az is defined as the axial point of contact of Pz on the cutting tool.
The remaining two cases both involve the upper cylindrical portion of the cutting tool. In one case
Pz is a known intersection location, calculated with the upper cylindrical portion of the STE. In the other
case Pz is either a top height or a bound on a gap in the element, for which the axial location is desired. As
both of these cases are shared with ball end cutters they will be presented in the following section.
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ZC L

Figure 6.12: When finding the axial location of a point Pz, the calculation must be performed at the
location where the point Pz first contacts the surface of a cutter instance, using the vector
ZCL as shown on the left. If some other cutter position is used the result is invalid, as
shown on the right by A^, calculated incorrectly using the vector (Pz-Pi).

Infinite
Planes
(A & D ) '

Infinite Cylinder
(Direction of Travel)

Figure 6.13: The geometric primitives extend infinitely along their respective degrees of freedom,
requiring the location of each intersection to be calculated along each D.O.F. (e.g. Dz
along D) to ensure they occur within the space physically occupied by the current STE.

!

P cl (Dz)

77777977777

Figure 6.14: Issues in finding Dzfor some known Z-buffer location that is not an intersection location.
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6.4.3 Identification of Axial Bounds on a Ball End Cutter
There are four primary cases to be considered when identifying the axial location of an
intersection with a ball end cutter. The first case exists when Pz is a known intersection location calculated
between a Z-buffer element and the upper, cylindrical portion of the cutting tool. The second case exists
when Pz is a known intersection location calculated between a Z-bufifer element and the sphere that models
the bottom of the cutting tool at the final cutter position. The third case exists when Pz is a known
intersection location calculated between a Z-buffer element and the cylinder used to model the bottom,
swept portion of the STE. The fourth case exists when Pz is some other point on the Z-buffer element, such
as the top of the Z-buffer element or one of the bounds on a gap in the element.
CASE 1: Pz is an intersection location calculated with the cylindrical portion o f the net STE,

which consists o f two planar sides in the swept region and two cylinders at the end positions. Note this case
also applies to flat end cutters. In this case the axial location is known, having been calculated during
intersection calculation to ensure the intersection lies within the valid axial bounds of the cutting tool. The
intersection calculations take place with cylinders and planes that extend infinitely in A (see Figure 6.13),
and so the intersections found must be bounded to the axial space physically occupied by the STE
[JHDS89][H94]. Therefore the axial locations are known values in this case.
CASE 2: P2 is a known intersection location calculated with the sphere modeling the cutter

bottom at Pf. In this case, the axial location of the intersection is calculated using the scalar product:

Az = (Pz -P f)'A

(6.9a)

CASE 3: Pz is a known intersection location calculated with the cylinder modeling the bottom,

swept portion the STE. When used to model the swept bottom of a ball end cutter the cylinder has no axial
degree of freedom, as it extends along D, and so no axial location is found during intersection calculation.
It’s also not possible to use Equation (6.9a); which holds only when either the intersection occurred at Pr,
or when D and A are orthogonal ((D • A) = 0). When A and D are not orthogonal, axial location is a
function of D. This is accounted for through the use of Pcl(DzX which includes the distance traveled from
P[ to the point of intersection, and allows for the definition of a generalized solution for axial location:
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Az = (P z - P Cl(Dz)) ’ A

(6.9b)

The value of Dz required for calculation of P c l ( P z ) is determined during the intersection calculations, as
it’s required to ensure that the infinite cylinder that models the swept bottom of the ball end STE is
appropriately bounded in D (see Figure 6.13). This allows for simple solution of Equation (6.9b) after first
calculating Pcu(Dz) using the known Dz value in Equation (6.3). Also, Pz -

P c l(D z )

is a known vector,

previously defined as ZCl- Notice that Equation (6.9a) is actually a special case of Equation (6.9b), with the
intersection occurring when P c l ( D z ) = PfCASE 4: the intersected segment end location(s) is(are) not a known intersection, but rather the

Z-buffer element top, or a bound on a gap in the segment. This case is a common occurrence, as it results
when the Z-buffer terminates element inside the STE (i.e. the entire top of the Z-buffer element is
removed). This case also applies to flat end cutters; in this situation ignore all cutter ball references.
The axial location may be obtained in this case using Equation (6.9b). However, this first requires
calculation of P cl(Dz), i.e. the location of the cutter when P z (the known point along the Z-buffer element,
in this case the top height, or bound on a gap) first contacts the surface of the cutting tool during the move.
It is not known in advance whether this point of initial contact occurs on the ball or cylindrical portion of
the cutter. As the majority of the material removal occurs on the ball portion of a ball end cutter, it is first
assumed the ball contacts Pz. If the ball portion is not found to contact Pz, then the intersection is known to
have occurred with cylindrical cutter portion.
To determine if Pz contacts the cutter ball, a sphere with the cutters radius is swept along D from
Pi to where the sphere first contacts Pz. The distance traveled along D is DZ) which is required to calculate
PCl(Dz). Note when the sphere is at P cl(Dz)> P z lies on the surface of the sphere, and so Pz is a distance R

(the cutter radius) from the spheres center at P cl(P z). Also note PCl(D z) = P i + DZD, as defined in
Equation (6.3). Setting the magnitude of (Pz -P clCDz)) equal to R, and substituting for P c l ( D

z),

yields:

II (Pz - Pt - DZD) || = R

Note that the only unknown in this equation is Dz. Dz is solved for by first by defining the vector:
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Zi =

(6. 11)

P z -Pi

This is substituted into Equation (6.10), which may then be solved the square of the magnitude and
expanded, yielding the relation:

Dz 2 (D(x)2 + D(y)2 + D(z)2 - 2 Dz [D(x) Zi(x) + D(y) Zi(y) + D(z) Zi(z)]

(6.12a)

+ (Zi(x)2 + Zi(y)2 + Zi(z)2) = R2

The coefficient of the "Dz2" term is the square of the magnitude of the unitized direction vector, and has a
value of 1. The coefficient for the "-2DZ” term is the dot product of Zi and D, (Zi • D), and the last term in
the equation is dot product of Zi with itself (i.e. its magnitude squared). Rewriting, the relation arrived at is:

Dz 2 - 2 (Zi •D) Dz + (Zi -Z i)-R 2 = 0

(6.12b)

Equation (6.12b) may be solved for Dz, providing two solutions. The lesser value is desired, as it indicates
where Pz first contacts the sphere, the greater value is the exit location on the back of the sphere (shown on
the left in Figure 6.14). As Zi and D extend in the same direction, (Zi -D) is positive; as is the result of the
square root. Therefore the minimum value of Dz may be solved for as:

Dz = (Zi D) - [ (Zi D)2 - (Zi -Zi) J1/2

(6.13)

In Equation (6.13), no real-valued solution exists if [(Zi • D)2 - (Zi *Zi)] < 0. This indicates the
sphere never contacts Pz during its sweep along D, and Pz must contact the cylindrical cutter portion.
If (Zi -D)2 - (Zi -Zi) □ 0, then Pz contacts the sphere and Dz may be obtained. This value may
then be used in Equation (6.3) to calculate PCl(Dz), allowing for solution of Az using Equation (6.9b). The
sign of Az must then be checked to verify Az □ 0, indicating Pz lies on the outer surface of the cutter, and is
valid. Otherwise the contact occurs on the upper half of the sphere, which is internal to the cutter and is
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surrounded by the cylindrical portion of the cutter, as shown on the right in Figure 6.14. In this case the
value of Az found with the sphere is invalid, and Az must be calculated on the cutter cylinder.
If a valid value of Az doesn’t exist with the swept sphere, or if modeling a flat end cutter, then Pz
first intersects the cylindrical portion o f the cutter. While a swept cylinder could be used to solve for Az, a
simpler approach is used to improve efficiency. This approach requires a simple 2D projection, and
compensation for the coupling between A and N that exists on the surface of the cylinder when viewed
down D when (A - D) DO (see Figure 6.15). Only when A and D are orthogonal may the vector Zi of
Equation (6.17) be projected along -D and onto A using (Zi • A), solving for Az directly. However, Zi may
be projected along -D and onto AP, which is orthogonal to D (see Chapter 5), using:

Ap = Zi • AP

(6.14)

Noting that A and AP are unit vectors, the angle \\i between them may be calculated as:

v|/ = cos''(AP • A)

(6.15)

Noting that (AP• A) = cos(v|/), the AP location may be transformed onto A using:

Ao = Apj / (AP • A)

The projection of Pz onto AP, and the transformation from AP onto A to arrive at

(6.16)

Ao,

are 2D

operations in the A,D plane. As shown in Figure 6.16, this neglects the 3D cutter geometry, and Ao
generally requires correction to arrive at the desired value of Az. Recall from Chapter 5 that DP = (N x A),
and the cutter surface is defined by a cylinder along A, at a constant radius R from A in the N, DP plane.
Equation (6.16) calculates the projection of APj onto the A axis, in the A J) plane at N = 0 (hence the
notation

“ A o” ).

However, this point of intersection actually occurs on the cutter surface, at a distance R

from A, generally at some non-zero radial distance (see Figure 6.16, 6.17). A generic solution for Az must
be found that considers intersections at any point on the front of the disc, i.e. N □ 0.
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(Looking Down D)

(Looking Up N)
Rgure 6.15: When A and D are not orthogonal, the axial location of Pz projected down D onto the
cutter surface is a function of its radial location; (note on left that N crosses several discs).
Therefore Pz must be indirectly mapped to A via AP, as shown on the far right.

Looking Up N
Dp = Dpj —R

Rgure 6.16: The mapping of Pz along -D and onto A is a 2D operation in the D,A plane, which
neglects the 3D nature of the cutter surface in DP and N.

Looking Down A

Pz

*

Rgure 6.17: The mapping of Pz along -D and onto A is a 2D operation in the D,A plane, which
neglects the 3D nature of the cutter surface in DP and N.
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Because Ao lies directly on the A axis in 3D space, it is valid only at DP = 0, where DP intersects
A. If the projection of Pz along -D is traced from DP = 0 to DP = R, as shown in Figure 6.16, the value of
axial location changes and can cross several discs due to the non-orthogonal nature of D and A. Note in
this figure that different axial discs are intersected between DP0 and DPI, DP, and DK, and Dre and DP3.
Therefore, to ensure that the correct axial disc is identified, the actual axial location where the projection of
Pz enters the cutter surface must be determined. This will differ from the value provided by Equation (6.16)
as a function o f DP. The cutter surface is defined relative to DP and N using the relation:

N2 + DP2 = R2

(6.17)

This allows DP to be calculated as a function of N, a known value. This relationship may be seen in Figure
6.17, which shows the same situation as Figure 6.16, only viewed along -A as opposed to N. In this view it
becomes obvious the radial distance N where the projection of Pz along -D intersects the cutter surface
actually affects the axial location on cutter surface.
Once DP has been calculated, the true axial location may be found. Noting that the angle y
between A and AP is equal to the angle between D and DP, and referring to the right image in Figure 6.17,
the desired axial location Az may be found using:

A* = Ao + DP tan (q/)

(6.18)

Combining Equations (6.11, 6.14-6.18) yields the final, integrated solution for Az:

Az = (Pz-Pt) • A / (A P • A) + (R2-N2),/2 tan( cos''(AP• A ))

(6.19)

This relationship is more efficient than performing a direct 3D projection of Pz along -D , onto the cutter
cylinder. Additionally, some parameters in this equation remain constant over the tool move, namely (AP •
A) and tan( cos"‘(AP • A)), reducing the required calculations. Also, (Pz-Pr) is known, required for
calculation of the radial distance N. The independent solution for N is presented in the following section.
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6.4.4 Minimum Axial Location for Ball End Cutters
While the above four cases accurately calculate the axial location where the ends of the intersected
segment contact the cutter, it is possible that neither of these locations are the minimum axial point of
contact (Anon). When at least one intersection occurs on the cutter ball, and the cutter is traveling such that
D has a component in -A, ((D • A) < 0), additional calculations are required to ensure the axially lowest
point of contact with the current intersected segment is identified. This may be visualized by projecting the
intersected segment along -D and onto the cutter surface at Pj, as shown in Figure 6.18. Note in this figure
that the point of intersection between the intersected segment and the cutter ball traces a semicircular arc
along the ball surface. The ends of this arc correspond to where the ends of the intersected segment contact
the cutter ball, but AMi„ occurs between these points, at some unknown location along the intersected
segment. This is a result of calculating the intersection location Pz using a swept circle that lies orthogonal
to the direction of travel (i.e. a cylinder). As the normal to this swept circle extends along D, when (D-A) <
0 the lower half of this swept circle (with which intersections are found) moves onto the 'back' of the cutter
(Quadrants III and IV), pivoting about N and effectively up A, as shown in profile in Figure 6.18.
Therefore, Amjh may not occur at the calculated intersection locations, but at some intermediate point that
existed while the Z-buffer element was being trimmed, and so an alternate solution for Amid is required.
There are three primary situations that must be considered when simulating a ball end cutter and
(D-A) < 0, as shown in Figure 6.19. The case that exists for a given cutting scenario cannot be determined
in advance, and so the axial location of both ends of the intersected segment must always be calculated.
Once the axial bounds of both ends are known, the quadrant they occur in must be determined, as this
provides the means for identifying the situation that currently exists (see Figure 6.19). If both ends of the
intersected segment contact either the front or the back of the cutter (Quads I, II or Quads III, IV; situation
"1" in Figure 6.19), it is not necessary to calculate Am„ as the lower of two calculated axial locations may
be used. If one end of the intersected segment contacts the cutter front and the other the back (situations "2"
and "3" in Figure 6.19), the location of AMn occurs along the arc between the two known positions, at some
unknown point of intersection P mi„ on the intersected segment (see Figure 6.20). In this case A mib must be
calculated as described below. Note in all three situations A mk is always defined as the greater of the two
calculated axial locations, as may be seen when comparing the situations of Figure 6.19.
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Figure 6.18: When (D* A) < 0, the lowest axial position does not necessarily occur at the intersection
location Pz(i.e. at d = Dz) when the intersection occurs on the ‘back’ of the cutter.
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Rgure 6.19: When (D • A) < 0, three situations may exist while identifying the axial bounds of an
intersected segment projected onto the cutter surface. Note that situation “1” also exists
when both intersections occur on the front of the cutter.
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The axially lowest position on the arc traced on the surface of the cutter ball during intersection is
Amjb. This arc may be thought of as the intersection between a static sphere and a plane formed by
sweeping the Z-buffer element along -D. The normal to this plane, and therefore the arc, is:

Zvyp XD
nArc = — — -------

(6.20)

HZwpxDH

where

nArc is the unit normal to the plane containing the arc traced by the Z-buffer element.

Note when D and Zwp are parallel, the cutter is descending directly down on the Z-buffer element and no
arc is form, and so Equation (6.20) is not required.
The plane of the arc and D are parallel, and so the distance between them is constant. This distance
may be calculated using a known point on each, along with the direction of minimum distance (nArc):

dAlc = (P z -P cL (D z) ) - n Arc

where

(6.21)

dArc is the distance from the plane of the arc to the direction of travel vector,
Pz is one of the known end locations on the arc, and
P clCDz) is the corresponding cutter location position at the point of intersection.

Note that Pz-

P c l(D z )

is the previously calculated vector ZCL. Using d ^ , the arc radius may be

calculated. The magnitude of (PzP c l(D z)

P c l(D z))

is equal to the sphere radius R (Pz lies on the sphere surface,

lies at its center), while d ^ exists in a direction orthogonal to the plane of the arc (nArc), and the

arc exists on the surface of the sphere, therefore the constant in-plane arc radius must be:

RArc = (R2- d Arc2f 5
where

(6.22)

R ^ is the 2D radius of the arc (in).

This is shown on the right in Figure 6.20, where the cutter ball is viewed along the vector (A x nArc). This
places A and nArc in the plane of the page, as well as P mi™at the perimeter of the spheres 2D projection.
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Quads
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A *2
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view down local coord. Xi (=nArc XA)
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Figure 6.20: Ratc is the radius of the arc defined by the path of intersection in the
plane, and its use
compensates for rotation about nArc as its value remains constant during rotation. The
local coordinate system describes the relative orientation of the left and right-hand figures.
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C,= K- cos*l(A • nArc)

Rgure 6.21: Using R ^ a n d nAlx, the calculation of AMin may be completed as shown above.

AN

Rgure 6.22: Calculation of the radial distance N from the known intersection location Pz.
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Once the values of nArc, d ^ , and Ra,c are known, they may be to used calculate Am;,,, as shown in
Figure 6.21. In this figure, PMin and A both lie in the plane of the page, and so A^n may be calculated as:

AMin = -R COS (4))
where

(6.23)

(j) is the angle between A and the vector R from the sphere center to PMin (rad).

The value of <j) is obtained as the summation of two angles, \ and

The angle £, lies between the vertical

direction and a vector extending from the sphere center to PMn, and may be calculated as a function of the
known horizontal and vertical components R ^ and d ^ (see Figure 6.21):

S - ta n ^ d ^ R * * )

(6.24)

The angle C, lies between vertical and A, and may be calculated with the cosine property of the dot product
(and recalling that both A and nArc are unit vectors):

^ = 7t-cos'‘(A -nArc)

(6.25)

6.5 Calculation of the Radial Bounds
Following identification of the axial bounds of intersection between the cutter and the current
intersected segment, a radial distance value is calculated for each disc within these bounds. Assuming that
a point of contact between the current intersected element and the current axial disc Pz is known, the radial
distance from D to that point along N may be calculated using the scalar product:

N = N • ( Pz - Pt )

(6.26)

This relation is displayed in Figure 6.22. As N and D are orthogonal, no coupling exists, and it is not
necessary to use P c l ( D z ) hi this equation, although the intersection with Pz may not have occurred at P;.
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Due to the discrete Z-bufFer element spacing, it is possible for the STE to extend further into the
stock along N than calculated. Although modeled as lines, Z-bufFer elements represent a volume and have a
square area associated with them, with the line at the squares center. To compensate for this, the final
values of NMax and

are adjusted by (+dXy/2) and (-dXY/2) respectively. A 'smart' error compensation

method, similar to that used in preventing gaps in the contact area between disc quadrants, was attempted,
but was not found beneficial. In particular, when A and Zwp are nearly orthogonal, any axial disc even
marginally engaged in the stock was modeled as having full engagement. This effect is not a problem when
addressing the quadrant issue, as in that case the potential ‘extra material’ is included only when cutting is
known to occur on both quadrants I and II on the current disc, it proves overly conservative in this case,
where the entire disc may be modeled as cutting the stock even if a single intersection is found. Due to the
relatively tight Z-bufFer element spacing, and the conservative nature of the quadrant/gap algorithms when
A and Zwp are near orthogonal, the simple half-mesh adjustment method was found to be sufficient.

6.6 Calculation of the Per-Disc Intersection Location P?
6.6.1 Per-Disc Intersection Locations
It is simple to calculate the radial distance value to some Z-buffer/Disc intersection location Pz
once that location is known. While this location has been calculated for the ends of the intersected segment,
it is not known for the discs that lie between the axial bounds, and it must be calculated for each disc.
One simple approach of obtaining the Pz locations is to implement a Monte Carlo approach, where
a great deal of Pz locations are randomly defined along the intersected segment, for which N values and
axial locations are calculated using Equations (6.26) and (6.7) respectively. However, this method can
result in no Pz being defined for some discs that do intersect the stock, requiring use of a large number of
Pz locations. This is very inefficient, resulting in multiple calculations of N per disc, when only one N
value is required (per intersected segment). Therefore more efficient methods that consider the current
cutter shape and orientation are desired, so that Pz may be calculated as a function of axial location.
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6.6.2 The Dropped-Disc Approach to Per-Disc Intersection Calculation
In earlier research [H94], each axial disc of the discrete cutter model was used to define a unique
STE for intersection calculation. Starting with the highest axial disc that could possibly engage the stock,
an STE containing only the volume swept by the current disc was defined and intersected with the Z-buffer
elements. The final entrance and exit angles for the disc were subsequently calculated. This was then
repeated for all remaining discs, incrementing down the cutter axis (Figure 6.23).
The primary benefits of this approach were it’s simplicity and robustness in providing the data
required for calculation of the entrance and exit angles for each disc, independent of the cut geometry
calculations for other discs. Because intersections were calculated with an STE defined specifically for
each disc, radial distance calculation was straightforward. The required location Pz was the calculated
intersection location, and the max and min radial distances were identified for that disc alone, allowing for
immediate calculation of entrance and exit angles. Also, no explicit axial location calculation was required,
as the axially highest disc that intersects the stock was defined as the axial depth of cut.
While the method works well, it is inefficient, as a complete STE description was required for
each disc element. This requires an intersection zone and a full set of intersections be performed ND times
per move, where ND is the number of discs that could potentially intersect the stock. Additionally, ND was
estimated using the value of Cmbo defined in Chapter 5, which provides a conservative estimate for the
upper axial bound prior to any intersection calculations. Therefore the top-most STEs typically did not
intersect the stock, although they had to be defined and checked for intersections. Another drawback to this
method was reduced geometric accuracy when modeling ball end cutters, as the constant disc radius of the
discrete cutter model produces 'stepping1 or ’terracing’ in the geometric model when modeling cutters with
axial curvature. This lead to inaccuracies in the cut geometry parameters for ball end cutters, particularly in
regions previously created using the dropped disc method (see Figure 6.24).

6.6.3 The Sweot Circle Approach to Per-Disc Intersection Calculation
While the above method provides accurate results for P& a new approach was developed in order
to improve efficiency. In this approach, an STE of sufficient axial length to include all discs that contact the
stock is defined and intersected once with all Z-buffer elements affected by the current tool move. For each
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Figure 6.23: In a previous approach at finding the Max and Min bounds in the Axial and Normal
directions, each axial disc element was intersected with the Z-buffer elements by modeling
it as an individual STE. This provided accurate but inefficient results. However, this
approach may prove useful in the modeling of cutters whose profiles must be represented
in a piecewise manner, such as the odd shaped cutter shown at the right.

Figure 6.24: Comparison of the "dropped disc" STE series (left) vs. a single net toolpath STE (right);
both as seen looking down the D axis. Note that during operation the discs of the 'dropped
disc' method are used individually for intersections, rather than together as shown.

Figure 6.25: In the 'swept circle’ approach at identifying points of contact between an intersected
segment and the appropriate axial discs, only a only a circle is swept at each axial disc
location, rather than a net STE for each disc. This is done following an intersection
calculation between an STE for the net toolpath and the Z-buffer model.
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element intersected, an intersected segment is defined for use in the calculation of cut geometry parameters.
The axial bounds of contact between the intersected segment and the discrete cutter model are then
calculated. The Pz locations for the bounding discs are known, allowing for calculation of radial distance,
and the Pz locations for the remaining discs are calculated through intersection with a single geometric
primitive, the swept circle (see Figure 6.25). Using this approach, the number of intersection calculations is
m inim ized, and the calculation of cut geometry parameters is limited to discs known to intersect the stock.

Once the bounding discs are have been identified, a loop through all discs that lie between them is
performed, and a swept circle is defined for each. Defining a circle of the appropriate radius for the current
disc, and sweeping this circle along D, allows for calculation of the point of intersection known to exist
with the intersected segment. This provides the desired Pz location, as well as Dz, required in some
calculations, and the algorithm used is the same required to model the bottom of flat end cutters and bound
the tops of all STEs. In place of the initial tool position Pi, generally used in this equation, the value of the
'initial tool position' for the current axial disc is calculated as:

P,(i) = P, + A(i)A
where

(6.27)

Pi(i) is the initial 'cutter position' of the current (i111) axial disc, and
A(i) is the axial offset of the current disc from the cutter location position.

Once Pi(i) is known, the swept circle intersection code is called and a maximum of two intersection
locations and corresponding Dz values are calculated. If two values are found, the intersection location
belonging to the lesser Dz value is always used for P& as it corresponds to an intersection on the leading
edge of the circle, where it first intersected the segment. The remaining intersection location may also be
required, as explained below. If a single value is found, indicating the sweep was too short for the
intersected segment to contact both the leading and trailing edge of the circle, the intersection location is
always used as Pz if it occurs with the leading edge of the circle (in Quadrants I, II). If the single
intersection occurs on the trailing edge of the circle (Quadrants III, IV), the method described below is also
required. Note that prior to any additional calculations that use these intersection locations, they should be
checked against gaps in the intersected segment to ensure that they occur with solid material, and are valid.
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Intersections with the trailing edge of the circle can only be valid when the current disc resides on
he cutter ball and (D • A) < 0. In this case, the validity of trailing edge intersections is determined using the
intersection location Pz and the corresponding Dz value to calculate the vector ZCL (Equation 6.4). If
(ZCL • D) > 0, then the intersection occurs on the ingress side of the cutter, at a location where the cutter is
moving into the stock, and the intersection on the trailing edge is valid and can be used in the calculation of
N . If (ZCL • D) < 0, the intersection is invalid as it exists on the egress portion of the cutter. If (ZCL • D)
= 0, technically the intersection occurs, but moot as it results in a zero chip thickness.
This method is more efficient than the dropped disc approach as fewer calculations are required.
The greatest increase in efficiency is due to a large decrease in the actual number of intersection
calculations required. Under this approach, each Z-buffer element in the intersection zone and each of the 5
geometric primitives in the STE are intersected only once per tool move, as opposed to NDtimes per move
in the dropped disc method. Additionally, it is known that each swept circle will intersect the intersected
segment, and so no additional intersection zone calculations are required. A number of other supporting
calculations required per STE is also reduced, such as STE definition, intersection validation, and updating
of the Z-buffer model. It should be noted, however, that the dropped-disc method could still provide an
important means to calculate intersections and cut geometry parameters for cutting tools that have a
complex profile. Representing such tools piecewise by a series of individual STEs may provide the only
feasible method of modeling them (see Figure 6.23).
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CHAPTER 7

CNC MACHINE MODELING AND RELATIVE VELOCITY CONTROL FOR
5-AXIS CNC MILLING
7.1 Chapter Introduction
This chapter presents the techniques used for modeling the CNC machine. This is required for
parsing the G-code file in the appropriate manner, performing Machine to Workpiece coordinate
transformations, and for calculation of the cutter to stock relative velocity values. The machine model
consists of a kinematic model and a CNC controller model. The machine kinematics define the motion of a
given machine, which is an attribute of the physical construction of the machine. The kinematic model is
required to perform the coordinate transformations, and to relate individual axis velocities to net relative
velocity. The CNC controller consists of hardware and software that parses the input G-code data, and
ensures that the NC mill carries out the commands contained in that file. The controller model is required
for G-code parsing, and to calculate individual axis velocities based on input commands. Both machine
kinematics and controller behavior are typically unique to a given brand and model of CNC machine, so a
unique derivation of a machine-specific CNC machine model is generally required.

7.2 Machine Coordinate to Workpiece Coordinate Transformations
The ‘Machine coordinate’ cutter positions contained in the G-code file must be transformed into
the ‘Workpiece coordinates’ of the Z-buffer model for material removal simulation. Workpiece coordinates
are used to provide a common basis for the intersection calculations, independent of machine type. In 3axis milling, ZM and Zwp are typically parallel by definition, as the stock model only represents the top
surface o f the milled part, and so in this case the transformation is purely translational. In 5-axis milling,
however, the cutter is free to change its orientation relative to the stock through the use of rotary axes.
However, this rotational motion contributes to cutter motion while changing the orientation, and so 5-axis
milling simulation requires both translational and rotational transforms to map the cutter location and
orientation from machine into workpiece space.
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m illing simulation requires both translational and rotational transforms to map the cutter location and

orientation from machine into workpiece space.
The transformation from machine to workpiece coordinates is a function of the machine
coordinate origin location, the fixed kinematic arrangement of the axes, and the current state of the axes.
These transformation routines are included in a self-contained machine model responsible for both
coordinate transformation and relative velocity calculation to limit redundancy and aid in ensuring the
appropriate routines are called for the current machine type. A separate model is required for each machine
type to be simulated, and the user must specify the current machine type. An example of the required
transformations for a Fadal table-on table 5-axis arrangement is presented in Appendix B. Once the
transformation has been performed for a given tool move, the results may be used in the definition of the
swept toolpath envelope (STE), as described in Chapter 5.

7.3 The Relative Velocity Vector V„..
The relative velocity vector, VDct, describes the difference in velocity that exists between the
cutting tool and stock during a given tool move (see Figure 7.1). Accurate relative velocity calculation is
critical as it directly affects chip thickness, which in turn directly affects the cutting force estimates. In
reality it is not the feedrate that is being controlled to maintain desired force thresholds, but the relative
velocity; feedrate only provides a CNC machine input through which relative velocities may be controlled.
To simplify calculations, V«, is defined relative to machine coordinates, as the machine
kinematics are most easily described in this system because this system is unique to each machine type. In
this system both the cutter and stock may be in motion relative to the floor that the NC machine is mounted
on. However, only the magnitude of Vntt is of interest in mechanistic modeling. This allows all relative
motion to be modeled in workpiece coordinates, where the stock is fixed and all motion occurs in the
cutter. The directional component is included in workpiece coordinates through the direction vector D,
calculated independently from G-code data, as presented in Chapter 5.
In 3-axis milling, Vnct is typically equal to the input feedrate value. However, in 5-axis milling, the
presence of rotary axes results in a variable Vntt that can differ greatly from the input feedrate.
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Figure 7.1: The relative velocity vector V,et describes the motion of the cutter relative to the stock, and
is defined in the Machine Coordinate system of the G-code data.

net

Figure 7.2: When purely linear motion occurs, the vector sum of the linear velocity components yields
the net velocity vector independent of position or orientation.

t
V = Roo

vto

Figure 7.3: The linear velocity components produced by rotational motion depend on the distance from
the center of rotation (left), and the current angular position (right).
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Additionally, the magnitude of Vnet can vary as a function o f axial location on the cutter. Therefore, a
nominal value of Vnet is first calculated for the cutter location position (the position indicated in the G-code
file), and this value is assumed constant during the current move. The magnitude of Vnct is then calculated
for other axial locations relative to the cutter location value (also considered constant during the move).
In addition to milling force control, the relative velocity calculations may be used in a stand-alone
fashion to provide predictable relative velocities. In this mode, the machine model is used to calculate
variable feedrates that compensate for machine kinematics and controller behavior to arrive at a userdefined constant relative velocity.

7.4 Calculation of the Relative Velocity Vector
7.4.1 General Description
Calculation of Vnet requires the use of a CNC machine model, which contains a model of the
machine kinematics and the CNC controller. The kinematic model is used to determine the value of Vnet as
a function of the individual axis velocities, and the current kinematic state of the machine. The controller
model is needed to calculate the individual axis velocities as a function of the input feedrate value and tool
move data. Determining the linear velocity vector produced by each of the machine axes, and summing
them, calculates VMt. Because they are fundamentally different, velocity contributions from linear axes and
rotational axes are presented separately. Note both machine kinematics and controller behavior are specific
to a given type of NC mill, and so a unique model is generally required for each machine type.

7.4.2 Linear Axis Contributions
In machinery with purely linear degrees o f freedom, e.g. 3-axis NC mills, calculation and control
of Vnet is straightforward. A velocity vector is defined for each degree of freedom (i.e. each machine axis),
the sum of which provides Vnet (See Figure 7.2). Even in this simple case, it is necessary to have a
kinematic model that describes the machine motion in order to calculate the individual velocity vectors.
However, the kinematic model is static over all tool moves due to the constant relationship between the
linear axes.
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In order to calculate the individual velocity contributions for each axis, the CNC controller model
is required. The controller calculates axis velocities as a function of input feedrate, machine constraints
(e.g. saturation speeds), and algorithms that consider machine kinematics. Controllers may also include
algorithms for other machine specific considerations that manufacturers think may be helpful. For example,
Boston Digital 3200 series controllers use different values for the Y-axis distance traveled, dependent on
the direction of A axis rotation, rather than using the actual distance moved. This must all be included in
the controller model to ensure that accurate axis velocity values are calculated.
It is fairly trivial to ensure accurate relative velocity control in machines with purely linear DOFs.
In these machines, Vn« is generally equal to the input feedrate value, except when a given axis saturates at
its maximum allowable speed. To arrive at VneI, first the move time is calculated using:

AT = D / f
where

(7.1)

AT is the time taken for a single tool move to occur (min),
D is the net linear distance between the start and end positions for the move (in), and
f is the programmed input feedrate value (in/min).

The individual axis velocities arethen calculated by dividing thedistance each axis musttranslate by the
required move time. For example, thelinear velocity of the X-axis, Vx, may becalculated using:

Vx = AX / AT
where

(7.2)

AX is the distance the X axis translates during the current tool move (in).

The velocities for the remaining axes are then calculated in an identical manner.
Note that these velocity calculations do not consider axis acceleration. The acceleration limits are
defined values in CNC controllers, and they could be obtained either from the manufacturer or through
experimentation. It was found during this research that when no ‘rapid’ moves were present, the estimated
versus predicted mill times generally experienced less than 5% deviation, indicating the small role of
acceleration when feeds do not vary appreciably. However, when a large number of rapid moves were
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present, the deviation became significant, increasing to as much as 20%, with the percentage deviation
increasing as a function of the number of ‘rapid’ moves present in a part file. This signifies that the effects
of acceleration can become significant when large variations in feed are present (the ‘rapid’ moves could be
set to either 150 or 300 IPM, while typical feeds were on the order of 5-25 IPM). While not implemented in
this research, inclusion of acceleration represents an area where additional work could be performed.

7.4.3 Rotary Axis Contributions
The use of 5-axis machines introduces rotational degrees of freedom as a result of the rotary axes
required to vary cutter orientation. This complicates velocity control, as the velocity contribution from the
rotary axes varies as a function of both the radial distance from the center of rotation, and the current
angular position (see Figure 7.3). Additionally, these radial distances and angular positions typically
change every tool move. To deal with these effects, the current state of the NC machine must be considered
for accurate calculation of Vnet during the current tool move. Unfortunately, most CNC controllers do not
consider machine kinematics when calculating axis velocities. Many 5-axis controllers use the same
algorithm for axis velocity calculation originally developed for 3-axis mills, where a move time AT is
calculated, based on the linear move distance and input feed and ignoring the rotary axes contributions.
Therefore, as Vnt, is a function of the variable kinematic state of the machine, a varying relative velocity
typically results from a constant input feedrate, resulting in a loss of velocity control in 5-axis machines.
However, through modeling o f the machine kinematics and controller behavior, the relative velocity that
results from a given feedrate value, for a given tool move, may be calculated.

7.5 Kinematic Modeling for Calculation of Relative Velocities
7.5.1 General Definition
The kinematic model describes the interdependencies between axes, and the current state of each
axis, for each tool move. Note that Vnet is only constant over a tool move during 3-axis milling (neglecting
acceleration). When rotary axes are present, Vnet can vary continuously as a result of varying distances to
the center of rotation. Therefore the set of constant Vnet values provided by the kinematic model (one per
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move) is actually a discrete approximation. Typically, 5-axis tool moves are short to maintain geometric
accuracy, and so the variation in V„« is generally small. However, to minimize error, the radius values and
angular positions present at the middle of the move are used when calculating VneI. This provides an
‘average’ representation of the kinematic state during the move, and is calculated using:

PM= Pi + A P /2
where

(7.3)

PMis the ‘average’ machine position for a given axis (XM, YM) ZM, AMor BM),
Pi is the initial G-code cutter location of that axis for the current move (in), and
AP is the total distance translated by the axis during the current tool move (in).

As explained in Chapter 5, large rotational moves are subdivided into a set of smaller moves during
simulation in order to maintain geometric accuracy. When calculating the radius values and angular
positions needed by the kinematic model, the average machine position for each sub-move is used.
However, the individual axis velocities calculated by the controller model require the use of tool move data
for the net move, as this is the information supplied to the actual CNC controller. These axis velocities are
then assumed constant over the net move, with all variation occurring in the kinematic data only.
Although applied in workpiece coordinates, Vnet is calculated in machine coordinates because only
the magnitude of Vnet is desired, which is independent of the coordinate system. To calculate Vnet, its
components are defined though summation of the contributions from each machine axis in machine space:

VnrtX= Vx + VAx + VBx

(7.4a)

V„«y = Vy + VAy + VBy

(7.4b)

v nctZ= v 2+ v A2+ v Bz

(7.4c)

where

VnetX, VnetY> VnctZare the principal direction components of Vnet (in/min),
V„Vy,Vz are the individual linear axis velocity contributions (in/min), and
Va w Vb w are the linear velocity contributions from the rotary axes (in/min).
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Note that some of these contributions may be zero. This commonly occurs when a rotary axis rotates about
a principal direction, in which case it can make no velocity contribution in that direction.
The linear velocity contributions from the rotary axes may be found using the vector products:

VA= (Adot x R a) = {Vax, VAy, V*}

(7.5a)

VB= (Bdot x R b) ={VBx, VBy, VBz}

(7.5b)

where

Adot, Bdot are rotational velocity vectors for the A and B axes, (rad/min), and
R a, R b are radius vectors from the axis of rotation to the cutter location position (in).

The task of calculating the rotary axes velocity contributions is simplified by finding the location of the
center of rotation for the A and B axes, denoted PA and PBrespectively. Using A as an example, this allows
the required radius vector for that axis to be calculated as (see Figure 7.4, on left):

R a = (P m - P a)
where

(7.6)

PMis the current (average) cutter location position in machine coordinates, and
PA is the location of the center of rotation in machine coordinates.

While Equations (7.5) and (7.6) provide a valid solution for the relative velocity contributions at a
single position along the cutter axis, they are inefficient when the relative velocity of multiple axial
locations is desired. In this case it is more efficient to solve for the linear velocity contributions as a
function of axial location, using the component of RA that lies in the plane of A rotation. Only this
component results in linear velocity, and it may easily be solved for as a function of axial location, as
presented in section 7.7. This is the method actually implemented.
The in-plane radius vector (i.e. radial distance) may be defined through the use of a 'Rotary Axis'
coordinate system. This system has its origin at some known point on the axis of rotation (either PA or PB),
one principal axis along the axis of rotation, and the remaining two principal axes at a known orientation
relative to machine coordinates. The radial distance components are then simply the Rotary Axis
Coordinate locations of P m, as shown on the right in Figure 7.4. This allows for a solution of the two
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Figure 7.4: The radius vectors may be defined either as 3D Machine Coordinate vectors, or as 2D
vectors in local 'Rotary Axis Coordinates'. In both cases the A axis is shown as an example.

Moves in /out

Figure 7.5: The table-on-table 5-axis arrangement used in this research. The stock translates in X and
Y, and rotates in A and B, while the cutting tool moves independently in Z.

axis
axis

Figure 7.6: The A rotary axis rides on the B rotary axis, and so the direction of A is a function of B.
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components of linear velocity that exist in the Rotary Axis coordinates through scalar multiplication of the
rotational velocity magnitude with the Rotary Axis components of radial distance. Using A as an example,
this scalar operation is performed as:

V ax = Adot RyA

(7.7a)

VAY= -AdotRxA

(7.7b)

where

V ^ , VAYare the linear velocity components from the A axis velocity vector (in/min),
Adot is the magnitude of the A axis rotational velocity vector (rad/min), and
Rxa, RyAare the XRTand YRT rotary table components of RA(in).

The signs on the velocity vectors are assigned to define the velocity of the cutter relative to the stock. These
velocity vectors must then be transformed back into machine coordinates for summation in Equation (7.4).
While slightly more tedious, this approach provides an efficient solution when Vnet is desired at
multiple axial positions on the cutter. This is achieved by transforming the cutter orientation into Rotary
Axis coordinates, allowing for solution of Rx and Ry as a function of axial location. Additionally, the
Rotary Axis cutter locations are pre-calculated as intermediate values during the Machine to Workpiece
coordinates transformation, and so no additional calculations are required (see Appendix B).

7.5.2 Application Example: The Table-on-Table 5-axis Configuration
In this research, a ‘table-on-table’ 5-axis configuration, in which a 2-axis rotary tilt table is
mounted on a standard 3-axis CNC mill, is used (see Figure 7.5). In this arrangement, B rotates about YM,
and so the B axis rotational vector, in machine coordinates, is:

B n * - {0,1,0}

(7.8)

As shown in Figures 7.5 and 7.6, A is chained with B, riding on a platform that rotates with B and remains
orthogonal to B at all times. The A axis rotation vector is therefore constrained to the Xm,Zm plane, and is
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a function of the B axis location. The origin of B axis rotation (B=0) is defined as the position where ARot =
{0,0,1} in machine coordinates, and so the A axis rotation vector is defined in machine coordinates as:

Ar,, = {sin(B), 0, cos(B)}

(7.9)

These vectors indicate the directions of the rotational velocity vectors in Equations (7.5a,b). While this
method is replaced by the local Rotary Axis coordinate system method, these vectors are still useful as they
describe the orientation of the Rotary Axis coordinates in Machine space. This knowledge allows the
velocity vectors calculated in Rotary Axis space to be transformed back to Machine space for application.
The radial distances required for the linear velocity are calculated through transformation of the
cutter location into Rotary Axis coordinate systems for the A and B axes, denoted RotaryA and RotaryB
respectively (see Figure 7.7). Definition of these systems, and the cutter location transformation, is
presented in detail in Appendix B. Conveniently, these transformations are intermediate steps in the
transformation of cutter positions from Machine to Workpiece coordinates. As shown in Figure 7.8, the in
plane radius vector from the center of B rotation is simply the cutter location in RotaryBcoordinates:

R b ={X b,0,Z b}

(7.10)

Note the RotaryB system is defined toremain fixedrelative to Machinecoordinates,
with B. Therefore the RotaryB principaldirections

may be definedparallel

anddoes not rotate

toMachinecoordinates,

allowing the RotaryBvelocity vectors to require no additional transformation to Machine coordinates. The
Machine coordinate B axis velocity vector required by Equation (7.4) is therefore:

VB={-ZB, 0,X B}(Bdot)

(7.11)

Note a +B rotation with a +Z radius results in a negative relative velocity of the cutter past the stock.
Similarly, the in-plane radius vector RAis the simply the RotaryAcutter location (see Figure 7.9):
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RotaryA
Coords
Figure 7.7: The use of Rotary Axis Coordinates can simplify linear velocity calculations as the radius
vector required is reduced to 2D and may be defined in terms of principal axis positions.

Bdot

Figure 7.8: The RotaryB cutter position provides the desired radius vector RB. Note that the RotaryB
coordinates do not rotate with the B axis (i.e. XBremains parallel to XM).

Figure 7.9: The cutter position in RotaryA provides the radius vector RA. While RotaryA rotates with
the B axis (on left), they do not rotate with A (i.e. XAremains in the XM, ZMplane).
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R a = { - X a, Y a, 0 }

(7 .1 2 )

Using R a, the RotaryA linear velocity vectors may be calculated through scalar multiplication with the
magnitude of Adot. However, in this case the mapping of these velocity vectors to Machine coordinates is
not so direct. This is where the vector ARot may be used. As ARo, describes the Machine coordinate
orientation of a principal axis in RotaiyA coordinates (the axis of A rotation), it may be used to map the
radial distance back into Machine Coordinates. First, note YA and YMremain parallel at all times, and the
RotaryA coordinates do not rotate with A (i.e. XA, ZA remain in the XM,ZM plane). As the velocity vector
requiring rotational transformation (Xdot^ is orthogonal to ARo„ the Machine coordinate A axis velocity
contribution may be calculated using:

VA={(Ya)cos(B), -Xa, -(YA)sin(B)} (Adot)

(7.13)

This may be seen in Figure 7.9. The linear velocity contributions from the A and B axes are now known,
and may be combined with the linear axis velocities in equation (7.4) to arrive at Voet.

7.6 The Controller Model
7.6.1 Individual Axis Velocity Calculation
In this research, a Fadal 3-axis vertical CNC machining center equipped with a Jones and Shipman
two-axis rotary tilt table is used for 5-axis machining (see Figure 7.5). The Fadal controller is relatively
simple, designed to drive the 3-axis machine, and it has no built in velocity compensation for the rotary
axes. Some controllers, such as Boston Digital's 3200 series, have a crude form of rotational velocity
compensation. However, even in this case a fixed radius from the center of rotation is assumed, providing
only nominal improvement.
The Fadal controller sets axis velocities in 5-axis mode the same as it does in 3-axis mode. This is
performed using the net distance moved by the linear axes, Dxyz, which is calculated as:
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Dxyz = (AX2 + AY2 + AZ2)0'5
where

AX, AY, and AZ are the distances moved by the individual linear axes (in), e.g.:

AX(m) = XM(m) - XM(m-l)
where

(7.14)

(7.15)

m is an index indicating the current move number.

The time required for this move to occur, AT, may then be calculated using Dxyz and the input feed value:

AT = Dxy* / f
where

(7.16)

f is the current input feedrate value (in/min).

The individual axis velocities may then be defined using the value of AT:

Xdot = AX / AT

(7.17)

Ydot = AY / AT
Zdot = AZ / AT
Adot = AA / AT
Bdot = AB / AT
where

Xdot, Ydot, Zdot are the linear axis velocities (in/min), and
Adot, Bdot are the rotary axis velocities (deg/min).

Note that the rotational velocities must be re-defined in units of radians per minute when
calculating Vnet. Only in situations where purely rotational motion is present does the move time consider
rotational motion. In this situation, the angular distance moved by the axis with maximum rotation is
divided by the current feed value, which is assumed to be degrees per minute. The move time calculated is
then used in the definition of the individual axis rotational velocities.
Once calculated, the axis velocities are used to define Vnet, provided none exceeds the maximum
allowable value for that axis. For accurate simulation of machine behavior, the calculated axis velocities
must be compared against their maximum allowable values. When one or more axis exceeds its maximum
allowable velocity, the axis that most exceeds its maximum is used to limit all axis velocities. This is
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achieved through calculation of the AT value that results in the limiting velocity, constraining the axis to its
allowable maximum. For example, if only A exceeds its maximum allowable velocity (denoted AdotMad,
the limiting AT is calculated as:

AT = AA / AdotMax

(7.18)

All axis velocities would then be set using this limiting value of AT, applying it in Equation (7.17).
Note that saturation modeling is not required when only relative velocity control is desired. In this
situation, when saturation occurs the machine cannot maintain the desired relative velocity, the limiting
velocities will result by default regardless o f input feed. However, it is required for accurate estimation of
milling time, which is useful as the estimates may be used in the bidding and scheduling of NC jobs. This
time may also be used in the validation of new machine models, through comparison of predicted to actual
mill times. When defining axis velocities, the controller model calculates the time required to complete
each move. Summation of these times provides an accurate estimate of the net milling time. If axis velocity
saturation is not considered, move time estimates will be too short.

7.6.2 G-code Data Acquisition
In addition to axis velocity calculation, the controller model is also required for the parsing of Gcode files, and translation of the machine specific position data contained in the G-code into a generic
format used by the remaining software. Although G-code commands are fairly standardized, it is not
uncommon for a given code to be interpreted differently by different controllers. It is important that the
controller software correctly interpret commands for the machine being simulated. Once a specific G-code
command has been read, it is translated into a generic command format that is then passed to the other
routines of the simulator. This allows a single version of the simulator to be used for all machine types.
When reading a G-code file, each line is loaded individually in a text format, and parsed for
recognized commands. Recognized commands are immediately translated into the generic format, while
unknown commands trigger an error sequence to terminate program execution. This is done as a precaution
to ensure accurate geometric modeling, because skipping an unrecognized positional command would
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result in an incorrect STE definition when the next recognized position information was read. Once
translated, some commands are ignored, as they are irrelevant to relative velocity control (e.g. coolant
on/off)- Other commands are used to define model parameters, (e.g. coordinate system origin, spindle
speed). However, the vast majority of information in a G-code file is machine tool position data.
When machine position data is read, the axis values are copied from text into real-valued variables
for translation into Workpiece coordinate cutter location and orientation. The distance moved by each axis
is also calculated at this time through subtraction o f the previous position data for each axis. As the current
line of G-code is eventually written out to the updated G-code file that contains the newly calculated
feedrates, the text format is required so that each line may be output as text. This ensures the original
position data is not corrupted. All calculated feeds are appended to this line prior to output.
Prior to altering feed values for a tool move, it must be checked to ensure it’s a valid change.
During some moves, such as approaches/departures to/from the stock, re-vectors (when the tool re-orients
itself in the air between cutter passes), and ‘rapid’ tool moves, the feed does not require adjustment. For
example, during approaches/departures, there is typically no axis rotation (therefore Vnct = input feed), and
a specific feed is used to ensure positional accuracy. No force estimation or feed calculation is performed
for these moves, although geometric modeling is still required. Other known conditions may also be
flagged and checked during G-code input, such as slot cuts (which require a reduced output feed to limit
tool wear).

7.7 Relative Velocity as a Function of Axial Location
The presence of rotary motion on 5-axis mills causes VNct to vary with axial location, as the radial
distance to the center of rotation typically varies along the cutter axis (except when the cutter orientation
and axis of rotation are parallel) (see Figure 7.10). It is therefore desirable to model VlNtt as a function of
axial location, i.e., VNct(a), so that the variations may be reflected in the feed-per-tooth estimates when
using the mechanistic model. This allows for a better chip thickness distribution approximation along the
cutter axis, which directly affects the milling force estimates for each axial disc. However, the method
presented earlier calculates VNtt only at a single axial location, the cutter location position. While this
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A zm

-Bdot

Figure 7.10: The relative velocity can vary with axial location on the cutting tool during 5-axis nulling
as a result of the varying radius from the center of rotation.
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Figure 7.11: Calculation of the YMcomponent of linear velocity (which extends out of the page) due to
A axis rotation as a function of axial location and the cutter location velocity for a tableon-table 5-axis arrangement.
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approach may be used repeatedly to solve for VNct at multiple axial locations, a more efficient method is
needed.
An efficient means of calculating VNet(a) is to first determine VNet at the cutter location position,
V cl.

and then solve for VNct(a) as a function o f V Cl and the radia1 distance from rotational centers. VNel(a)

may be solved for relative to V cl using a relation of the form:

Vne,(a) = Vcl + ( dRA(a)Adot + dRB(a)Bdot)
where

(7.19)

dRA(a), dRB(a) are functions describing the variations radial distance from the center of
A and B rotation to the current axial location (in),
Adot, Bdot are the magnitudes of the A and B axis rotational velocities (rad/min), and
a is the current axial location (in).

The exact functions required to define Vntt(a),

V Cl ,

dRA(a), and dRB(a) are machine dependant. These

functions are based on the current kinematic state of a particular machine, but once defined for a given tool
move, Equation (7.19) may be applied uniformly to all discs (and for all feed iterations). The use of
Equation (7.19) reduces calculations for other axial locations to only the difference in radii that exists at
those locations, denoted dRA(a) and dRB(a) for A and B respectively. An example of their derivation,
including relevant coordinate systems, is provided in the following section.
A single component (i.e. Xm, Ym, or Zm) of the net radial distance from a center of rotation to the
current axial location may be calculated as a function of the radial distance to the cutter location position
(R cl),

the axial offset from the cutter location position to the current axial disc

( a ,) ,

and trigonometric

relations that project the current axial offset into the plane of rotation (“Trig”):

R (a i) = (R c l

where

+ Trig * 3 i )

R fa )

(7.20)

is the net radial distance along a principal direction to the current disc (in).

An equation of this form is required for each principal direction that contains a component in the plane of
rotation, yielding the desired relations dRA(aj) and dRB(aj). Equation (7.19) may then be re-written as:
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Vnct(i) = VCL + (Trig* *Adot + TrigB *Bdot) *a,

(7.21)

Where Trig^e are vectors mapping the axial offset ai onto principal directions in the planes of A
and B rotation.

Note Equation (7.21) is a discrete form o f Equation (7.19), providing VMt for each axial disc. More
importantly, this equation separates the three primary sources of change that necessitate the re-calculation
of velocity: change in kinematic state, change in feed, and change in axial location. Kinematic variation
occurs every tool move, and the method presented above allows parameters dependent on kinematics
(TrigAtB) to be isolated and calculated once per move. VCL must be recalculated each feed iteration, which
also provides the axis velocities, but these remain constant over all axial discs. Once these calculations
have been performed, compensating for axial variations is simply a matter of solving Equation (7.21) for
each engaged disc, with the VCl and (TrigA *Adot + TrigB*Bdot) terms remaining constant over all discs.
The development of Trig^a will now be presented for the Fadal table-on-table 5-axis
arrangement. In this setup, the cutter orientation remains fixed along ZM, B remains fixed to rotate about
Y

m,

and A is chained to (rides on) B, rotating about an axis orthogonal to YM(see Figure 7.6). This results

in no axial variation in the ZM velocity component, as the cutter axis remains fixed in this direction.
Changes in velocity can only occur in XM and Ym, which lie orthogonal to the axial variation in ZMTherefore TrigA.z and TrigB.z = 0 (i.e. axial variations do not affect the velocity component in ZM).
As B rotates about Ym, B rotation produces linear velocity components only in XMand Zm, and
therefore TrigB-Y = 0 (note the ZMvelocity component produced by B rotation also doesn’t vary with axial
location, as mentioned above, and is only included in V

cl).

A

s

the cutter axis lies along

Z

m

,

fixed in the

plane of B rotation, variations in the XM velocity component due to B rotation varies proportionally with
changes in axial location. Any change in axial location increases the radial distance from the center of
rotation by an equal amount, and TrigB.x = -1. This may be seen in Figure 7.10, where the XM velocity
vectors extend orthogonal to the axis of the cutter. The negative sign is required as the stock rotates with B,
and therefore a +B rotation (and a +ZMaxial location) results in a -XMvelocity of the cutter relative to the
stock.
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Because A is chained with B, A rotation is capable of producing velocity components in XM, YM,
and ZM. As mentioned above, the Zm velocity component does not vary with axial location. B rotates about
Ym, and the B axis origin (B=0) is defined to exist where the axis of A rotation lies along ZM. Calculation
of TrigA.x and Trig^y occurs in RotaryA coordinates to simplify solution, allowing the radii to be defined
orthogonal to the axis o f A rotation (RotaryA coordinates are shown in Figure 7.7). The radius in the YA
direction can produce XM and ZM velocity components, dependent on the current B location. The YA
direction remains orthogonal to ZM, and therefore the cutter axis, for all B, and so changes in axial location
do not affect the XMcomponent of velocity produced by A rotation; therefore TrigA.x = 0- The radius in XA
produces the YM velocity component from A rotation. When B = 0, the XA direction lies parallel to XM,
however as B rotates away from the origin, the XA direction obtains a ZMcomponent. The YMcomponent
of velocity therefore changes with axial location as a function of the sine of B, and TrigA.y = sin(B) (see
Figure 7.11). In summary, for the Fadal table-on-table machine configuration,

TrigA = {0, sin(B), 0}

(7.22a)

TrigB= {-1,0,0}

(7.22b)

These relations may now be used in Equation (7.21), along with VCl, to solve for Vnct(i), the relative
velocity of the cutter past the stock for each axial disc when modeling the Fadal milling center.

7.8 Standalone Relative Velocity Control
7.8.1 Software implementation of Relative Velocity Control
In addition to providing the cutter velocity data required for chip thickness estimation, relative
velocity calculation methods may also be implemented in a 'standalone' fashion. In this mode, variable
feedrates that maintain a desired relative velocity during 5-axis milling are calculated, effectively canceling
the unpredictable variations in velocity that result from rotary motion. This greatly reduces uncertainties in
the feed definition process, and the improved control results in reduced mill times and fewer broken tools.
During relative velocity control, only the velocity at the cutter location position is of interest
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The compensation software may be implemented either ‘on-line’, in the machine controller, or
‘off-line’, where the G-codes are processed on a computer prior to usage. When implemented ‘off-line’, a
feed value that produces the desired relative velocity ( V ^ ) is calculated and appended to positional
commands in the G-code file as required, and this G-code is later used to mill the desired part. In the ‘on
line’ case, the G-code is input as usual to the controller, which then performs the relative velocity control
during milling. Most controllers today have a closed architecture, making control algorithms inaccessible,
and so on-line relative velocity control is currently not practical. However, with the recent increase in
commercially available open-architecture controllers, this may not always be the case.
In the off-line approach, position commands are identified and analyzed individually. For each
move, the required feed values are solved for iteratively. Note that during relative velocity control only the
magnitude of Vncl, i.e. Vnet, is of interest. If the initial 'seed' feedrate doesn’t produce a Vnct is equal to
(within some allowable tolerance), the feed is adjusted appropriately, and the process continues. When VDcs
is achieved, the current feed value is appended to the current line of G-code, which is then output to an
'updated' version of the G-code file (provided it differs from the previously output feed value). To minimize
the iterations required, the ‘seed’ feedrate used during the first iteration is equal to the feed value calculated
for the previous tool move, as this can result in

during the first iteration in some cases. The value of

Vnet is used as the seed value for the first tool move in the G-code file.
Typically,

is not achieved on the first iteration, and so it is necessary to iteratively adjust the

feedrate such that Vue* is approached. The most direct method for arriving at Vd^ requires only two
iterations. The first iteration uses the seed value described above. During the second iteration, a new feed is
calculated via linear interpolation from the first iterations feed value, using the ratio of

Feed(i) = Feed(i-l) * VDes / Vnet(i-1)
where

to Vnet:

(7.23)

i indicates the number of the current iteration, 2 in this case.

This typically results in Vo*, during the second iteration, as many controllers calculate axis velocities as a
linear function o f a single move time value. This in turn is a linear function of feedrate, and therefore
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relative velocity is generally a linear function of feedrate for a given tool move. Note that the relation is
non-linear between moves as a result of the rotary motion, which introduce trigonometric relationships.
Unfortunately, the linear relationship of Equation (7.23) does not hold in the general case, even
over a single move. While the relationship between feedrate and axis velocities is typically linear, in some
controllers this relationship is only piecewise linear, achieved through the use of ‘IF’ statements in the
controller software (this is the case in the Boston Digital controller). Nonlinear conditions also exist to meet
machine-imposed or user-defined constraints, such as maximum allowable axis velocities. Therefore, a
more general method of solution is required to ensure robust operation, although linear interpolation should
always be used on the first iteration to maximize efficiency (even in instances where it does not provide
Vdcj, it should provide an appropriate ‘seed’ feed value for the more generic iterative solver). The general
iterative approach used is the bisection method. This method was also implemented for automatic feedrate
selection, and is discussed in Chapter 3. The flow chart of Figure 7.12 provides a graphical presentation of
the basic operation of the relative velocity control software.

7.8.2 Results of the Standalone Model
Simulation results from standalone relative velocity control will now be presented for the Fadal
table-on-table arrangement. These results are generated for one pass of the cutting tool during the milling of
the ‘saddle surface’ shown in Figure 7.13. This surface has full three-dimensional variation in both cutter
location and orientation, and areas of both rapid and gradual changes in cutter orientation.
Figure 7.14 displays simulation results for the VNet values produced by a constant input feedrate of
20 EPM. Note VNct varies continuously, and it never achieves the 20 IPM of the input feedrate. Note in
particular the spike in velocity that occurs at approximately 18 seconds. This rapid increase in velocity
could result in cutter or part damage if unnoticed when test cutting the part. This spike indicates the worstcase conditions that exist during the cut. Using traditional feed selection techniques, a skilled machinist
would identify this condition and limits the feedrate to produce acceptable results over this region.
Unfortunately this feed would generally apply to the entire milling job, or a large portion of it, as it is not
practical to manually identify worst-case velocity conditions for each tool move. Due to this limitation, the
overall cut occurs at a slow feedrate, resulting in a loss in efficiency.
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Figure 7.12: Row chart overview of'standalone' relative velocity control software.

Figure 7.13: Constant velocity simulation results are shown for first pass in the 5-axis "saddle surface".
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Figure 7.14: Plot of simulation results for a constant input velocity of 20 IPM and the resultant relative
velocity of the cutter past the stock.
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Figure 7.15: Plot of simulation results for a constant relative velocity of 20 IPM and the feed values
required to maintain that velocity.
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Figure 7.16: Simulation results of the feed values required for a constant relative velocity of 8 IPM.
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Figure 7.15 displays simulation results for the feedrates necessary to maintain a constant 20 IPM
relative velocity. As a result of relative velocity control, the milling time was reduced 68%, from 25
seconds to 8 seconds. Unfortunately, this does not represent a realistic comparison. Although the constant
20 IPM feedrate may have produced acceptable results, a relative velocity o f 20 IPM is 43% greater than
the maximum VNet of 14 IPM that is produced by the constant 20 IPM input feedrate. A 20 IPM relative
velocity is therefore not an acceptable alternative to a constant 20 IPM input feedrate in this situation.
A more realistic basis for comparison would be to define VDcs somewhere in the 4 to 14 IPM range
that was experienced during the constant 20 IPM feedrate. A reasonable estimate for a safe relative velocity
value is 8 BPM. Figure 7.16 displays simulation results for the feedrates necessary to maintain this constant
8 IPM. Note that the milling time is approximately 18 seconds, which represents a 29% reduction in milling
time as compared to the constant 20 IPM feedrate. This is substantial, as some parts can take hundreds of
hours to mill, at prices in the range of $ 100.00/hour. Additionally, the maximum relative velocity is
reduced 42%, from 14 to 8 IPM, resulting in less stress on the cutter and part.
While the constant relative velocity of 20 IPM in Figure 7.15 does not provide a realistic
comparison versus a constant 20 IPM feedrate, it does provide an example of axis velocity saturation
modeling. Note that the relative velocity occasionally dips below the desired range of 20 IPM (+/- 0.25)
during the course of the cut. The cause of some of these reductions in relative velocity is readily apparent in
the feedrate values, also shown in that figure. The maximum allowable (non-‘rapid’) input feedrate is 100
EPM with the Fadal controller. When feeds exceeding this value are required to maintain VDes, the input
feed is restricted to its maximum and

cannot be achieved. The remaining reductions in relative

velocity, those near 0 sec. and also near 3.5 sec. in particular, are not so apparent. These are the result of A
axis velocity saturation, as shown in Figure 7.17. The maximum rotational velocity of the Jones and
Shipman rotary table is 1500 deg./min. At the start of the cut, the A axis must rotate from its home position
at A = 0° to the initial rotational position required at the start of the move. This large rotational move
requires an axis velocity greater than 1500 deg./min, as calculated by the controller model to meet the
requirements for the current input feedrate value and tool move length. However, the desired rotational
velocity cannot be achieved and the A axis rotational velocity saturates at 1500 deg./tnin, with the
remaining axes inhibited accordingly. Saturation occurs again in the middle of the pass, when the A axis
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Figure 7.17: Plot showing A axis saturation at +/- 1500 deg/min, which limits the ability to maintain
the desired relative velocity of 20 IPM.

Rotate the A axis 180 degrees,

and reverse direction of cut.

Figure 7.18: When the B axis hits its hard limit of =5°, the A axis must rotate 180° and the direction of
milling is reversed for the cutter to maintain the desired cutting path.
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must reverse direction as a result of physical machine constraints. The physical limitation is that the B axis
it is only capable of -5° rotation, although it may rotate +105°. Therefore, when ‘more’ than -5° of rotation
is required to achieve the desired cutter orientation, the A axis must rotate ~180°, and the direction be cut
reversed, so that the required B axis tilt achieved in the positive direction (see Figure 7.18). This large A
rotation relative to the other axes again results in high A axis velocities.
In addition to lab testing, this method was also implemented for production use in an industrial
environment. The relative velocity control problem arose during talks with our industrial partner, a
manufacturing company specializing in the 5-axis milling of turbomachinery. For this implementation,
Boston Digital model 405, 505, and 605 CNC machines were modeled. This required the development of
software that would control the relative velocities for these various machine types, and tailored to work
within the specific milling paradigms used at the site. This included the identification of tool moves for
which feeds were not to be changed (e.g. approaches, retracts, re-vectors), among other things. While the
CNC machine models differs between the Fadal and various Boston Digital machines, the same software
kernels are used to parse user data, calculate relative velocity, iterate to the desired relative velocity, and
perform other common tasks. This demonstrates the robustness and modularity of the integrated modeling
approach; only new machine models are required to support additional CNC machine types.
As a result of relative velocity control, our partner is reporting average milling time reductions on
the order of 25%. Constant relative velocities have also reduced cutter breakage, which further increases
the actual time savings, and reduces part damage. Additionally, the process of selecting feedrates has been
simplified, which results in reduced time spent defining feeds with greater confidence in the results.
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CHAPTER 8
MECHANISTIC MATERIAL CONSTANT CALCULATION
8.1 Chapter Introduction
This chapter describes the methods used to obtain the mechanistic material constants required by
the generalized discrete mechanistic model. These constants relate the area of stock material being sheared
by a cutting flute segment to the tangential and radial components of cutting force that act on the flute.
The material constants are empirically derived, and are unique to a specific stock material and
cutting tool. Through measurement of the forces experienced during a series of controlled cutting tests, it is
possible to back-calculate the constants required by the mechanistic model. These tests must be repeated
for each combination of cutting tool and stock material that require milling force estimation or feedrate
generation. This approach of using empirically derived constants makes it possible to apply the same
mechanistic model to many different material types. The mechanistic material constants are also a function
of the current cut conditions, and so the tests should be prepared to approximate a typical cutting condition
that is present for type of milling to be simulated (e.g. rough cutting or finish milling).

8.2 The Mechanistic M aterial Constants
In the generalized discrete mechanistic model of Chapter 2, the parameters FCT and KR that are
required by Equation 2.16 relate the area of material being sheared by the cutter to tangential and radial
cutting force components. The parameter KT determines the current cutting force component that lies
tangent to the cutter for a given flute segment, per unit length, as a function of the current chip thickness. It
essentially represents specific cutting energy for a particular cut [KDL82]. The parameter KR determines
radial force component acting on the flute segment as a ratio of the tangential force value.
While the values of KT and KR are capable of estimating the cutting forces present for a given set
of cutting conditions, they are not sufficient to describe the forces produced over a broad range of
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conditions, and are particularly sensitive to changes in feedrate. As a result, KT and KR various methods
were developed to calculate the material constants as a function of various parameters that define the
cutting conditions, such as axial depth of cut, radial depth of cut, feedrate, etc. [KDL82], The function that
was finally settled upon is an exponential function of the average chip thickness, which combines the
effects of several cut parameters into a single value [KD83]. Using this method, the values of KT and KR
are found as shown in Equation (2.12) of chapter 2, repeated here:

(havg) Pl

(2.12a)

K r = (K r c ) ( h 0V8) ' K

(2 .1 2 b )

K -t - (K -tc )

While Kt and KRactually appear in the mechanistic model, it is the values of KTC, KRC, P|, and P2 that are
the desired mechanistic material constants (the ’material constants') that are empirically obtained. These
material constants are then used in Equation (2.12) to solve for the values of KT and KRrequired for a given
set of cutting conditions, as indicated by the average chip thickness value.
The use of empirically based material constants is not limited to the DeVor and Kline approach.
Other mechanistic modeling approaches also require the use of material constants derived from empirical
cutting force data [YP90],[YS93],[BYK94],[YA96], Although an ideal approach would relate the milling
force coefficients to intrinsic material properties (e.g. shear strength, yield strength, absolute strength,
and/or elasticity), the complexities of the milling process have so far prevented the development of such
relations. It has been found that the primary variables affecting the process parameters are related to
variations in chip thickness [T76],[KDL82][KD83] and cutter geometry [AW85][BYK94], and therefore
the majority of the methods calculate constants as function of the empirical data and these parameters.

8.3 Data Acquisition for Mechanistic Constant Calculation
The material constants are calculated from measured cutting force data that is collected during cuts
made under controlled conditions. The force data is measured in both the X and Y directions as defined in
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the mechanistic model, where X indicates the direction of travel of the cutting tool, and Y lies orthogonal to
X and the central axis of the cutting tool. These are the force directions predicted by the mechanistic model.
Even with the use of Equation (2.12), it is difficult to obtain very accurate force estimates over a
wide range of cutting conditions. To improve the accuracy of the constants, the empirical data is obtained
over an operating range of conditions similar to those for which the force estimates are desired. These
conditions include spindle speed, feedrate, and axial and radial depths of cut. If force estimation or
automatic feedrate selection is desired for a given part (or class of parts), the constants are calculated using
average conditions found during the major operations (e.g. rough or finish milling) for that part. The
spindle speed selected for the test cuts should also represent the actual cutting conditions of interest.
The range of feedrates used during data collection could be obtained either from prior experience,
or using the METCUT "CUTDATA" computerized machining data system [M84] (or similar). The latter
method could supply a means for automating test cut generation. The CUTDATA system provides
acceptable surface speed & feed-per-tooth values, specified primarily to limit cutter wear and prevent
damage, for different stock and cutting tool materials and various cutting conditions. This data is provided
for specific given axial and radial depths of cut. Note that these depths are generally known quantities, as
toolpaths are commonly specified to maintain some depth of cut criteria. If the typical range of these depths
is known for a given job, the CUDATA information may be used to bound the feed values that may be set
during automatic feedrate generation to an acceptable range. The feed-per-tooth values supplied by the
CUTDATA system can also provide maximum allowable chip thickness information, as the feed-per-tooth
value indicates the maximum chip thickness that could result from a given feedrate and spindle speed.
When performing the test cuts, extra precautions are taken to limit sources of error in the force
data. This includes a minimizing cutter runout, so that an accurate representation of the average forces is
attained. While runout compensation is included in the mechanistic constant calculation software,
minimizing physical runout provides a better measure of the average force data, producing more accurate
constants. This is of particular concern as the actual runout value and locating angle are typically not
known, and approximate values are generally used. The runout parameters may then be treated as ‘fine
tuning’ variables in the mechanistic model in order to achieve accurate force estimates for different cutting
tools (of the same size and type), or to aid in obtaining conservative results.
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The empirical data collection method is kept simple to reduce error and aid in practical application
of the technology. This includes a minimizing the amount of data required to calculate accurate constants.
The method developed for data acquisition explicitly considers the inclusion of ball end cutters, which
require a slightly different approach at constant calculation, as presented in section 8.4. It was found that
obtaining force data over four cuts for a flat end cutter, or eight test cuts for a ball end cutter, using partial
immersion straight line cuts, provides adequate data to calculate constants for a given operating range.
For a ball end cutter, two sets of four test cuts each are performed. One set occurs at an axial depth
of one cutter radius (i.e. on the cutter ball only), and the other occurs at twice that depth (i.e. the cutter ball,
plus an equal axial length of the cylindrical portion). At a given axial depth, the feedrate is varied between
each of the 4 cuts, and the radial depth is held constant at some value that approximates the typical cutting
conditions that feeds are to be generated for. The same feeds and radial depths are used at both axial depths.
Note that when using a ball end cutter, the term 'stepover distance' is more appropriate than 'radial depth’.
The stepover distance is the distance that the cutting tool is stepped over in a direction orthogonal to the
direction of travel between two adjacent test cuts. The stepover distance can provide a more general
description of the cutting conditions as the radial depth of cut can vary as a function of axial location due to
the variable ball radius (Figure 8.1). On a flat end cutter, the radial distance remains constant over the axial
length of the cutter, and is equal to the stepover distance.
When using a flat end cutter only four test cuts are made, each at a different feed value that is
defined to span the desired operating range. If the flat end cutter is to be used in constant Z-level, constant
stepover roughing, a common usage, the axial and radial depths used in the test cuts are easily obtained,
being the known change in Z between levels and the stepover distance. If the cutter is to be used for some
technique that results in highly variable cutting conditions, an axial depth of one radius and a radial depth
that is in the range of the average radial depth of cut is used, similar to the case for ball end mills.
During the course of this research, the primary industrial application was feedrate generation for
rough and semi-finish machining of bladed parts. To remain in an operating range similar to the conditions
found during these operations, a radial depth of 0.7 times the cutter diameter was applied; the axial depths
used were as described above. If cutting conditions used in a given job differ greatly from these conditions,
then the axial and radial depths for the test cuts should be adjusted accordingly.
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Stepover Distance

Figure 8.1: Radial distances vary continually in the positive and negative Normal direction on the
cutter ball, and so the stepover distance may better describe the cut conditions. Note that on
cylindrical cutter portions, the radial distance and the stepover distance are equal.
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Figure 8.2: Certain sets of cutting conditions result in average X milling force that is around zero. In
the above case, the average force value is -0.1283 Lb. This should be avoided.
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Figure 8.3: An axial depth of one radius includes only the cutter ball portion of the cutter in the cut,
while an axial depth of one diameter, for a constant stepover, includes the same cutter ball
portion, plus an equal axial length of the cylindrical portion of the cutter.
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It should be noted that certain cutting conditions result in near-zero X direction (i.e. the direction
of travel) average forces as a result of force cancellation (see Figure 8.2). This produces inaccurate
material constant values and should be avoided. If the cutting conditions to be simulated result in near zero
average X forces, the step-over distance should be adjusted slightly to eliminate this condition. For the
case of a ball end cutter, ball depth cuts at a radial depth of cut of 0.5-0.6x Diameter result in this condition.
A complete description of the protocol used in performing the test cuts required for collecting
empirical cutting force data for the purpose of mechanistic constant calculation is presented in Appendix D.

8.4 Mechanistic Constant Calculation
8.4.1 General Calculation Approach
Once the empirical data has been collected, calculation of the mechanistic constants may occur.
This is separated into two distinct steps. First, values of KT and KRare calculated as a function of the force
data and the corresponding cutting conditions. Second, values of Krc, KRC, Pi, and P2 are calculated as a
function of the average chip thickness produced by a given set of cutting conditions, and the corresponding
Kt and KRvalues.
The average of the force data collected during each test cut, along with the cutting conditions
specific to each cut, is used to calculate unique values of KT and KR for that cut. Using the data collection
method presented above for a ball end cutter, this results in eight KT, KRpairs, four at the axial depth of one
cutter radius, and four at twice this depth. Four KT, KRpairs exist for a flat end cutter.
The method for mechanistic material constant calculation for ball end cutters differs slightly from
that for flat end cutters, in order to better isolate the contributions from the different regions on a ball end
cutter (i.e. ball and shank). Previously, a single set of constants was generated and applied to the entire
axial length of the cutter. While this approach is retained for flat end cutters, two sets of material constants
are generated for ball end cutters. One set applies to the cutter ball, and the other to the cylindrical shank.
This helps isolate the effects of the differing cutter and flute geometries on these two portions of the cutter.
This separation between the two sets of constants occurs in the calculation of KT and KR for the two
regions, as opposed to during the final KTC, KRC, Pi, P2 calculations, and is performed as follows.
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Recall that an identical set of feed values is used at the axial depth of one radius (i.e. ball depth
only) and the axial depth of one diameter (i.e. ball and cylinder). For the ball depth cuts, the as-measured
average forces at the four different feedrates are used in the calculation of KT and KR values that apply to
the cutter ball only. The cutting force contributions due to the cylindrical portion of the cutter are then
isolated, and used in the calculation of KT and KRvalues that apply only to force estimation on the cutter
cylinder. The average force values acting on the cylindrical portion of the cutter are calculated by
subtracting the forces generated at an axial depth of one radius from the forces generated at a radial depth
of one diameter. This effectively subtracts the forces acting on the ball portion of the cutter from the net
forces, leaving only those forces acting on the cylindrical portion (see Figure 8.3). The differential average
force values are then used in the calculation of Kt and KRfor the cylindrical portion of the cutter.
Once Kt and KR have been calculated for all test cuts, they are used in the calculation of the
material constants Krc, KRC, Pi, and P2. All four pairs of KT and KR are used in the calculation of a single
set of constants for a flat end cutter. For ball end cutters, the four sets of KTand KRcalculated for the cutter
ball portion are used to generate one set of material constants, and the remaining four sets calculated for the
cylindrical portion are used to generate a second set. Both sets of material constants are used during force
estimation, with set usage being determined by the axial location of the current disc requiring force
estimation (i.e. ball portion or cutter shank).

8.4.2 Calculation of Kj. K£ for a Given Set of Cutting Conditions
The values of Kt and KR are solved for using the mechanistic model, treating the measured forces
and known cutting conditions as input data. Recall that the mechanistic model predicts instantaneous force
values at a specific cutter rotation angle, for a given set of cut conditions. However, as the mechanistic
model represents a numerical solution to a closed form integral, a discrete form o f the mean value theorem
may be applied to obtain KT and KR using the average of the measured force data. This is applied in the
case of the discrete mechanistic model through summation of the forces experienced at all discrete rotation
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angles, divided by the number of discrete rotational positions, or:

Fy

=-

ZF xU )
N@ 7=1
Ne

Fv =•

Z F

y

( j')

(8.1a)

(8.1b)

,j=l
where

Fx and FYare the average force values (Lb),
N0 is the number of discrete rotational positions, and
Fx and Fy are the instantaneous force values of Equation (2.16) (Lb).

The use of Equations 8.1a,b allow for solution of KT and Kr for each test cut. As KT and KR are
not a function of rotation angle, they may be removed from inside the summation. When this is done and
the summation is executed, Equations 8.1a and 8.1b form a linear system of equations from which KT and
Kr are obtained.

8.4.3 Calculation of Kjr. Kgr. Pi. and P;
Once Kt and KR have been calculated for each test cut in a given data set (e.g. a ball end cutter
ball, a ball end shank, or a flat end cutter), the values o f the material constants KTC, KRC, Pi, and P2 may be
obtained. The material constants are calculated as a function of the KT and K r values, and an estimation of
the average chip thickness value, havg3 during each test cut in the data set. The value of havg is estimated for
each test cut using Equation (2.17). Note that when calculating havg on the cutter ball portion of a ball end
cutter, the entrance and exit angles are variable due to the variable radius value. Therefore a value of havg
must be calculated for each axial disc on the cutter ball, and these are then summed and divided by the
number of cutter ball discs to arrive at a value of havg for the net cutter ball.
For a given data set, the values of KT and hovg from each test cut are used to find the value of P,,
while K r and h ^ are used to obtain P2. Previously the force data from pairs of test cuts were used, allowing
two sets of K t and

K r to

be obtained. The value of Pt or P2 was then found using the ratio of the Kx or KR
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values respectively, as applied in Equation (2.12). For example using two values of KT and havg from two
different test cuts, denoted by the additional subscripts 1 and 2, this ratio method appears as:

( 8.2)

K ti

Krcihavgi) P

If the feedrate is doubled between the two test cuts, the feed per tooth value, and therefore the average chip
thickness, also doubles. In this situation, the value of P| found using the ratio method would be:

(8.3)

Note that this method calculates the slope between two points on a log-log plot of KT versus havg, as may be
clearly seen when Equation (8.3) is rewritten in the form:

(8.4)

A similar procedure is then performed using KR to obtain the value of P2. Once the values of P| and P2 are
known, KTC and KRC, may be calculated using Equation (2.12).
One drawback to the above method is that scatter appears in plots of ln(KT) and

versus

ln(havg) [KLD82][F87]. This scatter is likely the result of small variations in cutting conditions due to tool
wear, changes in cutter runout, and deflection, as well as other slight variances. Therefore, relying on a
single slope value to provide the constants limits the range of accuracy provided by them.
In order to improve accuracy over a wider range of cuts, force data from all four test cuts in a data
set is used in this research. This is achieved using a linear least squares fit o f the data provided, finding the
average, minimum error slope that simultaneously best fits all data sets. There are many sources of
derivations of the least squares method in both matrix and scalar formats [K72] [B91], and as such it will
not be presented here.
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Through application of the least squares method, a solution for Pt is obtained:

N

! > ( h avg-n )Sln(KT-n )-N i;in (h avg-n )m(KT_n)
n=l

n=l

N
N g M > avg-n )] - | 2 > ( h avg-n )
n=l
n=l

where

(8.5)

n suffix is an index indicating the current data set, and
N is the total number of data sets included in the interpolation.

In this application, N=4 as there are four test cuts per data set. Once the value of P, has been calculated, it
may be used in Equation (2.12) for the solution of a value of KTC for each data set, using the known values
of Kt with their corresponding havg values. The average of the N values of KTCis then taken to arrive at the
final value for this parameter. The values of P2 and KRCare then solved for in an identical manner, only
using values of KRin place of KT in Equations (8.5) and (2.12).

8.5 Examples of Material Constants Found To Date
The use of the above method has proven very accurate at reproducing the non-linear relationship
between havg and KT, KR) as demonstrated in Tables 8.1- 8.7. These tables encompass three stock materials
(6061 Al, 606! T6 Al, and 15-5 Stainless Steel), two cutter materials (High Speed Steel and Carbide), two
cutter types (flat end and ball end), and several cutter sizes ranging from 0.1875" to 1.0" in diameter. The
tables provide measured average force data, the resulting KT and KR values, and the values of Pi, P2, Ktc
and Krc that are required as input by the mechanistic model when force estimates are desired for cutting
conditions similar to those used to generate the constants. Also provided are the values of KT and KR that
result from application of the KTC, KRC, Pi, P2 values calculated, along with havgJ in Equation (2.12). Notice
that the percent difference between the estimated values of KT and KR and those calculated directly from
the measured force data are within 5% in all cases. Figure 8.4 shows graphically the estimated versus
directly calculated values of KT and KR for the case of the 0.375" ball end cutter (the data for this case is
provided in Table 8.1).
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CUTTER BALL PORTION, KT ANALYSIS
pY«vg
Pxavg
Ktc
P.
(Lb)
(Lb)

Feed/Tooth
(in/tooth)
0.000258
0.000516
0.000742
0.001

1.59e-4
2.76e-4
3.78e-4
4.94e-4

Feed
(ipm)
0.8
1.6
2.3
3.1

Feed/Tooth
(in/tooth)
0.000258
0.000516
0.000742
0.001

CUTTER BALL PORTION, KR ANALYSIS
pYttvg
Pxavg
P,
Kr
K rc
(Lb)
(Lb)
1.59e-4
-6.4
19
0.1501
0.6865
0.1731
30.4
0.6222
2.76e-4
0.1501
0.1731
3.78e-4
38.9
0.1501
0.1731
0.5639
4.94e-4
-12.6
48.3
0.1501
0.5765
0.1731

Feed
(ipm)
0.8
1.6
2.3
3.1

Feed/Tooth
(in/tooth)
0.000258
0.000516
0.000742
0.001

CYLINDER PORTION, KT ANALYSIS
Pxavg
Pyavg
h»vg
Ktc
P.
(in)
(Lb)
(Lb)
2.25e-4
14
-3.5
19822
0.3185
4.08e-4
-3.5
21.1
19822
0.3185
5.67e-4
-3.8
28.5
19822
0.3185
7.49e-4
34.7
19822
-3.5
0.3185

If

Feed
(ipm)
0.8
1.6
2.3
3.1

1O
O
VO

-6.4

18134
18134
18134
18134

0.3577
0.3577
0.3577
0.3577

Est. Kt

416463
336805
302808
278348

413936
340208
304027
276165

1 1
VO OO
OO VO

If

-9.8
-12.6

19
30.4
38.9
48.3

Kt

Est. K r
0.6817
0.6199
0.5871
0.5604

Kt

Est. Kt

292895
228009
216894
198318

287522
238056
214290
196089

%
Diff
-0.61
1.01
0.4
-0.78

%
Diff
-0.71
-0.37
4.12
-2.79

%
Diff
-1.83
4.41
-1.2
-1.12

CYLINDER PORTION, KR ANALYSIS
Feed
(ipm)
0.8
1.6
2.3
3.1

Feed/Tooth
(in/tooth)
0.000258
0.000516
0.000742
0.001

h«vg

Pxavg

Pyavg

(in)
2.25e-4
4.08e-4
5.67e-4
7.49e-4

(Lb)
-3.5
-3.5
-3.8
-3.5

(Lb)
14
21.1
28.5
34.7

K

rc

0.055
0.055
0.055
0.055

P2
0.2795
0.2795
0.2795
0.2795

K

r

0.5779
0.4819
0.4465
0.4119

Est. K r
0.5752
0.4874
0.4444
0.4111

%
Diff
-0.46
1.13
-0.46
-0.2

Table 8.1: Material Constant Comparison: calculated from force data vs. KTC, Pi and KRC, P 2 estimates.
Stock Material: 6061 Aluminum
Cutting Tool: 0.375 in. Diameter, 4 flute, Ball End Cutter, HSS
Modeled Runout: 0.0001" @ 0°
Spindle Speed: 775 RPM
Conditions: Axial depth 0.1875" for both ball and cylinder, Step-over 0.2625", Coolant On
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Feed/Tooth
(in/tooth)
0.000516
0.000742
0.001
0.002

Feed
(ipm)
1.6
2.3
3.1
6.2

Feed/Tooth
(in/tooth)
0.000516
0.000742
0.001
0.002

Feed
(ipm)
1.6
2.3
3.1

Feed/Tooth
(in/tooth)
0.000516
0.000742
0.001

Feed
(ipm)
1.6
2.3
3.1

Feed/Tooth
(in/tooth)
0.000516
0.000742
0.001

If

CUTTER BALL PORTION, KT ANALYSIS
Feed
(ipm)
1.6
2.3
3.1
6.2

3.05e-4
4.07e-4
5.23e-4
9.74e-4

f*Xavg

Pyavg

(Lb)
-12.8
-14.6
-16.4
-30

(Lb)
46.4
56.3
68.1
119.1

K tc

P.

Kt

25395
25395
25395
25395

0.3354
0.3354
0.3354
0.3354

400373
339338
305932
266791

383739
348338
320116
259828

E sL K

t

%
Diff
-4.15
2.65
4.64
-2.61

CUTTER BALL PORTION, KR ANALYSIS
h*vg

Px*vg

Pv«vg

(in)
3.05e-4
4.07e-4
5.23e-4
9.74e-4

(Lb)
-12.8
-14.6
-16.4
-30

(Lb)
46.4
56.3
68.1
119.1

K rc

P2

Kr

Est. K r

0.402
0.402
0.402
0.402

0.0461
0.0461
0.0461
0.0461

0.5973
0.5741
0.5482
0.5636

0.584
0.5762
0.5696
0.5535

%
Diff
-2.24
0.38
3.9
-1.8

if

CYLINDER PORTION, KT ANALYSIS

4.36e-4
5.96e-4
7.78e-4

Px»vg

P y*vr

(Lb)
-7.1
-9.2
-8.8

(Lb)
33.3
44.7
51.6

K tc

Pi

Kt

Est. K t

17849
17849
17849

0.3538
0.3538
0.3538

271824
254557
220987

275745
246961
224704

%
Diff
1.44
-2.98
1.68

4.36e-4
5.96e-4
7.78e-4

Pxavg

Pyavg

(Lb)
-7.1
-9.2

(Lb)
33.3
44.7
51.6

1
0°
00

If

CYLINDER PORTION, KR ANALYSIS
K rc

P2

Kr

Est. K r

0.1575
0.1575
0.1575

0.1595
0.1595
0.1595

0.5352
0.5267
0.4871

0.541
0.5148
0.4933

%
Diff
1.09
-2.27
1.27

Table 8.2: Material Constant Comparison: calculated from force data vs. KTc> Pi and KRC, P2 estimates.
Stock Material: 6061 Aluminum
Cutting Tool: 0.5 in. Diameter, 4 flute, Ball End Cutter, HSS
Modeled Runout: 0.000167" @ 103°
Spindle Sneed: 775 RPM
Conditions: Axial depth 0.25" for both ball and cylinder, Step-over 0.35", Coolant On
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CUTTER BALL PORTION, KT ANALYSIS
Feed/Tooth
(in/tooth)
0.000258
0.000516
0.000742
0.001

havg

Pxavg

Pyavg

(in)
1.7e-4
2.86e-4
3.88e-4
5.04e-4

(Lb)

(Lb)
7
12.1
16.5
23.1

Feed
(ipm)
2.4
4.8
6.9
9.3

Feed/Tooth
(in/tooth)
0.000258
0.000516
0.000742
0.001

CUTTER BALL PORTION, KR ANALYSIS
havg
Pyavg
Pxavg
Kr
Krc
P2
(in)
(Lb)
(Lb)
1.7e~4
-2.2
7
0.641
0.0355
0.3346
2.86e-4
-3
12.1
0.0355
0.5488
0.3346
3.88e-4
16.5
-3.5
0.0355
0.5031
0.3346
5.04e-4
-3.9
23.1
0.0355
0.3346
0.4403

Feed
(ipm)
2.4
4.8
6.9
9.3

Feed/Tooth
(in/tooth)
0.000258
0.000516
0.000742
0.001

CYLINDER PORTION, KT ANALYSIS
havg
Pxavg
pYavg
Krc
Pi
(in)
(Lb)
(Lb)
2.36e-4
7.4
-1.3
10620
0.4108
4.18e-4
10.3
-1.5
10620
0.4108
5.78e-4
14.1
-1.3
10620
0.4108
7.6e-4
-1.1
16.9
10620
0.4108

1
to
to

Feed
(ipm)
2.4
4.8
6.9
9.3

-3
-3.5
-3.9

Ktc

P.

Kt

Est. Kt

95085
95085
95085
95085

0.1317
0.1317
0.1317
0.1317

306177
268870
257234
270288

298198
278424
267496
258422

Est. K r
0.6477
0.5441
0.4914
0.4502

Kt

Est. Kt

340915
237524
231891
208065

328182
259433
227195
202994

%
Diff
-2.61
3.55
3.99
-4.39

%
Diff
1.05
-0.86
-2.31
2.25

%
Diff
-3.73
9.22
-2.03
-2.44

CYLINDER PORTION, KR ANALYSIS
Feed
(ipm)
2.4
4.8
6.9
9.3

Feed/Tooth
(in/tooth)
0.000258
0.000516
0.000742
0.001

havg

Pxavg

Pyavg

(in)
2.36e-4
4.18e-4
5.78e-4
7.6e-4

(Lb)
-1.3
-1.5
-1.3
-1.1

(Lb)
7.4
10.3
14.1
16.9

K rc

Pz

Kr

Est. K r

0.0742
0.0742
0.0742
0.0742

0.228
0.228
0.228
0.228

0.4851
0.4628
0.401
0.3746

0.4983
0.4374
0.4063
0.3817

%
Diff
2.71
-5.5
1.33
1.9

Table 8.3: Material Constant Comparison: calculated from force data vs. KTC, Pi and KRC, P2 estimates.
Stock Material: 6061 Aluminum
Cutting Tool: 0.1875 in. Diameter, 4 flute, Ball End Cutter, Carbide
Modeled Runout: 0.000125" @ 22°
Spindle Soeed: 2325 RPM
Conditions: Axial depth 0.09375" for both ball and cylinder, Step-over 0.2325", Coolant On
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Feed
(ipm)
10
20
30
40

Feed/Tooth
(in/tooth)
0.000511
0.001023
0.001534
0.002045

Feed
(ipm)
10
20
30
40

Feed/Tooth
(in/tooth)
0.000511
0.001023
0.001534
0.002045

CUTTER BALL PORTION, KTANALYSIS
havg
Pxavg
i'Yxvg
Ktc
P.
Kt
(in)
(Lb)
(Lb)
2.63e-4
-26.1
85.3
31693
0.3745
708050
4.93e-4
-32.7
126.5 31693
0.3745
530962
7.23e-4
-44.1
168.8 31693
0.3745
472032
9.53e-4
-53.3
208.7 31693
0.3745
438312

Est. Kt
695153
549091
475641
428854

%
Diff
-1.82
3.41
0.76
-2.16

CUTTER BALL PORTION, KRANALYSIS
havg

Pxavg

Pyavg

(in)
3.81e-4
4.93e-4
6.06e-4
7.19e-4

(Lb)
-26.1
-32.7
-44.1
-53.3

(Lb)
85.3
126.5
168.8
208.7

KRc

P2

Kr

Est. K r

0.292
0.292
0.292
0.292

0.0915
0.0915
0.0915
0.0915

0.6321
0.5642
0.5681
0.5598

0.6207
0.586
0.5658
0.5517

%
Diff
-1.79
3.86
-0.41
-1.46

CYLINDER PORTION, KT ANALYSIS
Feed
(ipm)
10
20
30
40

Feed/Tooth
(in/tooth)
0.000511
0.001023
0.001534
0.002045

Feed
(ipm)
10
20
30
40

Feed/Tooth
(in/tooth)
0.000511
0.001023
0.001534
0.002045

havg

Pxavg

P Yavg

(in)
3.93e-4
7.55e-4
l.lle-3
1.47e-3

(Lb)
-12.7
-11.9
-7.9
-10.1

(Lb)
69.2
100.9
132.3
161.7

Ktc

P.

Kt

Est. Kt

31977
31977
31977
31977

0.3718
0.3718
0.3718
0.3718

599767
448235
400335
366605

590045
463148
400466
360814

%
Diff
-1.62
3.33
0.03
-1.58

CYLINDER PORTION, KRANALYSIS
havg
(in)
5.73e-4
7.49e-4
9.26e-4
1.10e-3

Pxavg
(Lb)
-12.7
-11.9
-7.9
-10.1

Pyavg
(Lb)
69.2
100.9
132.3
161.7

K

rc

0.0728
0.0728
0.0728
0.0728

P2
0.2457
0.2457
0.2457
0.2457

K

r

0.5016
0.43
0.3693
0.3721

Est. K r
0.4996
0.4257
0.3867
0.361

%
Diff
-0.4
-1
4.71
-3

Table 8.4: Material Constant Comparison: calculated from force data vs. KTC, Pi and KRC, P2 estimates.
Stock Material: 6061 T6 Aluminum
Cutting Tool: 0.5 in. Diameter, 4 flute, Ball End Cutter, HSS
Modeled Runout: 0.000075" @ 97.5°
Spindle Speed: 4889 RPM
Conditions: Axial depth 0.25" for both ball and cylinder, Step-over 0.35", Coolant On
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Feed/Tooth
(in/tooth)
0.00075
0.001
0.00125
0.0015

Feed
(ipm)
6
8
10
12

Feed/Tooth
(in/tooth)
0.00075
0.001
0.00125
0.0015

CUTTER BALL PORTION, KT ANALYSIS
Pxavg
Pyavg
Ktc
Kt
Pi
(Lb)
(Lb)
4.l3e-4
-63.4
151.9
10850
0.5572
836841
5.26e-4
-69.4
174.9
10850
0.5572
726306
6.38e-4
-73
0.5572
194.3
10850
648812
7.51e-4
-80.3
216
10850
0.5572
601636

If

Feed
(ipm)
6
8
10
12

Est. Kt
833433
728685
653996
597394

%
Diff
-0.41
0.33
0.8
-0.71

If

CUTTER BALL PORTION, KRANALYSIS

4.13e-4
5.26e-4
6.38e-4
7.51e-4

Px«vg
(Lb)
-63.4
-69.4
-73
-80.3

Pyavg
(Lb)
151.9
174.9
194.3
216

Est.

K rc

Pz

Kr

0.23
0.23
0.23
0.23

0.1593
0.1593
0.1593
0.1593

0.7974
0.7662
0.7345
0.7286

0.7956
0.7656
0.7423
0.7233

Kr

%
Diff
-0.23
-0.08
1.06
-0.73

CYLINDER PORTION, KT ANALYSIS
Feed
(ipm)
6
8
10
12

Feed/Tooth
(in/tooth)
0.00075
0.001
0.00125
0.0015

Feed
(ipm)
6
8
10
12

Feed/Tooth
(in/tooth)
0.00075
0.001
0.00125
0.0015

havg
(in)
6.05e-4
7.82e-4
9.58e-4
l.lle-3

Pxavg
(Lb)
-94.3
-118.1
-139.4
-155.7

Pyavg
(Lb)
172.3
203.1
229.4
260.1

K tc

P.

Kt

Est. Kt

22193
22193
22193
22193

0.4951
0.4951
0.4951
0.4951

876410
763029
681317
646411

870156
766537
693001
637330

%
Diff
-0.71
0.46
1.71
-1.4

C Y L IN D E R P O R T IO N , KRA N A L Y SIS
havg

(in)
6.05e-4
7.82e-4
9.58e-4
l.lle-3

Pxavg
(Lb)

Pyavg
(L b)

K rc

Pz

Kr

-94.3
-118.1
-139.4
-155.7

172.3
203.1
229.4
260.1

2.7025
2.7025
2.7025
2.7025

-0.1363
-0.1363
-0.1363
-0.1363

0.9744
1.0268
1.0681
1.0537

Est.

Kr

0.9841
1.019
1.0477
1.0722

%
D iff

0.99
-0.76
-1.91
1.75

Table 8.5: Material Constant Comparison: calculated from force data vs. KTc, Pi and KRC, P2 estimates.
Stock Material: 15-5 Stainless Steel
Cutting Tool: 0.5 in. Diameter, 4 flute, Ball End Cutter, Carbide
Modeled Runout: 0.000175" @ 92°
Spindle Speed: 2000 RPM
Conditions: Axial depth 0.25" for both ball and cylinder, Step-over 0.35", Coolant On
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FLAT END CUTTER, KTANALYSIS
Pxavg
Pyavg
Ktc
P.
(Lb)
(Lb)
40
-2.7
395
0.8938
43.8
-5.5
395
0.8938
-7
48.7
395
0.8938
53.2
395
0.8938
I

h»vg
(in)
4.46e-4
6.15e-4
7.85e-4
9.54e-4

to
OO
00

Feed/Tooth
(in/tooth)
0.0005
0.00075
0.001
0.00125

1

Feed
(ipm)
5
7.5
10
12.5

Kt

Est. Kt

398626
282766
233574
201805

390158
292656
235516
197783

%
Diff
-2.12
3.5
0.83
-1.99

FLAT END CUTTER, KRANALYSIS
Feed
(ipm)
5
7.5
10
12.5

Feed/Tooth
(in/tooth)
0.0005
0.00075
0.001
0.00125

havg

Pxavg

Pyavg

(in)
4.46e-4
6.15e-4
7.85e-4
9.54e-4

(Lb)
-2.7
-5.5
-7
-8.8

(Lb)
40
43.8
48.7
53.2

K Rc

P2

4.1718
4.1718
4.1718
4.1718

-0.2738
-0.2738
-0.2738
-0.2738

K

r

0.4973
0.5658
0.5881
0.6153

Est. K r
0.5048
0.5512
0.5892
0.6215

%
Diff
1.5
-2.58
0.17
1.01

Table 8.6: Material Constant Comparison: calculated from force data vs. KTC, P, and KRC, P2 estimates.
Stock Material: 6061 Aluminum
Cutting Tool: 0.5 in. Diameter, 4 flute, Flat End Cutter, HSS
Modeled Runout: 0.00025" @ 12°
Spindle Soeed: 2500 RPM
Conditions: Axial depth 0.25", Step-over 0.3", Coolant On

FLAT END CUTTER, KT ANALYSIS
Feed
(ipm)
25
35
45
55

Feed/Tooth
(in/tooth)
0.003718
0.005205
0.006692
0.00818

Feed
(ipm)
25
35
45
55

Feed/Tooth
(in/tooth)
0.003718
0.005205
0.006692
0.00818

havg
(in)
2.50e-3
3.36e-3
4.23e-3
5.10e-3

Pxavg

Pyavg

(Lb)
17.2
23.4
29.3
35.1

(Lb)
48.1
59.6
70.8
81.1

Ktc

P.

Kt

Est. Kx

17045
17045
17045
17045

0.3063
0.3063
0.3063
0.3063

107270
97045
90842
86124

106914
97561
90929
85874

P2

Kr

Est. K r

0.3117
0.3117
0.3117
0.3117

0.3085
0.2789
0.2615
0.2464

0.3077
0.2804
0.261
0.2462

%
Diff
-0.33
0.53
0.1
-0.29

FLAT END CUTTER, KRANALYSIS
havg

Pxavg

Pyavg

(in)
2.50e-3
3.36e-3
4.23e-3
5.10e-3

(Lb)
17.2
23.4
29.3
35.1

(Lb)
48.1
59.6
70.8
81.1

K

rc

0.0475
0.0475
0.0475
0.0475

%
Diff
-0.26
0.54
-0.21
-0.07

Table 8.7: Material Constant Comparison: calculated from force data vs. KTC, Pi and KRC, P2 estimates.
Stock Material: 6061-T6 Aluminim
Cutting Tool: 1.0 in. Diameter, 4 flute, Flat End Cutter, HSS
Modeled Runout: 0.00075" @ 12°
Spindle Speed: 1681 RPM
Conditions: Axial depth 0.25", Step-over 0.4", Coolant On
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Figure 8.4: Graphical comparison of material constants for the case of the 0.375" ball end cutter of
Table 8.1.
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8.6 Ball-End Cutter Geometry Simulation
The variable radius on the ball portion of a ball end cutting tool results in variations in the entrance
and exit angles in this region, even under constant cutting conditions. Cusps left by prior passes of the
cutter further compound these variations. As may be seen in Figure 8.5, the radial depth distance remains
constant in magnitude and location only on the cylindrical portion of the cutter, and the value of the radial
depth in this region is equal to the stepover distance. On the ball portion of the cutter, the net radial depth
amount remains constant and equal to the stepover distance only at axial locations that lie between the ball
center and an axial location equal to the top of cusps. Even in this region, the individual positive (+N,
where N is the toolpath Normal direction; see Chapter 4) and negative (-N) contributions continually vary,
affecting the entrance/exit angle values. Furthermore, from this region downwards in the axial direction, the
net radial distance diminishes to a minimum of zero at the bottom of the cutter ball (see Figure 8.5). These
variations in radial depth have a profound effect on the entrance and exit angles.
Accurate entrance and exit angles are required for each axial disc during mechanistic constant
calculation to determine which flute segments lie within the contact area at a given rotation angle, and thus
make a force contribution, and also to calculate h,vg. During mechanistic constant calculation, an analytical
calculation of the contact area is performed, rather than relying on the Z-buffer geometric model. This is
done to minimize error in this critical calculation, which can be the result of both errors due to the
approximate Z-buffer model, as well as user error in defining the geometric model. Equally important, this
is also done to provide an independent verification of the overall model. That is, when the constants
calculated are applied under cutting conditions identical to the test cuts, the Z-buffer model should produce
a contact area description that results in force estimates acceptably close in value to the test cut forces. If
errors are present in the geometric model, or contact area calculation routines, this will aid in discovering
them. Therefore, an analytic relation that describes the geometric variations on the cutter ball is desired, so
that the appropriate entrance and exit angle values may be found for mechanistic constant calculation.
When down-milling on the cutter ball, the radial depth component that extends in -N continually
increases in magnitude down the cutter axis, until the top of the cusp is reached. At this point the radial
depth remains equal to the (decreasing) radius value. This may be seen in Figure 8.6, where radial distance
Dr increases down the axis of the cutter ball until the top of the cusp is reached, at which point it remains
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* D S>

Hgure 8.5: Regardless of the stepover distance Ds, the net radial depth Dr of cut remains equal to it
until an axial depth equal to the top of the cusps. However, the individual positive and
negative radial depth contributions vary. (The cutter is moving out of the page).
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Hgure 8.6: The stepover distance Ds and the radius of the current axial disc may be used to calculate
change in radial depth D r that occurs on the cutter ball.
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equal to the cutter radius as it diminishes to zero at the cutter bottom. This results in a continual increase in
the entrance angle, from the value that exists at the axially highest point of stock engagement, to 180° at the
top of the cusp height. Note that the radial depth component in +N remains equal to the current radius for
all axial locations, and therefore the exit angle remains unchanged at 0° over the entire axial depth of cut.
The reverse is true when up-milling, with the exit angle remaining fixed at 180° and the entrance angle
gradually decreasing to 0° at the top of the cusps. Compensating for variations in radial depth on the cutter
ball is fairly straightforward once the relationship between the disc radii and the stepover distance has been
defined. This will now be presented for the case of down-milling. Reverse the roles of the positive and
negative radial depth values for up-milling.
When down-milling, note that the negative radial depth,

-D r,

remains constant and equal to the

radius of the current axial location for all axial locations on the ball that are engaged in the stock. Also note
that the net radial depth remains constant and equal to the stepover distance, Ds, at all points above the
axial location of the top of the cusps. Below this axial location, both the positive and negative radial depths
are equal to the radius, and the net radial depth decreases from Ds to zero. Therefore, the positive radial
depth, +Dr , may be calculated as:

+Dr = Ds - R
where

(8.6)

R is the radius value of the disc to which +DR is to be applied (in).

This relation may be seen in Figure

8 .6 .

If the value of + D r calculated is greater than R, as it will be for

discs that lie below the top o f the cusp, there is no problem. If a radial depth greater than R is passed the
entrance and exit angle calculation routines, they set the entrance / exit angle to 180°/ 0° respectively.
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CHAPTER9
SOFTWARE VALIDATION, DATA ACQUISITION, AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
9.1 Chapter Introduction
This chapter describes the methods used to validate the automatic feedrate selection software
system, and presents some of the results obtained. The primary components of the software system are the
geometric model, the NC machine model, and the mechanistic model. The mechanistic model calculates
milling force estimates as a function of material constants and cutting conditions, while the geometric and
NC machine models provide continually updated cutting condition data. Accurate development of each of
these component models, and proper integration of these models into the overall system, is necessary for
the automatic feedrate selection system to operate correctly.
A large portion of the validation effort was spent analyzing the force predictions provided by the
mechanistic model, as accurate force estimation is a basic requirement for automatic feedrate selection.
Accurate force estimates also indicate that the supporting models are providing the proper data, and are
properly integrated into the system (these models were also tested individually). The methods used to
measure physical milling force data are also presented, along with a sampling of the data collected.

9.2 Supporting Software Validation
9.2.1. Supporting Software
In this implementation, the geometric and NC machine models support the mechanistic model,
providing cutting condition data required for force estimation. As accurate output is required from the
supporting models for accurate force estimation and feedrate selection, it is important to validate the
accuracy of the supporting models prior to use in the integrated system. Additionally, each supporting
model is independently of value. The geometric model is useful for NC toolpath verification, allowing for
the 'virtual milling' of a part prior to cutting any metal, so that flaws in the NC part program may be
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identified. The NC machine model is useful as it provides cutter-to-stock relative velocity control when 5axis milling (and is currently implemented at an industrial site performing this task). This independent
standalone operation further imposes the need for minimizing error in the supporting models, while also
providing the means necessary for independent validation.

9.2.2 Geometric Model Validation
The geometric model is validated primarily through graphical imaging, including rendering of the
stock geometry model, the cutter geometry, and the cut geometry parameters (i.e. the ‘contact patch’).
During the initial implementation (and when bugs are identified in the software), situations are defined
where the values of the intersection locations and contact patch bounds are known, and these are compared
against the solution provided by the geometric model (generally using only small number of Z-buffer
elements to simplify the task). However, once the basic accuracy of the implementation has been validated
for a basic set of conditions, computer graphics are used to identify remaining theoretical or software 'bugs'.
This approach is very useful, as the shear volume of numerical data that would have to be analyzed for
validation would be overwhelming, even for a simple part file.
When validating the milling simulation, an animated rendering is used to ensure that the
appropriate cutter positions and orientations are attained, and that the intersection calculations are
performed correctly. Two methods are used during this validation. In one method, specific test cases
involving a small set of specific tool moves and a small set of Z-buffer elements are used to validate the
intersection calculations and storage in the Z-buffer model. In these cases, the Z-buffer model is rendered
directly (see Figure 9.1). In the second method, entire 3 and 5-axis G-code part files that produce a known
geometry are simulated, such as in Figures 4.11, 4.12, 4.15, 7.11, and 9.5. This is useful for finding
unforeseeable errors that are not explicitly tested for, but arise during the essentially random selection of
tool moves contained in a wide variety of part files. The graphical display of the geometric model is also
valuable for validating the geometric approximations and error bounding required as a result of the '3-axis
approximation' of the swept toolpath envelope, as shown in Figures 5.7a,b,c. Note that the animated
renderings also aid in NC machine model validation, as accurate geometric results require proper parsing of
the G-code file as well as accurate coordinate transformation.
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Hgure 9.1: The Z-buffer model was graphically rendered for the validation of intersection calculation
and storage routines using controlled cutting simulations. Testing was performed with
relatively few Z-buffer elements, as the operations function identically for all elements and
this simplified the task of isolating problems.
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9.2.3 NC Machine Model Validation
The NC machine model is validated in several ways. The first is through graphical rendering.
Animated graphical renderings can be shown in both part-relative and machine-relative points of view. In
the part-relative point of view, only the cutter moves, relative to the milled stock, which remains stationary.
In the machine-relative point of view the actual machine motion is simulated, and the stock and cutter
move relative to each other as they would on the actual NC mill. In order for part geometry and the relative
motion between the cutter and stock to appear properly, these animations require an accurate model of the
machine kinematics for proper coordinate transformation, as well as proper parsing of the G-code file.
The combined kinematic and controller model that is used to calculate cutter relative velocities is
validated through timing tests, and also through application. As the controller model sets axis velocities
based on a desired time interval over which the move occurs, specific tool moves can be defined and
simulated, and then timed on the mill for comparison. Then, using the known distance the axes are required
to travel during the move, and the known time required to complete the move, the velocities of the axes
during the move are validated. Additionally, the NC machine model has been commercially implemented
for performing relative velocity control during 5-axis milling. Its success in this application demonstrates
accuracy over a wide range of varying conditions. Commercial application also provided a medium to
obtain feedback from users, so that subtle errors could be identified and fixed.

9.3 Force Data Acquisition Experimental Setup
To validate force estimates provided by the mechanistic model, it is necessary to measure
empirical force data for comparison. Mounting the stock material to a Kistler Type 9257B piezoelectric
load cell allowed this. This load cell has three independent degrees of freedom along which force data may
be measured, and these were aligned with the Xm, Ym, Zm coordinates, so they lie parallel to the CNC
machines linear axes. The majority of the data was collected when milling on a Fadal Vertical Milling
center, but data collection also occurred on a Boston Digital 1000 series CNC machine.
The force signals are routed from the load cell to a Kistler Type 5004 charge amplifier so that the
small charge generated by the load cells piezoelectric crystals can be transformed into a voltage signal. The
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charge amplifier generates an output voltage relative to the input signal from the load cell at the last 'reset'
of the charge amplifier. For accurate force measurements it must only be reset under no-load conditions.
The output signal decays exponentially following a reset, limiting the amount of time over which data
acquisition may occur before another reset is required. The time constant on this decay is variable via a
control knob on the charge amplifier, which was left in the Tong' position. This was empirically found to
allow for about 90 seconds of data acquisition before the measured signal decayed to 95% of its original
value. The manufacturer provided time constant information, but it is variable and dependant on
unspecified conditions (for the "Long" setting it stated "up to 100,000 sec”).
From the charge amplifier, the force signals are routed to a Keithley-Metrabyte DAS 20 A/D data
acquisition board mounted in a Pentium based PC. Labtec Notebook data acquisition software loaded on
this PC managed the data acquisition process, allowing for the definition of sampling rates, sample times,
data file definition, etc. Figure 9.2 shows a schematic of the entire data acquisition system.

9.4 Sampling Rate Selection
One drawback of the DAS 20 / Labtec Notebook combination is that it imposes a 1KHz limit on
the sampling rate. This does not pose a severe restriction, as peak force data is typically desired, but it does
make it difficult to obtain accurate plots of force versus cutter rotation angle for spindle speeds exceeding
approximately 1500 RPM. At this speed there are only 40 samples per rotation, providing only 10 samples
per tooth passing cycle for a 4-fluted cutter. Higher spindle speeds result in too sparse a data set to
accurately reconstruct the variable forces that result from individual flute engagement during cutter
rotation. This is demonstrated in Figure 9.3. In this figure, the individual tooth profiles are clearly visible in
the data taken at a spindle speed of 832 RPM (three revolutions are shown). However, the data shown for
the 6000 RPM spindle speed shows no clearly visible tooth profiles or distinctly repeated patterns over the
course of three revolutions, as the measured data is too sparse. Aliasing is also a concern in this situation.
Average force values are of interest when calculating the mechanistic constants, while peak forces
are of interest when predicting forces or setting feedrates. Therefore, some precautions must be taken when
defining the sampling rate in order to maximize the possibility of sampling at a time when a peak force
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Figure 9.2: Diagram of the system used for milling force data acquisition.
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Figure 9.3: Comparison of the resolution of measured force data over 3 cutter revolutions for two
spindle speeds, both are measured at the maximum sampling rate of 1000 Hz.
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occurs, and increase the range of data sampled to improve the average force calculation. This is achieved
by selecting a sampling rate that does not result in continual sampling at the same rotation angle(s). The
number of degrees of rotation between samples is calculated using:

A = (Q)(360 deg/rot) (1/60 min/sec) / S
where

(9.1)

A is the number of degrees of cutter rotation between samples (deg),
Q is the spindle speed (RPM), and
S is the sampling rate (Hz).

From this, the number of samples per rotation, Ns, is calculated:

Ns = floor(360 / A).

(9.2)

For example, if sampling forces at lKHz with a spindle speed of 4000 RPM, data acquisition
occurs every 24° of cutter rotation, and exactly 15 samples are taken during a full rotation. This results in
no variation in the angles being sampled between rotations, i.e. every rotation a sample takes place at 0°,
24°, 48°, 12°... 336°, and this cycle is then repeated on the next rotation. As the cutting forces due to
individual flute engagement are cyclic, theoretically the same force values will be obtained on every
rotation in this situation (assuming constant cutting conditions). This repeated set of forces may not be
indicative of the actual peak or average forces, and could provide misleading results (see Figure 9.4a).
Due to slight variances in spindle speed as a result of variable loads, the actual rotation angle at
which sampling occurs may not remain identical between rotations. However it is possible to greatly reduce
the amount of useful information contained in a sampled data set as a result of ‘improper’ sampling rates.
Therefore, note that the selection of a slightly different sampling rate results in a phase shift in the sampling
times relative to the rotation angle, causing sampling to occur at different angles during each rotation of the
cutter, as shown in Figure 9.4b. Over the course of several rotations, the sampling of different rotation
angles provides a more complete set of force data. This allows for more accurate calculation of average
force, and increases the probability that a sample will occur at or near a local peak force value. For
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Figure 9.4a: Note if the sampling period shown above by the dashed line is selected, an inaccurate
estimate of peak and average force will result over all rotations. This is because the same
angles are sampled every rotation of the cutter.
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Hgure 9.4b: Although the sampling period indicated above is similar to that of 9.4a, it does not sample
the same angles every cutter rotation. This phase shifting between rotations allows for the
collection of a wider range of data.
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example, a cutter rotating at 4000 RPM that is sampled at 987 Hz experiences a sample every 24.32°, which
imparts a phase shift of 4.74° per rotation. On the first rotation 0° is sampled, followed by samples every
24.32°. On the second rotation, this multiple causes the first sample to occur at 4.74°, and on the third
rotation the first sample is at 9.48°, etc. After 5 rotations, the phase shifting has come full cycle and data
has been sampled at an average interval of 4.74°. At 4000 rpm 5 rotations occur in 0.075 sec. At a relatively
high feedrate of 20 IPM (or a feed per tooth of 0.00125 in/tooth), the cutter would cover a distance of
0.025” during this period, and so the cutting conditions would remain fairly constant. This sampling rate
therefore allows for an effective 4.74° sampling period. The phase shift amount <|) may be solved for as:

<)>= (Ns + I) A -360°.

(9.3)

There is no single equation for the definition of a desirable sampling frequency, as it is a function
of the general magnitude of the sample time as well as spindle speed. If measuring two force values for 15
seconds, a sampling rate in the range of 1000 Hz may be acceptable. However, if measuring three forces
and three axis velocities over 90 seconds, a sampling rate in the range of 500 Hz may be preferred to reduce
the total amount of data collected. In our setup, very large amounts of data are difficult to analyze (MS
Excell has a 64,000 line limit) and they reduce the robustness of the data acquisition system (the systems
crashes with a 'cache overflow1 when a large amount of data is collected too rapidly). Once the spindle
speed and the general magnitude o f the sample time is known for a given set of test cuts, Equations (9.19.3) may be used to 'fine tune' the sampling rate to ensure some phase shifting occurs in the sampled data.
A dedicated Excell spreadsheet program was used in this research for this ‘sample rate tuning’ task.

9.5 Mechanistic and Integrated Model Validation
9.5.1 Discrete Cutter Model Validation
Graphical rendering is also helpful in validating the geometry-based portions of the mechanistic
model. This includes three different mechanistic parameters; contact area, chip thickness, and discrete
cutter geometry. Contact area, and chip thickness are rendered simultaneously, as shown in Figure 2.6. The
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flute geometry of the discrete cutter model may also be included in this display, as shown in Figures 3.5
and 9.6. Chip thickness is indicated by a color map distributed over the contact area, with red indicating
areas of maximum chip thickness, and then fading through orange, yellow, green, and blue as the chip
thickness values thin to zero. This color map indicates the relative chip thickness that would exist when a
cutting flute passes through that region of the contact area. Note that Figure 3.5 shows a tool move in which
no stock intersection occurred, and so no contact area or chip thickness information is displayed.
In addition to static renderings, animation also plays a role in mechanistic model validation.
Rendering of the geometry-based portions of the mechanistic model can be performed while stepping
through a milling simulation, one tool move at a time. When this is done, the cutter motion and material
removal may be compared to the contact area produced by toggling between a "stock view’ and a ‘discrete
cutter view’ mode, as demonstrated in Figure 9.5 (note that in actual operation the discrete cutter model and
the stock geometry would be viewed independently). Animation can also occur local to the discrete cutter
rendering. In addition to being able to toggle the modeled flute geometry on/off, the rendered flutes can
also be animated to simulate cutter rotation, using the discrete cutter rotation angle positions stored on each
axial disc. This is done to validate the accuracy of the cutter rotation simulation.

9.5.2 Mechanistic Model Validation
Once the supporting models have been validated, the mechanistic model is tested. This is
performed through comparison of measured to estimated force data for a given set of cutting conditions.
Note this comparison also continues validation of the other components of the software system. The
mechanistic model relies on the geometric and NC machine model for input data, and so force estimate
errors can be the result of problems in any of these. This is why independent validation of the supporting
models is first required. However, it is not possible to identify all errors in the supporting models, as some
problems only occur under unusual circumstances, or are introduced during model integration. Therefore,
forces are calculated for relatively simple cutting conditions, such as constant feed, straight-line slot and
partial immersion cuts, during the initial mechanistic model validation. It is easy to manually verify that
accurate cutting condition information is being passed to the mechanistic model for these cuts, and so any
errors that exist must be local to the mechanistic model (assuming 'good' material constants are used).
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Note that this leaves an incorrect contact area, as shown in the inset.
This is the result of stock intersection at the end of the cut.

Figure 9.5: Simulation of the test cuts performed for the calculation of the material constants. Correct
simulation is for the cutter to pass all the way through the stock model.
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When calculating material constants, milling force data is collected for a short set of cuts that have
a known, simple cut geometry and minimized cutter runout. This provides an excellent source of force data
for initial validation of the mechanistic model. While the primary purpose of these test cuts is to obtain
average XCT and YCT force values for mechanistic constant calculation, the full range of force values
present during a given cut is measured for the calculation of these average forces. Recall that milling force
vectors are defined in Cutting Tool Coordinates, in which XCT lies in the direction of cutter travel, and Yct
is defined as the cross product of the cutter rotational axis with XCT.
In the context of this research, the force value of interest is the peak Xcr,Ycr magnitude that
occurs during a single tool move, as described in Chapter 3. Note that each test cut has constant cutting
conditions, and is therefore representative of a single tool move. Therefore, the peak Xct,Yct force
magnitude is calculated for each test cut performed during material constant calculation, for comparison
against the estimated value for each cut. The estimates are obtained by defining an appropriate stock model
and G-code file that reproduce the cutting conditions present during data acquisition. For efficiency, the Gcode file is defined to contain the cutter motions, feedrates, and spindle speed value used during all the test
cuts in a complete data set (defined in Chapter 8 ), and the stock model is defined to be large enough to
contain all required test cuts. The image at the top of Figure 9.5 shows graphically the results of such a
simulation performed in the correct manner. Also shown in this image is the contact area; note that it is
easy to validate that the contact area is correct (the shape of the contact area during the test cuts is
presented in Chapter 8 ).
When simulating the test cuts, it is important that the cutter pass through the entire width of the
stock model in a single move. Failure to do so results in an incorrect estimation o f the cutting conditions, as
a result of the conservative modeling approach that was implemented. When the cutter stops inside of the
stock material, the size of the contact area increases at the end of the toolpath envelope as the cutter
contacts additional material in this region, as shown in the bottom of Figure 9.5. While this increased
contact area physically exists, it occurs only briefly at the very end of the entire cut. However, this worstcase condition is applied to the entire cut during simulation to ensure conservative results.
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The force estimates obtained from the simulations are then compared to the empirical force data.
The error in the force estimates is defined as the percent difference between the estimated force value and
the empirical force value relative to the empirical force value, or:

%Err= ( ( F E s n m m e d * ^ M e a s u r e d ) /

^ M easu red

)* 100.

(9.4)

Error of up to 10% is generally considered acceptable under these constant cutting conditions [KDL82],
Error in the force estimates is not always due to implementation error; it can also result from an
incorrect runout definition. This can easily be corrected. If all the estimates for a set of test cuts differ
uniformly relative to the empirical data (high or low), this can indicate that an improper runout description
was used. When this occurs, the estimates are shifted into the range of the empirical data through
adjustment of the runout definition (refer to Chapter 2 or [KD83] for a further description of runout).
Increasing the amount of runout increases peak force estimates; the converse is true for reduced runout. The
runout locating angle is also used to 'fine tune' the estimates, although it has less of an overall effect than
the runout amount. On a 4 fluted cutter model, the flutes originate at 0°, 90°, 180°, and 270°, and so a
locating angle defined near one of these values provides a small increase in peak force, as it causes one
flute to experience larger chip thickness values than the others (generally the majority of the material
removal occurs near the cutter bottom). Defining a locating angle near 45°, 135°, 225°, or 315° tends to
reduce the effects of runout, distributing it over two flutes, slightly decreasing the force estimates.
Adjustment of the locating angle position has enhanced effects for ball end cutters, as the shallow helLx
angle on the cutter ball causes a greater length of flute to lie in the region of a given angular position.
If runout adjustment can’t bring the all estimates to within 10% of the empirical data, it is assumed
that an error exists in the model, or that the material constants are incorrect. Once the basic definition and
implementation o f the mechanistic model has been validated, the constants are the primary source of error.
If acceptable force matching cannot be achieved for a set of test cuts, the constants calculated from those
cuts are discarded. This generally occurs when the test cuts are performed with excessive cutter runout, a
dull or damaged cutter, or in the presence of 'chatter1. Avoidance of these conditions generally allows
acceptable material constants, which provide accurate force estimates for the test cuts, to be calculated.
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Table 9.1 presents a comparison of estimated versus measured force data for the test cuts
performed to calculate constants for a 0.375" HSS ball end cutter milling 6061 Aluminum. Figure 9.6
presents plots of the empirical force data for this case. The value of interest in these plots is the peak force
magnitude. The test cuts are performed under constant cutting conditions, and so the value of the peak
magnitude is fairly constant over time within each plot. However, notice through a comparison of the plots
that the peak value becomes less uniform over time as force magnitude increases. This is most likely due to
dynamic effects and cutter deflections, which increase with milling force. In this situation, the ’peak force’
is defined to be the largest value attained, with the exception of outliers (i.e. random force spikes that
account for less than 0.05% of all samples). Tables 9.2 through 9.4 present similar comparisons of
estimated vs. measured peak force magnitude for a range of stock materials and cutter types.
While matching peak magnitude values is an important part of model validation, it provides little
information regarding the overall physical accuracy of the mechanistic model. While the material constants
are empirical, the mechanistic model itself is based on the physical mechanics of the metal cutting process,
estimating XCT and YCT force values at some discrete cutter rotation angle using orthogonal cutting theory.
Therefore, if properly defined and implemented, the model should be capable of reproducing the variations
in force that occur over the course of a cutter rotation. Plots o f milling force vs. rotation angle are referred
to as 'flute force profiles', or simply ‘flute profiles’, in this research.
Some flute force profiles are presented in Figures 9.7-9.10, along with a description of the cutting
conditions and simulation values used to achieve these results. While the profiles do not provide an exact
match between the estimated and measured data, the magnitudes and trends of both the XCT and Ycr force
components are very similar. It is difficult to get an exact match due to the finite accuracy inherent during
modeling as a result of the use of approximate flute geometry and a discrete model. Additionally, physical
effects such as cutter deflection, machine dynamics, variable frictional forces, data sampling rate, and the
forward motion of the cutter during rotation all contribute to the force variations. Note that even within a
single measured data plot, the force profiles are not identical over the three cutter rotations shown. It is
also very tedious to obtain the flute force profiles, as it requires fine adjustment of the runout amount and
locating angle, which are varied individually but are dependant on each other.
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0.375" HSS Ball End Mill, 775 RPM, Runout 0.0007" @ 12.5°, Cutting 6061 Al

(See Table 8.1for the analysis o f the material constants)

K tc

19822
K tc

18134
Radial
Depth (in)
0.2625
0.2625
0.2625
0.2625
0.2625
0.2625
0.2625
0.2625

CYLINDER PORTION MATERIAL CONSTANTS
P.
K rc
0.3185
0.055

P,
0.2795

CUTTER BALL PORTION MATERIAL CONSTANTS
P,
K rc
P.
0.3577
0.1501
0.1731
Axial
Feed
Estimated
Measured
%
Depth (in)
(IPM)
Peak Mag (Lb)
Peak Mag (Lb)
Difference
0.1875
0.8
30.848
30.98
-0.426
0.1875
1.6
44.685
44.48
0.461
0.1875
2.3
53.172
55.82
-4.744
0.1875
3.1
61.816
65.8
-6.055
0.375
0.8
51.329
47.53
7.993
0.375
1.6
72.333
69.84
3.570
0.375
2.3
86.552
86.25
0.350
0.375
3.1
101.441
108.13
-6.186

Table 9.1: Validation of the mechanistic model for a 0.375" ball end mill cutting 6061 aluminum. In
this research, the peak XY force magnitude is currently the value o f interest when estimating
milling forces. The measured XY force magnitude data is provided in Figure 9.5.

0.1875" Carbide BaU End Mill, 2325 RPM, Runout 0.000125" @ 12.5°, Cutting 6061 Al

(See Table 8.3 for the analysis o f the material constants)

K tc

10620
K tc

95085
Radial
Depth (in)
0.1312
0.1312
0.1312
0.1312
0.1312
0.1312
0.1312
0.1312

CYLINDER PORTION MATERIAL CONSTANTS
P.
K rc
0.4108
0.0742

P,
0.228

CUTTER BALL PORTION MATERIAL CONSTANTS
P,
P.
K rc
0.1317
0.0355
0.3346
Axial
Feed
Estimated
Measured
%
Depth (in)
(IPM)
Peak Mag (Lb)
Peak Mag (Lb)
Difference
0.0938
2.4
14.651
14.6
0.35
0.0938
4.8
21.372
19.8
7.94
0.0938
6.9
26.549
25.4
4.52
0.0938
9.3
32.126
33.1
-2.94
2.4
0.1875
26.775
25.4
5.41
0.1875
4.8
37.272
34.3
8 .6 6
0.1875
6.9
44.575
43.4
2.71
0.1875
9.3
51.723
53.3
-2.96

Table 9.2: Validation of the mechanistic model for a 0.1875" carbide ball end mill cutting 6061 Al. The
peak XY force magnitude is shown above.
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Hgure 9.6: Samples of the measured XY force magnitude values presented in Table 9.1. A 2.5-second
sampling of data taken at 1000 Hz is shown. Note that the scales differ between plots to
maximize visual clarity.
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0.5” Carbide Ball End Mill, 2000 RPM, Runout 0.000125” @ 2.0", Cutting 15-5 Stainless Steel

(See Table 8.5for the analysis o f the material constants)

K tc

22193
K tc

10850
Radial
Depth (in)
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.35

CYLINDER PORTION MATERIAL CONSTANTS
K rc
P.
0.4951
2.7025

P,
-0.1363

CUTTER BALL PORTION MATERIAL CONSTANTS
P,
P.
K rc
0.5572
0.23
0.1593
Axial
Feed
Estimated
Measured
%
Depth (in)
(IPM)
Peak Mag (Lb)
Peak Mag (Lb)
Difference
0.25
6
246.6
238
3.59
0.25
8
266.0
265
0.39
0.25
10
283.4
285
-0.55
0.25
12
299.4
315
-4.96
0.5
6
498.0
460
8.25
0.5
8
556.5
520
7.03
0.5
10
609.4
580
5.07
0.5
12
658.2
635
3.65

Table 9.3: Validation of the mechanistic model for a 0.5" carbide ball end mill cutting 15-5 Stainless
Steel. The peak XY force magnitude is shown above.

1.0" HSS Flat End Mill, 1681 RPM, Runout 0.0025" @ 95°, Cutting 6061-T6 Aluminum

(See Table 8.7for the analysis o f the material constants)
K tc

17045
Radial
Depth (in)
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4

CYLINDER PORTION MATERIAL CONSTANTS
P.
K rc
Pi
0.3063
0.0475
0.3117
Feed
Estimated
Axial
Measured
%
Depth (in)
(IPM)
Peak Mag (Lb)
Peak Mag (Lb)
Difference
25
149.2
0.25
151.935
1.83
35
172.465
171
0.25
0 .8 6
0.25
45
192.005
190.8
0.63
221.4
0.25
55
210.715
-4.83

Table 9.4: Validation of the mechanistic model for a 1.0" HSS flat end mill cutting 6061 T6 aluminum.
The peak XY force magnitude is shown above.
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CUTTING CONDITIONS - DOWNMILLING
Axial Depth
Radial Depth
Spindle
Feedrate (IPM) Stock Material
(in)
(in)
Speed (RPM)
0.1875" Ball
0.1875
775
6061 Al
0.1125
3.1
SIMULATION CONDITIONS; Cylinder Portion
KTC
PI
P2
Disc Definition Helix Angle
KRC
16399.9
0.3557
0.4946
30°
0.0066
SIMULATION CONDITIONS; Ball Portion
KTC
PI
KRC
P2
Disc Defh
HelixEnd MinHelix FluteEnd
189664.9
0.0567
0.0244
2°
0.3965
70°
70°
0°
SIMULATION CONDITIONS; Common
Runout
1
Runout Locating Angle
Z-buffer Spacing
0.000165"
|
110.5°
0 .0 0 2 "
Cutting Tool

o
o

Figure 9.7: Comparison of predicted and measured flute force profiles for a partial immersion slot cut
of 0.1875" axial depth, 0.1125" radial depth for a 0.1875" ball end cutter.
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O

Hgure 9.8: Comparison of predicted and measured flute force profiles for a partial immersion slot cut
of 0.09375” axial depth, 0.1125" radial depth for a 0.1875” ball end cutter.
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Figure 9.9: Comparison of predicted and measured flute force profiles for a partial immersion slot cut
of 0.09375" axial depth, 0.1125" radial depth for a 0.1875" ball end cutter.
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Figure 9.10: Comparison of predicted and measured flute force profiles for a partial immersion slot cut
of 0.09375" axial depth, 0.1125" radial depth for a 0.1875" ball end cutter.
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The estimated flute force profiles are generated through calculation of XCT and YCT force estimates
at 1° intervals over a 360° range. These estimates are then duplicated twice to arrive at the data for the three
rotations shown, as calculation beyond 360° would simply produce identical results. The empirical force
data is sampled as a function of time, but plotted as a function of rotation angle. The rotation angle is
approximated from the known sample time using the relation:

0(t) = (Q)(360 degree/revolution)(0.01666 sec/min) (t - to)
where

0

(9.5)

is the cutter rotation angle (deg.),

Q. is the spindle speed (RPM),
t is the current sample time (sec), and
to is the sample time at which the first sample in the flute force profile occurs (sec).

9.5.3 Integrated Force Estimation Model Validation
While static cutting conditions and flute force profiles are useful for validation of the mechanistic
model and the basic implementation of the integrated model, it only does so for a limited set of conditions.
To fully validate the integrated model, force estimates must be compared to empirical data measured during
sculptured surface machining, when the conditions are varying continually. For testing purposes, this is
achieved using sinusoidal cutter paths. These cutter paths are defined in machine coordinates such that the
net cutter motion occurs in Xm, with motion in ZM and/or YM occurring as a sine function to produce
continually varying cutting conditions. The use of sinusoidal paths is selected as they may be easily
repeated. Using this approach, cutter motion in ZMis defined using:

Zm =

Zoftict + Az sin(27tXM/ Frz)

Where Zm is the Machine coordinate Z position placed in the G-code file,
Zooict is an offset that shifts the location of the sinusoid,
Az is the amplitude of the sinusoid in Z,
XMis the machine coordinate X position for which the Z location is desired, and
Frz is the frequency of the sinusoid in Z.
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An identical equation is used to define cutter motion in YM:

Ym =

Yo(is« + Ay sin(2ir XM/ Fry)

(9.7)

Different values for offset, amplitude, and frequency may be defined in YMand ZM. The location XM= 0 is
defined as the edge of the stock where the cutter enters it in the XM direction. The location ZM = 0 is
defined as the cutter location where the cutting tool contacts the surface of the stock; note for a ball end
cutter this is a distance of one radius from the stock surface. Figure 9.11 graphically shows the definition of
a sinusoidal slot cut in ZM, the process is similar in y m.
Figures 9.12-9.15 provide a comparison of measured vs. estimated XMYM force magnitudes for
some sinusoidal cuts, along with a description of the cutting conditions and model parameters used. Figure
9.12 presents data for a 0.5" HSS ball end cutter with a sinusoid only in the ZM direction. Note both the
measured and estimated force data are also sinusoidal, tracking the depth of cut. Figures 9.13, 9.14, and
9.15 present force data for a 0.1875" carbide ball end cutter, with 9.13 and 9.14 showing slot cut data and
9.15 showing data for a partial immersion cut. The partial immersion cut was performed by shifting the
cutting tool -0.1125" in YM, or 0.6 of its diameter, from the sinusoidal slot cut. Again, the estimated force
data tracks the empirical data in all three figures. Note that a subtle trend in the empirical data due to YM
motion is tracked by the estimates. In Figures 9.14 and 9.15, the central of the three main force peaks
experiences a sharper transition from increasing to decreasing force (i.e. it is ‘more pointy1) relative to the
force peaks on either side. This is most noticeable in Figure 9.15, but may also be seen in Figure 9.14. Also
note in Figure 9.15 that the estimates track the central peak as being the greatest in magnitude.

9.6 Automatic Feedrate Selection Validation
Recall that feedrates are selected primarily to maintain a desired force threshold during automatic
feedrate selection, although other constraints include the definition of a maximum allowable feedrate,
and/or a maximum allowable chip thickness Feedrate selection validation is therefore accomplished
through comparison of simulated to measured force values, both performed using the feeds calculated by
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XM= 0

Length of Cut

Figure 9.11: Definition of the sinusoidal test cut shown in Z, a similar definition may also occur in Y.
The figure on the bottom depicts a cross section of a test cut in progress.
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Sinusoidal Slot Cut
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CUTTING CONDITIONS - FORCE ESTIMATION
Stock Material
Spindle Speed (RPM)
Feedrate (IPM)
6061 A1
3500
SINUSOIDAL CUT DESCRIPTION
X: Primary Cut Direction,
8.25" Total Cut Length in X
Full Slot Cut
Y: Amplitude 0
Z: Amplitude 0.25 (R)
Zpffset: -0.256" (R + 0.006)
Period: 8 ”
SIMULATION CONDITIONS; Cylinder Portion
Disc Definition Helix Angle
Kt
Krc
P.
17849
0.3538
0.1595
0 . 01 "
30°
0.1575
SIMULATION CONDITIONS; Ball Portion
HelixEnd MinHelix FluteEnd
Disc Defn
Kr
Ktc
P2
Pi
25395
0.3354
0.402
70°
0.0461
70°
0°
SIMULATION CONDITIONS; Common
Runout
Runout
Z-buffer
Simulation Time
Total Number
Total Number
(inches)
Locating Angle Sparing Z-buffer Elements
Pentium 300 MHz
Tool Moves
0.000158
135°
147534
15 sec.
0.0075"
245
Cutting Tool
0.5" HSS Ball

Figure 9.12: Comparison of predicted and measured forces for a sinusoidal slot cut at a constant
feedrate of 6 IPM and a spindle speed o f 3500 RPM.
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Sinusoidal Slot Cut Force Data
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Cutting Tool
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CUTTING CONDITIONS - FORCE ESTIMATION
Spindle Speed (RPM)
Feedrate (IPM)
7000
15

Stock Material
6061 Aluminum

SINUSOIDAL CUT DESCRIPTION
X: Primary Cut Direction,
8.75" Cut Length in X
Full Slot Cut
Y: Amplitude 0.1875 (2R)
Period: 1.8"
Yoffat 0, Slot Cut
Z: Amplitude 0.09375 (R)
Period: 2.25"
Zonal -0.1063" (R+0.0125)
SIMULATION CONDITIONS; Cylinder Portion
K-TC
KRC
Disc Definition Helix Angle
P.
43737.8
0.2247
1.1998
0 . 01 ”
-0.1283
30°
SIMULATION CONDITIONS; Ball Portion
Kp
HelixEnd MinHelix FluteEnd
Disc Defh
P.
29617.9
0.2154
0.1092
0.2616
70°
0°
70°
SIMULATION CONDITIONS; Common
Runout
Runout
Z-buffer
Total Number
Simulation Time
Total Number
Locating Angle Spacing Z-buffer Elements
Pentium 300 MHz
Tool Moves
0. 00022"
133°
0.006"
163800
409
24 sec
Figure 9.13: Comparison of predicted and measured forces for a sinusoidal slot cut at a constant
feedrate of 15 IPM and a spindle speed of 7000 RPM.
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Sinusoidal Slot Cut Force Data

Measured
Estimated

Cutting Tool
0.1875" Carbide Ball

CUTTING CONDITIONS - FORCE ESTIMATION
Spindle Speed (RPM)
Feedrate (IPM)
4500
18

Stock Material
6061 Aluminum

SINUSOIDAL CUT DESCRIPTION
X: Primary Cut Direction,
5.75" Cut Length in X
Full Slot Cut
Y: Amplitude 0.2815 (3R)
Period: 3"
No offset, slot cut
Z: Amplitude 0.0703 (0.75R)
Period: 2.25"
ZD(fM, -0.1172" (1.25R)
SIMULATION CONDITIONS; Cylinder Portion
K--TC
Kr
Disc Definition Helix Angle
P.
10620
0.4108
0.0742
0.2280
0 . 01 "
30°
SIMULATION CONDITIONS; Ball Portion
Kr
HelixEnd Min Helix FluteEnd
Disc Defh
Pi
K rc
95085
0.1317
0.0355
0.3346
70°
0°
70°
SIMULATION CONDITIONS; Common
Runout
Runout
Z-buffer
Total Number
Total Number
Simulation Time
Locating Angle Spacing Z-buffer Elements
Pentium 300 MHz
Tool Moves
0.00023"
106°
0.005”
349461
276
18 sec
Figure 9.14: Comparison of predicted and measured forces for a sinusoidal slot cut at a constant
feedrate of 18 IPM and a spindle speed o f4500 RPM.
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Sinusoidal Partial Immersion Cut Force Data

Measured
E stim a te d

Cutting Tool
0.1875" Carbide Ball

CUTTING CONDITIONS - FORCE ESTIMATION
Spindle Speed (RPM)
Feedrate (IPM)
4500
18

Stock Material
6061 Aluminum

SINUSOIDAL CUT DESCRIPTION
X: Primary Cut Direction,
5.75" Cut Length in X Partial Immersion 0.1125" Stepover, Downmill
Y: Amplitude 0.2815 (3R)
Period: 3”
Y0(lto -0.1125" (0.6D) stepover per cutter pass
Z: Amplitude 0.0703 (0.75R) Period: 2.25"
offset -0.1172" (1.25R)
SIMULATION CONDITIONS; Cylinder Portion
K,RC
Disc Definition Helix Angle
Ktc
Pt
10620
0.4108
0.0742
0.2280
0 .01 "
30°
SIMULATION CONDITIONS; Ball Portion
HelixEnd MinHelix FluteEnd
Disc Defh
K tc
Pr
K rc
95085
0.1317
0.0355
0.3346
70°
0°
70°
SIMULATION CONDITIONS; Common
Runout
Runout
Z-buffer
Total Number
Simulation Time
Total Number
Locating Angle Spacing Z-buffer Elements
Pentium 300 MHz
Tool Moves
0. 00012"
105.5°
0.005"
349461
276
13 sec
Figure 9.15: Comparison of predicted and measured forces for a sinusoidal partial immersion cut at a
constant feedrate of 18 IPM and a spindle speed o f4500 RPM.
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the software (as opposed to simply comparing measured forces to the desired threshold value). This section
contains some examples of such comparisons. During these tests, an arbitrarily chosen force tolerance of
0.5 Lb. and an arbitrary maximum allowable feed value o f 40 IPM were used (both values are userdefinable in the software, although defaults are provided). The desired force threshold was varied between
the tests, and is provided with each of the individual data sets. As these tests do not include extended light
cuts (this is not the focus of this research), maximum chip thickness values were not defined.
Figure 9.16 presents a direct comparison of force data for a sinusoidal slot cut made with a 0.5"
ball end cutter, similar in geometry to the cut depicted in Figure 9.12. The cut parameters are provided at
the top of the figure. The top-most two plots show on the left the measured forces for this cut made at a
constant

6

IPM, and on the right with the corresponding depth of cut. Not surprisingly the forces

experienced track the depth of cut. Using traditional methods, the feed value must be manually selected to
provide for safe milling conditions for the worst-case scenario, namely the maximum depth of cut. Directly
below the 6 IPM constant feed force plot is a plot of the measured forces for the exact same cut made using
optimized feeds, automatically generated by the integrated model. The scales on both plots are identical,
indicating that the use of optimized feeds reduced the peak force experienced by 16.9% while reducing the
milling time by 25.9%. The bottom-most plot in the figure presents the optimized feed values used, along
with the depth of cut, vs. time. Note the sinusoidal path of the cutter is skewed in this image due to the use
of the optimized feedrates. Half of the total distance is traversed during the first 10 seconds, as opposed to
40 seconds for the constant feedrate. That is because the depth of cut drops from 0.25" (1 radius) to zero
and back to 0.25" over the first half, allowing for the use of higher feeds; in fact the feed saturates at the
maximum allowable value (40 IPM). The majority of the time savings occur in this region. However, the
second half o f the cut, where the maximum cut depth of 0.5" occurs, takes place at a feed less than 6 IPM,
causing this portion of the cut to require more time than for the constant feed case (approximately 50
seconds versus 40), but it produces a lower peak force, and the net time savings are still appreciable. It
should be noted that while the feeds selected in this case maintained a peak Xcr.Ycr magnitude of 100 Lb,
the desired force threshold for this cut was 75 Lb. This data was collected prior to the inclusion of runout
modeling, causing the simulation to assume ideal conditions and over-estimate the required feeds.
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COMPARISON OF OPTIMIZED FEEDS TO CONSTANT FEEDS
For a Sinusoidal Slot Cut, Milled in 6061 A1 at 2500 RPM with a 05" Ball End Cutter
SINUSOIDAL CUT DESCRIPTION
8.25" Cut Length in X
X: Primary Cut Direction,
Y: Amplitude 0
(no Y motion)
Z: Amplitude 0.25 (1 Radius)
Period: 8 "

Full Slot Cut

Zotte, -0.25" (1 Radius)
CBpthcfQi
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Figure 9.16: Experimental forces for optimized feedrates versus a constant feedrate. The desired force
was 75 Lb., however these results were obtained prior to the inclusion of runout.
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Many tests were performed after the inclusion of cutter runout, and these demonstrate a better
ability to maintain the desired force magnitude. Figures 9.17 - 9.20 present some examples of this data.
Figure 9.17 presents the data and feed values required to maintain a force threshold of 100 Lb for a 0.5"
ball end cutter performing a sinusoidal slot cut with oscillations in Z only. Compare the data in this figure
to that of Figure 9.12, which contains data for the same cut at a constant 6 IPM. Note in both Figures 9.17
and 9.16 that the peak forces occur near the start and end of the cuts, this is most likely the result of
transient conditions that exist during stock (dis)engagement. While the feed is inhibited at stock entry to
reduce transient effects, this does not provide an exact solution to the problem. The feed inhibition method
was implemented at the request of machinists at our industrial research partner's site, and while the stock
engagement is smoother as a result, it is not as a result of explicit transient force control.
The effects of transients and cutting dynamics are more apparent in Figures 9.18-9.20. In these
cuts sinusoidal oscillations are defined in both YCT and ZCT, which leads to a more continual 'transient state’
as a result of the continually varying conditions. Note that while the force data in these figures remains in
the vicinity of the desired magnitude, it does not track as closely as the simpier, 2D cuts presented in
Figures 9.16 and 9.17. In addition to the axial depth variations, this is also possibly the result of the varying
location of the contact area on the surface o f the cutter. Another contributor may be lack of inclusion of the
machine acceleration/deceleration, which occurs in three degrees of freedom in these cuts. However, these
plots still demonstrate an ability to track a desired force level as compared to a constant input feed. This
may be seen through a comparison of Figure 9.18 with 9.13, and also through comparison of Figure 9.19
with 9.15, as both pairs of Figures represent common cutting conditions.
A comparison of the results for optimized vs. constant feedrate is presented in Figures 9.16-9.19.
Note the average time milling time reduction is on the order of 20%. The actual amount of milling time
'saved' is dependant on part geometry, the desired force level, the maximum allowable feed, and other
parameters that effect the output feed selected by the model (e.g. machine constraints). Manually defined
feeds are set for safe operation during worst-case conditions. Therefore parts with a fairly constant cut
geometry will see less time reduction than those that experience greater variation, as milling time is
reduced using optimized feeds by increasing the feeds when more favorable conditions exist.
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Feedrate Controlled to 100 Lb Maximum

Measured
Estimated

Time (sec)
F eedrate

35 -

Feedrate
20
LL

15 - ■

80

90

100

Time (sec)

ADAPTIVE FEEDS GENERATED USING THE CONDITIONS IN FIGURE 9.12
For a Sinusoidal slot cut with Z variations milled with a 0.5" Ball End Cutter
Desired Maximum XY Mag.

Maximum Allowable Feed

Simulation Time, Pentium 300 MHz

100.0 Lb.

40.0 IPM

23 sec

Constant 6 IPM (Figure 9.12)
Variable Feed (This Figure)
Percent Difference Relative to Constant Feed

Mill Time (sec)
88.16
77.22
-8.35%

Peak XY Mag. (Lb.)
141.0
1 1 0 .6

-21.56%

Figure 9.17: Feedrate-controlled experimental force data for the sinusoidal slot cut of Figure 9.12. Data
for the same cut at a constant 6 EPM is presented in Figure 9.12.
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F eed rate Controlled to 35 Lb. Maximum

-M easured
•E stim ated

Time (sec)

Feedrate

Feedrate
u.

Time (sec)

ADAPTIVE FEEDS GENERATED USING THE CONDITIONS IN FIGURE 9.13
For a Sinusoidal slot cut with Y and Z variations milled with a 0.1875" Ball End Cutter
Desired Maximum XY Mag.

Maximum Allowable Feed

Simulation Time, Pentium 300 MHz

35.0 Lb.

40.0 IPM

31 sec

Constant 15 IPM (Figure 9.13)
Variable Feed (This Figure)
Percent Difference Relative to Constant Feed

Mill Time (sec)
39.9
30.4
-23.8%

Peak XY Mag. (Lb.)
40.6
38.5
5.2%

Figure 9.18: Feedrate-controlled experimental force data for the sinusoidal slot cut of Figure 9.13. Data
for the same cut at a constant 15 IPM is presented in Figure 9.13.
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F eed rate Controlled to 40 Lb. Maximum

M easured
E stim ated
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Feedrate
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20

Feedrate

u.

20
Time (sec)

ADAPTIVE FEEDS GENERATED USING THE CONDITIONS IN FIGURE 9.15
For a Sinusoidal Partial Immersion cut with Y and Z variations milled with a 0.1875" Ball End Cutter
Desired Maximum XY Mag.

Maximum Allowable Feed

40.0 Lb.

40.0 IPM

Constant 18 IPM (Figure 9.15)
Variable Feed (This Figure)
Percent Difference Relative to Constant Feed

Simulation Time, Pentium 300 MHz
21

Mill Time (sec)
22.7
18.0
-20.7%

sec

Peak XY Mag. (Lb.)
50.5
46.3
-8.3%

Figure 9.19: Feedrate-controiled experimental force data for the sinusoidal partial immersion cut of
Figure 9.15. Data for the same cut at a constant 18 IPM is presented in Figure 9.15.
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Sinusoidal Slot Cut, 0.375" Ball End Cutter
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CUTTING CONDITIONS - AUTOMATIC ADAPTIVE FEEDRATE SELECTION
Cutting Tool
Spindle Speed
Max Feedrate
Desired Force
Stock Material
0.375" HSS Ball
4500 RPM
40 IPM
6061 Aluminum
100 Lb.
SINUSOIDAL CUT DESCRIPTION
X: Primary Cut Direction,
8.25" Cut Length in X Partial Immersion 0.225" Stepover, Downmill
Y: Amplitude 0.375 (2R)
Period: 3"
Y0(bct -0.225" (0.6D) stepover____________
Z: Amplitude 0.28125 (1.5R) Period: 4"
Z ^ , -0.1875" (R)
SIMULATION CONDITIONS; Cylinder Portion
K,RC
Disc Definition Helix Angle
Krc
P.
19822
0.3185
0.055
0.2795
30°
0 .01 "
SIMULATION CONDITIONS; Ball Portion
K-■TC
HelixEnd MinHelix FluteEnd
Disc Defh
Krc
P.
18134
0.3577
0.1501
2°
0.1731
70°
0°
70°
SIMULATION CONDITIONS; Common
Runout
Runout
Z-buffer
Simulation Time
Total Number
Total Number
Locating Angle Spacing Z-buffer Elements
Pentium 300 MHz
Tool Moves
0.00015”
105.5°
0.0075”
293967
39 sec (one pass)
395
Figure 9.20: Feedrate-controlled experimental force data for a sinusoidal partial immersion cut with a
large amplitude in Z, ranging from a minimum depth of 0" to a maximum depth of
0.5625". The cutting and simulation conditions are also provided above.
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In these test cuts, the majority of the forces experienced using optimized feeds are slightly less
than the desired threshold. This is most likely the result of three factors. First, the contact area is calculated
using the worst case conditions experienced during a tool move, a conservative approximation. Second, the
cutter runout amount and locating angles are selected to slightly over-estimate forces as compared to the
force values measured for mechanistic constant calculation, as may be seen in Figures 9.12-9.15. Finally,
cutter deflection is not considered. For the slotting and down milling that occurs during these cuts, the
milling forces deflect the cutter away from the stock, decreasing the maximum chip thickness experienced.
While the results provided above demonstrate the systems capability to maintain a desired force
level, these represent some of the better results obtained. Variations in cutter wear, dynamic conditions, the
cut conditions relative to those used when calculating the material constants, and other parameters that
affect the milling forces, all contribute to variations in the forces produced by a given set of variable feeds.
The measured force values can vary appreciably from the desired force level, even between two identical
cuts. This may be seen in Figure 9.21a, where exact same cutting conditions as presented in Figure 9.18 are
used, but the results are appreciably different. The only variation between these two cuts is that the
experimental force values shown in 9.18 were acquired immediately following a tool change, and those in
Figure 9.21a were acquired when using a used cutting tool. Figure 9.21b also demonstrates the variations
that can exist in the experimentally measured versus predicted forces. In this figure the cutting conditions
are the same as presented in Figure 9.20, except that a stepover distance of 0.1125" (0.3 diameter) was
used. The difference here is most likely the result of the large deviation from the cutting conditions present
during data acquisition for material constant calculation, where a stepover distance o f0.2625" was used.
In general application, the measured forces can vary appreciably from the desired values. This is
primarily the result of cutter deflection and other milling dynamics, which can greatly increase milling
forces (particularly during 'chatter1). In these controlled test cases, which are similar to the conditions
present at the site of our industrial research partner, these dynamic effects do not play a major role.
However, these effects can occur frequently during general application. Currently this automatic feedrate
generation system does not predict chatter, or other dynamic effects. However, it has been demonstrated
through industrial application that even when the desired force threshold can not be maintained, safe
operation can occur at reduced milling times as a result of the increased control over feedrate.
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F eedrate Controlled to 35 Lb. Maximum

M easured
Estim ated

Figure 9.21a: Force results for the cut conditions presented in Figure 9.18 (including feed values), only
using a different, but identical, cutting tool.
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Figure 9.21b: Force results for the cut conditions presented in Figure 9.20, except a stepover distance
of 0.1125” (0.3 diameter) was used. The feed values were re-calculated for this distance.
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9.7 Practical Implementation of Automatic Feedrate Selection
A primary goal of this research is to develop a practical feedrate selection system capable of
simplifying the feedrate selection process and improving process times in an industrial environment. While
laboratory testing is required for validating the underlying theories and basic implementation of this
system, industrial testing is also essential.

This is necessary to validate the system for robustness,

computational efficiency, ease o f use, and to provide feedback regarding other ‘real-world’ issues.
This industrial testing took place at the site of our research partner, who manufactures
turbomachinery using 5-axis CNC milling. Usage of the automatic feedrate generation system on one of
their production parts is presented below. Included in this description are details of the procedures currently
required for use o f this system; a summary of this methodology is provided at the end of this section.
The sample application is a pre-finish operation on a centrifugal compressor blade, providing a
great deal of surface variation due to the cusps left by the prior roughing operation (see Figure 9.22). The
part material is 15-5 stainless steel, the cutting tool is a 0.25" carbide ball end cutter, and milling occurred
on a Boston Digital 505 5-axis CNC mill. Unfortunately, it was not possible to measure force data during
these tests. The fixture required for mounting the part on the mill’s rotary table made it difficult to attach
the load cell. Also, it is impossible to effectively measure the estimated Xcr.Ycr forces during 5-axis
milling with the current data acquisition system. These forces lie orthogonal to the cutter axis, which tilts at
continually varying angles relative to the load cell as a result of the 5-axis motion. This causes the Xct, Yct
forces to contribute variably to the Xm, Ym, Zm directions measured by the load cell. The necessary
transformation requires accurate knowledge of the cutter position and orientation, which is not available
due to the closed architecture of the BD3200 controller. It is recommended that a spindle mounted load cell
be acquired, which would eliminate this issue.
This example part was selected for two primary reasons. First, the tough 15-5 stainless steel is
more capable of bringing out system flaws than aluminum. Second, manually optimized feeds exist for this
part, allowing for comparison to current best industry practice. An experienced machinist had selected the
feeds during prototyping to maximize performance. This included use of the standalone CNC machine
model developed during this research (refer to Chapter 7) to ensure a constant cutter velocity relative to the
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BEFORE PRE-FINISH
MILLING

AFTER PRE-FINISH
MILLING

Figure 9.22: Before and after images of the pre-finish operation for which adaptive feeds were
generated. The central blade in the top image is the area of interest.
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stock. In this case, manual experimentation determined that feeds selected to maintain a constant velocity
of 24 EPM would provide the optimal balance between safety and performance.
The first step performed for automatic feedrate generation was to obtain the parameters required to
limit the feedrates generated. To do this, the existing G-code part file, containing the existing feed values,
was simulated to obtain milling force estimates (see Figure 9.23 for the simulation results). The resulting
maximum force estimates are approximately 70 Lbs., but these values occur infrequently. A more typical
peak force value is between 45 and 50 Lbs, and so 50 Lbs was selected for the desired force threshold. In
cases where an existing production part file does not exist, a similar part could be used to obtain these
values. These parameters could also be obtained using METCUT data, where the chip thickness values are
provided directly, and the recommended feeds and speeds for a given set of cutting conditions could be
simulated to arrive at the corresponding force values. Note that with regular use, the values required for a
given class of part and stock material will become apparent. This is an area that deserves further research to
allow for true 'pushbutton' automatic feedrate selection.
Note in Figure 9.23 that the mill time per blade using manually defined feeds is 13 min., 18 sec.
Once the force threshold was determined as described above, a new version of the part program containing
optimized feeds was generated. These feeds are defined to maintain a 50 Lbs. milling force, with no feed
exceeding 55 EPM. The 55 IPM limit was selected as it’s 10% greater than the maximum manually defined
feed. Figure 9.24 provides the force simulation results for the optimized pan file, and shows a 24.8% mill
time reduction and a 31.5% peak force reduction. The optimized part file was then used to mill several
blades. While the optimized part file appeared to work well during simulation, it resulted in appreciable
tool wear in application. This made it impractical to implement these feed values for production.
A leading cause of tool wear is chip load, or the maximum chip thickness experienced by the
cutter. High chip loading produces a great deal of thermal energy, which leads to cutter degradation
[NDW89]. Therefore, when excessive cutter wear was encountered, the maximum simulated chip thickness
values for the manually and automatically defined feeds were examined (refer to the maximum chip
thickness plots of Figures 9.23 and 9.24). The manually specified feeds were found to produce a typical
peak chip thickness in the region of 0.00088" (although it briefly reaches as high as 0.0017" towards the
end of the cut). However, the optimized feeds were found to frequently produce a maximum chip thickness
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Force (Lb) versus Time (Min)
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Max Chip Thickness (in) versus Time (Min)

0.0015

i

0.0005

SIMULATION RESULTS

SIMULATED VALUE
% Difference from Manual Feeds

Ktc

Ktc

22162.2
Runout
(inches)
0.00025

Max Force

50 IPM

73 Lb.

—

—

Max Chip
Thickness
0.00017”

Mill Time
(Per Blade, xl7)
13 min, 18 sec.

—

—

CUTTING CONDITIONS
Feedrate (IPM)
Stock Material
Variable to achieve
15-5
4500 RPM
Constant Velocity 24 IPM
Stainless Steel
SIMULATION CONDITIONS; Cylinder Portion
Disc Definition Helix Angle
Pi
K rc
P2
0.3745
0.2944
0.0915
0 .0 1 "
30°
SIMULATION CONDITIONS; Ball I’ortion
HelixEnd MinHelix FluteEnd
Disc Defii
Pi
K rc
P2
0.3961
0.023
0.3638
70°
2°
0°
70°
SIMULATION CONDD TONS; Common ~ IFORCE ESTIMATION
Runout
Z-buffer
Total Number
Simulation Time
Total Number
Locating Angle Spacing Z-buffer Elements
Tool Moves
Pentium 300 MHz
45°
0.0075"
6454
614656
6 min. 40 sec.

Cutting Tool
0.125" Carbide
Ball End

31693.4

Max Feed

Spindle Speed

Figure 9.23: Simulation results for the manually optimized feedrates (including use of the NC machine
model to maintain constant velocity), originally used during production of the part.
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Force (Lb) versus Time (Min)
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Max Chip Thickness (in) versus Time (Min)
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SIMULATION RESULTS
Max Feed
SIMULATED VALUE
% Difference from Manual Feeds

Max Force

Max Chip
Thickness
0.00235"
+38.2

Mill Time
(Per Blade, xl7)
10 min, 0 sec.
-24.8%

55 IPM
50 Lb.
+ 1 0 .0 %
-31.5%
CUTTING CONDITIONS
Cutting Tool
Spindle Speed
Feedrate (IPM)
Stock Material
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Figure 9.24: Simulation results for automatically generated feedrates to maintain a force of 50Lb., with
a maximum feed of 55 IPM and no limits on chip thickness.
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value more than twice this amount. It is not uncommon for a small area on the cutter to contact the stock
during pre-finish operations, resulting in large chip thickness values when maintaining the desired 50 Lbs.
force. Unfortunately, this high chip loading results in rapid tool wear, and could even result in catastrophic
flute failure in some cases as a result of the force concentration. While methods have been developed to
predict flute failure due as a function of feedrate [G90] [E93], these require knowledge of cutter geometry
and material properties well beyond what is readily available, making them impractical for industrial
application. Therefore the more direct approach of allowing for a user-defined maximum allowable chip
thickness was implemented in order to control the problems related with high chip loading.
A value of 0.001" was selected as the maximum chip thickness, as this is slightly greater than the
typical value experienced using manually defined feeds. Also, the maximum allowable feed was increased
to 70 IPM, as the resulting feed-per-tooth values are less of a concern with chip thickness control. A second
optimized part program was then generated to maintain a constant 50 Lbs. when possible, while satisfying
these constraints. While limiting the maximum allowable chip thickness did result in a slight mill time
increase relative to optimized feeds with no chip thickness control, the rapid tool wear was eliminated. If
the 0 .0 0 1 " maximum chip thickness value did not produce satisfactory results, it could be further reduced.
Note that the chip thickness could also be increased to just below the onset of tool wear, to further optimize
the process. Furthermore, limiting both milling force and maximum chip thickness still provided an 18.2%
mill time reduction vs. manually defined feeds (see Figure 9.25), an appreciable reduction as these savings
are made against the current best industry practice. Much of this reduction was due to surface cusps left by
the roughing operation, as the cutter velocity varied appreciably as it crossed them, while the manually
defined feeds are limited to provide safe operation at the maximum depth of cut.
There is another small benefit provided by the use of a chip thickness control. The generation of
optimized feedrates with no chip thickness limitations required a computation time of 8 min., 24 sec. on a
300 MHz Pentium based PC (see chart in Figure 9.24). However, when the maximum chip thickness was
limited to 0.001", a computation time of 7 minutes, 14 seconds was required, or a 13.9% reduction in
computation time (see chart in Figure 9.25). This is the result of a reduced number of iterations required
before an exit condition is met in the feed generation loop. When a maximum allowable chip thickness
condition is met, the software no longer iterates on the estimated force, reducing computation time.
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Figure 9.25: Simulation results for automatically generated feedrates to maintain a force of 50Lb., with
a maximum feed of 70 IPM and a 0.001" limit on chip thickness.
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The example updated part file containing the optimized feeds is now being used in production, and
the optimized feedrate generation system is being implemented as regular practice at our research partner’s
site. In addition to the semi-finish operation described above, two roughing operations and a second semi
finish operation also had optimized feeds generated; the results are summarized in Table 9 .5 . The minimum
mill time reduction occurred during the first roughing operation, a result o f fairly constant cutting
conditions that minimize potential for increased velocity. The time savings increases in later operations
when cusps left by prior operations provide increased geometric variation in the milled surface. An overall
average improvement of 13.9% (weighted by the respective mill times for each operation) was achieved by
the software system developed during this research, as compared to current industry best practice.

SUMMARY OF OPTIMIZED FEEDRATE CONSTRAINTS AND RESULTS
Cutter
Mill Time
Max
Spindle
Max
Max
Mill Time
Size;
Reduction
Speed
Feed
Chip
Force
Per Blade
Carbide
Vs.
(RPM)
(IPM) (Lbs.)
(in)
(Min)
Ball Ends
OPERATION
Manual Feeds
ROUGH 1
0.5"
2200
40
250
0.00125
6 .6
-7.5%
ROUGH 2
0.5”
2200
35
240
0.00123
4.8
- 12 .2 %
SEMI-FINISH 1
0.25”
70
50
4500
0.001
-18.2%
10.9
0.25"
45
SEMI-FINISH 2
4500
80
0.001
4.6
-14.7%
Table 9.5: A summary of the optimized feedrate constraint values and results for all operations of the
commercial part program that had optimized feeds generated.

The procedure for use of the existing software in a practical application is provided below,
Appendix E contains a users guide for software operation. Note that in future research some of these
procedures should be automated, but at this time they must be manually performed.

1. Determine material constants for the combination of cutter, stock material, and cut conditions.
Test cuts must be performed if no data for similar materials is available. Note that over time,
libraries of material constants may be built, and this procedure will become less necessary.

2. Determine the desired force level and maximum allowable chip thickness.
This is currently performed through force simulation o f the part to be optimized, or of a similar
part, or using knowledge from the previous feedrate generation for a similar part.
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3. Define an appropriate stock model for the simulation.
Currently rectangular stock or turned stock may be defined. The turned stock is defined through
the use of a NURBs curve that describes the 2D profile of the turning.
4. Define an appropriate cutter representation for the simulation.
The cutter definition is described in more detail in Chapter 3. It was found in this research that
typically cylindrical cutter portions have helix angles of 30°. On ball portions, excellent
simulation results were achieved when the 30° helix angle was linearly interpolated to 'ome
minimum value at the location where two of the flutes terminate; the minimum helix and flute
termination location are user defined. Over time libraries of cutter descriptions may be built.

5. Define the appropriate cutter runout amount and locating angle for the simulation.
These may be obtained when matching simulated force data to the test cuts performed to obtain
the material constants, or they may be selected for conservative results. In the course of this
research, simulated runout amounts in the range of 0.0001" - 0.00025" were found to provide
adequate force matching for ball end mills, while flat end mills required runout values between
0.00025" and 0.001". Using the upper ends of these ranges should help ensure conservative
estimates. The locating angle is less critical and may be selected arbitrarily.

6 . Enter the required

information into a file and run the automatic feedrate generation software.

Libraries of feedrate generation files may be built to serve specific classes of parts, with all of
the appropriate data already contained in them.
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CHAPTER 10

CONCLUSIONS AND CONTINUING RESEARCH
10.1 Chapter Introduction
The primary goal of this research is the development of an automatic feedrate selection system
that is based on mechanistic modeling principals, and is capable of practical implementation in an industrial
environment for 3 and 5-axis sculptured surface machining. By practical it is meant that the system is
reliable, computationally efficient, and easy to use, and that its use improves the efficiency to the milling
process. These goals require robust and efficient modeling methods, and generalization of these methods
for the broad applications encountered in a shop environment. The resulting system is capable of
application in 3 and 5-axis milling, and may be applied to a variety of cutting tool types, CNC machine
types, stock geometries, setup configurations, and cutting conditions. This system is currently being used in
industry to aid in the production of turbomachinery, one of the most complex five-axis production milling
operations, providing an excellent test case for the implementation and validation of this system.
This chapter summarizes the research that was performed during the development of this
mechanistic based feedrate selection system, and draws some conclusions based on the results achieved.
Suggestions for future research, and for enhancements to the feedrate selection system, are also provided.

10.2 Summary
There were several mechanistic based feedrate selection models in existence prior to this research,
but all have limitations that make commercial implementation impractical. Most of the early models
[KDL82] [KD83] and some o f the more recent models [BYK94] rely on manual data input of the cut
geometry, rather than obtaining it automatically from a geometric model. This prevents practical
implementation, as it would be prohibitively difficult to manually calculate and enter the contact area
between the cutter and the changing stock geometry for every tool move in a part program. While some of
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the more recent applications do implement a geometric model for cut geometry simulation, many rely on
analytical surface data to provide the cut geometry description and stock modeling [MA91] [YP93]
[EDE98]. This leads to efficiency and robustness concerns, as all but the simplest of part geometries, milled
with only a flat end cutter, would require thousands o f small surface definitions to accurately reflect the
milled part geometry to the required level of detail. This is not feasible with current surface modeling and
computer technology. Finally, none of literature to date has mentioned the explicit inclusion of a CNC
machine model. The inclusion of this model is necessary for accurate 5-axis simulation. Additionally,
special exit conditions from the feed calculation loop, e.g. a maximum allowable chip thickness, are also
required for a practical implementation.
An integrated modeling approach is implemented in this research, in which the component models
(CNC machine, geometric, and mechanistic) are separate but share data in a closely integrated manner. Of
the component models, the identification and definition of the CNC machine model was a particular benefit
of this research. The machine model simulates the kinematic and controller behavior of a specific CNC
machine, and is required for G-code translation, machine coordinate to part coordinate transformations, and
for calculating the cutter velocity relative to the stock. Explicit inclusion of a unique machine model greatly
simplifies the task of performing automatic feedrate generation on a variety of machine styles.
The CNC machine model is also independently valuable from its role in mechanistic model based
feedrate generation, as it also provides a means of maintaining a constant cutter to stock relative velocity
when 5-axis milling. This is achieved through the calculation of variable feeds that result in a constant
relative velocity, providing much greater velocity control than was previously possible. The use of these
variable feeds demonstrates the capability of the CNC controller to handle a large number of variable feeds,
which is necessary for force-based automatic feedrate generation.
Simulation of the material removal process is a basic requirement of any automatic feedrate
generation method, as feedrate requirements vary with cutting conditions. Therefore, geometric modeling
was a critical component of this research, required to maintain a record of the current state of the stock
during milling. An extended Z-buffer model of the stock geometry was implemented in this research. This
approach combines the required accuracy with computational efficiency, and provides robust behavior,
both when performing material removal simulation and during calculation of the cut geometry data. The Z-
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buffer model was expanded during this research to allow for the use of non-prismatic stock models.
Currently, stock models that are the result o f a lathe turning operation are supported, and the methods
developed may be may be applied to the definition or other non-prismatic stock, such as castings. The Zbuffer model was also expanded to allow for the use of ball end cutters during 3 and 5-axis milling
simulations. The ability to read and write the Z-buffer models to a file was also implemented, so that
different milling operations could be performed individually on the same part, and intermediate stages
stored to disc. Finally, the definition of the 'intersected segment', defined in Chapter 4, was found to greatly
simplify the tasks of updating the Z-buffer model (to reflect material removal) and calculating the cut
geometry parameters. A shaded image rendering of the in-process milling, as well as graphical rendering of
the individual Z-buffer elements, was also developed. This proved very useful for model validation.
Other geometric developments include the ability to calculate cut geometry parameters for ball
end cutters, and efficiency improvements were made in the calculation of all cut geometry parameters. This
required that the cut geometry parameters be defined in quadrants, so that the 'back' of the cutter could be
appropriately modeled. It also required cut geometry calculations using intersection data from the net
toolpath envelope. Previously, each axial disc had been modeled as an individual swept toolpath for the
calculation of these parameters. This change was necessary to ensure accurate geometric simulation for all
cutter geometries, and additionally resulted in an improvement in computational efficiency.
The addition of ball end cutters also required modification to the mechanistic modeling methods.
The basic form of the classical discrete mechanistic model was used in this research as a result of its proven
accuracy, robust behavior, and readily obtainable input parameters. However, the existing form of this
model was specific to flat end mills, and therefore changes were necessary to accommodate a more
generalized cutter description. The cutter radius, cutter surface normal, helix angle, flute length, number of
flutes, and axial disc thickness are all variable on a ball end cutter, and so these parameters were explicitly
included in the mechanistic model. Inclusion of these parameters required the development of a simple
means of defining them in the discrete model, using a minimum of input data.

Inclusion of these

parameters also necessitated alterations to the average and instantaneous chip thickness calculations,
including the mechanism for modeling cutter runout. Graphical rendering of the discrete cutting tool,
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including the contact area, a chip thickness color map, and the cutter flute geometry, was developed to aid
in validating the discrete cutter model.
The resolution of the rotational simulation in the mechanistic model was also improved, while
simultaneously improving computational efficiency. This was achieved using a variable rotation angle. In
this approach, a course angular increment ( 8 °) is used to locate the peak force region, and then a fine ( 1°)
rotational increment is used to identify the actual peak force within this region.
Other mechanistic modeling developments include methodology improvements for deriving the
mechanistic material constants. The use of a least squares method was added for averaging several
empirical data sets with minimum error. Methods were also added to support mechanistic constant
calculations for a ball end mill. This included dividing the cutter into two distinct portions, the cutter ball
and the cutter cylinder, and calculating different mechanistic material constants for each. This better
reflects the differing flute geometries on these two portions of the cutter. The use of a ball end cutter also
necessitated the development of analytical methods for obtaining the cut geometry without the use of a Zbuffer model when calculating mechanistic model parameters. This provides an exact representation of the
contact area during calculation of the constants in order to minimize error, and also to reduce the chance for
user error in defining the cutting conditions present during force data collection.
Finally, several improvements were made to the automatic feedrate selection system as a result of
testing in an industrial environment. The primary of these is the addition of 'chip thinning', or limiting the
maximum allowable chip thickness. While the mechanistic model is adequate to control feeds when a
substantial amount of material is being removed, it can calculate feeds that result in too high of a chip load
during light cuts, resulting in accelerated cutter wear. Control over the maximum allowable chip thickness
limits these effects, allowing for robust automatic feed calculation regardless of cutting conditions. Chip
thinning also improves computational efficiency by exiting the force estimation loop when the maximum
value is obtained. Efficiency gains were also achieved through the explicit inclusion of other exit
conditions from the iterative feed calculation loop, as presented in Chapter 3.
Computational efficiency gains were also made in the algorithms that calculate the feed value for
each force calculation iteration (recall that this approach calculates the feedrate iteratively, such that the
resultant force estimate approaches some desired value). This improvement requires use of the output feed
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from the previous tool move as the initial feed value for the current move, as this can immediately provide
the correct solution for relatively constant cutting conditions. If this is not the case, then the second
iteration uses a linearly interpolated feed, based on the ratio of the desired to the currently estimated force
values. Although the relationship between feedrate and force is nonlinear, when large changes in feed are
required between tool moves this greatly reduces the number of iterations required in the bisection solver
by placing the feed estimate in the appropriate range. As the relationship between feedrate and force is
more linear over small changes in feed, this also increases the probability of selecting the appropriate feed
value on the second iteration when only small changes in feed are required.
The main advancement made in this research, however, is the integration of these methods into a
working system that is capable of automatically generating feedrates that are optimized to the unique
cutting conditions present during each tool move. This offers greatly improved control over feedrate
selection, particularly for geometrically complex jobs such as 5-axis sculptured surface machining. This
system has the potential to reduce the time required to select feed values for a given job, and also to provide
more confidence in the feed values selected. Another benefit from the use of optimized feedrates is
decreased milling time, with times savings of 5-50% experienced, dependant on part geometry and the
constraint values selected. A real savings of 13.9% was achieved on a production five-axis milled
sculptured surface part, as compared to the best practice of an experienced shop using advanced relative
velocity control software that was developed earlier during this research. The net result from the use of this
system is increased manufacturing efficiency, with greater confidence in the feed values selected.

10.3 Suggestions for Continuing Research
The suggestions for future research have been divided into three sections. The first section lists
critical enhancements that would immediately make these methods more valuable in an industrial
environment. The second section lists enhancements that would offer less critical benefits, and may also be
implemented in the existing software. The third section is more research oriented, covering areas where this
technology could be exploited or enhanced only after a substantial research effort.
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10.3.1 Critical Enhancements
The most beneficial enhancement for a commercial implementation would be the support of an
increased number of cutting tool geometries. Currently ball end and flat end mills may be simulated, and
while these represent the majority of cutting tools available, many other styles are also frequently used. A
direct expansion of the modeling methods used in this research would allow for the inclusion of'bull nosed'
and tapered cutters, which should be the first types added. Their addition would allow the system to model
all of the geometries used by a large majority of the NC market. Insert style cutters could be added next,
with the inserts being modeled as discontinuous flute segments using existing flute geometry parameters.
Finally, 'shaped' cutters such as routers, dovetails, and other free-form geometry could be added using a
boundary representation of the swept toolpath envelope composed of NURBS, or some other standard
surface representation created by lofting the cutter profile.
Another basic requirement, although not necessarily an enhancement, is to benchmark the
software developed during this research against the commercially available automatic feedrate generation
software. This includes HighFeed by Mastercam [MOO], and Vericut Optipath by CGTech [V00]. First, it is
desired to see if these packages operate effectively in a five-axis sculptured surface environment, which
represents the most complex conditions for CNC milling. Also, both packages implement a volumetric
approach at automatic feedrate selection, which effectively estimates average force values. This leads to the
assumption that these packages would not be able to optimize feeds to the same degree as the mechanistic
approach developed during this research, which estimates peak force values. Finally, the use of these
packages could provide insight to features and attributes that did not arise during the course of this research
but are desirable in a commercial application of automatic feedrate selection.
Another practical enhancement would be the automatic identification of full immersion slot cuts.
While this is not an issue in some classes of parts, it can be critical in others. Some parts require either no
or only a small number of slot cut, with the majority of the cuts being partial immersion cuts that are
stepped over from the edge of the stock or the occasional slot cut. When slot cuts occur infrequently their
presence is not a concern. In other classes of parts, such as turbine and compressor wheels, slot cuts occur
more frequently, as a cutting cycle involving slots is repeated at a number of layers of material removal,
and at a number of locations on the part This relatively large number of slot cuts contributes significantly
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to tool wear. Although the mechanistic model can adjust feed automatically for current cutting conditions,
it is difficult to differentiate between a full slot cut and a partial immersion with a ‘deep’ radial depth
(greater than one radius) using only mechanistic model and maximum chip thickness data. Although the
peak forces are similar in both cases, significantly more tool wear can occur in the case of the full slot cut.
The situation is similar in the case of the maximum chip thickness, as this occurs directly in the direction of
travel at a flute locating angle of p = 90°, a position that is present for both full slot cuts and deep partial
immersion cuts. Therefore the same maximum chip thickness value is returned in either case, and they
cannot be differentiated. Currently a flag in the G-code file is used to indicate the presence of a slot cuts so
that the feed may be inhibited accordingly, but automatic identification through the analysis of the contact
area would provide a superior method. Ideally, adjustment o f the mechanistic cutting constants to the
current cutting conditions, so that the subtle differences in force would be reflected in the feeds calculated,
would be desirable over simply inhibiting the feed by some percentage.

10.3.2 Suggested Enhancements
One important topic for investigation is automation of the feedrate selection system. Currently, an
existing production part file is simulated prior to feedrate selection in order to obtain the milling force and
chip thickness constraints required by the feedrate selection system. This prevents true 'black box'
operation, where only toolpath and part geometry information are required. While a database of the
required data could be built over time using the current method, this presents an obstacle to automation.
Similarly, pre-calculation of the material constants is also required. To simplify automatic feedrate
selection, it is desirable to obtain as many input parameters as possible in an automated manner.
One possible source of automation is through the use of METCUT data. This method is similar to
the current approach of ‘pre-simulating’ a production part known to have acceptable forces and chip
thickness in order to obtain this information, except that no existing production part is required. Under this
approach, the user would be required to enter the material constants, material type, cutter information, a
stock description, and a G-code file. Geometric simulation would then be performed, and the contact areas
present during each tool move would be stored. These contact areas would then be analyzed to arrive at a
range o f average cutting conditions that could be looked up in the METCUT CUTDATA tables. Force
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simulation would then automatically occur using the cut descriptions contained in the METCUT data which
most closely match the cutting conditions, in order to arrive at values for chip thickness and milling force
that are known to be acceptable. Once this information is known, feedrate estimation would occur. This
would require only the use of the CNC machine model for estimation of relative velocity values, which
would then be used with the previously stored contact area data to perform automatic feedrate selection.
Another area of both theoretical and practical interest is milling process dynamics. As the cutting
tool rotates, the force vectors acting on it change cyclically as a result of the varying flute locations. These
continually varying forces result in variable deflections in the system. Cutter deflection is typically the
primary motion of interest, but appreciable deflection can also occur in the machine and stock, which may
also require modeling depending on the situation (e.g. part deflection may dominate in thin walled parts).
Cutting dynamics are of interest as they directly affect the milling forces experienced. This is particularly
true when a condition referred to as 'regenerative waviness' [E93] exists. This occurs when the tooth
passing frequency matches a dominant mode of the system, leading to a regenerative growth in the
deflections through forced vibration. When the cutting process becomes unstable due to such regenerative
feedback, an audible ringing, referred to as chatter, results. The milling forces increase greatly when chatter
conditions exist, up to several times the values that are present under stable conditions, as a result of the
large variations in chip thickness that occur as the cutter vibrates. In addition to the danger of the increased
forces, the effects of the cutter vibrations are also clearly visible in the milled part in the form of a
scalloped or wavy surface, which is often an unacceptable surface finish for the part.
One approach that is used to predict the effects of milling dynamics is to perform a discrete time
simulation. This method has been implemented by several researchers, independent of feedrate generation
schemes, with a good deal of success [MA9l][ESE98]. However, an iterative solution is required for each
time step to arrive at an equilibrium solution, and the changes in force that occur as a result of the rapidly
rotating cutter necessitate the use of a very small time step, relative to the milling time. Therefore this
method is not practical for industrial application using current computer technology. However, faster
methods also exist. These involve the concept of a 'stability lobe', as developed by Tiusty [T90]. In this
approach, the dynamic effects are pre-calculated and mapped to a chart of feedrate vs. spindle speed,
defined for a given set of cutting conditions. Stable operating regions, or ’stability lobes', are indicated on
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these charts (i.e. feeds and speeds that will not result in chatter for a given set of cutting conditions). These
charts could be used in some rapid look-up implementation (e.g. a hash table) to verify that the currently
selected feedrate, and the neighboring feedrates, will not result in chatter. If necessary, the feeds can be
decreased into a stable region (the feeds should not be increased, as this would be contrary to the exit
condition which resulted in that feed value). The spindle speed could also be adjusted, although this
typically has a slower response time on the machine, and may even require cutter rotation to cease
temporarily while drive gears are changed. Note that an isolated feed in the unstable region for a typical
tool move is most likely tolerable, as there would not be sufficient time for significant chatter to develop.
A final area of practical extension for this research is cutter wear prediction. Using this system, a
contact area and chip thickness distribution is generated for the discrete cutter model during every tool
move in a simulation, and the move time is also known. This information can be used to estimate tool wear,
as it allows for calculation of the amount of material removed, the maximum and average thickness of the
material removed, and the rate of material removal, for each disc element on the discrete cutter model.
These parameters are directly related to tool wear, and relationships could be developed that estimate the
progression of tool wear during the milling process using this information.

10.3.3 Research Possibilities
One area of research that could be undertaken using this software is the development of an
integrated process definition system. Currently, toolpaths are generated using CAM software, separate from
the feedrate definition process. Care is generally taken during toolpath definition to ensure a fairly well
defined and consistent set of cutting conditions, which are necessary to minimize the effort required for
manual feedrate selection (although typically several iterations may be required to arrive at reasonable
feeds). However, these toolpaths do not necessarily optimize total milling efficiency, which contains both
spatial and velocity components. The spatial component refers to the net length of all toolpaths in a part
file, and the velocity component refers to the variable rate at which the cutter moves along these toolpaths.
Under the current method, attempting to maintain consistent cutting conditions during toolpath definition
imposes a constraint unrelated to spatial efficiency, and the subsequent use of these constant toolpaths in
feedrate definition limits velocity maximization to a single set of conditions. Only Mien toolpath definition
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and feedrate specification are integrated can both spatial and velocity parameters be optimized such that the
milling time is minimized. This would be the goal o f an integrated process definition system.
Another excellent application for this research not yet in common usage is the solution of both the
geometric and the discrete models using parallel processing. As the solution of these models requires a
repeated set of identical, independent operations, parallel processing could greatly enhance the performance
of this system. A parallel processing approach at Z-buffer modeling (referred to in that research as 'ray
casting') was previously performed by Menon et.al. [MR92], but no similar effort has been published for
mechanistic modeling. In mechanistic modeling, identical calculations are performed over all discrete axial
discs during calculation of the contact area and milling forces. These calculations are also repeated over all
discrete rotation angles during force calculation. If implemented on a multiple processor computer, these
discrete tasks could be divided between the processors, to arrive at a substantial improvement in efficiency.
This could be of particular benefit during automatic feedrate generation for sculptured surface machining,
which typically requires several iterations of force calculation for most tool moves.

10.4 Conclusions
The primary goal of this research was the development of an automatic feedrate selection system
for generalized milling conditions that could be readily implemented as a standard practice in industry,
using currently available computer and software technology. While two known commercial
implementations of automatic feedrate generation are currently available, they are based primarily on
volumetric material removal methods, which provide only a crude ability to estimate required feeds. The
volumetric approach is also limited in terms of future expansion, as it provides no additional information
regarding the milling process outside of feed estimates (i.e. no force vectors). Therefore a more advanced
approach at automatic feedrate generation was desired. To meet this goal, this research applied a
mechanistic modeling based approach to the feedrate generation problem, and a working system with
significant potential for application and future research was the result.
On a practical level, this research has successfully demonstrated the success of using an integrated
modeling approach at automatic feedrate selection. This method combines a geometric model and CNC
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machine model in support of a generalized discrete mechanistic model. The discrete Z-buffer approach has
proven to be an efficient and accurate tool for the geometric modeling of material removal, and also for
providing the data required for the calculation o f the cut geometry parameters. The CNC machine model
has provided accurate relative velocity values during five-axis milling, required for chip thickness. The
generalized form of the discrete mechanistic model, and the supporting methods developed to provide the
mechanistic material constants, have proven capable of accurate force estimation for a variety of cutting
conditions. Finally, the integration of these three separate models into a unified system has proven effective
through laboratory testing and industrial implementation at calculating optimized feed values, regardless of
the part geometry, cutter type, or CNC machine style.
The success of this method has implications beyond the scope of feedrate selection. In addition to
allowing for the selection of feedrate values, it also provides estimates of milling force vectors, which may
be used to model cutter and part deflection, and in analyses of machine and cutter dynamics. Also provided
is detailed cutter/stock contact area and chip thickness information, which could prove useful in predicting
cutter wear on a 'macro level'. The chip thickness, force, and contact area information could also be used to
study the thermal aspects of the milling process, which has the greatest effect on tool wear, providing for a
'micro-level' analysis of this phenomena.
While there is still more work that must be performed for this approach to become fully mature,
the net resuit of this research is a set of methods already implemented into a working software system.
This system is ready for application both in research and industrial environments, and can provide
substantial benefits to both.
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APPENDIX A
TROCHOIDAL CHIP THICKNESS CALCULATION

The physical geometry of the surface cut by a single cutting tool flute is trochoidal in nature as a
result of the forward motion of the cutter during rotation. This forward motion is ignored in the idealized
surface assumed when calculating the chip thickness using the dot product approximation.
It is not possible to use a direct calculation as is performed by the dot product approximation when
calculating a chip thickness based on a trochoidal model. Rather, the surfaces generated by two subsequent
cutting flutes are deflned, and the distance between them is calculated at some discrete angular position to
yield a chip thickness value. The ’discrete angular position' criterion is used as it follows the form of the
mechanistic model, where forces are calculated as a function of rotation angle. There are also discrete time
based trochoidal cutting models [MA91], developed for use in dynamic simulations.
The distance translated forward by the cutter may be deflned as a function of the current flutes
rotation angle using:

x(p) = (f)((n-P)/2jc)(Nt)
where

(A.l)

x(P) is the distance traveled by the cutter center as a function of P (in),
P is the rotation angle of the current flute (rad), and
Nf is the number of flutes at the current axial location.

Using this relation, it is possible to define the surface 'S' left by a given flute as a function of rotation angle.
The X and Y components of the surface 'S' are defined for what we will call the initial flute, or flute 1, as:
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X l(p l) = R sin (pi) + x(pi)

(A.2a)

Y l(pi) = Rcos (P1)

(A.2b)

where

X l(p l)rY l(pi) define the surface SI left by the initial cutting flute (in),
R is the cutter radius (in),
p i is the current flute rotation angle (rad) of flute 1, and
x(P 1) is the cutter translation as a function of P 1 (in).

Equation A.2 defines the surface created by a flute on the cutting tool as it both rotates about the cutter axis
from the 180° position, and translates forward from a defined origin; this is shown on the left in Figure Al.
To define a chip thickness, the difference between this surface and the path traced by the subsequent flute,
S2, must be calculated, as shown on the right in Figure A.I. For this operation to be performed, it is
necessary to define a 'lead/lag' angle that aligns the rotation angle of the second flute that creates S2 with
the initial flute's rotation angle. This is required as the chip thickness value is calculated as the difference
between SI and S2 at some given cutter rotation angle P2, which is defined relative to S2, and the
corresponding location along SI included in the difference was not generated at the angle P2. This may be
seen in Figures A.l and A.2, and is the result of cutter translation during rotafion, which causes the second
flute to start at a P2 = 1800 that corresponds to some value of pi that is less than 180° (as seen on the right
in Figure A2). Therefore, for the purpose of calculating the trochoidal chip thickness value as a function of
a single discrete rotation angle (P2), a lead/lag angle, denoted e, must be defined such that:

p i = p2 + e( P2)

where

e(

(A.3)

P2) is the desired lead/lag angle function (rad).

The angle e may be viewed as the angle between two radius vectors, such as may be seen on the right in
Figure A.I. Starting at P2 = 180 °, where the maximum lag between p i and P2 exists, the value of e reduces
to zero as p2 rotates to 90 °; that is, the lag p i has relative to P2 diminishes to zero as both vectors rotate
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h(p2)

* -x (P )= f

\ x(pl)

kf
H
-H

K-x(P2)

Figure A. 1: On the left, Trochoidal Surface SI is created as flute fl rotates 2n/Nf radians and translates
forward one feed per tooth distance. On the right, the Trochoidal Chip Thickness h(P) at
some angle p is the difference between the surfaces generated by the current flute, S2, and
the initial flute, SI. In this view the actual cutter radius vectors are shown, originating at the
instantaneous cutter centers that were present when the surfaces were generated. Note that
the angle to the radius vector that created SI lags the value of P for which the chip
thickness is desired.

yl~-

xl x2
Figure A.2: The trochoidal chip thickness is calculated as the magnitude of the difference between the
vectors shown on the left. Note the lead/lag error in the angle for the corresponding SI and
S2 positions. On the right a means of obtaining the maximum lead/lag angle, £ m a x , is
shown (valid for f « R; not to scale). When the value of p for S2, P2, = 180 °, the
corresponding p i value is (180° - £ m a x ); similarly when P2 = 0°, p i = £ m a x - The value of
P i is defined for intermediate values as p i = p2 - ( £ m a x ) ( c o s ( P ( S 2 ) ) ) .
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such that they are aligned with the X axis, with both p i and p2 at 90°. From there, p i leads P2 to a
maximum lead, equal in magnitude to the maximum lag, at P2 = 0°. This is modeled using the relation:

e( P2) =
where

(em ax)

( cos(P2))

(A.4)

Emax is the maximum lead/lag angle value (rad).

The value of Emax may be calculated using equation A.2a, by setting the X(P) amount equal to the feed-pertooth value and solving for p. This process is simplified in that the resultant value of P is generally rather
small, allowing a small angle approximation of the sine term. Using this method is Emax defined as:

Em a x

= f / (R + fry)

where

(A.5)

f is the feed per tooth value (in/tooth),
R is the cutter radius at the current axial location (in), and
yis the cutter rotation during one feed-per-tooth period (=27t/Nf; rad).

EquationsA.4 and A.5 provide insight into the amount of error included in the dot product approximation
for the chip thickness shown in Equation 1.2. When no lead/lag angle is present, the results from the
trochoidal model are identical to that provided by Equation 1.2. In this case the distance between the
surfaces that is returned is constant and equal to the feed per tooth value, which must then be projected onto
a vector in the radial direction at the desired angle, yielding the identical results. All of the error is therefore
introduced by neglecting e(P2), which has a maximum amount described by A.5. As the value of fry is
generally much smaller than R, the dominant relationship is f / R. Therefore it may be stated that the error
is negligible for f « R, a necessary condition for use of the dot product approximation.
Equations A.4 and A.5 also provide the remaining information required for the definition of a
trochoidal chip thickness value. The chip is defined as the difference between two surfaces created by two
adjacent flutes, with the first surface being described by A.2a,b. The second surface is nearly identical in
form and is defined as:
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X2(P2) = R sin (£2) + x(£2) + f

(A.6 a)

Y2(P2) = Rcos(P2)

(A.6 b)

where

X1(P),Y1(P) define the surface S1 left by the initial cutting flute (in),

R is the cutter radius (in),
p is the current flute rotation angle (rad), and
x(P) is the cutter translation as a function of P (in).

Note the primary differences between Equation A.6 and Equation A.2 are that Equation A.6 calculates the
surface relative to p2, and the X term (A.6 a) has an additional feed-per-tooth amount added to it to account
for the translation that occurred between flutes. Using Equations A.4 and A.5 it is possible to calculate the
value of P 1 that corresponds to the current P2 value, allowing for the calculation of chip thickness solely as
a function of P2. The chip thickness value is solved for as:

h(P2) = ((X2(P2)-X1(P2))2 + (Y2(p2)-Yl(p2 ) ) 2 ) I/2

(A7)

Some results of the trochoidal chip calculation process described here are shown in Figures A.3
and A.4. Figure A.3 shows the results for the fairly small radius value of 0.09375" and a feed-per-tooth
value of 0.001 in/tooth. These conditions represent a fairly common scenario, and notice that there is only a
very small difference between the dot product and trochoidal chop thickness values. These differences will
decrease as the cutter radius value increases. The maximum lead/lag angle in this case is 0.61°, well within
the range of acceptability for the small angle approximation. Figure A.4 shows the results for the same
radius value, but a rather large feed-per-tooth value of 0.01 in/tooth. Even in this somewhat extreme case,
the maximum lead/lag angle in this case is 6 . 1°, still within the range of acceptability for the small angle
approximation. While these conditions may not be a common scenario, it does demonstrate some of the
effects of the trochoidal chip thickness model. Most notable is that the chip thickness value is non-zero at
0° and 180°. This further implies that for linear motion orthogonal to the cutter axis, the bounds of rotation
must be extended beyond the 0 ° and 180° limits required by the dot product method in this case; i.e. some
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Trochoidal vs. Sinusoidal Chip Thickness
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Figure A.3: Trochoidal (Dark Line) Vs. Sinusoidal (Light Line) Chip Thickness as a function of
rotation angle for R = 0.09375", f = 0.001 in/tooth. Note that there is only a slight
variation between the two approaches for these fairly common conditions. The
maximum lead/lag angle in this case is 0.61 deg.

Trochoidal vs. Sinusoidal Chip Thickness
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Figure A.4: Trochoidal (Dark Line) Vs. Sinusoidal (Light Line) Chip Thickness as a function of
rotation angle for R = 0.09375", f = 0.01 in/tooth. Note the non-zero chip thickness
values of the trochoidal form at 0 and 180 deg., as well as the overall increase in
thickness from o to 90 deg. The maximum lead/lag angle in this case is 6.1 deg.
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cutting occurs on the 'back' of the cutter. Also note that the average chip thickness is greater from 90° to 0°
than from 180° to 90°, which differs from the symmetry found in the dot product approach. That said, note
that the net effect on chip thickness values is still rather small, and as the greatest difference occurs at the
smallest chip thickness values, the peak milling force does not change.
Although the trochoidal method presented here can provide slightly more accurate chip thickness
values than the dot product approach actually implemented, the actual variations are negligible for most
reasonable cutting conditions, and the trochoidal approach as currently developed is too limited for
practical application. The primary limitation is that currently the surfaces calculated are those that lie in a
plane orthogonal to the axis of the cutter. This means that contributions of axial components of cutter
motion are not included in the chip thickness calculation. For practical application a model that includes
surface components that lie in the axial direction as well must be derived.
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APPENDIX B
MACHINE SPACE TO WORKPIECE SPACE COO?*>iNATE TRANSFORMATIONS

This appendix provides an example of the machine coordinate to workpiece coordinate
transformation that is required to map cutting tool locations and orientations from the machine-specific
coordinates of the G-code data to the local coordinates of the Z-buffer model. This transformation is
specific to a given machine style, and use of this transformation prior to other calculations helps limit the
machine specific dependencies that exist during feedrate calculation. The example provided is for a Fadal
table-on-table 5-axis mill, the kinematic style of which may be seen in Figure B.l.
The stock rides on a 2-axis rotary tilt table in the Fadal arrangement, allowing the translation
between machine and workpiece coordinates to be simplified by the definition of two additional coordinate
systems attached to the tilt table. These are referred to as the rotary axis coordinates, denoted RotaryAand
RotaryB for the A and B axes respectively. These systems separate the rotational transformations into
individual operations, which is important for two reiisons. First, this helps simplify the linear translations
required to locate the workpiece and machine coordinate origins relative to each other. Second, definition
of these systems aids in the calculation of cutter to stock relative velocity values.
The rotary coordinate systems are shown in Figure B.2. The RotaryBsystem remains fixed relative
to machine coordinates, not rotating with the B axis. The A axis is chained with the B axis, riding on a
platform that rotates with B. The RotaryA coordinates rotate with the B axis are fixed relative to the A axis,
similar to the relationship between RotaryBand B.
The workpiece coordinate origin is defined as the lower left hand comer of the stock model, as
seen when viewed from above. The location of this origin relative to machine coordinates is dependant on
setup of a specific job, as well as on the location of the machine coordinate origin, which itself is often
arbitrary. The machine coordinate origin may be defined in the G-code file with a G92 command, which
defines the machine coordinate origin as the current cutter location at the time of execution.
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ft

Moves in/out :

Figure B.l: In the table-on-table 5-axis machine configuration, the stock translates in X and Y, and
rotates in A and B, while the cutting tool moves independently in Z.

RotaryB
Coords

I
Figure B.2: The RotaryB coordinates remain parallel to machine Coordinates at all times. Similarly,
while RotaryArotates on B, they do not rotate with A (XA remains in the XM, ZMplane).
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Alternatively, the machine origin may be defined through a manually entered set of XM,YM,ZMoffsets that
performs the same operation as a G92. Both the manually entered offsets and the G92 location (contained
in the G-code file) will be referred to as the 'G92 offsets’. In either case, the cutting tool is manually jogged
to some position relative to the workpiece, referred to as the Home Position'. The G92 offsets are then
entered into the CNC controller to define the location of the machine coordinate origin relative to the cutter
position. This is shown by the G92 offsets displayed in Figure B.3.
The cutter location is first translated from machine coordinates to RotaryB coordinates. This is
done relative to the Home Position through the use of three 'Rotary Table" offset values that are defined in
XM, Ym, and ZM. These offsets, denoted R T x .y .z , define the distance from the Home Position to the center
of A axis rotation for (B=0). In addition to these variable offsets is a constant offset value, Crt, which is a
physical attribute of the rotary table. This offset represents the distance from the center of B-axis rotation to
the surface on the A axis where the stock is mounted, and for the Jones and Shipman rotary table this has a
value of 5.561". As shown in this Figure B.3, the RotaryB Coordinates may be located with respect to
machine coordinates by the relations:

XB= Xm - G92x + RTX

(B. 1)

Yb = Ym -G92 y + RTy
ZB= Zm - G92z + RTZ + C rt
where

XB, YB, ZBare the RotaryBcoordinates of the cutter position,
XM, Ym, Zm are the machine coordinate Locations,
G92x, G92y, G92z are the machine coordinates of the home position,
RTX, RTy, RTz are the user specified Rotary Table offset values, and
Crt is a constant that is a physical attribute of the rotary table.

Note that the home position indicated by G 9 2 x .y z

is

either contained in the G-code file (the G92 location),

or specified by the user (the value of the offsets manually entered to the controller during setup).
From the RotaryB coordinates, the cutter location is next transformed into RotaryA coordinates.
The transform from RotaryBis composed of a translation in ZB followed by a rotation about B:
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Figure B.3: Definition of the machine Coordinate origin and the Rotary Table Coordinate origin for
the Fadal table-on-table 5-axis configuration.
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Figure B.4: Definition of the workpiece offsets used to specify stock placement on the rotary table.
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X A= XBcos(B) - (ZB- C ot) sin(B)

(B.2)

Ya = Yb
Z a = Xg sin(B) + (Z b - Cot) cosB)
where

Xa,Ya,Za are the RotaryAcoordinates of the cutter position.

The workpiece coordinates of the cutter location are then obtained through a transformation from
the RotaryA coordinates. This is performed by a rotational transformation in A, followed by a translation
performed in the RotaryAcoordinates. The translation is required as the workpiece coordinate origin lies at
the lower left hand corner of the stock model when viewed from above, but the RotaryAorigin lies at the
center of A axis rotation. Therefore workpiece offsets are required to simulate "stock placement" on the
surface of the rotary table (see Figure B.4). Once these have been defined, tbe transformation from RotaryA
coordinates to workpiece coordinates is performed as:

X wp = XAcos(A) + Ya sin(A) + WPX

(B .3)

Y wp = -XAsin(A) + YA cos(A) + WPY
Zwp = ZA + WPZ
where

Xwp,Ywp,Zwp are the workpiece coordinates of the cutter position, and
WPX,WPY,WPZ are the workpiece stock offsets.

The WPZ offset shifts the cutter locations up and down along the A axis. It is only required if the stock is
elevated from the surface of the rotary table, or if a different than actual stock 'height' in Zwp is modeled.
Now that the cutter position has been transformed from machine to workpiece coordinates, the
cutter orientation must also be transformed. In the Fadal arrangement, the cutter has a permanent [0,0,1]
orientation in machine coordinates, as its axis of rotation is fixed in ZM. However, the orientation varies
relative to the stock due to rotations in A and B. Additionally, the orientation varies continuously
throughout the tool move, so the swept toolpath envelope used to model a tool move has a single fixed
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orientation. The orientation vector is calculated using the angular positions that occur at the middle of the
tool move, calculated as:

Amid = Aj +0.5 (Af - At)

(B.4)

Bm
<rt = Bj + 0.5 (Bf - Bj)
where

A ^d, B^d are the angular positions at the middle of the tool move,

Aj, Bj are the angular positions from the G-code file for the initial tool position, and
Af, Bfare the angular positions from the G-code file for the final tool position.

The initial and final tool positions refer to the two cutter locations that bound theendsof a swept toolpath
envelope. Using the average rotation angles,the cutter orientation vector fora giventoolpathenvelope is
calculated as:

Ax= -sinf-Bndd) cos(-A,nid)
Ay = sin(-Bnud) sinC-Ama)

Az = COS(-BnUd)
where

Axyz are the workpiece coordinate components of A, the cutter orientation vector.

This is shown graphically in Figure B.5 on the following page.
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Figure B.5: Definition of the workpiece offsets used to specify stock placement on the rotary table.
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APPENDIX C
Z-BUFFER ELEMENT SPACING ANALYSIS

There is no well-defined analytical means of bounding force estimation error introduced as a result
of the discrete spacing distance of the Z-buffer elements, dxy. in the geometric model. The value of dxy has
a definite affect on the force estimations, as it is the intersection of the cutting tool with the Z-buffer model
that provides the contact area definition required for mechanistic modeling. However, the relationship
between dxy and the resultant geometric parameters can vary greatly with cutting conditions, and so it is
very difficult to derive a realistic set of worst-case conditions (with respect to vector spacing effects) that
are actually encountered during a milling operation. Therefore it is necessary to rely on theoretically
possible worst-case conditions, yet these prove overly conservative for the majority of cutting conditions.
There is no drawback to being overly conservative from a pure accuracy standpoint, as a smaller
dw will always provide more accurate results over a broader range of cutting conditions. The drawback is
that the practicality of the force estimation model is greatly reduced, as a result of limitations in current
computer hardware. The computational load incurred by force estimation increases 0(n2) with respect to
reductions in dxy, a result of the increased number of vectors in the model. However, this is not the primary
concern due to the efficiency of the algorithms implemented. The primary drawback, as addressed in
Chapter 4, is the available memory on the computer system for storing the vectors. If not carefully managed
this can increase the computation time by magnitudes of order as a result of memory paging, or in the
extreme can result in system failure. While a mesh spacing defined via a worst-case analysis exceeds the
practical limits of current generation computers for large milling jobs, this will not always be the case.
Therefore an example of ’worst-case' error limiting analysis for a given set of cutting conditions will be
presented. Note that this is in contrast to the less rigorous mesh spacing selection methods presented in
Chapter 4, which were found to work well within the current hardware constraints for typical jobs; these
will also maximize computational efficiency regardless of the available hardware.
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One means of calculating dxy is based on limiting error in the entrance and exit angles for a given
set of cutting conditions. These angles are calculated using radial distance locations similar to a radial
depth of cut, found by noting the radial depth where each Z-buffer element intersects the STE. The
m axim um and minimum radial distance values found from all intersections for the current move are treated

as the absolute radial depths for the current tool move, and are used in the calculation o f the entrance and
exit angles (see Chapter 6 ).
For the generic condition of cutting along a principal direction in Workpiece space with no cutter
tilt, the condition that results in the largest deviation between the actual and as-calculated radial distance
value is when one side of the STE misses intersecting a row of Z-buffer elements by a small amount. This
is shown occurring for the minimum radial distance on the right in Figure 4.19. This results in a radial
distance value approximately equal to (R - dxy). As explained in Chapter 6 , the entrance and exit angles are
found as a function of radial distance using a relation of the form:

P = sin‘l( N / R ) + jc/2
where

(C.l)

p is the entrance or exit angle (rad),
N is the radial depth of cut (in), and
R is the radius value (in).

In the case shown on the right in Figure C .l, N = R- dxy. Note that the value of diy may be defined
as a fraction of the radius value, o r :

dxy = kR
where

(C.2)
k is some value less than 1 .

In this case the value of N may be re-written as N = -R(ldirection). Replacing

k

k

)

(note the angle is disengaging in the -N

with dxv/R, as d*y is eventually desired, allows Equation (C.l) to be re-written as a

function of the mesh spacing djy using:
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P = sin'^dxy/R -1) + n/2

(C.3)

What is desired is a limitation in the error in the force calculations, not in the angle calculations, so this
must now be related to force. Recall from Chapter 2 that for the case of a flat end cutter travelling in
Xwp,Ywp, the chip thickness value h may be defined as:

h = f, sin (P)

(2.9)

For a given set of cutting conditions, assume the value of the net force magnitude acting on the cutter is a
linear function of chip thickness (i.e. the forces vary linearly with chip thickness over the surface of the
cutter). This allows a function for the calculation of net force magnitude acting on the cutter as a linear
function of chip thickness to be defined as:

F„ct = C f, sin (P)
where

(C.4)

C is some constant (= KydZ (Kr2+1 )0'5 for Devor and Kline)

In the typical case of a four-fluted cutter, two cutting flutes an angular distance of rc/2 would engage the
stock at any given time during the full slot cut of Figure C .l. Therefore the total force contributions from
both flutes could be described as:

FneI = C f, ( sin (P) + sin (P + rc/2))

or simply

Fact = C f, ( sin (P) + cos(P ) )

(C.5)

One means of limiting error in the simulation as a result of mesh size is to control the maximum change in
force predicted by (C.5) as a result of one of the flutes exiting the contact patch as a result of the discrete
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F ig u r e d :

Note that the portion of cutting tool indicated as not intersecting the discrete stock
(highlighted in bold) generally increases with radial depth and is a function of mesh
spacing d*y. This leads to errors in the entrance/exit angles, indicated by shaded region.
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Figure C.2: In the above image the Z-buffer elements are shown swept parallel to the direction of
travel. Note that the chip thickness at flute fi is approximately 28% of the sum of the chip
thickness values for flutes fLand f2 at the angle of disengagement, [3(e).
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spacing of the Z-buffer elements. This is the case shown on the right in Figure C .l. Define the allowable
error e as a percentage representing the maximum change in force due to flute disengagement as a result of
discrete Z-buffer element spacing. This would mean that the mesh spacing would have to be defined such
that the disengaging flute was only contributing the ratio e of Fnet at the point of disengagement, white the
remaining flute contributes 1-e. Note that due to the definition of the flute-locating angle p, the cosine term
would still be the larger contributor that remains engaged while thesine termwould disengage. Therefore,
this condition is defined by setting the sine term as the ratioof e to thesum of both terms:

sin(p) = e ( sin(P) + cos(P))

(C.6 )

and applying the appropriate trigonometric functions, and combining with Equation (C.3) yields:

tan(sin‘l(dxy/R - 1) + rc/2)~‘ + 1 = e_l

(C.7)

This may be solved for dxy as shown below:

tanfsin'^dxy/R - 1) + n/ 2

)_1

= e_1 - 1

tan(sin‘‘(dxY/R - 1) + Jt/2) = (e~‘ -1) “l
tanfsin'^dxy/R - 1) + tt/2 ) = e /

(1

- e)

dxy = (1 - cos ( tan^C e / (1 - e) ) ) ) R

(C.8 )

Therefore, if a maximum allowable change in force due to 'artificial' flute disengagement were to be limited
to 5% (e = 0.05), this would require a mesh spacing of d*y = 0.00138R, and the disengagement would occur
at p = 3.013° (assuming the worst case conditions of theright hand image inFigure C.1).Examples on a
viewable scale are shown in Figure C.2; note that the meshspacing shown is similar tothat used in actual
simulations, namely dxy is O(O.IR), as described in Chapter 4.
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The mesh size solved for above is far too small to be practically implemented at the current time.
However, this does not pose a problem. The sizing assumes a single, specific set of conditions, and these
conditions may rarely if ever occur. Note, however, that variations on the method presented above may be
used to analyze any specific set of conditions desired. In general the actual error encountered at any given
rotational position is highly dependent on the current cutting conditions, which vary continually. More
importantly, note that the model uses the maximum force value found during the cutter rotation as the
representative force for that move. Except during very light cuts, this peak value generally occurs at some
angular location much different from the location where the flute disengages the stock, and is much greater
in magnitude than the force contribution calculated just prior to flute disengagement. Therefore the effects
of this level of accuracy on the force estimate for the move would in most cases be negligible, while
detracting from the goal of computational efficiency. Additionally, the peak force calculated is the result of
multiple flute engagement, over a range of flute locating angles on each flute as a result of the helix angle,
unlike the single rotational position for the flutes assumed above. Cutter runout also has a major effect on
the force values. Therefore, while the ideal implementation would use the very fine mesh size indicated by
some worst-case error limitation, accurate force results may still be obtained even if a much larger value of
d^ is used. Provided that the mesh spacing is adequate to provide a reasonable estimate of the peak force
experienced during the move, the subtler variations in force may be sacrificed for now to obtain the
required efficiency. This is important as it allows for practical implementation of the force estimation and
feedrate selection software using currently available computer hardware.
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APPENDIX D
PROTOCOL FOR MECHANISTIC CONSTANT DATA ACQUISITION

1. Preparation for Calibration Cuts
1.1. Preparation of the Test Piece
1.1.1. Clamp a material big enough in size to make several slot and straight cuts.
1.1.2. Drill holes on the part to match a set of holes on the mid-plate. If the holes on the mid
plate are not suitable drill and tap holes on the mid plate to match the holes you drill on
the test piece.
1.1.3. Mill the top surface of the part using a 1" end-mill. This surface is going to be at the
bottom during mounting so a good surface finish is essential.
1.1.4. Turn the part over and counter sink the holes if the part thickness is too much for bolt
length. Ideally at least 4-5 threads of the bolt should be holding on to the mid-plate.
1.1.5. De-burr the edges of the part using a filer. Also using fine sandpaper, clean the bottom
surface until a shiny surface finish is obtained. Wipe the metal dust off and clean the part.
1.1.6 . The test piece is now ready to be mounted on the mid-plate.
1.2. Preparation of the Load Cell - Test Piece Assembly
1.2.1. Clean the machine: The cleanliness of the machine is very important. Even with a tiny
chip between parts, the bolts will get loose during cutting and a lot of vibration will be
observed in the force measurements. Vacuum the area where the load cell is to be
mounted and use air hose to get rid of the metal chips. Use grease solvents in the area to
get rid of the coolant residues. Dry the area thoroughly with the air hose.
1.2.2. Mount the load cell: The load cell has to be mounted with the tapered mounting pieces
and bolts with hexagonal wide-end nuts. The load cell has to be secure in both X and a Y
direction even if cutting is only in one direction.
1.2.3. Mount the mid-plate: Clean the load cell and the mid-plate with grease solvent and bolt
the mid-plate on the load cell. Dry both parts before mounting using the air hose.
1.2.4. Mount the test piece: Clean the test piece and dry it. Place it on the mid-plate, the milled
surface of the test piece touching the mid-plate. Fasten it using the bolts. Use soft
washers so that the bolts do not damage the test piece while tightening. Do not use hard
washers as they might damage the cutting tool in case of an accidental contact.
1.2.5. Clean the top surface of the test piece by milling it with a 1" face mill. This surface will
be used as Z=0 by changing the fixture offset.
1.2.6. The piece is ready to be tested on.
1.3. Preparing the Tools to be Tested
1.3.1. Load the tool(s) on the spindle.
1.3.2. You may choose to set the tool offsets relative to the other pre-loaded tools or
compensate for the difference in the fixture offset
1.3.3. Clamp the linear dial indicator.
1.3.4. Lower the tool and touch it to the dial indicator at the end of the tools cylindrical section.
Measure the run-out by rotating the tool with your hand. You may have to unfasten the
tool on the chuck and fasten it again. If the run-out is close to 0.001", you can try hitting
the tool using the hammer and putting a plastic piece between the tool and the hammer.
Make sure the final run-out is less than or equal to 0.001".
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1.4. Getting the Equipment Ready for Testing
1.4.1. Turn the power of the amplifier on and wait for a few minutes. Make sure the switches
of the amplifier points to "remote” to enable the remote control unit Keep the remote
unit switch in the reset position and release the switch just before you start sampling to
minimize the drift of the signal. Also check the amplifier scale and make sure it is at the
desired level. Table D.l shows the force limits for different settings.

Newtons per Volt
Max. Force (lb)

100

200

224

449

500
1124

1000

2248

Table D.l: Amplifier force limits for various Newton/Volt settings.
1.4.2.

1.4.3.

1.4.4.

2.

Check the load cell polarity. Run some tests by pushing on the load cell in X, Y and Z
directions and checking the results for the sign. The forces should be opposite in sign to
the direction you are pushing, thus representing the force on the tool, and not on the work
piece.
Stir the coolant tank behind the machine to have a homogenous coolant. Make sure you
wait 5 minutes after stirring to let the chips in the tank settle. Else the chips will clog the
coolant lines. Then turn on the coolant and let it run for 5 minutes before starting any
tests.
Turn the spindle on and let it run at the testing speed for a few minutes to heat up the
machine.

File Convention for Saving the Calibration Data
2.1. Directory S tructure
The calibration data files are saved in I: drive on the controller PC. The directory structure
classifies the files according to the material, tool, and kind of cut (in several ways). The sub
directories for a sample cut are shown below:
I:\Calibration Constants
• Stainless Steel (15-5 or 17-4)
•0 .2 5 in ball-end
••Down Mill
•0 .2 5 in axial tryl
•0 .2 5 in axial try2
•0 .5 in axial tryl
The same structure should be used for saving of calibration files to make the data easy to find in
the future.
2.2. Filename Details
The file name consists of the details of the cut. For example:
6ipm 0.25axial 0.35radial 2000rpm date02.25.2000.out

This file name gives the feedrate, axial depth of cut, radial depth of cut (or slot cut), spindle speed,
and the date the data was collected. The last "out" is used for file type association. This filename
convention should be used to make the data easy to find in the future.

3.

Choosing the Spindle Speed, Feedrates and Cut Length
3.1. The operating spindle speed and feedrates can be chosen from a known G-code file that has been
used before or from an experimental table (i.e. Metcut).
3.2. Choose four feedrates for the tests. For example if the operating feedrate is limited to a
maximum of 20ipm, choose 5,10,15, and 20. This will help find the constants that match our
operating range.
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3.3. Find the minimum cut length required to get a steady state data for each feedrate using the
following formula;
Cut Length = 0.25" + Feedrate (ips) x 15 sec
The 0.25" extra is for getting rid of the transient forces caused by the entry into the stock.

4.

Making the Cuts
4.1. Positioning the cut
Position the tool at one comer of the cutting area so that after the first slot cut, the rest of the cuts
will be down-mill. Figure D. 1 shows a sample starting point for calibration cuts in the X-direction.

Figure D.l: Calibration cut direction.
The Y=0 position should be set at the start of the slot cut, pointed by the arrow. The radial steps
should be taken downward (for cuts in Y direction, X=0 should be set at that point).
4.2. Cutting and Taking the data
The first cut will be a slot cut at one ball depth (or one radius depth for flat-end cutters).
4.2. 1 . Write a simple G-code in the program window of OpenCNC to move the cutter across the
part, to be safe, at the lowest chosen feedrate value. It should look something like this:
"G1 X7.0 F3.0". Make sure you will exit the workpiece at the other end. Position the
tool as instructed in previous section and switch to run mode.
4.2.2. Run the Sampler program from the desktop of the controller PC. Check the amplifier
settings to make sure they match the settings on the amplifier. The default is selected as
500 N/V. Set the sampling time to 15 seconds. Click "Start Sampling" button. Actual
sampling doesn't start until the machine starts moving. The program will stop responding
to user input while sampling. It will resume after 15 seconds of sampling.
4.2.3. Press the "Operate Reset" button on the load cell remote control and press "Cycle Start"
button on the operator panel attached to the control case.
4.2.4. After the run stops, the data will be saved under the filename specified in the Sampler
program (e:\test.out by default). You may have to rename the data to match the
requirements defined under section 2. File Convention for Saving the Calibration Data.
4.2.5. You may choose to process the data and go to section 4.3. Using the Collected Data, or
you may do the rest of the cuts by repeating the previous steps for the following settings:
• 0.7 x radius radial step-over, 1 x radius axial depth for the selected feedrate settings.
• 0.7 x radius radial step-over, 2 x radius axial depth for the selected feedrate settings.
4.3. Using the Collected Data
You may want to prepare a table to write the findings from this section; a sample is shown below:

Feedrate (ipm)
5

Avg. X (lb.)
70

Avg. Y (lb.)
170

10

100

200

Mag Peak (lb.)
250
300

Mag Min (lb.)

Table D.2: Sample data for obtaining calibration constants.
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4.3.1.

Open the data file in Excel by selecting tab delimited text option.
You may want to create an Excel macro for the following procedures, since they will be
repeated for every cut.
Draw the graphs of X and Y force columns.
Create a new column showing the magnitude of the force total of X and Y forces. Also
create a graph of this column. Find the average peak and minimum forces for this
column.
Find the averages of the X and Y force columns throughout the steady state section of the
data, in other words where the transient forces have damped out. A sample Y force graph
and the steady state section are shown in Figure D.2. The transient region is selected
large to be conservative.

4.3.2.
4.3.3.

4.3.4.

Y Force Lbs
300
250

200
150

100
50

0
-50
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

Figure D.2: Sample force plot showing transient and steady state regions.
4.3.5.

After finding the values listed in Table D.2, you can calculate the mechanistic constants
using a computer program developed for this purpose.
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APPENDIX E
SOFTWARE USERS GUIDE

This appendix contains the instructions required for the operation of the software developed
during this research. These instructions are broken into two parts for the two primary programs developed,
MasterFeed and CalcMechConsts. MasterFeed provides four options; relative velocity control, geometric
simulation, force estimation, and automatic feedrate selection. Instructions for each are presented in the
MasterFeed section. CalcMechConsts performs only a single function, the calculation of the mechanistic
material constants from empirical force data.
Program I: MasterFeed. Used for geometric simulation, force estimation, relative velocity control, and
automatic feedrate selection.
This software requires two input data files for operation. One of these is the G-code file that
contains the part program to be simulated. The other file is a user data file that contains the commands and
values required for the operation of the software. This majority of this guide is dedicated to describing
these command and values. The user data file must be created prior to the running of the program. If a
mistake exists in the user data file, or an unknown command is contained in the G-code file, automatic
error checking in the software will notify the user of the unrecognized information, and provide the file
name and line number which it corresponds to. Note that the user data file contains the G-code file
information, and so only the user data file name is explicitly required to initiate program execution.
The program may be executed in one of two manners, command line based or prompted data entry
based. The command line based method is useful when the program is to be from a batch file, and also
simplifies the task of software development as the command line data may be entered into MS VC++.
In the prompted data entry based method, the user enters

>/path/MasterFeed
in a DOS shell, where the ’>' is NOT typed, it only indicates the DOS prompt, and ‘path’ indicates the
directory path to the executable. Alternatively, the user may select the MasterFeed application icon in an
MS windows shell. The user is then prompted for the required user data file name (and path).
In the command line based method, the user enters

>/path/MasterFeed

-userdata

USER_DATA_FILE_PATH/USER_DATA_FILE_NAME

in a DOS shell, or the in a windows shell the user clicks on the icon for a batch file that contains this
command. In place of USER_DATA_FILE_PATH the path to the desired user data file, relative to the
location of the MasterFeed application, should be entered. In place of USER_DATA_FILE_NAME the
appropriate file name should be entered.
If the user data file cannot be opened using the specified path and filename, the user is notified of
this error in the DOS shell, and program execution terminates. Otherwise the DOS shell displays the
options selected by the user, and the values of the data entered, and program execution commences.
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MasterFeed Software Options
There are 4 primary applications contained in the MasterFeed program; Kinemax,
Render/Animate, WriteForce, and AutoFeed. Kinemax simulates the NC machine kinematics and controller
behavior, and as a result it creates a copy of the input G-code file that contains variable feedrates that result
in a constant relative velocity of the cutter past the stock when 5-axis milling. Render/Animate performs a
geometric simulation of the milling process, and as a result provides graphical imaging of the milled stock;
Render shows the final stock geometry, and Animate shows the in-process milling and the final stock.
WriteForce performs a geometric and mechanistic simulation of the milling process for the purpose of force
estimation. Based on the simulation results it creates a data file containing the peak estimated force value
for each tool move and the G-code line number of that move, as well as the corresponding net machine run
time, volumetric removal rate, and maximum chip thickness values. AutoFeed performs a geometric
simulation of the milling process, combined with an iterative mechanistic simulation, for the purpose of
automatic feedrate selection. As a result of the simulation, a copy of the input G-code file that contains
feedrates optimized for the unique cutting conditions of each tool move is created.
Input File Information
Any time a data file is required for input, or when specifying the path and filename for a Z-buffer
model that is to be saved, this is performed using i string that the contains the required path and the desired
filename. This appears after the appropriate command as

FILE_PATH/FILE_NAME
In place of FELE_PATH the path to the desired user data file, relative to the location o f the directory
containing the MasterFeed application, should be entered. In place of FILE_NAME the desired file name
and file extension should be entered.

Output Files: Conies of G-code Files containing Updated Feedrate Information
Both Kinemax and AutoFeed generate copies of the input G-code file, and these new files contain
updated feedrate information. In both cases, the management of the new files is identical. The new G-code
information is written to a file that t as the exact same path and file name root as the input G-code, with the
file extension changed to '.UPD' for UPDated. For example, if the input G-code file existed in a
subdirectory of the MasterFeed Directory entitled "PartFiles", and the original filename was titled
"fender.cnc”, the input Gcode would be indicated by "PartFiles\fender.cnc". The newly generated copy of
this file that contains the updated G-code information would then b e "PartFilesVfender.UPD". If an existing
version of "PartFiles\fender.UPD" exists, this is changed to "PartFiles\fender.bak" as a backup file in case
of error. Only 1 backup is generated, which is overwritten by each subsequent backup. If
"PartFiles\fender.UPD" is provided as the input file, then no new output file is created.
Output Files; Other Files Generated bv the Software
This case covers file types other than updated G-code files that are created by the software, e.g.
force data files, relative velocity data, etc. These files are written out in a format appropriate for reading
into the Microsoft Excell spreadsheet where applicable. Except in cases where the user is required to
specify a file path and file name for a desired output fi'e, the file generated is given same path and filename
as the unput G-code file, with followed by the extension ".Dat" (note that the input G-code should not use
this extension).

Software Option Interoperability
Note that both WriteForce and AutoFeed options require a geometric model. Because of this, the
Render and Animate features may be used simultaneously with either of these two options. This is
performed by including the appropriate rendering commands in the user data file along with the WriteForce
or AutoFeed commands.
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Note, however, that while both WriteForce and AutoFeed perform mechanistic modeling, they can
not be used simultaneously. If estimated forces are desired for a newly created G-code file that contains
optimized feed values, they must be calculated using a second, separate run of the software. This is
because the feed inhibiting and in particular the buffering of G-code data upon stock entry, the feed values
output are often reduced from those that were used in the final force calculation.

Data Input; Software Option User Data File Requirements
A description of the commands and data required for each of the software options will now be
provided. As many of the commands and values are common to several options, a list containing the
options and values required will be referenced as appropriate. This list is provided at the end of this section.
All command are entered in the user data file using the following protocol:
COMMAND VALUE
where "COMMAND" is the command word entered into the user data file, and
"VALUE" indicates a value that must accompany the command, if any.
These commands will be presented below in the following format:
COMMAND_NAME (VALUE_TYPE)

text description o f command

where "COMMAND_NAME” is the command word entered into the user data file, "(VALUE_TYPE)"
indicates the type value that must accompany the command (integer, real, character), if any, and "text
description of command" provides a description of the command listing and value. The commands and
command groups will be listed according to the software option for which they apply.
1) The KINEMAX option
Kinemax creates a copy of the input G-code file that contains variable feedrates that result in a
constant relative velocity of the cutter past the stock when S-axis milling. Kinemax is the simplest of the
four applications, requiring only a G-code filename, cutter radius, and CNC machine Type; no stock model
is necessary.
Kinemax Specific Commands:
KINEMAX (no value)
VELOCITY (real)
FEEDTOL (real)
SCALE (real)
MAXFEED (real)
SLOTFEEDPERCENT (real)
WRTTEFEED (no value)

- calculate constant relative velocities for the input C-code file
- the desired relative velocity value, (1PM)

- the allowable range about VELOCITY that calculated feeds are
considered acceptable
- scale all feeds generated by the amount indicated; may be ran
standalone also
- maximum allowable outputfeedrate
- scale tool moves identified as slot cuts by the indicated amount
- indicates that a data file containing the input feedrates and
corresponding axis velocities and net relative velocity is desired.

♦ Other Required Command Groups (see Command Group List):
A) CNC Machine Description

2) The ANIMATE I RENDER option
Render/Animate provides graphical imaging of the milled stock; Render shows the final stock
geometry, and Animate shows the in-process milling and the final stock. All instructions for manipulating
the stock model once rendered may be obtained by clicking the right mouse button to bring up a command
menu; clicking on a desired command will execute it, and instructions for keyboard operation are provided.
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♦ Animate/Render Specific Commands:
ANIMATE (no value)
- this indicates a dynamic rendering o f the in-process milling is

desired. A static rendering is provided when the animation is complete.
- indicates a wireframe representation o f the cutter is desired during
animation
RENDER (no value)
- this indicates that only a static rendering o f the part geometry that
exists at the end o f the current G-code file is desired
The below parameters adjust the view of the initial rendering that appears on the screen. The default view is
straight down Z (the axis of the tool on a 3-axis vertical machining center), with X extending horizontally
across the screen, and Y extending vertically. The below angular definitions then adjust relative to this,
with signed values that adhere to the right hand rule.
X_ROT (real)
- the amounto f rotation desired about the X axis (deg.)
Y_ROT (real)
- the amount o f rotation desired about the Y axis (deg.)
Z_ROT (real)
- the amount o f rotation desired about the Z axis (deg.)
WIREFRAME (no value)

♦ Other Required Command Groups (see Command Group List):
A) CNC Machine Description
B) Cutting Tool Definition
Q Input G-code File Specification
D) Stock Model Definition

3) The WRITEFORCE option
WriteForce creates a data file containing the force data for each tool move is desired. This
information includes, for each move, the G-code line number, the corresponding net machine run time, the
peak force for that move (XY Magnitude), the volumetric removal rate, and the maximum chip thickness
value.
♦ WriteForce Specific Commands:
WRITEFORCE (no value)
- this indicates that a force data file is desired
♦ Other Required Command Groups fsee Command Group List!:
A) CNC Machine Description
B) Cutting Tool Definition
C) Input G-code File Specification
D) Stock Model Definition
E) Mechanistic Model Definition

4) The AUTOFEED option
AutoFeed creates copy of the input G-code file that contains feedrates optimized for the unique
cutting conditions of each tool move is created. The optimization takes place within a user defined set of
constraints, which compose the majority of the commands that are listed below.
♦ WriteForce Specific Commands:
AUTOFEED (no value)
- this indicates that the autofeed option is desired
FORCEMAG (real)
- the desired force magnitude (acting orthogonal to the cutter axis)
FORCETOL (real)
MAXCHIPTHICKNESS (real)
MAXFEED (real)

(Lb.)
- the acceptable tolerance about the desiredforce value within which a
calculatedforce value is deemed acceptable (Lb.)
- the maximum allowable chip thickness value (in.)
- the maximum allowable output feedrate while material removal is
occurring (IPM)
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MAXFEEDAIR (real)
SLOTFEEDPERCENT (real)

- the maximum, allowable output feedrate while no material removal is
occurring and the cutter is travelling through air (IPM)
- scale tool moves identified as slot cuts by the indicated amount

♦ Other Required Command Groups (see Command Group List):
A) CNC Machine Description
B) Cutting Tool Definition
Q Input G-code File Specification
D) Stock Model Definition
E) Mechanistic Model Definition

Software Option User Data File Command Groups
The below command groups are common to several software options, and so are listed here to
limit redundancy. Typically all commands in a group are required unless otherwise specified.

A) CNC Machine Description
FADAL (no value)
BD405 (no value)
BD505 (no value)

- indicates a Fadal VMC with a 2-axis rotary tilt table is to be modeled
- indicates a Boston Digital type 405 machine is to be modeled
- indicates a Boston Digital type 505 machine is to be modeled

The below parameters apply only to Boston Digital NC machines.
- indicates an A axis configuration (rotation about +X)
- indicates a B axis configuration (rotation about +Z)

A_AXIS (real)
C_AXIS (real)

B) Cutting Tool Definition
RADIUS (real)
FLUTEDJLENGTH (real)

- the radius value o f the current cutting toolfin.)
- the length o f the cutter that contains milling flutes. Note that this

defines the axial length o f cutter used in the discrete model (in.)
- the total length o f the cutter, used primarily for rendering (in.)
- the number o f flutes present on a cutter
- the helix angle on the cylindrical portion o f the cutter(deg.)
- indicates that a flat end cutter is to be modeled
- indicates that a ball end cutter is to be modeled
The below parameters apply only to the cutter ball portion o f ball end cutters. They apply to the variations
in the cutting flutes that occur on this section o f the cutter.
BALL_HELIX_END (real)
- the angle, measured from a plane extending through the ball center
and orthogonal to the cutter axis('the cutter ball definition angle'm
chapter 3), where variation in the helix angle ends on the cutter ball.
BALL_MIN_HELIX (real)
- the minimum helix angle value attained on the cutter balLThe helix
angle varies from the value on the cylindrical to this minimum value,
which occurs at the BALL_HEL!X_END location. Below this point the
helix is constant at this minimum value.
BALL_FLUTE_END (real)
- the cutter ball definition angle at which 2 o f the flutes on a 4 fluted
cutter ball terminate (see chapter3 fordefh o f this angle)
The below variables are model cutter runout, and are only required when mechanistic modeling or
calculating the empirically derived mechanistic material constants.
RUNOUT (real)
- the modeled amount o f cutting tool runout (see chapter 2) (in.)
RUNOUT_LOC_ANG (real)
- the locating angle for the cutter runout (see chapter 2)(deg.)
TOOL_LENGTH (real)
NUM_FLUTES (integer)
HELIX (real)
FLAT_END (no value)
BALL_END (no value)

Q Input G-code File Specification
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GCODE (character)

- indicates the path and file name o f the desired input G-code file,

relative to the home directory of the MasterFeed executable
D) Stock Model Definition
MESH (real)
WIDTH (real)
DEPTH (real)
HEIGHT (real)

- the Z-buffer element spacing distance in Xwp, Ywp, (in.)
- the size o f a rectangular stock model in the Xwp direction (in.)
- the size o f a rectangular stock model in the Ywp direction (in.)
- the size o f a rectangular stock model in the Zwp direction (in.)

The below values shift the location o f the stock material in workpiece space (see Appendix B). The default
position is the 'front, lower, left comer' o f rectangular stock or only comer that defines a right handed
coordinate system, with all angular offsets defaulting to zero. The angular offsets are applied to the axes
present on the currently modeled machine, and so their effects will vary between machine types..
WP_OFFSET_X (real)
- shifts the location o f the stock material along Xwp (in.)
WP_OFFSET_Y (real)
- shifts the location o f the stock material along Ywp (in.)
WP_OFFSET_Z (real)
- shifts the location o f the stock material along Zwp (in.)
WP_OFFSET_A (real)
- shifts the location of the stock material about the A rotary axis (deg.)
WP_OFFSET_B (real)
- shifts the location o f the stock material about the B rotary axis (deg.)
The below values are required only for FADAL simulations, or in any other case where no fixed machine
coordinate system is used. They define the distance between workpiece coordinate origin and the machine
coordinate origin (see Appendix B).
RT_OFFSET_X (real)
- defines the relative location of the machine coordinate X axis
RT_OFFSET_Y (real)
- defines the relative location of the machine coordinate Y axis
RT_OFFSET_Z (real)
- defines the relative location of the machine coordinate Z axis
The below commands save a Z-buffer model to the hard disc, or load one from the hard disc.
SAVESTOCK (character)
- saves the z-buffer model to the path and filename specified
LOADSTOCK (character)
- loads the z-buffer model from the path andfilename specified
NOTE: The default offsets that existed when the model was created are
read in from the Z-buffer file. New offsets may be defined, but if so all
offset values must be specified, not only those that changed.
The below parameters apply only to Boston Digital NC machines when milling turbomachinery with
repeated blade geometry.
The raw stock for these machining operations is generally a lathe turning. These may be defined using a
'lathe profile' composite NURBS curve that defines the 2D profile o f the turned part. Note the mesh size
must be specified, but the size o f the stock is determined automatically.
TURNSTOCK (character)
- indicates a turned stock model is desired, and is followed by the path
and name o f the file containing the lathe profile description.
The default size o f a turned stock model is 1/4 o f the entire turning, or one radius in X and Y from the hub
center. The below values are ratios that increase or decrease this amount depending on requirements.
Ideally the minimum stock size that fully encompasses all material removal on one blade and one cavity is
desired. A value > 1.0 increases the modeled size (e.g. 2.0 models a full diameter), and < 1.0 decreases it.
TURNING_RA'nO_X (real)- scaling in Xwp o f the default radius distance that is modeled
TURNING_RATIO_Y (real)- scaling in Ywp o f the default radius distance that is modeled
When mechanistic modeling, two cavities must be milled so that the operations taking place on the blade
surface are modeled correctly. Only one o f the two is required.
BLADE_OFFSET (real)
- angular distance between adjacent blades (deg.), =360/NumBlades
NUM_BLADES (integer)
- number o f uniformly spaced blades on the part (not incl. splitters)
E) Mechanistic Model Definition
DISC (real)
- thedesired axial disc thickness on a cylindrical cutter portion
BALL_KTC (real)
- the KTc value for the ball portion o f the cutter
BALL_KRC (real)
- the KRCvalue for the ball portion o f the cutter
BALL_P_ONE (real)
- the Pt value for the ball portion of the cutter
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BALL_P_TWO (real)
KTC (real)
KRC (real)
P_ONE (real)
P_TWO (real)
SPINDLE (real)

-the
-the
-the
- the
-the
- the

Program II: CalcMechConsts. Used for the calculation of the mechanistic material constants.
This software performs only a single function, it calculates the mechanistic material constants
required by the generalized discrete mechanistic model contained in MasterFeed and used during force
estimation and optimized feedrate selection. This Software requires a single user data file for operation,
which contains the cutting tool description, feeds and spindle speeds, and the cut geometry description. The
data is listed in two segments. First common data that applies to all test cuts, i.e. spindle speed, cutter
description and runout amounts, are entered. Then the number of force empirical force data sets is entered.
Finally, the data sets are entered, this includes feedrate, cut geometry, and measured average force values.
A unique number that identifies it precedes each data set; these are typically numbered sequentially from 1.
All values other than forces are modal; they are held constant until a new value is entered, and so only
values that change must be entered. For example, if the cutting conditions do not change for the first four
data sets, then these conditions only need to be entered for the first data set.
In addition to the commands provided below, the commands for a cutting tool description, defined above in
B) Cutting Tool Definition, are also required.
TEST_SPEED (real)
- the spindle speed used when making the test cuts (RPM)
NUM_SETS (integer)
- the total number o f data sets to be readfrom the file
SET (integer)
- indicates a new data set is to be read, set number is arbitrary
MIN_RADIAL (real)
- minimum radial depth, measuredfrom axis o f rotation along Ycr(in.)
MAX_RADIAL (real)
- maximum radial depth, measuredfrom axis o f rotation along Ycr(in.)
AXIAL (real)
- axial depth, measuredfrom bottom o f tool along axis (in.)
TEST_FEED (real)
- feedrate value fo r current set o f empirical force data (1PM)
FORCE_X (real)
- the average X force for the current data sets test cut conditions (Lb.)
FORCE_Y (real)
- the average Yforce for the current data sets test cut conditions (Lb.)
FORCE_Z (real)
- the average Z force for the current data sets test cut conditions (Lb.)

NOTE: The Z-force is currently not used, may be neglected
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